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ABSTRACT
The thesis begins with a survey of current teaching of
probability and of research into probability concepts.
The next part of the thesis reports an investigation into
performance on probability items by candidates in the University
of London GCE'0' Level Mathematics Multiple Choice Examination
and in the East Midland Regional Examinations Board CSE Mathematics
Examination. Analysis of multiple choice responses and
examination scripts is described, investigating the extent of
sex differences in probability.
The main body of the thesis describes and discusses the
development, administration and results of a probability concepts
test, which was produced for the SSRC-sponsored 'Chance and
Probability Concepts Project' (1978-81) under the direction of
the author. The concepts test, which was administered to
approximately 3000 pupils aged 11-16 years in mixed secondary
and middle schools in the East Midlands, comprised items covering
various elementary probabilistic, statistical and combinatoric concepts.
The thesis then describes the establishment of a probability
concepts hierarchy, supplementing the research of the Concepts in
Secondary Mathematics and Science Project (Chelsea College, 1974-1979).
Finally a detailed analysis of the test results is
incorporated which considers probability conceptual development
in relation to the variables age, intelligence, mathematical
ability,and sex
The main findings of the research are as follows: Probability
concepts development is age-related but the most important single
factor is the general intellectual ability of the subject.
Mathematical ability is strongly related to test performance but
this is largely attributable to its equally high correlation with
intellectual ability. Sex differences exist, with boys generally
superior, but these are of a minor nature. Some important conceptual
ideas appear to be more highly developed in younger rather than
older pupils, and in girls rather than boys. Most pupils do not
attain Piaget's stage III (formal operations).
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CHAPTER 1 - THE EMERGENCE OF PROBABILITY 
1.1 Introduction 
It is quite obvious to us all that uncertainty is prevalent
throdthout our day-to-day social existence, and is no less a
feature of the natural world. Nevertheless, as Breiman (1968)
remarks: "the attitude of science until very recently was that
it really didn't exist, or would vanish when we became more
knowledgeable". Instead of just ignoring the random element,
attempts are now being made to come to grips with the problem,
a noteable example being Shannon's discovery of the possibility
of noiseless coding for transmission through noisy channels.
This depends upon the fact that random noise is not entirely
capricious but in fact obeys laws of a kind.
Until very recently this major factor in all our lives -
the random element - was not taken into account in mathematical
education at the school level. As is described in Chapter 2
there has been some move towards introducing a study of random
events but the topic known as Probability is often treated in
the mathematics classroom in a very restrictive, abstract and
deterministic manner.
It is interesting and instructive to consider very briefly
the early history of ideas of randomness.
1.2 Historical Insights 
The principal means of introducing the random element into
games in classical times was the astragalus - or heel bone.
These bones - from various animals - are found in very large
numbers and undoubtedly they were used as tally-stones or
counters. The shape of the astragalus varies with the type of
animal but the more symmetrical ones are the commonest (see
Fig.1.1).
Sheep Dog
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Only four of the six sides are flat enough to permit the
astragalus to rest on them.
Fig 1.1 Heel bones of sheep and dog 
Although used in board games in Egypt as long ago as 3500BC,
it was possibly not much before the Birth of Christ that the
astragalus was actually used as a die. F.N. David (1962) reports
that "A favourite research of the scholars of the Italian
Renaissance was to try to deduce the scoring used". It is
widely agreed that the four faces were labelled 1, 3, 4, 6.
Because the faces were not equal the empirical probabilities of
landing on them were roughly as follows:
Face Probability
1 1/10
3 4/10
4 4/10
6
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A popular game was "rolling of the bones" when four
astragali were tossed together. The 'best' throw was the
"venus" - when each number appears once - which had a probability
of about 384/1000.
The more regular die also evolved at about this same period
(perhips 3000 BC) and examples are found from Iraq, India and
Egypt, made of a variety of materials, including pottery. Cards
were not invented until the 14th Century and even then remained
very much a luxury so in most gambling situations dice were
used until quite modern times. The influence of cards upon the
development of Probability Theory was thus rather less than
that of dice.
If a single problem is to be pointed at as encapsulating
the germ of Probability Theory it must surely be that found
in Luca Pacioli's 'Summa de arithmetica, geometrica, proportioni 
e proportionalita' (1494). The problem is:
"A and B are playing a fair game of 'bana l . They
agree to play until one has won 6 rounds. The game
actually has to stop when A has won 5 rounds and B has
won 3 rounds. How should the stakes be shared out?"
Pacioli argued that the rates should be 5:3 in A's favour,
but that is not the answer we would accept. No doubt Pacioli
himself saw this as nothing more than a proportion problem but
it and similar problems led to the development of probability
considerations by later mathematicians.
Cardano - famous for his work on Cubic Equations - wrote
on many subjects. One of his 242 works was "Liber de Ludo Aleae" -
(book of games of chance). Being an inveterate gambler himself
Cardano was well aware of the empirical probabilities for
throwing dice. What he achieved, however, was to set down for
the first time ideas concerning theoretical probabilities (i.e.
abstractions based on equally likely considerations).
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Referring to the usual 6 sided die he wrote:
"One half of the total number of faces always represents
equality. The chances are equal (i.e. 50 - 50) that a
given face will turn up in three throws, for the total
circuit is completed in six. Or again, the chances are
equal that one of three given faces will turn up in one
throw". (Ore, 1953).
Although possibly written about 1563 this work remained unpublished
until 1663, some 87 years after Cardano's death.
Another early worker in this field was the great Galileo
Galilei (1564 - 1642). The most well known probability problem
which he tacked was the following:
"When 3 dice are thrown together there are six
combinations which produce a total score of nine:
1, 2, 6
1, 3, 5
1, 4, 4
2, 2, 5
2, 3, 4
3, 3, 3
There are similarly also six combinations which produce
a total of ten. Why, then, does 10 occur slightly
more often than 9?" ( A fact spotted by gamblers of
the time).
Galileo realised that the order of the dice mattered i.e.
it is a permutation problem. He enumerated all 216 possibilities
and showed that of these, 27 produce a 10 but only 25 produce
a 9. Thus,theorising about probabilities, involving ideas of
permutations and combinations, was shown to match up with real-
life experience.
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Despite this earlier work many consider Probability Theory
to have been founded by two great 17th Century French mathematicians
- Fermat and Pascal. Their extensive correspondence included the
familiar "Problem of 'Points" an example of which Pacioli had
earlier presented but incorrectly solved. The actual problem
which Fermat and Pascal considered was:
"Two players of equal skill play a game which requires
3 points to win. Each player lays down 32 gold coins
as stake. Suppose the game is unfinished when player
A has 2 points and player B has 1 point. How should the
stake be divided?"
This question really is asking "What is the probability of
each player winning, from that position?" Pacioli would have
argued that A should get twice as much as B, but Fermat and
Pascal saw the true essence of the problem. In a letter dated
29 July 1654 Pascal wrote to Fermat as follows:
"Now if they play another game and A wins he takes all
the stakes that is 64 gold coins, if B wins it then
they have each won two points, and therefore if they
wish to stop playing they must each take 32 gold coins.
Then consider, Sir, if A wins he gets 64 coins, if he
loses he gets 32 coins. Thus if they do not wish to
risk this last game, A must say:
'I am certain to get 32 coins, even if I lose I still
get them. But as for the other 32, perhaps I will get
them, perhaps you will get them, the chances are equal.
Let us therefore divide these 32 coins in half and
give one half to me as well as my 32 which are mine
for sure" (F.N. David, 1962). A will then have 48
coins and B 16 coins.
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Mathematicians on the Continent continued to deal with
such problems, and to analyse various gambling games. However
in England little interest was shown by the mathematicians
who perhaps disapproved of gambling.
There are several rather different ways to look Upon
probability and a more detailed discussion will follow later
•
in this chapter. The two main approaches are now presented
in a simplified form. The first is a mathematical definition,
based on equally likely outcomes, something along the following
lines:
"If an event can happen in n different ways, all of
which are equally likely, and if s of these are
defined as 'successful' the probability of success
IS s".
The second is a statistical or experimental definition,
based on frequency ratios, as follows:
"If n trials of an experiment are conducted and of these
s have been designated 'successful' then the
probability of 'success' is s".
These may appear similar but this is not so. The first
definition is an abstract theoretical one,based upon a mathematical
model of reality. The second is a practical one, based on
actual experience.
Down the centuries both these ideas were recognised but
the precise relationship between them was unclear. The
fundamentally important connection was first enunciated by a
member of that extraordinary family of mathematical geniuses
- the Bernoullis.
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In his Ars Conjectandi, published posthumously in 1713,
James Bernoulli set out his theorem which is often called
the "Law of Large Numbers". Put simply it says:
"Statistical probability can be brought as close to
mathematical probability, with as high a degree of
certainty as we wish, by repeating the experiment
a sufficient number of times".
To show more clearly what Bernoulli wrote we will look
at his illustrative problem. Consider a bag containing 50 balls,
30 coloured white and 20 coloured black. When a single ball
is picked out at random, then replaced, and the experiment
repeated many times, then the results usually settle down to
around 60% white (and 40% black). Generally it will not be
exactly 60% white, of course, but fairly close. How many
•trials are needed in order to be 99% sure of getting between
55% and 65% white balls? (in other words, for the statistical
ratio to be within + 5% of the mathematical ratio). The
mathematical probability model for this situation is the Binomial:
(0.6 + 0.4) n where there are n trials of the experiment. By
expanding this, using the Binomial expansion, we get
(0.6) n 	 probability of n whites and 0 blacks
• (;) (0.6)n-1 (0.4) 1 .. probability of n-1 whites and 1 black
+ fnl (0.6) n-2 „probability of n-2 whites and 2 blacks
• 2)
• (0•4) n 	 probability of 0 whites and n blacks
It is therefore possible to work out all the probabilities.
• For example if n = 20 then if 557. to 65% of the trials
are to result in a white ball being selected this means 11,
12, or 13 white balls out of the 20 selections. The probability
of this happening
(0.6)
= 0.15974
= 0.4851
is:
8213 (4)70.4) 7	 (20) (0.6) 12 (0.4)415(0.6)12
+ 0.17971 + 0.14563
11 (0.4) 9
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Thus about 481% of all such experiments should result in
55% to 65% of white balls being selected.
What happens as n is increased? Table 1.1 shows the effect
of increasing the number of trials in an experiment, and it
illustrates the kind of pattern which Bernoulli discovered.
•
Trials, n 55% to 65% of n Probability
20 11 to 13 0.485
40 22 to 26 0.580
60 33 to 39 0.644
80 44 to 52 0.696
100 55 to 65 0.739
200 110 to 130 0.871
500 275 to 325 0.932
700 385 to 455 0.994
1000 550 to 650 0.999
Table 1.1 
As n increases the probability of picking between 55% and
65% of white balls increases. By n = 700 we have a 0.99 probability
(or 99% certainty) of being within those limits. This illustrates
the law which Bernoulli discovered - if enough trials are taken
then one can be as certain as one likes of getting as close as
one likes to the theoretical proportion (in this case 60%).
Note carefully that Bernoulli's Theorem is to do with
proportions. Once one restricts oneself to actual numbers 
things are very different. The probability of being within + 1
ball of the 60% whites decreases with increasing n, as can be
shown by reference to Table 1.2. (tables reproduced from Green,
1981a).
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Trials, n 0.6 n + 1
_
Probability
20 11 to 13 0.485
40 23 to 25 0.371
60 35 to 37 0.307
80 47 to 49 0.268
100 59 to 61 0.240
200 119 to 121 0.171
500 299 to 301 0,109
700 419 to 421 0.092
1000 599 to 601 0.077
Table 1.2 
Bernoulli treated this problem in a general form by expanding
Cr + s) n(r+s) and then used as his illustrative example
the one we have just considered. Bernoulli introduced his
theorem in his book as follows:
"This is therefore the problem that I now want to
publish here, having considered it closely for twenty
years, and it is a problem of which the novelty, as well
as the high utility, together with its grave difficulty,
exceed in weight and value all the remaining chapters
of my doctrine". (Ars Conjectandi:Pars Quarta)
This very brief survey of the early development of
probability concepts brings into focus the quintessential
property of our world:
Individually unpredictable random events (e.g. the score
on a die) nevertheless can be combined to produce a predictable
outcome (e.g. each face will turn up about one sixth of the time).
Without this property the study of probability would of necessity
be an abstract and inapplicable branch of pure mathematics,
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but as it is Probability Theory can be seen to be of real
practical use in understanding our world.
With the establishment of Bernoulli's Theorem the way
was open for the development of Probability Theory and many
great minds were brought to bear on the matter. Inevitably
•
different approaches and interpretations were applied.
Fundamental difficulties were encountered in trying to decide
what probability is and how to define 'randomness'. It is
to these issues that we now turn.
1.3 The Nature of Randomness and Probability 
To define randomness in terms of irregularity or
unpredictability may be psychologically satisfying but it
leads one nowhere - merely to different words for the same
idea. What is of fundamental importance is the empirical fact
of our planet that there is regularity in randomness. A normal
symmetrical die does yield each of the digits about one sixth
of the throws, and a coin does land about one half of the time
on 'Heads'. To predict these results from some mathematical
model is by no means the same as to observe them actually
occurring (and recurring) in real world experiments. The results
of some well known historical experiments (Table 1.3) provide
evidence that the chosen mathematical model is indeed appropriate,
at least to some degree.
No. of
tosses
No. of
Heads
% Heads Experimenter
4040 2048 50.7 G. Buff on
2048 1061 51.8 A.De Morgan
2048 1048 51.2 A.De Morgan
2048 1071 49.7 A.De Morgan
2048 1039 •	 50.7 A. De Morgan.
10000 4933 49.3 Charlier
Table 1.3 Results of coin-tossing experiments 
The concept of randomness is something we all feel we
understand but to pin it down to an acceptable definition
is by no means straightforward. Various attempts have been
made. Cohen and Christenson (1970) list five essentially
different descriptions of randomness:
"1. There is the randomness which is supposed to be
an intrinsic property of that aspect of nature which
is under study by an observer; for example,
alpha-particles from radioactive elements are said
to be emitted at random in accord with the 'laws of
probability'.
2. Some theorists conceive of randomness as an intrinsic
property of a man-made system or event such as a throw
of a die; randomness here is claimed to be on a par
with the die's density or thermal conductivity. But
whether this particular claim is justified or not, the
behaviour of a die cannot be regarded as a typical
instance of randomness in nature (i.e. 1 above), which
may be a different phenomenon.
3. A third conception of randomness places it by design
in an experiment: the experimenter systematically
introduces randomness into his data. A so-called
randomised block, tables of random numbers, electronic
randomisers, a shuffled pack of cards, the contents of
an urn well shaken, or a die properly thrown, all
illustrate this usage. Here degrees of randomness are
admitted, for a pack may be well or poorly shuffled.
4. Fourthly, there is randomness in the sense of a
lack of correlation between two series (MacKay, 1962;
Bork, 1967).
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5. A fifth conception is advanced by the Soviet
mathematician Gnedenko (1963), who, by 'random',
means an event which may or may not occur when a set
of conditions is realised. If the event is bound to
happen when the conditions are realised, it is regarded
asinevitable or certain. If it never occurs when
the conditions are realised, it is regarded as impossible.
An event is random if it is neither inevitable nor impossible".
1.4 Equally-likely theories 
When Bernoulli (1713) defined probability as "the
proportion of favourable outcomes in the set of all possible
and equally probable outcomes" he was setting down the
classical definition.
Much early work on probability was related to games of
chance, particularly dice problems. Numerical probabilities
were obtained by enumeration of the possibilities, and by
arguing that by symmetry these possibilities are equally likely.
For example: given a regular six-sided dice marked 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6 if we wish to find the chance of getting a number greater
than four, i.e. 5, 6, then there are 2 ways out of 6 ways so
the probability is 2/6 or 1/3.
It is hard to imagine anything simpler than this approach
which attributes an objective probability, which can be inferred.
• However, as J. R. Buxton (1969) points out, there are difficulties.
Firstly, in many cases there is no clear-cut discrete set
of equally likely outcomes. As a very simple example consider
the pointer which spins on the wheel shown in Fig. 1.2. What
is the chance of landing on the shaded area?
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For a more profound example consider the following. If a
chord is selected at random on a fixed circle what is the
probability that its length exceeds the radius of the circle?
(Mosteller, 1965). Depending on one's interpretation of the
probleri answers of 2, 3 or if can be obtained. As a third34	 2
example consider the probability of a given drawing pin
landing pointing up 416 when dropped. Equally-likely
considerations are entirely inappropriate and inapplicable
here.
Secondly, even in a simple situation more than one . set of
possible outcomes may be drawn up and then how is one to be
preferred to another? The classic example is the case of
tossing a pair of coins. One line of reasoning leads to:
(a) 3 outcomes: 2 Heads, I Head, 0 Heads
and another to:
(b) 4 outcomes: Head-Head, Head-Tail, Tail-Head, Tail-Tail.
Whilst practical experience may be brought to bear in choosing
one outcome set in preference to another there is no obvious
theoretical procedure for doing so and it must be doubted that
the equally likely approach can give a genuinely objective
probability.
Thirdly, given an outcome set how do we decide that each
outcome is indeed equally likely? What if two people disagree?
John Venn (1888) remarked: "When we have got as far as this
an appeal to experience cannot be long evaded".
As Poincar‘ (and many others) have noted, this 'definition'
is manifestly circular since the phrase "equally probable"
is used to define probability! We are thus led either to the
view that assigning a probability is subjective or to the view
that some alternative definition overtly based on experience
is called for.
1.5 Frequency Theories 
When a coin is tossed there is no way of predicting which
way up it will land. However, experience shows us that with
repeated trials a pattern eventually emerges. This is not.a
pattern of the sequence of results, but rather the ratio
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of the number of heads (or tails) to the total number of
throws settles down. This is true whether the coin is 'fair'
or i biased'. There is no a priori reason to make this inevitable -
it is an observed fact of our Universe Ca 'law'). To demonstrate
what this means in practice the writer has performed the following
expeIiments:
A coin is tossed n times and the number of heads
recorded. This is repeated three times to give
a set of four results.
Cases taken were n = 4, n = 8, n = 32 and the results
obtained illustrated in Fig.1.3. These show that
with increasing n the results tend to stabilise around
the 50% ratio. This leads us to define the probability
as the value to which this ratio converges (apparently
i).
Results (number of Heads)
4 2, 1, 4, 1
8 6, 2, 5, 4
32 18, 17, 15, 20
0%	 50%
Definition: If n trials of an experiment are conducted and
of these s have been designated 'successful' then
the probability of 'success' is the limit as
n co of the ratio-s
n'
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The advantage of this approach, as advocated by Venn (1888),
is the avoidance of the need for equally likely outcomes,
and although an apparently infinite sequence of trials is called
for in practice an approximation is taken with n finite. However,
it may be that no satisfactory sequence of trials can be found
(because of expense, danger to human life, and so on). Another
difficulty which may be experienced is that during the run of
trials the probability may itself be changing (e.g. on a
production line where machine settings drift with time). The
only way over this kind of problem is to limit the sequence of
trials to make this drift negligible, and this choice of length
of trial run is a subjective judgement.
The impossibility of observing an infinite sequence of
trials makes the certain evaluation of a frequency based
probability out of the question. The usefulness of the appropriate
frequency ratio which is calculated is a matter for experience
rather than theoretical argument.
1.6 Subjective theories 
So far the 'equally likely' and 'frequency' theories have
been discussed. It has been shown that there is some measure of
subjectivity in them, but its influence is generally slight.
Even in cases where neither theory is applicable - e.g. "What
is the probability that a person will die if he swallows 1
milligram of strychnine?" - it is reasonable to argue that an
objective probability does exist but it cannot be measured by
us. There are, however, other kinds of statements about which
probabilistic judgements are often sought and indeed are made,
and so subjectivist theories have been developed along lines
suggested by de Morgan (1847), by Koopman (1940), Ramsey (1950)
and others. For example what is the probability that this
thesis will be accepted? At the time of writing the author
has a degree of belief, perhaps he considers it 50% certain to
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succeed (it might not even be presented of course, for various
reasons). Later on, when completed and submitted the author's
degree of belief may rise to 75%. Each examiner who reads
this may have a quite different opinion and associated degree
of belief. During the viva voce the author may suffer a
•
severe interrogation and as he leaves the examination room his
subjective probability may have dropped to 10%. Once the
decision is made by the conferring examiners, and announced,
the need for subjective judgement will be dispelled. The
probability of success will then be seen as 0 or 1. Various
methods have been proposed to arrive at a subjective probability
in a given instance - for example comparing one's degree of
0 1	 6belief with the throwing of dice (givingp 	 or seeing
what odds one is prepared to bet.
A subjectivist can assign any value (from 0 to 1) for the
probability of an event, provided it is consistent with other
probabilities which he also assigns (for example prob (A) = p 4)t
prob (not A) = 1-p).
Taking this approach a stage further one enters the realm of
what Cohen and Christensen (1970) call "psychological probability",
which relates to the individual's internalised interpretation
of a probability value. In such cases consistency may not obtain,
with logic and reason taking a back seat.
1.7 Logical theories 
A subjective approach yields a personal probability based
on certain evidence. Others with the same evidence may legitimately
assign different values. In contrast, logical theorists,
for example Keynes (1921), Carnap (1945) and Kyburg (1961),
assert that for a given set of evidence only one specific
probability value is defensible.
The position of some logicists (e.g. Keynes, 1921), is that
logical probability applies to judgements and statements rather
than to the events themselves. Boole (1854) introduced this
approach when he said "it is implied in the definition that
probability is always relative to our actual state of information",
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so if the available evidence changes then our probability value
must be modified. Thus it does not assert "The Probability of
A is p l but rather 'Given evidence E, the probability of A is p'•
Whatever theoretical position one adopts the application
is much the same. There is a two-fold aspect:
(1) arrive at probability values for simple events
(2) combine these to evaluate probabilities for complex events.
To achieve (1) the chosen theory is applied - equally likely
or frequency, or subjective, or logical.
To achieve (2) some deductive rules are required. The
familiar rules widely adopted are:
(a) &probability is a number in the interval 0 to 1.
(b) The probability of an event certain to occur is 1.
(c) For two incompatible events A and B ,
probability (A or B).probability (A) + probability (B).
An axiomatic system based on these rules which has found wide
acceptance was developed by the eminent Russian mathematician
Kolmogorov some 50 years ago.
As a footnote attention is drawn to a very different non-
distributional probability theory introduced by Shackle (1961).
This lays emphasis on the degree of surprise associated with an
outcome. For example if one hundred counters (marked 1,2,3
	
100) are put in a hat, and the number 27 is picked out there is
no surprise. Some number had to be picked and despite the fact	 -
that its probability is 0.01, i.e. a low value, nothing unusual
is seen to occur. This is because each number is an equal
contender. Thus we associate with each of the outcomes a value
zero. However, if it were a raffle and we held ticket 27, and no
other, then we would be surprised to see 27 picked, because the
alternatives are 27 (classical probability 0.01) and 'not 27'
(classical probability 0.99). Although not an impossibility,
which has associated with it the highest degree of surprise of
course, (say 1), the picking of our ticket (27) is quite surprising,
and so would merit a high numerical value to reflect this.
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It can be seen that the system is non-distributional because
we cannot add these probabilities together to sum all possibilities
to 1. For example if each of the 100 counters has zero potential
surprise then the total will be zero (and not 1). We cannot
justifiably advocate a 'surprise level' of 0.01 because getting
27 is no less surprising and no more surprising) than a coin
landing 'Heads'.
-19-
CHAPTER 2 
PROBABILITY IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM
2.1 Background to Curriculum Reform 
It is true to say that prior to the advent of "Modern
Mathematics" (ca. 1960) there was no Probability taught below
the Sixth Form in almost all schools. For the 16-18 year olds
the topic was introduced via a study of permutations and
combinations and its raison d'8tre seemed to be as a vehicle
for setting combinatoric problems rather than as a study of
randomness.
However, with the arrival of the new projects, for example
S.M.P. (School Mathematics Project, 1961) and C.S.M. (Contemporary
School Mathematics Project, 1961) and M.M.E. (Midlands Mathematics
Experiment, 1962), and S.M.G. (Scottish Mathematics Group, 1963)
impetus was given to introducing to the 11 to 16 year age range
a host of mathematical topics hitherto only met by Sixth-Former
specialists or indeed University mathematics undergraduates.
Among the topics to be found was Probability. This was a
reflection of recommendations made at several extremely
influential conferences. One of particular importance was organised
by the 0.E.E.C. (Organisation for European Economic Cooperation)
in Royaumont in 1959 and reported in 'New Thinking in School
Mathematics' (OEEC, 1961) and 'Synopses for Modern Secondary
School Mathematics' (OEEC, 1961). Other conferences held in
England, designed to bring together educators and industrialists
were held at Oxford (1957), at Liverpool (1959) and most
importantly at Southampton (1961), out of which was to emerge
the School Mathematics Project, and reported in 'On Teaching
Mathematics' edited by Bryan Thwaites (1961). This European
movement for reform had been influenced by similar events in the
U.S.A. - as for example reported by M. Beberman (1958), and
retrospectively summarised by W. Wooton (1965, chapter 1), S. S.
Willoughby (1967, chapter 1), H. B. Griffiths and A. G. Howson
(1974, chapter 12).
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There were four main forces at work at that time to
encourage innovative reform. One factor was the felt need
for more interesting and varied mathematical topics which to
teach. A second and related factor was the need to encourage
more pupils to continue to study mathematics for longer
(particularly into the Sixth Form initially) to meet the
growing demand for mathematically competent adults, including
professional mathematicians and teachers of mathematics.
A third factor was the wish to introduce material more directly
relevant to the then current and forecast needs of industry
and commerce. The 1940s and 1950s had seen much greater
industrial use made of mathematical techniques: statistics,
computing, operational research (an influence of the scientific
thrust which the Second World War had induced). A fourth
factor, and particularly the province of the University dons
and younger teachers recently recruited from the Universities,
was the changed nature of mathematics at the higher levels.
The period from 1860 had been a century of development and
dissemination of new concepts - set theory, logic, statistics
and probability, linear algebra and matrices, algebraic
topology, theory of machines. It was natural that their
influence should be felt in schools, and by 1960 the conditions
were right.
In surveying the mathematics taught in twenty countries
(18 European, plus USA and Canada) the 0.E.E.C. found in 1959
that "Twelve countries do not teach probability and statistical
inference" - reported in New Trends in School Mathematics
(OEEC, 1961). In response to the question 'In what year does
the following first appear in the curriculum for science stream
students: "What is the probability of getting at least 3 heads
in a throw of 5 coins"?'	 (op cit. p.235)
ten countries reported (op.cit. p.201) that it was not covered
at all, and the mean age for the remainder was 17.5 years.
The United Kingdom interestingly replied that it was met at
age 15 years, being the lowest age cited, and of course hardly
representative of the great mass of the school population,
referring as it did to the scientific stream of the Grammar
School and indeed not even truly representative of their
syllabuses at that date!
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Certainly it was clear in 1959 that "probability is not
commonly taught, and where it is taught, it is considered a
difficult topic belonging in the 12th grade" (op. cit. p.193).
The recommendations of the 1959 Royaumont Seminar which
heralded the 'New Mathematics', included:
"Probability and Statistical Inference.
407. These topics, particularly the second, are
recommended as a desirable new field of instruction
in the secondary school. While probability, based on
a priori consideration of the number of possible
combinations (and permutations), has sometimes been
a part of secondary-school algebra, the use of a
posteriori considerations from experiments and the
use of confidence limits is new.
408. There is also the possibility of treatment of
combinatorial analysis from the viewpoint of sets,
set functions and sample space, thus affording
another opportunity to develop the modern symbolism
and thinking which is at the base of all the
mathematical disciplines.
409. There was general agreement on the method
of presenting the subjects. The subject matter should
include permutations, combinations, probability, the
binomial distribution and statistical inference. An
extension may be made to include correlation, normal
distribution, and stochastic processes. It is strongly
urged that all countries create and experiment with
these courses so that they become a permanent part of
the secondary-school curriculum". (pages 117-118)
-22-
In the more detailed "Synopses for Modern Secondary
School Mathematics" (OEEC, 1961) which was prepared by a
'Group of Experts' called together in 1960 the following
recommendations were put forward, for the top 50% of pupils
aged 11-15 years in the Lyc ge or Gymnasium (i.e. Grammar
School):
(i) Study of random experiments to introduce the
notions: sample space, event, and probability of an
event.
(ii) The empirical law of the stability of frequencies
(pp 263-264)
The test then went on to emphasise the impottance of
(ii), and much more detailed study was outlined for 15-18
year olds.
Three points of note arise here:- Firstly the experts
advocated a largely practical approach, even for these very
intelligent pupils. Secondly, a gentle introduction was
evidently in their minds - with little formal work until the
age of 15 plus. Thirdly, the main emphasis was put on
understanding randomness rather than calculating probabilities.
Much the same kind of approach was advocated when a re-
appraisal was made in 1964, as reported in "Mathematics Today:
a guide for teachers" (0.E.C.D. 1964). For example Henry
Pollak, reporting on the U.S. Cambridge Conference on School
Mathematics, stated
"Probability and statistics on a pre-mathematical
level should start in the elementary school. We
particularly recommend experiments with thumbtacks,
whose advantage over coins or dice rests on the fact
that the student does not think he knows a priori
what the probabilities are. He should get a basic
feeling for probability at this stage, for instance
that sums tend to diverge while averages tend to
converge, and that results may depend critically
on experimental conditions". (p.93)
13-14
13-14
11-12
13-14
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Again, Lennart RAde emphasised the importance of an
acquaintance with the stability of relative frequencies as
a forerunner to his suggested school course on probability
(op. cit. p.183).
2.2 The current position in English Schools 
It was against this background that Probability began to
find its way into secondary schools in England during the 1960s.
If textbooks are a guide, by 1980 almost all pupils aged 16
years will have been introduced to some elementary probability
work. Table 2.1 shows the reported first incidence of Probability
in the texts of current mathematics projects in England, as
reported by the Mathematical Association (1976), and in some
other widely used series. It can be seen that Probability
features in all of them, although being first met at a wide
variety of ages depending on the texts used.
Text
	
Book	 Normal pupil	 Age
year	 (Yrs)
SMP Main course (A-H)	 E	 3	 13-14
SNP 0 level (1-5)
	
3	 3	 13-14
SNE	 4	 415	 14-16
SMG (1-7)
	
3	 2	 12-13
SMG (worksheets)	 3	 3	 13-14
NNE	 18	 2	 12-13
Pattern and Power of
Mathematics (Moakes)	 4	 3
Oxford Secondary Mathematics
(James)	 3	 3
Oxford Comprehensive
Mathematics
	
1	 1
Challenging Mathematics
(Farmer)	 3	 3
Table 2.1 First incidence of Probability in textbooks commonly 
used in English Secondary Schools. 
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Neal (1979) has charted the recent growth of Probability in
GCE syllabuses for England and Wales. He reports that;
"A comparison between the G.C.E. syllabuses reported
by the Royal Statistical Society (Wetheri11,1968) and
the various 1980 university regulations reveals a
substantial increase in both the number of examinations
including probability and the extent to which it was
covered in each examination.
In 1968 the Joint Matriculation Board (J.M.B.)
presented two mathematics syllabuses containing
probability theory [and]...
by 1980 probability was included in seven of the
mathematics syllabuses.
This substantial increase was not a function of a
single board for, the Welsh Board, which in 1968
were offering no probability and statistics, had
by 1980 developed an 0 Level Statistics course and
an additional Mathematics (0/A) course both of
which included probability. Similar developments
occurred within each of the other six major G.C.E.
Boards.
An analysis of the syllabuses and the examination
papers produced by each board reveals a considerable
variance in the number of probability topics covered
but a consistent emphasis on mathematical theory."
(pp 48-49).
It is salutary to note that neither the content of textbooks
nor that of examination syllabuses are infallible guides to
what is actually taught. Analysis of Teaching Style
questionnaires completed by teachers of pupils who had been
given the Probability Concepts Test as described later in this
thesis shows that maybe a third of school pupils do not meet
probability at all in their formal education (see Table 2.2).
-25-
School
Year
Number of classes reported
as having previously
studied probability
Total Number
of classes
sampled
Percentage
having studied
probability
1 0 25 0
2 7 32 22
3 8 28 29
4 9 22 41
5 14 22 64
Table 2.2 Teacher report on pupil's familiarity with probability.
A point of interest is that six of the seven Second Year
classes in the sample who had met probability were in Middle
Schools. Not too much reliance should be placed on the figures
as the mathematics teachers sometimes displayed remarkable
ignorance of their pupils' previous history, whether it were
in the same school or a feeder school. The change of school
at the end of the third year, common in Leicestershire, may
account for the low Fourth Year figure, and, similarly, knowledge
of pupils' primary school mathematics curriculum seemed non-
existent which may have depressed the overall figures. Neverthe-
less it seems quite clear that a significant proportion of pupils
do not meet probability concepts in their Secondary School
education.
An inspection of the commonly used texts indicates the
basically theoretical bias in the treatment of probability.
It often amounts to an exercise on computation of fractions.
There is usually a reasonably satisfactory introductory practical
approach but often that soon is lost sight of. The concept of
randomness is almost never discussed at all adequately. The
very important ideas of sampling are sadly neglected. It is true
that some texts do include a few problems on "sampling with/
without replacement" but they are merely exercises in calculating
probabilities. Although isolated problems on permutations,
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combinations and arrangements exist in several texts the
treatment is very slight, with the possible exception of
arrangements for 2 or 3 coins. If, as Piaget and Inhelder
(1975) argue, the concept of permutation is central to an
understanding of randomness, then it would appear that
mathematical education in English schools is failing in at
least one important respect. The general field of
combinatorics indeed has much to offer school mathematics,
as Cooke and Anderson (1978) have indicated, and so there
would seem to be a case for more emphasis being given to
this work. It would seem that the original intentions
of the reformers in the early 1960s - to emphasise
'randomness' and the 'stability of frequencies' via a
thoroughly practical approach - has not been realised
generally, although some specific projects not concerned
with the 11-16 age range have produced very good material.
Leapfrogs (1975) and the Sixth Form Mathematics Curriculum
Project (Maths Applicable, 1975) being examples.
Finally, Table 2.3 shows the first incidence of some
key concepts in probability in several commonly used
English school mathematics texts. The relative paucity
of work on randomness, sampling and combinatorics is evident
as is the emphasis given to calculation. A count of the
pages devoted to the various topics would show the considerable
imbalance between stochastic and computational aspects.
-27—
The table appears on the following two pages.
Key The symbols before the point refer to the book.
The symbols after the point refer to the chapter.
Table 2.3 First explicit incidence in English School 
mathematics texts of some key concepts in 
probability and related topics. (A subjective
analysis) 
-28-
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CHAPTER 3 
SURVEY OF RESEARCH INTO PROBABILITY CONCEPTS 
3.1 PIAGET AND INHELDER
Like so much in the field of developmental cognitive
psychology the fundamental research is associated with the
name of the late Jean Piaget. There is just one notable
publication: 'La genese de l'id ge de hasard chez l'enfant'
by Piaget and Inhelder (1951), which appeared in English
translation in 1975. A forerunner to the book was a paper,
again in French, by Piaget (1950).
The book begins by explaining that young children seek
to come to terms with the world by discovering the laws
which apply. It is not until the child has built up a body
of such ideas that the exception to the rule can be recognised
as such, and that is what constitutes 'chance'. Logical
thought deals with reversible mental operations whereas chance
deals with irreversible operations. It is, then, Piaget and
Inhelder's thesis that logical development must precede notions
of chance.
3.1a Piaget's first experiment: Random mixture 
The first investigation concerned the notions of random
mixture and irreversibility. The apparatus used consisted
of a pivotted tray with 16 balls fitting at one end which,
when the tray was tipped, rolled to the other end, becoming
somewhat mixed up in the process. Eight white balls and
eight red balls were used, initially positioned as two separate
unmixed sets (see Fig.3.1). Children aged from 5 to 12 years
were interviewed individually and asked to predict what
would happen if the tray were tipped. Pupil's responses were
classified by Piaget into the familiar three stages.
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Fig. 3.1 Piaget's apparatus for random mixture (Experiment 1)
At Stage 1 (5-6 years) children predict either no crossing
over of coloured balls or regular crossover (e.g. all white
interchanging with all red) and then forecast return to the
initial state. According to Piaget, such children do not
treat all possible permutations (12870) as equally valid but
instead consider the original state as dominant, and any
others as transient imperfections. It is not easy to be
sure about the validity of Piaget's conclusion. One must
wonder, for example, whether the dominance of the original
state (8 red, 8 white) is in fact due to its orderly nature.
Would the same results obtain if a more 'random' initial
pattern were used? If individually numbered balls were
used, instead of two colours, would the children respond in
the same manner? This result is in marked contrast to the
findings relating to a line of counters which when spread
out become 'more' to the young child's way of thinking. The
original line is destroyed (and probably not dmoninant!).
Piaget explains this paradox, not entirely satisfactorily,
by pointing out that in both cases the child sees the current
configuration as replacing the previous configuration with the
transformation being ignored. With the balls the transformation
"is seen as a momentary lapse and order remains privileged and
the initial state is unique and special.
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Two other as yet unanswered questions arise here. Is it
possible to modify either the counters experiment or the
balls experiment to interchange the results found? Is the
slow, deliberate manner of tipping of the balls a significant
factor or would vigorous shaking of the balls on the tray
induce the same responses? At this first stage children's
drawings of paths of balls are always very symmetrical with
no collisions.
Stage 2 (7-11 years) shows the beginning of the idea
of mixture. At Stage 2a (7-9 years) children agree that
a progressive mixing can occur but insist that after
sufficient tippings the original pattern will return. Their
drawings include crossings-over but are generally symmetrical
with no collision. At Stage 2b (9-11 years) collisions are
admitted and unmixing is considered an unlikely event, but
still the trajectory drawings do not match the child's verbal
predictions. At Stage 2b the child realises that with a small
number of balls a slight increase in numbers increases the
potential 'mix' but for large numbers of balls the child
quite erroneously believes that the 'mix' can be more easily
undone. There is, thus, what Piaget calls a 'law of small
numbers' operating but not the corresponding law of large
numbers. It is at Stage 3 (11-12 years) that the concept of
permutation is embraced to enable a correct understanding
of mixture, with the crucial role of collisions appreciated.
This, then, is Piaget's interpretation of his interview
findings. With no known reported replications of this work
doubts must remain some of which have already been voiced.
Further pertinent questions are: How crucial is experience?
Can older children who have never played with balls (i.e. from
other cultures) forecast the outcome? Can practical training
increase acceleration or is general intellectual maturity essential?
3.1b Piaget's second experiment: Centered distributions (Normal curve)
For this experiment the apparatus used was as shown in
Fig. 3.2, consisting of boxes with slotted compartments at the
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bottom and a funnel at the top through which marbles could
be dropped, landing in one or other of the compartments.
Children aged 4 to 12+ were asked to predict what would
happen. At Stage 1(4 - 7 years) various unstructured
responses are given: guessing; 'each one has a turn';
discontinuous distribution. When such children do predict
'most in the middle' it is merely because that is nearest,
not through combinatoric or symmetric considerations. If
the apparatus is covertly tilted to cause a skewed distribution
nothing untoward is noticed. This comes at Stage 2
(7 - 11 years) when inequality between central and lateral
slots (for II, III and IV) is seen, but the place of symmetry
is still not recognised. Some children tend to think that
the increase in numbers may exaggerate the assymetries.
Fig.3.2 Piaget's
Iv	 V
 
apparatus for centered distribution 
(Experiment 2)
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At Stage 3 (11-12+) equivalence and ineqality are predicted
correctly, collisions accurately forecast, and the law of
large numbers properly understood - fortuitous deviations
are 'evened out' with increasing numbers.
3.1c Piaget's third experiment: uniform distribution (rain drops)
For this investigation a squared grid was put before
the child and counters were offered, to represent drops of rain.
The child was asked to show where each drop would fall. At
Stage 1 (6-9 years) children set them out neatly one per square
or all on one square. When shown a nearly completed grid,
with just one vacant square, Stage 1 children always place
the counter so as to complete the pattern.
At Stage 2 (9-12 years) irregularity is accepted but the
'dry' square is still thought more likely to get the next drop.
Increase in numbers does imply greater regularity and differences
between squares of 100 drops to 20 drops are considered highly
improbable. However absolute differences rather than relative
differences still predominate (i.e. no ratio concept involved).
With Stage 3 (12+ ) comes awareness that a ratio 100:101
is more even than 50:51 and that raindrops fall randomly and
the 'law of large numbers' holds.
3.1d Piaget's fourth experiment: fair and biased spinners 
The apparatus consisted of a disc divided up into sixteen
equal sectors, two of each of eight different colours, and a pointer
which could be spun to point to a coloured sector. For the
second part of the experiment, apparently identical matchboxes
were placed round the perimeter. Inside some were magnets hidden
in wax. Others contained lead or a light metal or metal grains,
all in wax, and others contained just wax.
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(i) Fair spinner (no magnet) 
At Stage 1 (3-7 years) the child feels confident to
predict what the colour will be next. At Stage la (3-5 years)
there is no underlying theory - e.g.'its my favourite colour'
- but this sometimes emerges at Stage lb (5-7 years) e.g.
'its red's turn this time' which is an instance of compensation.
At Stage 2 (7-11 years) more idea of effects of large numbers
is evident but only tentatively. Regularity may break down
if very large numbers of spins are envisaged. Also the Stage 2
child still believes that the pointer is more likely to point
where it has not done so previously. At Stage 3 (11+) the
'law of large numbers' is abstracted and generalised from
experience.
(ii) Biased spinner (magnets) 
At Stage 1 the results are exactly as before, because
the child has no idea of chance, but at Stage 2 all children
attribute the hias to some external force. Sector colour,
initial position or speed of spinner are eliminated with
trials but eliminating the weight variable is too difficult
for these children. At Stage 3 the child can conduct a
scientific experiment to investigate effectively all factors.
3.1e Piaget's fifth experiment: selecting marked counters 
For this investigation two identical bass of counters
were prepared. In Bag A were a set of counters marked + on
one side and 0 on the other side. In Bag B were counters
marked + on both sides. The child was shown the Bag A
counters but the bags were secretly switched before the
trials began. The trials consisted of selecting one
counter at a time and seeing which face ( t +' or '0') showed
up. Of course the result was + every time instead of the
expected 50% '+' and 50% '0'.
At Stage 1 (4-6 years) the children show no surprise,
whereas at Stage 2 (6-11 years) after 10 . to 15 trials they
suddenly decide that there is a trick. At Stage 3 (11+) the
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belief in a trick grows steadily with the number of trials.
Piaget also conducted a similar experiment with marbles
and obtained similar results.
3.1f Piaget's sixth experiment: understanding the word 'chance' 
In their book Piaget and Inhelder (1951) report their
interviewing children on the meaning of 'chance','hasard'
in French. Their findings may be summarised as follows:
Stage 1 (0-6 years)	 no understanding
Stage 2 (6-9 years)	 rare event
Stage 3 (9+)
	
independent causal interactions
3.1g Piaget's seventh experiment: random drawings of counters 
For this investigation, which comes closer to the
familiar probability judgements commonly met in school mathematics,
two identical sets of counters were prepared. For example:
15 yellow, 10 red, 7 green, 3 blue. One set was displayed in
front of the child and the other set put into a bag and shaken
up. The child was asked to predict the colour which would be
drawn. The counter was then drawn and not replaced and a new
prediction invited, and so on.... At Stage 1(5-7 years) the
relative numbers are completely ignored, the decision being
made on personal preferences and prejudices. No notion of mixing
up in the bag is apparent, and the initial order dominates.
At Stage 2 (8-10 years), the child realises that the more
numerous colour is more likely to be picked, but no attempt to
recompute the numbers after each selection is made. Children
at this stage are looking for a system e.g. each takes a turn
from 'most frequent' through to 'least frequent' and then
repeat the pattern. The child at Stage 3 (11+) demonstrates
the full combinatoric notion of probability and chance, and
successfully recomputes the odds at each juncture.
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3.1h Piaget's eighth experiment: comparison of odds 
Small numbers of white counters, some marked with a cross,
were formed into two groups, with varying proportions, and
the child asked which group was more likely to produce a
'crossed' counter when picked from. The types of configuration
used are demonstrated in Fig. 3.3.
At Stage la (4-5years) no comparisons are made since the
child lacks both elementary logical operations ( e.g. part/
whole) and arithmetical operations. Thus no systematic
answers are given. At Stage lb (6-7 years) some cases are
correctly decided but not all the one variable ones even (one
variable cases are those where just one of the colours is in
different numbers in the two groups e.g. 1W, 3B : 1W, 2B).
At Stage 2 (7-11 years) such cases are correctly and systematically
handled.
First Second Description
00
XX
XX
X0
X0
XO
X00
X000
X000
XXO
000
XXX
00
X
00
X0
XX0000
XX00
X00
X000
Double impossibility
Double certainty
Certainty /impossibility
Possibility-certainty
Possibility-impossibility
Equality
Proportionality
Inequality type 1
Inequality type 2
Inequality type 3
Fig. 3.3 Configuration types used by Piaget for comparison of 
odds (Experiment 8).
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At Stage 3 (about 11-13 years) two variable cases are
mastered also e.g. 1W, 3B : 2W, 6B and 2W, 1B : 5W, 2B.
3.1i Piaget's ninth experiment: combinations 
Piles of counters (A, B, C,...) of different colours
were put before the child. At least three piles were used.
The child was asked to construct all possible pairs, choosing
one each from two different piles (i.e. different colours).
At Stage 1 (0-7 years) no systemis evident, leading to
omissions and duplications. At Stage 2 (7-11 years) an
'additive' strategy is utilised: AB,BC,CD,DE then filling
in what is missing. At Stage 2b (9-11 years) a 'cross-
product' strategy is seen in embryonic form: AB, AC, AD,
AE, then BC, BD, BE followed by filling what is missing.
Finally at Stage 3 (12 years) a fully combinatoric system
is attained, so that all possible combinations are
systematically found.
It must be noted that by restricting consideration
to pairs only a very limited idea was investigated here.
3.15 Piaget's tenth experiment: permutations 
The child was presented with n counters all of different
colours and asked to construct all possible permutations in
a line. The number of counters was initially 2 and then
increased to 3 and 4. At Stage 1 (0 -7 years) no system is
evident whereas at Stage 2 (7-12 years) a partial system is
found. At Stage 3a (13 years) the child can generate the
correct number from the permutations for one less object.
However being able to understand the reason for the n:
formula is only fully attained in Stage 3b (15 years). It
is thus about three years later to develop than the concept
of combination, according to Piaget. However this is an
unfair comparison as only two objects at a time were considered
for the combinations experiment.
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3.1k Piaget's eleventh experiment: arrangements 
Three sets of cards were prepared for this investigation
Set A cards had on them a '1' (or the picture of a locomotive),
Set B had '2' (or a freight car) and Set C had '3' (or a
passenger car). A child was asked to find how many pairs
were possible, repetitions permitted.
At Stage 1 (0-7 years) only groping around occurs. At
Stage 2 (7-11 years) children can, with prompting, obtain
9, 16, 25 	 n2 pairings. By Stage 3a (11-12 years) the
general case becomes available but it is only at Stage 3b
(12-13 years) that children can derive the generalising
principle and know why it is correct. Fischbein (1975, p105)
remarks that it is surprising that the permutation concept
develops later than that of arrangements although permutation
"would appear to be a simpler operation". The explanation
may be that with an arrangement each position can be independently
considered whereas for a permutation this is not the case.
There is certainly an element of paradox in the "Pigeonholes"
method of computing the permutations possible for n objects,
when the last box has a 1 in it but everyone knows that all
n objects may occur there!
3.19. Piaget's twelfth experiment: frequencies of arrangements of 
2 objects.
This experiment was equivalent to asking children to
predict the relative frequencies of the outcomes of tossing
together a pair of coins. A bag containing 20 red and 20 blue
marbles was prepared. The marbles were mixed up and the child
asked to predict what pairs would be selected, with repeated
drawings of two counters at a time.
At Stage 1 (4-7 years) children predict RR or BB almost
exclusively with RB and BR considered very unlikely or non-
existent. At Stage 2 (8-11 years) an increase in mixed pairs
likelihood develops and at Stage 3 (12-13 years) the correct
1:2:1 ratios are anticipated.
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3.1m Discussion of Piaget's experiments 
It can be summarised that, for Piaget, Stage 1 corresponds
to a complete lack of awareness that there could be any system,
and Stage 2 corresponds to an inability to find the now
acknowledged systematic approach, which finally is achieved at
Stage 3.
In spite of the criticisms and doubts which can be made
of Piaget and Inhelder's findings (some have already been
expressed here and more will follow as the follow—up research
of later workers is critically discussed), it must be stated
that their fundamental research was wide—ranging, and combined
originality with insight. As is usual with Piaget the ages
at which Stages occur are suspect but the progression is
inviolate. In fairness to Piaget, it must be recorded that
his principal interpreter, J.H. Flavell (1963), states:
"Piaget readily admits that all manner of variables
may affect the chronological age at which a given
stage of functioning is dominant in a given child:
intelligence, previous experience, the culture in
which the child lives, etc".(p.20)
"Piaget has for a long time freely conceded that not
all 'normal' adults, even within one culture, end up
at a common genetic level". (p.20).
One of the questions in the French intelligence test CSC
reported by Pire (1958) was basically that first given by
Piaget and Inhelder (1951) and described in section 3.1e.
Whereas Piaget talksof 20 red marbles and 20 blue marbles,
the CSC questions simply said "equal numbers" of each. The
results which Pire quotes are very surprising:
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Mean Age	 Course of Study	 Percentage 
	
16:6	 School: Classical stream 	 25
	
18:6	 University: Civil
Engineering	 37
	
19:6	 University: Civil
Engineering	 43
Although some allowance must be made for the idiosyncratic
multiple choice options offered it still remains undeniable
that a concept which Piaget said develops at 12-13 years is
certainly not readily available even to many well educated
adults. Alternatively, the presentation of a question greatly
influences the inferred conceptual stage of the respondent.
Either way the usefulness of Piaget's theory must be considered
doubtful in the context of individual subjects when faced with
individual questions.
Many criticisms of Piaget's methodology may be voiced also
e.g. Braine (1959), Freudenthal(1973). His heavy reliance
on verbal responses makes his conclusions for younger
children particularly suspect. Just one instance of this
will be cited, which Fischbein (1975) claims shows the
existence of the intuition of chance. A child is asked
whether a ball will roll into the left or right slot (Box 1
in experiment No. 2, see Figure 3.2).
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1. Interviewer:	 "Where will the ball go?"
2. 'Man' (4:10): "Maybe there, or there" [points to the 2 slots:
3. Experiment:	 Right slot
4. Int:	 "And the next one?"
5. Man:	 "there or there"
6. Emp:	 Left Slot
7. Int:	 "And the next one?"
8. Man:	 "There or there"
9. Exp:	 Right slot
10. Int:	 "And all the balls?"
11. Man:	 "Don't know"
12. Int:	 "Will we probably get more on one side
or the other, or will they be the same?"
13. Man:	 "Maybe the same. More will go there [right]"
(From the English translation, Piaget and Inhelder 1975,
pp.31-32).
For Piaget, this shows no understanding of chance, but for
Fischbein it does! Much depends upon one's point of view and
interpretation. Does "There or there" [line 51 not indicate
awareness of chance? Does "Don't know" [line 11] signify
ignorance or mean "No one can tell": Certainly no one can
predict exactly the outcome [line 10] and there is some evidence
that RIGHT is more favoured than LEFT [lines 3, 6, 9]. Testing
and interviewing procedures are not described in detail and no
information concerning the interviewees is supplied, apart from
age and occasionally sex. No statistics are provided to back
up the subjective reports. (These have come to be the hallmarks
of Piaget's research!)
3.2 DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES 
Although a considerable number of follow-up studies to
Piaget and Inhelder have been undertaken, most of their twelve
experiments as previously described seem to have been quite
neglected and so stand alone. Most researchers have concentrated
on the comparison of odds and have addressed themselves to the
youngest ages at which concepts manifest themselves.
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3.2a Yost, Siegel and Andrews 
Yost, Siegel and Andrews (1962) began from an article
by Piaget (1950), apparently unaware of the 1951 book, and
sought to re-examine the possibility that pre-school children
might possess the concept of probability which Piaget denied.
Several pertinent criticisms of Piaget's methodology were
made by Yost et al (who sought to eliminate them from their
own experimental procedure) as follows:
(a) over-dependence on verbal responses and verbal understanding
(b) subjective preferences (e.g. colour) not controlled for
(c) perceptual factors not allowed for (e.g. initial configurations
and displayed configurations)
(d) no rewards for correct response (no motivation)
(e) no statistical analysis (subjective reporting)
Yost et al used 20 children aged 4:10 to 5:8, 10 boys and
10 girls. They first got their subjects to indicate greatest
and least preference from among three colours of counters.
Thereafter only the most and lease preferred colours (i.e. two)
were used. At the beginning of each experiment the child
selected a small prize which he hoped to win, by drawing a
counter of a particular colour. Then two clear plastic boxes
were placed before the child and an equal number of counters
of the preferred colour were simultaneously placed in each box.
Then unequal numbers of the other colour were added to the boxes,
which were shaken, and the child asked to draw one out without
looking. Suitable procedural controls were used to eliminate
pay off colour, payoff position etc. Only the rule 'select
the box with larger proportion of payoff counters' should yield
a better than 507. winning strategy. This procedure was termed
'decision making'(DM). They also used an alternative procedure
using one box only,replicating Piaget's method with no
reinforcement supplied. (P). Each child undertook tests under
both conditions on separate occasions. The results which
Yost et al obtained were as in Table 3.1.
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Group	 Session 1	 Session 2 
A	 P:	 12	 DM: 19
DM: 18	 P: 18
Table 3.1 Median scores on 24 trials for 20 subjects, reported
by Yost, Siegel and Andrews (1962).
It is seen that whereas the initial P condition yielded
only 12/24 (i.e. no better than chance) the DM condition gave
18/24 (statistically significant). Also, those undergoing P
second did better, indicating a learning factor, whereas the
DM scores were much as before.
Thus Yost et al. concluded that "4 year olds do have
some understanding of probability" (p.779).
Certainly on the face of it this seems to have been a
well conducted experiment with undisputable results. However
it has a major flaw: the number of preferred colour counters
was always the same in the two boxes. Thus the comparison
required in all cases could be achieved by counting the numbers
of the non-preferred-colour counters. This is particularly
feasible when it was the payoff colour which was in different
quantities. Fischbein (1975) suggests that it is more reasonable
to admit comparison of ratios to be operating when the payoff
colour is equal in the two boxes. Interestingly, if we accept
this, then for 12/24 trials the counting strategy will give
the correct box and for the remaining 12/24 random guessing
will give 6/12. The total correct would thus be 18/24 which
is precisely what Yost et al found! A second telling suggestion
was made by Flavell (1963), namely that this experiment showed
not the existence of the probability concept but merely its
potentiality, which the DM procedure inculcated rather more
effectively than the P procedure.
3.2b Davies 
Davies (1965) made a similar but distinctive study with
112 children, 8 boys and 8 girls for each age level 3 to 9 years.
She developed a non-verbal test, involving pressing one of two
levers to get a red or white marble, and a verbal test using
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plastic balls or marbles in five boxes. For the non-verbal
test, which was always undertaken first, the apparatus was
such that one lever appeared to produce marbles from an urn
containing 4/5 white and 1/5 red while for the other lever
the odds appeared to be 1/5 white and 4/5 red. In fact marbles
actually came from a separate reservoir containing just 10
marbles (five of each colour) the last of which was always
arranged to be of the required colour. To win a prize the
child had to try to get 5 of the required colour by making
10 lever presses. For control purposes each child had four
runs, entailing 40 presses. The child's score was how many
presses were of the lever associated with the urn containing
more of the desired colour. The child passed the test if
he obtained 25 or more 'correct' presses.
In the verbal test the child had to predict what colour
he would pick from the box, having been shown the contents.
The proportion of the two colours were in all cases 1/5 and
4/5, to match the non-verbal test situation. The child was
asked why he predicted that colour at each trial. After the
fifth trial the child was asked what colour would most likely
be picked if that marble were returned and another selection
made. (Fischbein (1975) page 84 incorrectly describes this
experiment in his report). The criterion for success on this
verbal test was correct prediction and reason on the last
four trials. Davies' results are presented in Table 3.2.
AGE (years) Passing
Neither
Passing
Non-verbal
Passing
Both
3 50 50 0
4 31 69 0
5 19 81 31
6 0 100 31
7 0 100 75
8 0 100 88
9 0 100 100
Table 3.2 Percentage of children passing Davies' non-verbal 
and verbal tests 
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Davies' results enabled her to test four hypotheses, and
she concluded (at p = 0.05 level) that:
(1) The acquisition of probability is a developmental
phenomenon (see Table 3.2, columns 3 and 4)
(2) The pre-operational child (i.e. under 6 years) is
responding to event probabilities.
(3) Non-verbal behaviour reflecting event probabilities
appears earlier than does verbalization of the
concept of probability or its application.
(4) There is no sex difference from ages 3 to 9.
The differences between non-verbal and verbal success
rates do not by themselves confirm the hypothesis that very
young children possess a concept of probability. As is
evident, children respond to the perceived frequencies
(in the urns) rather than computed frequencies (results
obtained). It would be very interesting to investigate
whether reducing the payoff percentage below 50% for the
urn which was apparently better would make any difference.
It must therefore be doubted whether these results go beyond
showing evidence of ability of children under 7 years to
select the lever associated with the larger quantity of
favourable marbles.
3.2c Goldberg 
Goldberg (1966) replicated the study of Yost et al (1962)
with some modifications, the main one being not rewarding
under either P or DM conditions. Unfortunately the weakness
that the preferred colour always appeared in equal numbers
in both cdhtainers OM condition) was not eliminated. The
subjects were 16 boys and 16 girls aged 3:10 to 5:1.
Goldberg's main results are presented in Table 3.3.
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Group	 Session 1	 Session 2 
A	 P: 13.4	 DM: 16.6
DM: 15.4	 P: 15.5
(7)
Table 3.3 Mean number of correct responses in 24 trials 
for Goldberg's tests.
Goldberg's results enabled her to test six hypotheses
and her main conclusions were:
(1) The DM condition produces superior results to the P
condition (p < 0.05).
(2) Colour preference causes errors in the P condition
(p < 0.05).
(3) No difference in success rate occurs if large numbers
or small numbers of counters are used (in same
proportions).
(4) For children who scored better than can be attributed
to chance (17 or more out of 24), errors increase
as the ratio of colours gets closer to 50% (p < 0.05).
Age and sex are not factors affecting total score
(3:10 to 5:1 years).
The learning effect in P and DM modes are comparable,
i.e. DM is not a measurably superior learning condition.
(disconfirming Flavell's (1963) conjecture).
Rewarding DM does improve performance on that condition.
Goldberg further noted that subject's spontaneous verbal
explanations were often at variance with their actual behaviour.
She also reported that success was much higher when the
correct colour was that which varied in number (i.e. equivalent
to the numerator of the fraction), which strongly suggests
that in fact children compare absolute numbers and not ratios
as the probability concept entails.
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Taken at face value these three important studies
described above point to the possession of a concept of
probability in children under 7 years.
3.2d Carlson I 
Carlson (1969) attempted to test Piaget's theories
by testing 160 children (from grades 2 to 5) chosen equally
from upper and lower socio-economic U.S. communities. He
administered five tests, three relating to a simplified
roulette wheel. Each wheel was marked with ten equal
sections: one had numbers 1 to 10, a second had numbers 1
to 9 and a second 1, the third had four is, three 2s, two
3s and one 4. In each case the child had to indicate on
which number the ball was most likely to land. The two other
tests involved selecting coloured poker chips from a
container with or without replacement. Some slight doubt
must be expressed about the validity of Carlson's results
for the second and third roulette experiments as his reported
interviewing technique (pp 194-5) suggests some confusion
as to whether the number or the position was being referred to.
Notwithstanding this point his paper reported some interesting
findings which will be referred to later, and confirmed a
developmental progression, as indicated in Table 3.4.
Furthermore, success rates of 75% or more were rare and occurred
at the older age levels, which Carlson considered to be in
conformity with Piaget's view that "the development of
probabilistic thought is a slow ontogenetic process which is
not complete until the child is at the stage of formal operations"
(p.200).
One finding of interest was the fall-off in performance
for 4(a), 4(b), 4(c) shown in Table 3.4.
Item High socio-economic group Low socio-economic group
Age:
	 8 9 10 11 Age:	 8 9 10 11
1 0.25 0.30 0.60 0.60 0.10 0.25 0.50 0.55
2 0.00 0.15 0.15 0.60 0.10 0.05 0.25 0.30
3 0.25 0.35 0.20 0.55 0.10 0.20 0.35 0.35
4a 0.45 0.40 0.75 0.95 0.35 0.65 0.65 0.70
4b 0.35 0.25 0.85 0.75 0.20 0.45 0.40 0.55
4c 0.25 0.25 0.55 0.55 0.20 0.30 0.50 0.50
5a 0.10 0.30 0.35 0.50 0.40 0.30 0.35 0.30
5b 0.10 0.05 0.50 0.60 0.05 0.15 0.40 0.45
5c 0.20 0.15 0.40 0.45 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.15
Table 3.4 Percentages of correct responses to Piagetian type 
probability items, reported by Carlson (1969).
Test item 4 consisted of (a) predicting which of two colours
would be drawn, followed by actual drawing then replacement, and
then (b) and (c) two further repetitions. The perceived numbers
of counters favoured red (whereas in reality there were equal
numbers of red and blue counters, unknown to the subject).
Carlson interprets the fall-off as indicating recomputation of
the odds in the light of experience. (This result is contrary
to what was found by Davies, 1965 of course). The fall-off could
alternatively be interpreted as evidence that the subjects are
not using probabilistic judgement at all - because that should
lead to consistently predicting red. We have here a tension
between mathematical and subjective notions of probability, it
would seem.
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3.2e Falk, Falk and Levin 
At this juncture brief mention should be made of a recent
study, by Falk, Falk and Levin (1980) which involved comparisons
using three different pieces of apparatus: a pair of urns,
two roulette wheels of differing radii, and two spinning tops
of differing volumes, thereby effecting 1 dimensional, 2 dimensional
and 3 dimensional media. Their results generally supported the
findings of Yost et al. One particularly interesting result
was their analysis by number of elements of pay-off colour in
the configuration with higher ratio to that with lower ratio.
For example, with pay off colour black and configuration:
Urn A: 3 black 5 white	 Urn B: 4 black 8 white
Urn B is inferior although having a greater number of
payoff elements. This kind of item should clearly show if
children are merely comparing the numbers of pay-off colour
elements to decide their choice. Falk et al's results are given
in Table 3.5, and clearly show that only at age 6-7 years are
results better than chance, with those for 4-5 years significantly
biased in the opposite direction.
Age group	 N Greater pay off
numbers in better
ratio configuration
Smaller pay off
numbers in better
ratio configuration
4-5
	 9 78 33
5-6
	 14 77 50
6-7	 14 90 74
7-8
	 6 88 88
8-9	 6 92 77
9-10	 6 96 90
10-11	 6 100 96
Total	 61 88 72
Table 3.5 Percentages of correct responses to comparison of 
ratios tests, reported by Falk et al (1980) 
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3.2f Fischbein, Pampu and Minzat
Fischbein, Pampu and Minzat (1970a),in an interesting
study, showed that working with small or large sets generally
made no difference to response patterns even for pre-school
children. Their results confirmed the developmental trends
and success rates of earlier researchers.
3.2g Carlson II 
A further study by Carlson (1970) interestingly contrasted
a test of centered distribution closely modelled to Piaget's
work with a test replicating Yost et al's study. Carlson
used 120 children, 10 boys and 10 girls for each age 6 through
to 11 years. His results are shown in Table 3.6.
Item Type
6
Age (years)
7	 8 9 10 11
I Piagetian .05 .15 .45 .45 .70 .75
ha Non-verbal .65 .80 .70 .75 .95 .95
lib II	 I/ .45 .50 .80 .90 .80 .80
Iic II	 II .35 .70 .90 .90 .95 .95
lid II	 II .60 .50 .60 .75 .80 .65
Table 3.6 Results of experiments reported by Carlson (1970) 
For the Piagetian centered distribution task the percentage of
correct responses improved considerably with increasing age and
just reached 75% (a level Piaget suggested as acceptable) for
the 11 year olds. Thus Carlson had found further evidence to
support Piaget. However, the percentages for the 'non-verbal'
tests based on Yost et al's procedure bore no relationship to
those for the Piagetian test. Thus Carlson concluded that
verbal and non-verbal means of assessing probabilistic thinking
do not relate, and so are not testing the same thing.
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3.2h Hoemann and Ross 
Hoemann and Ross (1971), too, were sceptical and pronounced:
"It is our contention that despite the high face
validity of the tasks,..probability considerations
of the tasks...are confounded with other variables-
such as the ability to discriminate perceptual differences
accurately" (p.222).
So Hoemann and Ross set about settling the issue by constructing
tests which dealt with 'the procedural weaknesses of the earlier
studies of Yost et al (1962), Davies (1965), and Goldberg (1966).
For their first experiment they used two circular spinners divided
up into black (B) and white (W) sectors. Their subjects were 160
middle class children, 10 boys and 10 girls per group, two groups
for each age 41, 6, 71, 101 years. Hoemann & Ross wished to determine
whether asking which spinner was preferred for getting B (say) was
equivalent to asking which spinner has most B. If no difference
was found this, they agreed, would show that the two-disc problem
(and others like it) did not require probabilistic reasoning, only
proportional reasoning. Hoemann & Ross used a variety of different
1 7
	 3 3	 5	 1
proporticns, some differing by -2- (-IT vs	 -4- vs 1 Ti vs T) and others
1	 1differing by or by
	 Some discs had two sectors, others several.
Each child undertook 36 trials and was individually tested. At
each age level one group was given instruction in terms of probability,
the other in terms of proportion.
The results are shown in Table 3.7, which, when analysed by
median tests, showed no significant differences whatsoever. Hoemann
and Ross concluded that no probabilistic reason was therefore needed.
However in all cases any difference in percentages is in favour of
the proportional group, a fact which they failed to comment on.
Although the differences are too small to be significant it is intrigui
that a trend is apparent, suggesting that the two situations are in
some way different. This may be due to the actual way the questions
were worded. For the probability situation it was "...show me which
one you will spin to make the pointer point to black" (p.224) which is
not necessarily asking which is better(or gives a better chance) of
producing black. The proportionality question had no such ambiguity.
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Difference
between
coloured areas
Instruction
Group
Chronological Age
41	 6	 7i 101
1/2 Proportion 92 99 100 100
Probability 83 93 98 100
1/4 Proportion 80 95 97 99
Probability 80 87 94 97
1/8 Proportion 72 88 94 96
Probability 62 82 89 93
Total Proportion 81 94 97 99
Probability 75 87 94 97
Table 3.7 Mean percentages correct for proportional and 
probabilistic instruction using 2 discs, reported 
by Hoemann and Ross (1971).
Using only one spinner ,
 there would be a significant difference
between the two instruction modes. Similar procedures to
the first experiment were adopted except that the same children
undertook both tests (always probability first) and the first
instruction to each child was "... show me which colour the
spinner will point to when it stops" (p.227), and later each
child was asked to indicate which colour comprised the larger
total area. The results are presented in Table 3.8.
Difference
between
coloured areas
Instruction
Mode
Chronological Age
4	 5	 6 7 8
1/2 Proportion 74 97 100 99 100
Probability 52 69 81 85 82
1/4 Proportion 70 92 98 97 100
Probability 56 66 78 81 76
1/8 Proportion 68 82 99 93 98
Probability 61 57 71 70 73
Total Proportion 70 90 99 97 99
Probability 56 64 77 79 77
Table 3.8 Mean percentages correct for proportional and 
probabilistic instruction using 1 disc, reported 
by Hoemann and Ross (1971) 
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It must be noted that random guessing would yield 50%
correct and the total age 4 results are not significantly
above chance (56%) in the probability instruction mode.
The results are significantly different between instruction
modes at each age level (p < 0.01). It is evident that a
'ceiling" of near 100% correct is attained by age 6 from
proportionality but for the 1 disc experiment (only) this
does not produce a comparable probability success rate, showing
that the 1 disc test can actually test for probability concept.
It is enlightening to consider why this should be. With
1 disc two steps are involved:
CO decompose the disc areas into two fractional parts
(ii) compare the fractions
With 2 discs,only one step is needed (since each disc separately
represents the same totality), namely: compare magnitudes of
areas, and no fractional understanding is involved. Although
this explanation may not seem particularly logical it closely
follows Piaget's reported explanations in comparable discrete
situations (comparing parts with the whole) which have been
widely verified. It would be very interesting to see if
using two discs of different sizes (in experiment I) would
reduce the proportional success rates by making the situation
closer to the condition of experiment 2. Hoemann and Ross
(1971) in fact used a different procedure to achieve this,
in their third experiment, by asking whether one disc was
better for W or the other for B. Their results showed that
this did make the problem equivalent to the 1 disc case.
3.2i Discussion of research findings relating to age of 
occurrence of probability concept.
We now come to a critical point in the argument. Are
Hoemann and Ross correct in denying probabilistic thinking
in the 2 disc comparisons? Essential to the matter at hand
is the role of the mathematical model. Inevitably with the
2 disc case the problem reduces to a comparison of magnitudes
(areas) or of whole numbers (sectors) or of fractions
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(part/whole). It is thus unreasonable to not admit the
involvement of proportional reasoning as an essential feature
here. The crucial step is converting the original question
"Wheze will it land?" into a mathematical formulation "Which
has larger amount?" This must be done by the child alone
and does seem to imply an intervening intuition (or concept)
of probability. The writer thus is in basic agreement with
Fischbein (1975) for whom the evidence "seems to us to
constitute the proof that they are operating vith the concept
of chance, even if the estimation is carried out on the basis
of simple perceptual comparisons" (p.89). Nevertheless, there
are good grounds for believing that the concept of probability
is not a single entity - and deciding between spinners is
not comparable to envisaging random distributions for example.
It is therefore still useful to refer to the Piagetian
stages, as is evidenced by McLenahan (1974). He studied
24 "low achievers" in mathematics aged 14-16 years and individually
tested them on five Piagetian tasks both before and after
specially devised training sessions. He listed 14 behavioural
objectives of which 10 were at Piaget's Stage 2 and 4 at Stage
3. Although some improvement was measured little progress on
the Stage 3 objectives was found. McLenahan concluded that
Piaget's stages were useful in indicating what curriculum
material was suitable or unsuitable for given pupils.
3.3 THE UNDERSTANDING OF WORDS RELATING TO PROBABILITY 
Although many research workers have inevitably discussed 
with their subjects chance situations very little serious
attention has been paid to this difficult area of research.
McLeod (1971) pretested children in elementary school
grades 2 and 4, then taught them some probability material
(law of large numbers, outcomes, independent events,
vocabulary) before post-testing them. He reported that most
children of both grades could apply the concepts of 'likely',
'more like1y 1 , 1 equal chances', 'less likely', and 'unlikely'
before instruction was given.
Fischbein, Barbat and Minzat (1971) report that they
asked pupils in Bucharest schools, mainly able children,
aged 13, 15, 16 years approximately, what was meant by
"probable", but unfortunately do not provide any statistical
results nor any discussion! Presumably this was because all
their sample were successful.
Falk et al (1980) reported that young children often
were quite incapable of verbally explaining why a particular
response was correct - and even formulated quite erroneous
principles despite not following them! They concluded that
"children's verbal capacity ... lagged behind their efficient
performance based on that concept" - and advocated positive
intervention by the teacher to develop the relevant verbal
ability.
3.4 COMPARISON OF RATIOS 
A number of fundamentally important studies in this area
have already been cited in the section 3.2 on "Developmental
Studies". Brief mention must be made, however, of other
research of note.
Shepler (1969) prepared a task analysis and ordered list
of behavioural objectives for a unit of instruction in probability
and statistics for grade 6 pupils. The quoted overall pre-test
and post-test scores obtained were 38% and 93%, and success was
reportedly achieved on 11 of the 14 objectives. Two of the
three objectives not achieved related to estimating probabilities.
Shepler's test instrument contained a number of items involving
comparison of odds, which are summarised and presented along
with the findings in Table 3.9. In each case the question
asked of 25 children was which box gives a better chance for
picking a Black marble.
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Item Box A
(B:W)
Box B
(B:W)
Variables Correct Box
Percentage correct
Pretest	 Posttest
1 1:2 2:5 2 A 32 92
2 1:1 1:2 1 A 60 96
3 2:6 3:6 1 B 72 100
4 1:1 3:3 2 = 32 100
5 1:1 2:4 2 A 68 100
6 2:1 2:2 1 A 60 96
7 1:4 2:8 2 = 52 96
8 2:8 1:8 1 A 52 100
9 3:5 2:3 2 B 52 100
10 2:1 4:2 2 = 28 92
11 3:1 6:2 2 = 32 92
Table 3.9 Percentages of correct responses to comparison items 
at grade 6 reported by Shepler (1969).
The format was multiple choice with three options:
(i) Box A GO Box B (iii) It doesn't make any difference.
It is noteworthy that the equal ratio items caused most
difficulty at pretest - three of the four having percentages
not differing appreciably from chance (33%). The improvement
following instruction is spectacular. Further reference to
Shepler's results will be made in a later chapter, when discussing
our own findings.
Leffin (1971), for his doctoral study at Wisconsin,
constructed a test of 34 items 10 of which comprise a fascinating
collection of comparison questions in game contexts, designed
for grades 4 to 7. Young (1974), whose research appears to
be the only British doctoral study in the entire field, also
employed comparisons. Unlike Falk et al. (1980) and Hoemann
and Ross (1971) he found that with a continuous model (spinner)
results lagged behind the equivalent discrete model (counters)
for a wide range of ages (he studied 72 children, aged from 5
to 14 years).
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In a more detailed study of this aspect Jones (1974,1977)
showed
	 that whereas counters and spinners marked in
equal sectors produced similar responses, spinners marked
with irregularly sized sectors yielded lower success response
rates (p < 0.01).
3.5 COMBINATORICS 
For Piaget, combinatoric mastery is essential for an
understanding of mixture and of chance. It must be conceded
that an area of mathematics singularly neglected in curricula
for pupils up to the age of 16 years is that on permutations,
combinations and arrangements. Roumanet (1968) is one of
very few to describe work on combinations undertaken with
young pupils (aged 11-13 years). His experience was that
such mathematical work was slow but rewarding. Rare have
been the advocates in print - one exception being Kapur (1970)
who wrote:
"Combinatorial mathematics is an essential component
of the mathematics of the discrete and as such it
has an important role to play in school mathematics.
This role has been little exploited so far". (p.223)
The recent interest in 'Mastermind' and 'Rubik's Cube'
are encouraging signs.
One of the first pieces of research in this field was
that reported by Smock and Belovicz (1968), with 61 grade 8
children. One of the questions involved permutations and
combinations of 3 symbols (e.g. a circle, a triangle, and a
square). The subjects were asked to perform the following
three tasks:
(a) "Arrange the three figures in all the ways you can" (92.5%)
(b) "Pair up the three figures in all the ways you can" (93.0%)
(c) "Find a way to pair up the three figures different from
the way you used in 2b"	 (3.6%)
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The very high success rates (indicated) for (a) and (b) are
encouraging. The poorly worded and ambiguous (c) does not
warrant serious consideration, although Smock and Belovicz
seem to think it significant in showing that children cannot
differentiate between permutation and combination! No sex
or IQ level differences were found.
A further more probing pair of questions concerned two
contestants in a competition, who might be placed 1st, 2nd
or be unplaced, and three contestants in another competition,
with 1st, 2nd 3rd, unplaced alternatives. Their results
for such problems are shown in Table 3.10, where IQ proved
highly significant.
IQ Level
	
'2 Contestants'
	
• 3 Contestants'
80-104 20 69 25
105-114 21 79 31
115+ 20 90 40
Table 3.10 Percentage of correct answers to combinatoric items 
of two types, reported by Smock and Belovicz (1968) 
The much lower facilities for the 3 contestants item
(24 possible situations) compared to the 2 contestants item
(6 possibilities) clearly shows that the children were operating
on an ad hoc rather than systematic basis, which indicates
that many were not at Piaget's Stage 3 by 14 years.
One important research paper on combinatory ability is
that of Fischbein, Pampu and Minzat (19700 They individually
tested 60 Bucharest school pupils, 20 at each age 10, 12 and
14 years. The pupils were first asked to estimate the number
of permutations of 3,4, and 5 objects, only the first of which
was done at all well. More importantly they instituted a
'programme of guided discovery' and found that this enabled
most pupils, even in the youngest age group, to successfully
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compute the permutations for five objects (age 10: 80%,
age 12: 85%, age 14: 90%) with similar results for
arrangements problems. Their procedure, which entailed
practical activity (i.e. physical apparatus) and diagrammatic
activity (i.e. tree diagrams) and symbolic activity
(i.e. computations), was very effective. The improvement with
age, however, was steady rather than dramatic, in contrast
to what Piaget's theory might suggest.
Another study which throws doubt on Piaget's position is
the doctoral programme of Wagner (1976) undertaken at
Northwestern University. Her subjects were all of at least
average mathematical ability. Working with children in
grades 4, 6 and 10 her results showed statistically significant
improvements with age in both computational accuracy and
systematic approach. However she found that not even grade 10
children (aged about 16 years) could work entirely in the
"realm of the possible" which Piaget's Stage 3 involves.
Wagner concluded that at the different age levels differences
in performance do exist but they are not those indicated by
Piaget.
Leffin (1971) investigated children's ability to list
all elements in a sample space. His 528 subjects were from
grades 4 to 7, being a randomly selected sample from a total
school population in the Wausau, Wisconsin, Public School
System. Many of his questions involved combinations, and details
are shown in Table 3.11.
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Sample
Space
Item
Equivalent
Probability
Item
Combinatoric
Content 4
Grade
5	 6 7
7 (19) 3C2 56(21) 67(21) 81(30) 77(33)
8 (20) 4C2 31( 1) 49( 2) 67( 2) 68( 8)
9 (21) 4C3 26(16) 41(20) 51(33) 49(35)
10 (22) 2C1x2C1 29(20) 45(16) 56(22) 62(24)
11 (23) 2C1x3C1 24( 2) 47( 4) 62( 5) 72(10)
12 (24) 3C1x3C1 26( 2) 47( 3) 62( 5) 71(10,
Table 3.11 Percentages of correct responses for combination 
problems in the guise of (i) sample space
enumeration and (ii) (in parentheses) equivalent 
probability comparison, reported by Leffin (1971).
As an example of Leffin's test, item 8 and its equivalent
(item 20) are shown in Fig. 3.4. The reduction in facilities
between the two modes is quite startling, indicating that
combinatoric ability is not sufficient for success on such
problems. The ability to relate the mathematical model to
the probabilistic situation is evidently lacking across a wide
age spectrum. These results would seem to indicate that
Piaget's stated age of 12 years for attainment of the ability
to compute combinations is too low, but no wildly inaccurate.
Jim
	
ITom
Ed
	
1 
Sam
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E3. For this experiment a box contains slips with names on
them as in the picture.
To do this experiment you pick
two slips from the box at the
same time without looking.
The pair of names on the two
slips that you pick is called
an outcome of this experiment.
For example, one outcome is the
pair of names (Ed, Sam).
In the space below, write all the different outcomes 
(pairs of names) it would be possible to obtain for
this experiment.
k*********************************************************************
20. A box contains cards as in the picture.
To play this game you pick two
cards from the box at the same
time without looking.
You win if you pick the pair 
of cards with "A" on one card
and "B" on the other card. 
You lose if you do not pick
this pair of cards.
If you play this game only once, what chance do you have of
winning?
Answer:	 out of
Fig. 3.4 Items 8 and 20 from Leffin's (1971) test programme
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3.6 BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
An experiment performed by Cohen (1957) with children
aged 10 to 16 years concerned the notion of the binomial
distribution. From a large bowl of blue and yellow beads,
in equal proportions, beads were drawn at random and put
into sixteen cups so that each cup contained four beads.
The question asked of the children was how many cups will
contain:
(a) 4 blue beads
(b) 3 blue and 1 yellow
(c) 2 blue and 2 yellow
(I) 1 blue and 3 yellow
(e) 4 yellow
Cohen reported that children pass through four stages in
their answers:
(i) Vague guessing, slight awareness that (a) to (e)
may be unequally likely (Age 10).
(ii) Awareness that '2 blue and 2 yellow' is most
likely.
(iii) Further awareness, that '1 blue and 3 yellow' will
be as frequent as '3 blue and 1 yellow',and
similarly for '4 blue' as likely as '4 yellow'.
(iv) Further awareness, that '4 blue' and '4 yellow'
are the least likely (Age 14-0.
Commenting on this developmental sequence Cohen (1972) states
that it cannot be attributed solely to maturation and that in
some unknown way experience is a critical factor (p.53).
These results are a confirmation of Piaget's findings,
3.7 COMPOUND EVENTS 
Fischbein, Pampu and Minzat (1967) addressed themselves
to pupils' understanding of compound events, requiring a
multiplicative solution. One particularly effective piece
of apparatus which they used is illustrated in Fig.3.5.
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Fig. 3.5 Plan view of 'pagoda' used by Fischbein et al (1967)
to examine multiplication rule for probabilities.
A marble is dropped down the centrally placed funnel and
enters one of four sloping channels. At the end of each
channel are symmetrically placed short radiating channels,
varying in number from 3 to 6, as shown in Fig. 3.5. Children,
aged 6 to 14 years were asked where the marble would exit
most frequently. If the child indicated a particular path,
which was in the correct set (of three), the response was
considered 'partly correct'. Results are summarised in
Table 3.12.
Age Group N	 Correct	 Partially Correct	 Incorrect
(set)	 (single channel)	 Set Single
channel
5 - 7 50 0 8 6 86
7 - 8 18 11 11 22 56
9-10 35 25 20 6 49
11-12 43 58 7 25* 12
13-14 42 69 0 21 10
* figure should be 23
Table 3.12 Percentage correct responses to the 'Pagoda'
experiment, for multiplication rule, reported
by Fischbein, et al (1967).
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Only children aged 11 or more scored above chance on this
test, which Fischbein et at cites as confirmation of Piaget's
Stage 3 threshold. Other experiments which Fischbein et al
implemented involving dropping marbles down channelssare
mirrored in our own test items and so will be fully discussed
in a later chapter.
In another paper Fischbein, Barbat and Minzat (1971)
further studied addition law and multiplication law problems.
Their subjects were aged 12 to 16 years. The conclusion
reached was that a basic intuition does exist for addition
but none for multiplication. The children could see that
the addition rule was relevant and learned to apply it appropriately.
The children had great difficulty in applying the multiplication
law to new situations. Children were often unaware of the importance
of inventorying all the possible cases, i.e. delineating the
sample space.
Shepler (1969) had much more encouraging results. Of
his 25 grade 6 subjects, 23 achieved success on at least 7
out of 8 items for his behavioural objective 4b ("probability
of a compound event"). The relevant percentages were pretest
10.5%, post test 95.5%. An example of Shepler's questions is:
"What is the probability of getting a sum of 2 or 3 [when
throwing a pair of dice]?" The results were: pretest 0/25,
post test 25125 (p.388). A comparable problem from Fischbein
at al (1971) was "What is the probability of getting the pair
5, 6?" and the success rate was initially 1/20 at grade 6 and
only 3/20 for 'mathematical' grade 10 pupils. However, with
guided questioning on the specific item the success rate rose
to nearly 100% for all age levels.
Such apparent success must be set against studies what
have looked at subjects' abilities some considerable time
after they learnt the topic. Brim and Koening (1959), for
example, tested 146 U.S. college students on 'combination of
independent 'probabilities' and not one was successful!
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3.8 THE EFFECT OF INTELLECTUAL ABILITY 
There have been numerous studies of the relationship
between probabilistic understanding and intellectual ability.
One of the first was the doctoral study by Leake (1962)
who considered arithmetical ability and found it to be signi-
ficantly correlated with achievement on three probability
concepts (sample space, sample event probability, compound
event probability), for grades 7 to 9. The effect of
arithmetic achievement was seven times as large as that for
grade level. A comparable study by Doherty (1965) yielded similar
results for grades 4 to 6. She found concept level significantly
related to teacher rating of ability and to overall, and
arithmetic ; achievement levels. However the doctoral programme
of Mullenex (1968), for grades 3 to 6, which tested four
concepts (randomness, certainty/uncertainty, distributions,
quantification of probability) found no significant differences
for ability levels. This may be attributable to the rather
different conceptual areas within probability being tested
(arguably the more important ones). Shepler (1970) reported
superiority in higher IQ children (grades 5,6) but in contrast
Carlson (1969, 1970) found little or none when he controlled
for socio-economic status, in grades 1 to 7.
Leff in (1971) considered verbal and non-verbal IQ for
grades 4 to 7 and found both equally significant factors,
especially for the concept of sample space. He stated that total
IQ seemed slightly superior as a predictor than either sub-measure
alone.
Jones (1974) and White (1974) reported IQ to be a
significant factor for grades 2, 3 and 7,8 respectively. The
previously discussed paper by Smock and Belovicz (1968)
reported IQ differences for more difficult combinatorial tasks
but none for easier tasks.
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The earliest relevant study was that of Pire (1958) which,
being in French, has been rather neglected. He reported on
an Intelligence Test (C.S.C.) which comprised 5 'series' for
use with different ages (10 years to adult). In each series
one of the questions was probabilistic in nature. Although
it must be recorded that the multiple choice options offered
in some questions are dubious, overall Fire's findings, based
on the responses of "hundreds of subjects", must be treated
seriously. Pire reported that on all 5 probability questions
performance was closely linked with intellectual ability
(classified into nine levels). For example, 12 year olds on
the Series I question, achieved the following results (p.134):
Intelligence Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Probability % 80 76 69 58 46 33 21 17 11
It can be concluded with some confidence that IQ is a
factor of some importance in most aspects of probability under-
standing as generally taught but judgement must be reserved
concerning the more stochastic aspects, which are often neglected.
3.9 SEX DIFFERENCES
Unlike the previous issue the question of sex differences
is much less clear cut, despite the fact that it is much easier
to determine sex than intellectual ability! A summary of
research findings is presented in Table 3.13. (In view of the
lack of agreement it is appropriate that the last mentioned
name is 'Wavering'!). It must be pointed out that White (1974)
is the only quoted American source which is affirmative. The
studies by Wood (1976) and Wood and Brown (1976) relate to
London University GCE 0 level multiple choice responses, and
their main conclusions have been reaffirmed by the writer, as
reported in Chapter 4. Of course rejecting the null hypothesis,
usually at the 5% level, is quite a stringent criterion and
this may be a factor reducing the reported incidence of male
superiority.
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The early large-scale study by Pire (1958), which was described
in section 3.8, did discover differences at all ages from
10 to 18 years:
"La comparison des resultants des filles et des
garvons a permis Sgalement des constatations interessantes.
A tous les ages, les pourcentages de reussites tendent
a atre moms eleves chez les filles que chez les garpns
(p.142).
However, Pire does not quantify the magnitude of the
difference reported which may have been quite slight.
Year Author Age of
Subjects
(years)
Sex difference
(favouring boys)
1958 Pire [France] 10-19 YES
1965 Leake [U.S.A.] 13-15 NO
1965 Davies	 [U.S.A.] 3- 9 NO
1965 Doherty [U.S.A.] 10-12 NO
1968 Leffin	 [U.S.A.] 10-13 not clear cut
1969 Carlson [U.S.A.] 8-11 NO
1970 Carlson	 [U.S.A..] 6-11 NO
1970 Fischbein et al 5- 6
[Rumania] 9-10 NO
12-13
1971 McLeod [U.S.A.] 8-10 NO
1974 White [U.S.A.] 13,14 YES
1976 Wood [U.K.] 16 YES
1976 Wood and Brown [U.K.] 16 YES
1979 Wavering [U.S.A.] 14,16,18 NO
Table 3.13 Reported results of analysing level of probability
understanding with respect to sex 
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The direction of the differences found which were not
statistically significant is unknown, alas. Leffin (1968)
found significant differences but they were not uni-directional
over his three tests.
3.10 PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES 
There is a well-developed and important field of study
within Psychology known as Probability Learning which began
with BrunswilL (1939). Although it would be misleading to
say that this research area has much in common with the
study of the development of probability concepts there are
some points of mutual interest. A unifying theory is a long
way off.
A report by Jarvik (1951) clearly demonstrates a
typical phenomenon studied in Probability Learning. Seventy-eight
college students were asked to make repeated predictions as
to which of two symbols (/ or +) would occur next. Every
four seconds the experimenter said "check" or "plus" with a
randomly ordered but predetermined ratio of the two symbols
(e.g. 6070/, 40% +). Each student wrote down his own prediction
and then wrote down beside it the actual symbol, then he wrote
down his next prediction underneath.., and so on, for 87 trials.
Jarvik's results appear in Table 3.14.
Experimental Ratio
Run	 '	 +	 1-11 12-22
Trials
23-33	 34-44 45-55 56-66 67-77 78-87
1 60:40 45.6 45.8 46.1 53.6 61.5 62.2 55.5 57.3
2 67:33 45.9 51.8 64.1 67.5 61.1 62.6 57.9 67.4
3 75:25 45.6 56.4 66.7 80.4 79.8 70.3 77.1 75.9
Table 3.14 Percentages ofve predicted during three runs of a 
probability learning experiment, reported by Jarvik (1951) 
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It can be clearly seen from Table 3.14 that the subject's
predictions tend with time (i.e. experience) to match the
proportions of the stimuli (Vand +). This'probability matching'
is a phenomenon exhibited by children as well as adults.
Messik and Solley (1959) found it to be just as pronounced
right down to the age of 3 years, even when the stimulus
probability was at 60%. Thus this research shows that very
young children are sensitive to stochastic processes, and can
discriminate between stimulus frequencies of 507. (i.e. chance)
and 60%. Furthermore Siegel and Andrews(1962) demonstrated
that when a high reward is associated with one stimulus more
frequently that another then right down to the age of 4 years
there is a tendency to predict the favourable stimulus beyond 
its true proportion of occurrence - a strategy designed to
maximise gain.
Of greater interest to the mathematical educator, perhaps,
are sequential effects. Jarvik (1951) for example noted the
tendency not to preduct the symbol which has just occurred,
which increases in strength the longer the run of one symbol
occurs. This seems to be a very natural psychological 'rule of
thumb' but it certainly is not logical for the theory of
probability indicates that one should always predict the more
likely stimulus. This phenomenon is known as a recency effect,
negative recency in this instance.
The feeling that following a long run of (say) 'Heads'
the chance of 'Tails' next is increased is commonly known as
the 'Gambler's Fallacy' or the 'Monte Carlo Fallacy', for
obvious reasons. Craig and Myers (1963) found that 13 year olds,
and to a lesser extent 9 year olds, initially exhibit positive 
recency (i.e. predict the previous stimulus) but this gives way
after a few trials to negative recency followed by later recovery.
Pre-school children (5-6 years) were found not to show these
behavioural patterns, implying that they need more information
from which to deduce pattern. Similar studies have been reported
by Cohen and Hansel (1955).
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Weir (1967) has thrown further light on the matter by
explaining that younger children (3-6 - years) are much more
influenced by their own previous responses than by the previous
stimuli, (as might be expected from the egocentricity of the
very young). Thus is explained the alternating tendency - the
phenomenon of predicting in turn the different possible stimuli
( e.g. H,T,H,T,...) whatever the expected relative frequencies.
This had been observed by Stephenson and Weir (1959) in children
aged 3 and increasingly up to 9 years of age, and confirmed by
Ross (1966) studying children from ages 7 to 15. He noted
greatest incidence of the alternating tendency in his younger
subjects (7 and 9 year olds), and found the behaviour to be
stronger in girls than in boys. When additional clues are
included in the stimulus patterns (e.g. 'red always follows a
blue') it has been shown by Offenbach (1964) that pre-school
children only slowly and partially react to this but 9 - 11
year olds soon detect the patterns and predict very successfully.
In the realm of subjective probability various heuristics
have been discovered to be employed by people. Kahneman and
Tversky (1972) have identified 'Representativeness' as being
one such. This is when the subject attributes a probability
level to an event according to the degree to which it (i) "is
similar in essential characteristics to the parent population,"
and (ii) "reflects the salient features of the process by which
it is generated". As a simple example, although the following
two patterns of boy/girl birth orders in a 6 child familiar
are equally likely: BGBBBB and GBGBBG, the latter is considered
more probable because it is a 50-50 split which is therefore
similar to that of the parent population. Again GBGBBG would
be preferred to GBGBGB because the latter lacks apparent
randomness although, again, the two are equally frequent in
practice (and theory).
In a similar study comparing BGGBGB with BBBGGG when
"equally likely" was a permitted response Shaughnessy (1977) found
of	 68 college students 41% chose the 'random' sequence,
34% said the two were equal because each had 3 of each sex, and
the remaining 25% chose 'equal' for the correct reason.
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Kahneman and Tversky have also shown that sample size
is ignored in determining the likelihood of variation from
the mean. This is illustrated by another of their examples:
"A certain town is served by two hospitals. In
the larger hospital 45 babies are born each day,
and in the smaller hospital about 15 babies are born
each day. As you know, about 50% of all babies are
boys. The exact percentage of baby boys, however
varies from day to day. Sometimes it may be higher
than 50% sometimes lower.
For a period of 1 year, each hospital recorded the
days on which more * than 60% of the babies born
were boys. Which hospital do you think recorded more
such days?"
* the word 'less' was substituted for half the subjects tested.
Results of testing 97 Stanford undergraduates "with no
background in probability or statistics" were:
More than 60%	 Less than 60%
The larger hospital	 12	 9 - correct
The smaller hospital
	
10-correct	 11
About the same (i.e. within
5% of each other) 	 28	 25
Shaughne s sy (1977) reports very similar results using students
at Michigan. In effect most students considered 6/10, 60/100
and 60011000 to be equally representative because of the
equality of proportions. The notion that sampling variation
decreases with increasing sample size is not an intuition
possessed by educated man it would appear. Tversky and Kahneman
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(1971) have shown that even professional psychologists
expect a sample randomly drawn from a population to very
closely match the parent population in all respects, far
more closely than the laws of probability decree. There is,
then, a 'law of small numbers' which is an erroneous intuition
of the representativeness of small samples.
Another heuristic reported by Tversky and Kahneman (1973)
is 'Availability' - the frequency or probability of an event
is judged higher the more easily specific instances can be
recalled. As a simple example: Are there more English words
beginning 'RE....' or more ending '....RE'? Most people
wrongly think the former is more frequent, because instances
are so readily available. A combinatoric example is the
following:
"Consider the two structures, A and B, which are
displayed below.
(A)	 (B)
xxxxxxxx
	 x x
xxxxxxxx
	 x x
xxxxxxxx x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
A path in a structure is a line that connects an
element in the top row to an element in the bottom
row, and passes through one and only one element
in each row.
In which of the two structures are there more paths?
How many paths do you think there are in each structure?"
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Although in fact there are equal numbers of paths (512)
in each 85% of students (N=54) choseW.Tversky and Kahneman
argue (p213) that this is because more paths are 'available'
in A. However a much simpler explanation may be applicable
in this particular instances A is a 3 x 8 matrix whereas
B is a 9 x 2 and 24 is greater than 18! This may sub-
conciously be a factor - something which merits further
investigation. The median estimates for total numbers of
paths were A:40 B:18, which shows the grave underestimation
of possibilities so typical of such problems, a result
confirmed by Shaughnessy (1976).
The name of John Cohen is readily linked with psychological
aspects of probability, for he has written extensively on
the subject. In one reported study Cohen and Cooper (1961a,
1961b) investigated preferences in lottery situations. Urn A
contained 10 tickets, one of which was designed 'winning'.
Urn B contained 100 tickets, one designated 'winning'. They
wished to determine how many draws with replacement from B was
felt to be equivalent to one draw from A. Some subjects always
preferred multiple draws from B - even just two. Others
always preferred the single draw from A - even if offered as
many as 50 draws from B! In total about 60% of tested grammar
school pupils Ca = 150, age 17+) considered under 9 draws or
over 11 draws as the number equivalent to the single draw.
For them ten probabilities of 0.01certainly did not make one
of 0.1. In a later variation of this experiment Cohen and
Chesnick (1970) tested 150 grammar school sixth-formers (mean
age 17), and this time the draw tickets (from B) were not
replaced,but the results were similar. The implications of
such studies are clear - research which asks subjects to choose
between alternatives on the assumed basis of logical probabilistic
or proportional reasoning is likely to have results contaminated
by these psychological vagaries. Failure to implement the
logically correct strategy may not be irrefutable evidence of
lack of availability of the strategy but rather the intervention
of other psychological variables.
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3.11 The Assessment of Performance Unit (British Surveys)
The APU was set up in 1975 within the Department of Education
and Science, to provide information about general levels of
performance of British school pupils. Reports have been published
(as at November 1981) on mathematics of 11 year olds surveyed
in 1978 and 1979, and of 15 year olds surveyed in 1978.
The first Primary Survey Report (Foxman et al, 1980a)
has very little to say about probability although 38 'Probability
and Statistics' items were included in the May 1978 written tests,
each item being attempted by about 2700 English and Welsh pupils.
Only 3 items were actually on probability (p.57). The details
of these 3 items have not been released, and the only comment
made is:
"Nearly half of the pupils picked the right answer in
a multiple choice item asking which of a coin tossing
or dice rolling game they would expect to win more
often. However about 35 per cent expected to guess
the outcome when a dice was rolled more often than
when a coin was tossed". (p.60.)
What these statements mean is anyone's guess:
The second Primary Survey Report (Foxman, Cresswell and
Badger, 1981) is much more informative, referring to the May
1979 survey of 11 year olds in England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
The Written Test items were essentially the same as those used
in 1978. (N = 1800 per category). However, in 1979 the Practical
Tests included probability items. The following summarises the
reported practical test findings:
Item 1 
(A) Given a coin and asked to predict how many Heads
out of 12 tosses (N = 404), responses were:
'6 out of 12'	 60%
Asked for a reason for the answer proferred, yielded:
'6 is half of 12' :	 about 60%
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'It should land alternately' : no figure disclosed
'It always lands Tails (Heads) for me' : 10%
(B) Asked subsequently to perform the 12 tosses, results
were:
Prediction not fulfilled
	 : 80% surprised
Prediction fulfilled
	 : 80% surprised
Pupils often indicated that '6 and 6' had been an
'average' or 'official' response, not to be really 
expected in practice.
(C) Asked to comment generally on the task, reply
categories were:
Random element	 15%
Rigidly non—random 	 25%
Personal, idiosyncratic 15%
(D) Asked about future repetitions, replies were:
'Different'	 75%
'Same'	 15%
'Unsure'	 10%
Item 2 
A. Throwing a die, predicting outcome of 24 throws:
'4 of each'	 45%
B. Asked about future repetitions:
'Different'	 85%
Summary 
"the results show a disparity between the quality of
predictions and the justification given....many pupils
reverted to past experience, hunches or cynicism...".
Even those coping best seldom used "technical terms such
as 'random'and 'odds" (p.15).
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Item
Facility Response Analysis
WI
In a very large sample of women who have exactly two
children, the probability of having a girl is the same as the
probability of having a boy.
A
B
12%
9%
What is the probability that a mother in this group has one
girl and one boy? 70% C 70%
A. I D 4%
B. I	 c
• •	 • - Other 1 re
D. I Omitted 4%
W2
A ball is drawn at random from a box containing 5 red
balls, 2 white balls and 6 green balls. Each ball is equally
likely to be chosen.
A
B
20%
65%
What is the probability that the ball is green?
65% C 7•
A.
D 4re
B.	 B
' • • ' Other IN
D. 4 Omitted
W3
A spinner is equally likely to point to any one of the Correct:
numbers I, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7. 3 42%
What is the probability of scoring a number exactly 2:7 2%
divisible by 3? 48% 2 in 7 4%
4	
•
- • - •
Incorrect	
.
Omitted
40%
12%
W4
What is the probability of draw ing an ace at random from Correct:	 Incorrect 41%
a	 complete	 pack	 of	 shuffled	 cards,	 turned	 face
downwards.
A
....
4707a A	 24% Omitted
2307o
12%
W5
A card is drawn at random from a standard pack 01 52
playing cards.
A 19%
What is the probability of drawing a red card or an ace? B 28%
30% C 30°'•
A. D 1721,
B. II	 C
C. d	 .... Other 1%
D. I Omitted 50".
Fig. 3.4 Items for A.P.U. Test (Foxman et al, 1980, p.60) 
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For the written tests boys outperformed girls on most of the
13 mathematics categories, including 'Probability and Statistics',
but this was not significant at the 5% level, a result confirming
that found in the 1978 survey. In both years girls were slightly
better than boys on computation with the whole numbers and
decimals, but not with fractions. One of the largest discrepancies
was in the 'Rate and ratio' category with boys significantly
better (5% level).
Although Midlands region pupils' scores on the
Probability and Data Representation were below the average for
both years this was not significant (at the 5% level).
The first Secondary Survey Report (Foxman, et alia, 1980b)
relates that nearly 14000 pupils aged 15 years in English, Welsh
and Northern Ireland schools were given the Written Tests. Each
of the 16 probability items was attempted by about 1200 pupils, it
would appear (p.20). The five representative items which have
been released for publication are shown in Fig. 3.4.
It must be doubted whether item W1 makes any useful contribution.
The obvious response to choose is 1/2 even if no reason is known.
Also the conceivable response 1/1 is not explicitly available
and might have been quite popular, if item W2 (response A) is taken
as a guide. Item W3 has the weakness , when it comes to
interpretation anyway, that it involves two entirely disparate
concepts. Is the lower facility level primarily due to lack of
understanding of divisibility or is that irrelevant? Without
knowing the frequencies of various answers given little is to be
gained by studying this. Items W4 and W5 show a surprising
inconsistency in that W4 requires the pupil to know that the
pack contains 52 cards but W5 supplies the information! Although
W5 has low facility (30%) the problem here is possibly linguistic
rather than lack of the probability concept since options (B) and
(D) both have reasonable claims on the face of it, and constitute
a further 45%. The strong involvement of counting skills in
correctly delineating the sample space is manifest here, and the
general dearth of combinatoric activity may explain the 30%
facility. It is difficult to believe that a more explicitly worded
question would not lead almost all pupils to realise that there
are 28 relevant cards.
—Another item discussed somewhat covertly (p.61) was
evidently about an icosahedron marked 1 to 5 four times over.
The probability of getting one particular result (say '3') was
reportedly correctly given by 45%, but the probability for
repeated throws (say '3' then '3 1 again) fell to under 10%.
As has been elsewhere reported, multiplication of probabilities
is rarely understood.
In general terms boys outperformed girls on the probability
items (41% to 39%) as on all others, but this is not significant
(at the 5% level). Probability in fact was one of the least
discriminating subcategories, for 11 of the 15 subcategories
did show statistically significant differences.
The Midlands region results for probability were about
average for the total sample.
3.12 INTUITION
Fischbein (1975) differentiates between intuition ("immediate
cognition") and reasoning ("logical structures"). Like Piaget,
he considers thought to be internalised action, and sees intuition
as acting as intermediary between action and thought. Intuitions
cover large areas of knowledge not snippets of information, and
provide instantaneous answers without cognitive effort. They
represent 'stored experience'. Examples are judgement of speed
and distance, feeling for a correct logical deduction, a doctor's
instant diagnosis. Fischbein categorises intuitions in various
ways but unfortunately does not give sufficient attention to
clarifying his meaning for useful conclusions to be drawn or
criticisms made. However his designation of primary and secondary 
intuitions is readily acceptable. Primary intuitions are formed
before and independently of formal instruction. Examples are
spatial awareness and logical reasoning, and realisation that
the more white balls there are in an urn which also contains
exactly one black ball, the better are the chance of drawing a
white ball. Secondary intuitions are the outcome of instruction.
An example might be the ability to correctly identify problems
where multiplication of probabilities is appropriate. Despite
the apparent importance which Fischbein attaches to 'intuition'
his research papers do not seem to reflect this. Thus concept
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and intuition come to be more or less synonymous, and no
strict demarcation will be adhered to in this thesis.
3.13 SUMMARY
To do justice to this would take up the whole of this
thesis and so what follows must of necessity be sweeping and
simplistic.
Most researchers have found (or believe they have found)
evidence of an elementary understanding of probability in
children down to the age of about 4 years. There is widespread
agreement that probability conceptual understanding is a
developmental phenomenon. Simple comparison tasks are mastered
by about age 11 years but more difficult comparison tasks
are only mastered by age 16 years, if at all. Most research
findings support the developmental order (stages) proposed by
Piaget and some also support his time-scale.
Intelligence is generally acknowledged as an important
factor, more 33 than chronological age. Sex is not found to
be relevant by most researchers. Many incorrect intuitions
are found to arise naturally, which persist into adulthood,
apparently impervious to the normal teaching received. However,
carefully planned teaching schemes most certainly effect
dramatic short term improvement in performance on probability
and combinatoric problems. (No long term studies have been
undertaken).
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CHAPTER 4 
PERFORMANCE OF GCE 0 LEVEL MATHEMATICS CANDIDATES 
ON MULTIPLE CHOICE PROBABILITY ITEMS 
4.1 Introduction 
Apart from the author's own work only one research paper
has appeared which relates to the performance of English
secondary school pupils on probability items, being that by
Wood and Brown (1976). They analysed the multiple choice
responses of GCE 0 level Mathematics candidates (Syllabus C,
University of London) to probability questions set in the Summer
examinations for 1973 and 1974. Their research was based on
two sets of data, one derived from a computer analysis of
response choices of all the home candidates sitting the
examination,the other derived from a more detailed study of a
specially selected sample.
4.2 Total Population Analysis 
Probability problems are found to be difficult: "in
the 1974 paper only 10 of the 60 items showed lower percentages
correct than two of the three probability items" (Wood and
Brown, 1976, p.297).
This observation raises the important question: Are
probability questions always found to be hard or were those
in the 1973 and 1974 papers abnormal? In order to look further
into this, the responses of candidates in the corresponding
Summer examinations for 1976 to 1980 have been analysed, and
the 1974 responses re-analysed. The data relating specifically
to the probability items are ptesented in Table 4.1 (for 1973,
1974, as cited by Wood and Brown) and in Table 4.2 (for 1976
to 1980).
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Year Question	 Difficulty Ranking	 Facility Difficulty
No.	 (easiest 1,hardest 60)(% correct)	 Index
1973	 30	 unknown	 44	 unknown
1974	 28	 22	 59	 12.1
47	 48	 34	 14.6
50	 46	 36	 14.4
Table 4.1 Difficulty ratings of Probability items for the 
University of London GCE 0 Level Syllabus C Multiple 
Choice papers for Summer examinations 1973, 1974. 
Year Question
No.
Difficulty Ranking Facility Difficulty
Index
1976 17 24i 62 11.8
28 43 40 14.0
1977 46 39 46 13.3
53 50 37 14.3
57 58 23 15.9
1978 24 22 65 11.5
35 381 46 13.4
45 31 55 12.5
1979 1 1 87 8.4
20 28 49 13.1
1980 36 28 57 12.3
Table 4.2 Difficulty ratings of Probability items for 1 .976 to 1980 
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The 'Difficulty Index' mentioned is the delta statistic
with mean 13, standard deviation 4, for which larger values
correspond to more difficult items. (Further details on
statistical measures and techniques utilised in this thesis
may be found in Appendix 1).
The following null hypothesis, derived from Wood and
Brown's (1976) paper will be tested:
HYPOTHESIS 4.1 Probability items are not generally among 
the harder items on the London GCE 0 Level
multiple choice paper
Reference to Tables 4.1 and 4.2 quickly shows that the
years 1973 and 1974 and 1977 support the hypothesis but the
years 1976, 1978,1979 and 1980 do not. It is interesting to
note that item 24 for 1974 was precisely the same as item 28
for 1978. The facilities for the total populations were:-
1974:59%, and 1978:65%. Quite possibly the teaching of
probability had improved in quality or quantity in that period,
or perhaps some teachers had noted the question before and
included it in their revision programmes! The Examiners'
Report (June 1978) in fact refers to evident teacher emphasis
on "modern topics", and to improvement in the standard of work
(on Paper 2)"in recent years". Similarly, the EM1DREB CSE
Examiners' Report (1979) states that "The steady improvement in
probability work evident year-by-year since the C.S.E.
examination began, continues",which tends to support the
suggestion.
For the years 1976 to 1980 the mean difficulty ranking of
London probability items was 33.0 (median 31), not significantly
different from the overall mean of 30.5 (median 30.5).
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Concerning the broader issue of the difficulty or
otherwise of probability questions, little can be concluded
for there are far too mary imponderables. The issue is really
so dependent on the particular questions set that it is an
almost meaningless exercise to proceed further. There seems
to be no straightforward objective way whereby to compare
questions except by their facility levels or discriminating power,
and so one is led into a circular argument. The analysis is
likely to lead into the psychological realm, with teacher
expectation a factor. The examiners (teachers) set what to them
appears a simple problem and their pupils perform less well
than anticipated. Whilst this argument may have validity in
the school situation it is not applicable to the London
examination data. The question bank has been established and
validated by pre-testing and the approximate facilities determined.
Items are generally set on the paper in order of decreasing
facility. It is thus meaningful to compare the positions on
the paper of the probability items and their facility rankings
based on the actual examination results. The data are given in
Table 4.3.
On the evidence of Table 4.3 it could be argued that the
1974 probability items were overall, relatively easy, because
candidates performed better on them than prior testing suggested!
Of the 14 items referred to in Table 4.3 just 8 had difficulty
indices in excess of 13.0, clearly not a statistically significant
result.
In summary Wood and Brown's assertion that probability
items are among the harder items is not substantiated, and
even had it been it is doubtful whether any great weight could
have been attached to it.
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Year Item No. Facility
Ranking
Difference	 Difficulty
(positive denotes Index
easier than
expected)
1974 28 22 +6 12.1
47 48 -1 14.6
50 46 +4 14.4
1976 17 241 -71 11.8
28 43 -15 14.0
1977 46 39 +7 13.3
53 50 +3 14.3
57 58 -1 15.9
1978 24 22 +2 11.5
35 38i -31 13.4
45 31 +14 12.5
1979 1 1 0 8.4
20 28 -8 13.1
1980 36 28 +8 12.3
Table 4.3 Comparison of Probability items facility ranking and 
position on paper, 1974, 1976 to 1980 
4.3 Sample Analysis 
According to Wood and Brown probability items differentiated
the sexes very distinctly: "With the exception of items
involving map scales, solid geometry and graphical distance-
time relationships they differentiated the sexes more sharply
than any other items" (p.297). Their findings were based on
samples drawn from pupils attending mixed secondary schools in
various parts of England, as indicated in Table 4.4. The same
schools were used for the two years.
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Year	 Boys	 Girls	 Total 
1973 493 478 971
1974 510 415 925
Table 4.4 Numbers of candidates in Wood and Brown's 
University of London GCE 0 Level samples 1973, 1974
The reason for choosing only mixed schools was in an attempt
to eliminate possible teaching differences for the two sexes.
Wood and Brown's reported result raises several important
questions relating to the University of London GCE 0 Level
Syllabus C multiple choice examination paper:
(1) Are boys (always) superior to girls, overall?
(2) Are boys superior to girls on probability items?
(3) Are probability items relatively more difficult for
girls than for boys?
(4) Are boys and girls of comparable mathematical ability 
equally good at probability items, or does the sexual
discrimination persist?
In order to attempt to answer these questions an analysis
of results has been undertaken for samples of candidates sitting
the Summer examinations in 1977, 1978 and 1980 (The relevant
data for 1979 was not available). The School Examinations Department
of the University of London cooperated by providing in punch
card form the responses to all 60 multiple choice questions for
the Syllabus C examinations for samples chosen from mixed
schools. A list and description of the schools used is provided
in Appendix 2: For 1977 and 1978 the data was supplied as two
punch cards per candidate, encoded as indicated below:
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Card A
Columns	 Data encoded 
	
1-5	 Centre number
	
6-9	 Candidate number
	
10-69	 Responses
(A1, B=2, C=3, D=4, E=5, omit = 0)
Card B 
Columns	 Data encoded 
2-5
	 Year
7-11	 Centre number
12-15	 Candidate number
16	 Sex (M, F)
17	 Grade (A,B,C,D,E,U)
For 1980 the data was provided in different form , one
card per candidate, as indicated below:
Columns
1-5
6-9
10-69
70
71
Date encoded 
Centre number
Candidate number
Responses (A=1, B=2, C=3, D=4, E=5, omit=0)
Sex (A, F)
Grade (A,B,C,D,E,U)
The final numbers of cases left after exclusions for incomplete
data were as shown in Table 4.5.
Year Boys Girls Total
1977 380 265 645
1978 454 325 779
1980
(original) 637 580 1217
1980
(revised) 572 517 1089
Table 4.5 Numbers of candidates in University of London GCE 
0 Level samples, 1977, 1978, 1980 
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Although Wood and Brown made no mention of the overall
grades obtained by their sample the writer considered this
to be worth_ investigating to provide some indication of the
representativeness of the sample in relation to the total
population sitting the examination. There are many associated
problems here which really make it impossible to be entirely
convinced that the sample is 'representative' and indeed
it may be regarded as an inappropriate expectation. By
restricting the sample to candidates at mixed schools all
other candidates are being ignored i.e. pupils in single
sex schools, students in further education colleges, private
entrants. Notwithstanding these formidable problems the
simplistic view that the grades obtained by the special sample
ought more or less to match the overall profile of grades
of all candidates in schools has some attraction. Therefore
a comparison of the grade distributions of the samples and
those of the total school-based candidature has been made.
The former was derived by computer analysis of the supplied
card decks, the latter being available in published form
(University of London, 1977a, 1978a, 1980a). In Table 4.6
are provided the relevant data for 1977 and 1978, reference
to which shows that the sample and population profiles match
quite well. Applying Chi-square tests showed no significant
difference for either year (1977: x 2 = 5.4; 1978: x 2=11.0).
However, the corresponding sample for 1980, as shown in Table
4.7a, was markedly at variance with the parent population
(1980 original: X 2 =15.1, p< 0.01). To remedy the imbalance
128 candidates were removed from the sample, thus effecting
stratified sampling.
The revised 1980 profile is presented in Table 4.7b,
with no significant difference between sample and population
(1980 revised: x 2 = 1.1). It is recognised that this usage
of the Chi-square test is not entirely appropriate inasmuch
as it is a test of whether a sample could reasonably have
come from a particular parent population.
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Nevertheless in this instance it has proved practically
useful to gauge the improvement in matching sample to population.
SAMPLE TOTAL SCHOOL BASED
POPULATION
1977 Grade Number % Number
A 65 10.1 1527	 13.3
B 147 22.8 2829	 24.6
C 227 35.2 3726	 32.4
D 59 9.1 1027	 8.9
E 60 9.3 1029	 8.9
U 87 13.5 1378	 12.0
645 100.0 11516	 100.1
SAMPLE TOTAL SCHOOL BASED
POPULATION
1978 Grade Number % Number
A 108 13.9 1707	 13.8
B 191 24.5 3249	 26.4
C 251 32.2 3966	 32.2
D 73 9.4 882	 7.2
E 80 10.3 1104	 9.0
F 76 9.8 1417	 11.5
779 100.1 12325	 100.1
Table 4.6 Grade profiles for University of London GCE 0 Level 
samples and for total school based populations, 1977 
and 1978
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SAMPLE TOTAL SCHOOL BASED
POPULATION
1980 Grade Number % Number
A 144 11.8 1138	 12.7
B 222 18.2 1928	 21.5
C 425 34.9 2972	 33.2
D 127 10.4 744	 8.3
E 129 10.6 895	 10.0
U 170 14.0 1281	 14.3
1217 99.9 8958	 100.0
Table 4.7a Grade profiles for University of London GCE 0 Levels 
sample and total school-based population, 1980 (original)
SAMPLE TOTAL SCHOOL BASED
POPULATION
1980 Grade Number % Number
A 144 13.2 1138	 12.7
B 222 20.4 1928	 21.5
C 368 33.8 2972	 33.2
D 88 8.1 744	 8.3
E 110 10.1 895	 10.0
U 157 14.4 1281	 14.3
1089 100.0 8958	 100.0
Table 4.7b Grade profiles for University of London GCE 0 Level 
sample and total school-based population, 1980 (revised) 
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A further test was made to see if the three samples
were representative of the parent populations on the probability
items themselves. The relevant data are shown in Table 4.8
where all percentages are reported in the nearest integer,
which. is the greatest accuracy known for the total population,
being taken from published tables. It can be seen that the
samples quite closely match the parent population in all cases.
A B C D E Omit
1977 Qn 46 Sample 9 45 21 8 17 0
(N=645) Total 8 46 19 7 19 0
Qn 53 Sample 33 21 12 23 10 1
Total 37 20 13 23 8 I
Qn 57 Sample 13 41 7 21 17 1
Total 13 38 8 23 18 0
A B C D E Omit
1978 Qn 24 Sample 8 7 7 13 65 0
(N=779) Total 8 9 8 11 65 0
Qn 35 Sample 47 11 12 14 17 0
Total 46 13 10 15 16 1
Qn 45 Sample 57 9 8 7 18 0
Total 55 8 9 10 18 0
A B C D E Omit
1980 Qn 36 Sample 58 20 7 2 13 1
(N=1089) Total 57 20 6 2 14 2
Table 4.8 Probability items response profiles for University of
London GCE 0 Level samples and total school-based 
populations, 1977, 1978, 1980 
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In order to establish a basis for comparison a general
hypothesis will be proposed and established as a preliminary
to the discussion of probability items.
HYPOTHESIS 4.2	 Boys are not better than girls on London
GCE 0 Level multiple choice mathematics 
For the total population of GCE 0 Level Mathematics
Syllabus C school-based candidates it is quite clear that
boys out-perform girls insofar as the published grade breakdowns
consistently show a higher percentage of boys gaining grade A.
However it is not always the same situation if grades A,B,C
are combined. Thus the overall picture is not so clear. Even
if it were so for the complete examination it need not necessarily
be so for the multiple choice paper itself. A computer analysis
of scores broken down by sex was therefore initiated for the
three years' samples. The data are presented in Table 4.9.
The difference between the means for boys and girls was tested
for significance for each year, the results being:
1977
mean
BOYS GIRLS
s.d. t
—
4.37
significances.d. mean
56.3 17.7 50.4 15.5
(one-tailed test)
p <0.001
1978 57.9 18.5 51.1 17.4 5.18 p <0.001
1980 59.4 16.0 52.8 16.0 6.99 p <0.001
However, this measure of central tendency does not tell the
whole story, and so a more general test to investigate whether
the boys show superiority over the girls was applied, namely
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample Test (one-tailed).
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1977 Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Step
Function
Difference
Score Boys Girls Boys	 Girls	 Boys	 Girls
0-5 0 0 0	 0	 .000	 .000 -
6-10 2 2 2	 2	 .005	 .008 -.003
11-15 10 8 12	 10	 .032	 .038 -.006
16-20 28 24 40	 34	 .105	 .128 -.013
21-25 44 54 84	 88	 .221	 .332 -.111
26-30 64 60 148	 148	 .389	 .558 -.169
31-35 77 43 225	 191	 .592	 .721 -.129
36-40 57 36 282	 227	 .742	 .857 -.115
41-45 41 21 323	 248	 .850	 .936 -.086
46-50 28 10 351	 258	 .924	 .974 -.050
51-55 19 6 370	 264	 .974	 .996 -.022
56-60 10 1 380	 265	 1.000	 1.000 -
1978 Frequency Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Step Difference
Function
Score Boys Girls Boys	 Girls	 Boys	 Girls
0-5 0 0 0	 0	 .000	 .000 -
6-10 0 2 0	 2	 .000	 .006 -.006
11-15 11 21 11	 23	 .024
	 .071 -.047
16-20 30 31 41	 54	 .090	 .166 -.076
21-25 63 59 104	 113	 .229	 .182 +.047
26-30 68 59 172	 172	 .379	 .529 -.150
31-35 86 49 258	 221	 .568	 .680 -.112
36-40 54 44 312	 265	 .687
	 .815 -.128
41-45 55 32 367	 297	 .808
	 .914 -.106
46-50 38 15 405	 312	 .892
	
.960 -.068
51-55 32 11 437	 33	 .963	 .994 -.031
56-60 17 2 454	 325	 1.000	 1.000 -
Table 4.9 (part)
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1980 Frequency	 Cumulative Frequency Cumulative Step
Function
Difference
Score Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
0-5 0 0 0 0 .000 .000 -
6-10 0 0 0 0 .000 .000 -
11-15 5 9 5 9 .009 .017 -.008
16-20 25 41 30 50 .052 .097 -.045
21-25 64 91 94 141 .164 .273 -.109
26-30 90 107 184 248 .322 .480 -.158
31-35 106 96 290 344 .507 .665 -.158
36-40 108 88 398 432 .696 .836 -.140
41-45 72 38 470 470 .822 .909 -.087
46-50 61 36 531 506 .928 .979 -.051
51-55 29 9 560 515 .979 .996 -.017
56-60 12 2 572 517 1.000 1.000 -
Table 4.9 Multiple choice total scores University of London 
GCE 0 Level samples, 1977, 1978 and 1980 
Details of this test may be found in Appendix 1. The results
were:
1977	 X 2 = 17.8 d.f = 2 p < 0.001 high significant
1978 X 2 = 17.0 d.f. = 2 p <0.001 high significant
1980	 X 2 = 27.1 d.f.= 2 p <0.001 high significant
providing overwhelming evidence to reject the hypothesis.
It is now possible to turn to consideration of the
hypothesis derived from Wood and Brown's research, but put
in null form.
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HYPOTHESIS 4.3 Boys are not better than girls on London GCE 
0 Level multiple choice probability items 
To test this hypothesis, and those which follow, it
is necessary to use a sample as there is no detailed breakdown
by sex available from the University of London School Examinations
Department.
A computer analysis of the three samples (1977:380 boys,
265 girls; 1978:454 boys, 325 girls; 1980:572 boys, 517 girls)
was made and the relevant data is presented in Table 4.10b.
This can be cumulated with the data for years 1973 and 1974 as
published by Wood and Brown which are presented in Table 4.10a.
Together they provide overwhelming evidence that boys are
superior on probability items. In each of the ten questions
analysed the percentage of boys selecting the correct answer is
markedly higher than that of girls.
If the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Sign-Rank test is applied
to the 7; Difference for the eleven questions the result is
highly significant (p< 0.005, one-tailed test). However, such
a procedure must be considered of doubtful validity as the
ten values are not all independent, since some refer to the
same candidates. By treating each year rather each question 
the data reduces to five values (+17.2, +17.1, +6.2, +15.1, +15.9).
The Binomial Test shows this to be significant (ip< 0.05, one-
tailed test) and Hypothesis 4.3 can be rejected.
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Year Item No. Boys Correct	 Girls Correct	 Difference
numher
	 %	 number	 (Boys%-Girls %)
1973 30 257 52.1 167 34.9 + 17.2
1974 28 343 67,3 213 51.3 + 16.0
1974 47 210 41.2 109 26.3 + 14.9
1974 50 226 44.3 99 23.9 + 20.4
Table 4.10a Sex differences on probability items for University 
of London GCE 0 Level, 1973, 1974. (Wood and Brown's 
21E0211.
Year Question No. Boys Correct
number	 %
Girls Correct
number	 %
Difference
(Boys % - Girls %)
1977 46 179 47.1 111 41.9 +5.2
1977 53 134 35.3 79 29.8 +5.5
1977 57 93 24.5 44 16.6 +7.9
1978 24 337 74.2 171 52.6 +21.6
1978 35 230 50.7 133 40.9 +9.8
1978 45 287 63.2 160 49.2 +14.0
1980 36 372 65.0 254 49.1 +15.9
Table 4.10b Sex differences on probability items for University 
of London GCE 0 Level, 1977, 1978, 1980.
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HYPOTHESIS 4.4 Girls do not find London GCE 0 Level multiple 
choice probability items more difficult relative 
to other items than do boys,
The	 of the previous hypothesis shows that
girls perform worse than boys on probability question. But
since girls perform less well than boys on mathematics as a whole
the difference on probability may be attributable to the girls
acknowledged weakness at GCE 0 Level mathematics rather than
some particular failing on probability. Thus this hypothesis
has been formulated. To test this appears by no means as
straightforward as for the earlier hypothesis. Somehow the
overall mathematics factor (excluding probability) needs to
be extracted and eliminated, suggesting the necessity to apply
a sophisticated statistical technique. However, a much simpler
approach will essentially provide the necessary information.
What is required is a ranking of all the 60 questions on the
multiple choice paper, in terms of facility, for tie boys and
girls separately. If the hypothesis being tested is false
then the facility rankings of probability questions for girls
should be inferior to those for boys.
The results of a computer analysis of the sample data
are presented in Table 4.11 where the ranking scale is such
that the easiest question is ranked 1 and the hardest is ranked
60. It is quite clear that this data does not provide good
evidence that the boys' and girls' rankings differ in the n
expected direction. Thus Hypothesis 4.4 cannot be rejected
on this evidence.
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Difficulty Ranking
Year Question
Number
Boys Girls Ranking Difference
(positive denotes
easier for girls)
relatively
1977 46 44 39i +4i
53 50 48 +2
57 59 59 0
1978 24 16 291 -q31
35 34 38 -4
45 25 32 -7
1980 36 27 30 -3
Table 4.11 Relative difficulty of Probability items for the 
two sexes, 1977, 1978, 1980 samples.
It is readily seen from Table 4.11 that for 1977 there
was little difference in rankings between the sexes. Indeed
the girls found the probability questions slightly easier,
relative to other questions, than did the boys. However, 1977
was unusual in that all three probability items were rather
difficult. Wood and Brown made much of the differences in
average percentages on probability items compared with differences
on the whole paper, for boys and girls. Their results
(Fable 4.10a) showed a 17% superiority for boys on probability
items but the overall difference on the examination papers
was "only 7% in 1973 and 6% in 1974" (p.297). The additional
data for 1977, 1978 and 1980 (Table 4.10b) is less extreme.
For 1977 the average difference on probability questions was
Pi- 6.2% and on the whole paper + 5.9%.
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For 1978 the corresponding figures were 15.17, (probability)
and 6,8% (overall) and for 1980 they were 4- 15.97, (probability)
and	 6.6X C overall).
Taking all five years together produces the following
average figures:
Percentage difference on probability items + 14.3 (s.d. = 4.1)
Percentage difference on whole paper: 	 + 6.46 (s.d. = 0.44)
It seems quite clear that such a large discrepancy is
unlikely to be compatible with the null hypothesis. Application
of the Walsh Test (one-tailed test) enables us to conclude
(at the p = 0.031 level) that the difference is indeed significant.
The underlying assumption of the Walsh Test is that the
populations are symmetrical so that the median and mean are more
or less equal, which seems reasonable for this problem. Alternatively
the Sign Test could be used, with similar result. On this
evidence, then, there are grounds for rejecting Hypothesis 4.4.
It can therefore be seen that whereas ranking the items
according to facility produces little evidence against Hypothesis
4.4 comparing the percentage scores most certainly does. The
conclusion, which must be a somewhat tentative one at this stage,
is that there is evidence that girls find probability items more
difficult relative to other mathematical topics than do boys.
Some further light will be thrown on this in considering the
next hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS 4.5 Boys do not perform better than girls of 
comparable mathematical ability on London GCE 
0 Level probability items 
The best way to eliminate the general mathematical ability
differential between the sexes is to match up boys and girls
with the same total score on the multiple choice paper, excluding 
from considertion the probability items. Then a comparison of
the performance of matched candidates on the probability items
can be made with the mathematical ability factor nullified
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Total test
score
excluding
probability
items
1977 1978 1980 Total test
score
excluding
probability
items
1977 1978 1980
56 M = 32 M M F
55 31 F M F
54 F = 30 M F M
53 M M = 29 M M M
52 28 F M M
51 M F M 27 F M F
50 F M F 26 M M F
49 F F M 25 M M M
48 M F M 24 M F M
47 M F F 23 F F M
46 M M M 22 M M M
45 M = 21 M M M
44 M M M 20 F M M
43 M F = 19 M M M
42 M F M 18 F M M
41 F M M 17 F M F
40 F F M 16 F M M
39 M F M 15 F M M
38 F M M 14 M M =
37 F M M 13 M M
36 F F M 12 . m
35 F F M 11 F
34 F F F 10 M =
33 F F F
'
Table 4.12 Superiority of boys (M) or girls (F) of equal 
mathematical ability on Probability items, 1977,
1978, and 1980.
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as best as can be judged. To that end a computer analysis
of the sample data for 1977, 1978 and 1980 was effected.
For each total score for which there were both sexes
represented the average score on the probability item(s)
was computed for each sex separately and a comparison made.
In Table 4.12 are presented the results, indicating which
sex was superior for each test score and each year. The
total numbers are
Male superiority: 74
Female superiority: 45
Equality: 8
This data can be statistically tested using the Binomial
Test if the relatively few 'equality' cases are combined with
those showing female superiority. Using a one-tailed test
the disparity favouring the boys (74:53) is significant
< 0.05). Thus it can be concluded that male superiority
has been established,and Hypothesis 4.5 is to be rejected.
A closer examination of the patterns in Table 4.12 provides
further insight. Splitting the data into two parts at
approximately the median score the more able candidates
(score	 33) and the less able candidates (score < 33)
form two markedly different groups:
Upper group Lower group
Male superiority: 31 43
Female superiority: 27 18
Equality: 5 3
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It can be concluded that the observed differences are
attributable to the less able 0 Level candidates (p < 0.01),
and that the ablergirls are just as good as the abler
boys (no significant difference). The 1980 results are
of course based only on one probability item and produced a
marked male superiority at all levels (Upper: 13M:4F;
Lower: 13M:5F). The 1977 and 1978 results are based on three
questions each and in fact show the abler girls outperforming
the abler boys (Upper: 18M:23F; Low-r: 30M:13F).
4.4 Summary of findings reported in this chapter relating 
to University of London GCE 0 Level Syllabus C multiple 
choice Mathematics papers.
1) Probability items are not generally among the harder
items.
2) Boys perform better than girls on the mathematics paper
3) Boys perform better than girls on probability items
4) Probability items do not have different ranking on
facility for boys and girls
5) The percentage difference in facility for probability
items between boys and girls is greater than that for
the whole paper.
6) Boys below the median level perform better on probability
items than do girls of comparable mathematical ability
7) Boys above the median level do not perform better on
probability items than do girls of comparable mathematical
ability.
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CHAPTER 5 
PROBABILITY QUESTIONS IN CSE MATHEMATICS 
EXAMINATIONS
5.1 Introduction 
The evident superiority of boys at GCE 0 level
mathematics in general and at probability questions in
particular raises the question of whether the same bias
is also shown at CSE level. In order to investigate this,
and also to examine the abilities of pupils more typical
of the average classroom, an analysis of CSE mathematics
scripts and examination performance has been undertaken.
5.2 East Midland Regional Examinations Board CSE 
The East Midland Regional Examinations Board administer
C.S.E. examinations over a large area, serving approximately
380 centres with about 50,000 candidates. Of those
candidates about 35,000 sit a mathematics examination and
this figure includes about 25,000 Mode 1 candidates split
between the normal 'Syllabus l' (21,000) and the limited
grade 'Syllabus 2' (4,000).
An analysis has been made of a stratified sample of
syllabus 1 scripts, for the years 1978, 1979 and 1980.
5.3 The Syllabus 
The Syllabus 1 examination comprises three papers,
as follows:
Paper 1
	
1 hour.Primarily basic numeracy.
Paper 2
	
1/ hours.24 short, objective and multiple
choice questions.
No choice.
Paper 3	 21 hours. Longer questions. 6 out of 10
from one option.
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OPTIONS A. Further Traditional Mathematics
B. Further Modern Mathematics
C. Integrated Modern and Traditional Mathematics
D. Commercial and Domestic Mathematics
Probability does not feature in Paper 1. There is usually
one probability question set on Paper 2 and one question set
on Paper 3B and one on Paper 3C. For 1978 and 1979 the
same question was set on both 3B and 3C but for 1980 the
probability question was different on the two papers.
The probability element in the syllabus content list
for 1978, 1979 and 1980 was as follows:
Paper 2 "Simple probability (not sum or product)"
Paper 3B "Probability involving sum and product
„ of probabilities (tree diagram)"
5.4 Sampling Technique 
The ENEEB serve six Local Education Authorities, the
three largest of these being Derbyshire, Leicestershire and
Nottinghamshire. In order for the sample to be as widely
representative as possible, schools were chosen from various
parts of the region, and Paper 2 and Paper 3 scripts of
candidates from those schools were examined. Details of
the schools selected and numbers of candidates whose scripts
were studied are provided in Appendix 3. Care was taken to
get a balance between schools choosing OPTION B and those
choosing OPTION C. Only mixed schools were chosen. For each
candidate the following general information was obtained:
(a) Sex
(b) Paper 1 mark
(c) Paper 2 mark
(d) Paper 3 mark
(e) Overall percentage
(f) Grade awarded
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Additionally, detailed information about the candidate's
answer to each probability question was obtained, as follows:
(g) Overall mark on each question
(h) Coded descriptions of candidate's answers for
each part of each question
The code employed was devised to indicate not just
whether the candidate's response was correct or incorrect
but also the kind of error made. In cases where the author
disagreed with the mark awarded to the candidates for a particular
question, the examiner's nark was amended for that question, but
the overall mark for the paper was not altered.
In order to have a sample which contained roughly the
correct proportions of able, average, and weak candidates
a running check of grades was made whilst the script analysis
was in progress. Then, by a judicious choice of Centre,
or (tcwards the end) selection of only those candidates with
certain grades, the proportions of candidates with the
different grades was kept under control to match the known
proportions for the total population. In practice this usually
meant finding some extra candidates with grades 1 or 2.
5.5 The Samples 
The grade profiles of the samples for the years 1978,
1979 and those of the total populations are presented in
Table 5.10. Details for the total populations were available
from the published Examiners' Report and from the EMREB
'Report of the Examination' for each year (EMREB 1978a,
1978b, 1979a, 1979b) The excellent fit of the 1978 and 1979
sample proportions to those of the Syllabus 1 populations
as a whole is of course evident from visual inspection.
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1978
Grade	 Sample ( g= 1024)	 Population (i = 20091)
Number
1 113 11.0 11.4
2 161 15.7 15.2
3 161 15.7 15.7
4 294 28.7 29.7
5 170 16.6 16.4
U 125 12.2 11.6
1979
Grade Sample, (N = 959)
	 Population (N = 22222)
Number
1 139 13.5 13.4
2 172 17.9 17.7
3 166 17.3 17.2
4 307 32.0 31.3
5 111 11.6 11.8
U 74 7.7 8.6
Table 5.1a Grade Profiles for EM2EB CSE Mathematics Mode 
1 (Syllabus 1), 1978 and 1979 
The 1980 data requires separate discussion. The 1980
sample was selected in the normal way, based on the provisional
cut-offs agreed by the relevant Assessment Subcommittee.
However, at some later stage standardisation procedures
were applied which had the effect of increasing
the percentages of grades 1 and 2. In Table 5.1b are
presented the grade profiles for the sample and the population
grade profiles, both provisional and final versions which
were obtained from published sources EMREB (1980a, 1980b)
and from private correspondence (1981). It must be noted
that the sample grades are based on the provisional cut-offs
so in fact there will be more offical grade 1 and 2 results
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than is actually indicated (the exact figures are not known).
Clearly the parent population is reasonably well represented
in terms of grades with this sample, although not so closely
as for 1978 and 1979, and the deviation is significant
CX
2 
= 30.9, d.f. = 5, p < 0.001). The provisional grade
distribution was very closely matched by the sample
(x2 = 2.1, d.f. = 5, n.s.) and that is probably a better
guide since the final grades awarded for the sample are
unknown. On the evidence it is reasonable to suppose that
they would closely match the official figures.
1980
Grade	 Sample (N = 1068)	 Population (N = 24227)
Provisional
Numbers
z Provisional Final
1 167 15.6 14.6 16.0
2 168 15.7 16.0 18.2
3 166 15.5 14.6 14.6
4 274 25.7 26.6 28.0
5 181 16.9 17.6 16.6
U 112 10.5 10.6 6.6
Table 5.1b Grade profiles for EMEEB CSE Mathematics Mode 1 
(Syllabus 1), 1980  .
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Grade
1978
Boys Girls
1979
Boys Girls
1980
Boys Girls
1 1324 979 1693 1287 2104 1773
(11.4%) (7.9%) (13.2%) (9.4%) (14.5%) (11.4%)
2 1575 1510 2055 1886 2223 2169
(13.5%) (12.2%) (16.0%) (13.8%) (15.4%) (14.0%)
3 1571 1680 1945 1982 2029 1956
(13.5%) (13.6%) (15.2%) (14.5%) (14.1%) (12.6%)
4 3262 3751 4021 4602 4193 4579
(28.0%) (30.4%) (31.4%) (33.7%) (29.1%) (29.5%)
5 2343 2608 1969 2376 2758 3503
(20.1%) (21.1%) (15.4%) (17.4%) (19.27.) (22.5%)
U 1589 1813 1142 1509 1083 1563
(13.6%) (14.7%)	 ( 8.9%)	 (11.1%)	 ( 7.5%)	 (10.1%)
Total 11664	 12341	 12825	 13642	 14390	 15543
24005 
	
26467	 29933 
Table 5.2 Grade Profiles for EMEEB CSE Mode 1 Mathematics 
examinations, 1978 to 1980.
An additional sampling problem is that of ensuring
representativeness for boys and girls separately. Since it
is hoped to confirm or disconfirm sex differences in
performance this is a somewhat crucial matter. Unfortunately
the proportions of boys and girls awarded the different
grades are not available for Syllabus 1. However,they are
available for Mode 1 which comprises Syllabus 1 and the limited
grade Syllabus 2. The relevant data are presented in Table 5.2,
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As Syllabus 2 is limited grade no candidates are
awarded grades 1 and 2 and relatively few obtain grade 3
Coray exceptional candidates", 1.9% in 1978, 2.4% in 1979
and 7.9% in 1980). Together with the fact that the entries
for Syllabus 1 constitute over 80% of Mode 1 entries, this
implies that the entries in Table 5.2 for Grades 1, 2, 3
are essentially those of Syllabus 1 candidates. Re-presenting
this data in Table 5.3 shows clearly that boys tend to get
rather more of these higher grades, in percentage terms,
than do girls. However, since precise breakdowns are not
available for Syllabus 1 no exact calculations can be made,
and the only check which can be made is whether the sample
has bias towards the higher grades for the boys. That this
is indeed the case can be discerned from a study of Tables 5.4a,
5,4b, 5.4c.
5.6 The superiority of boys at CSE mathematics 
The proven superiority of boys at GCE 0 level mathematics
does not of itself imply with any certainty that boys will
perform better at CSE mathematics. Indeed some forms of
argument might lead to the opposite conclusion. However,
it is a simple matter to establish the truth, as CSE boards
publish quite detailed analyses.
HYPOTHESIS 5.1 Boys do not attain superior grades to girls 
on the EMREB CSE Mode 1 mathematics examination 
The relevant data for the EMEEB for the years 1978, 1979
and 1980 are presented in Table 5.3, where it is manifestly
obvious that the boys' performance on the Mode 1 mathematics
examination is indeed superior (the same is true for Mode 2 and
Mode 3 also).
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1978
Boys Girls
%
DifferenceGrade
Number % Number Boys %	 -	 Girls %
1	 1324 11.4 979 7.9 + 3.5
2	 1575 13.5 1510 12.2 + 1.3
3	 1571 13.5 1680 13.6 - 0.1
4	 3262 30.0 3751 30.4 - 0.4
5	 2343 20.1 2608 21.1 - 1.0
U	 1589 13.6 1813 14.7 - 1.1
11664 12341
1979
Grade Boys Girls Difference
Number Number % Boys % -	 Girls%
1 1693 13.2 1287 9.4 + 3.8
2 2055 16.0 1886 13.8 + 2.2
3 1945 15.2 1982 14.5 + 0.7
4 4021 31.4 4602 33.7 - 2.3
5 1969 15.4 2376 17.4 - 3.0
U 1142 8.9 1509 11.1 - 2.2
12825 13642
1980
Boys Girls DifferenceGrade
Number Number %	 Boys % -	 Girls %
1 2104 14.6 1773 11.4 +3.2
2 2223 15.4 2169 14.0 + 1.4
3 2029 14.1 1956 12.6 + 1.5
4 4193 29.1 4579 29.5 - 0.4
5 1083 19.2 3503 22.5 - 3.3
U 1083 7.5 1563 10.1 - 2.6
14390 15543
Table 5.3 Sex Differences on EMEEB CSE Mode 1 Mathematics 
Grade
Boys Girls
%	 Boys
Difference
Number Z Number % - Girls
1 54 11.3 59 10.8 + 0.5
2 83 17.4 78 14.3 + 3.1
3 76 15.9 85 15.6 + 0.3
4 132 27.6 162 29.7 - 2.1
5 85 17.8 85 15.6 + 2.2
U 48 10.0 77 14.1 - 4.1
478 546
Mean Percentage marks
Paper Boys Girls All Pupils
1 62.6 59.1 60.7
2 36.2 34.3 35.2
3 37.9 36.6 37.2
Overall 44.7 42.7 43.6
Table 5.4a EMMEB CSE Mathematics Syllabus 1 results for 1978
Sample Cg = 1024)
Grade Number
Boys Girls
%	 Boys
Difference
% Number % - Girls %
1 79 17.9 50 9.7 + 8.2
2 84 19.0 88 17.0 + 2.0
3 80 18.1 86 16.6 + 1.5
4 134 30.3 173 33.5 - 3.2
5 35 7.9 76 14.7 - 6.8
U 30 6.8 44 8.5 - 1.7
442 517
Mean Percentage marks
Paper Boys Girls All Pupils
1 74.9 69.8 72.2
2 51.9 44.2 47.7
3 47.5 44.4 45.8
Overall 54.6 49.8 52.0
Table 5.4b ENEEB CSE Mathematics Syllabus 1 results for 1979 
sample CI = 959)
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Grade
Boys
%
Girls Difference
Number Number Boys %	 -	 Girls %
1 77 16.3 90 15.1 + 1.2
2 74 15.6 94 15.8 - 0.2
3 78 16.5 88 14.8 + 1.7
4 121 25.6 153 25.7 - 0.1
5 70 14.8 111 18.7 - 3.9
U 53 11.2 59 9.9 + 1.3
473 595
Mean Percentage marks
Paper Boys Girls All Pupils
1 69.8 66.7 68.0
2 39.3 37.8 38.4
3 39.7 38.4 39.0
Overall 50.2 48.8 49.4
Table 5.4c EMREB CSE Mathematics Syllabus 1 results 
for 1980 sample (N = 1068)
If the signs of the differences in Table 5.3 for these
three years are listed by grade (1978 first, 1979 second,
1980 third) the pattern is
+ + + + + + - + + 	
AAABBBCCCDDDEEEUUU
This is clearly far from the random assignment which would be
expected if no superiority of boys over girls existed, and
applying the One-Sample Runs Test (one-tailed test) indicates
such a result to be significant (p < 0.025). Thus Hypothesis
5.1 can be rejected.
Boys	 Girls	 Boys	 Girls
Mean %	 69.3	 63.0	 54.4	 47.9
S.devn. 37.1	 36.4	 22.2	 20.1
Attempts 430	 501	 345	 421
(97.3%)	 (96.9%)	 (78.1%)	 (81.4%)
Paper 3C 13B, QuestionPaper 2 5Question
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5.7 Analysis of Samples 
This chapter is mainly concerned with the Syllabus I
rather than all Mode 1 and as the relevant information is
not available for the total Syllabus 1 populations it is
necessary to turn to the samples.
Paper 2 Question 19
	
Paper 3B, 3C Question 4
Boys Girls Boys Girls
Mean %
	 46.3 42.2 26.9 23.2
S.devn.	 31.4 32.9 28.0 25.0
Attempts 434 512 359 384
(90.8%)	 (93.7%)	 (75.1%)	 (70.3%)
Table 5.5a Analysis of marks awarded on EMEEB Mode 1 
probability question for 1978.
Table 5.5b Analysis of marks awarded on EMEEB probability 
questions for 1979 
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Paper 2 Question 13
	 Paper 3B Question 1	 Paper 3C Question
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
Mean % 49.3 52.6 43.5 41.6 38.5 35.8
S. devn. 34.2 34.5 28.8 27.5 27.3 26.7
Attempts 451 570 113 135 180 199
(96.0%) (96.6%) (62.1%) (54.2%) (69.5% (66.8%)
Table 5.5c Analysis of marks awarded on ENTEB probability 
questions for 1980 
HYPOTHESIS 5.2 Boys do not achieve superior scores to girls 
on the ENTEB CSE Mode 1 Syllabus 1 (Options 
B and C) examination 
In order to test this hypothesis a computer analysis of
the samples for years 1978, 1979 and 1980 has been made. The
results are presented in Tables 5.4a, 5.4b, 5.4c. When a
test of significance of difference between the means was applied
the results were as follows:
	
Year Boys	 %	 Girls	 %	 Significance
	
mean	 s.d	 mean
	
s.d
	 t	 Level
(one-tailed test)
1978 44.7 18.0 42.7 18.7 1.74 0.05
1979 54.6 17.1 49.8 16.5 4.41 0.001
1980 50.2 18.3 48.8 18.1 1.12 n.s.
Despite the fact that the 1978 sample almost certainly
has too few boys and too many girls in the Grade 1 category
there is still a significant difference between the means
(Boys : 44.7%, Girls : 42.7%). The 1980 result although not
statistically significant is nevertheless in the expected
direction. The three years together provide reasonable grounds
for rejecting Hypothesis 5.2.
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HYPOTHESIS 5.3 Boys are not superior to girls on EMEEB 
CSE Mode 1 Syllabus 1 probability questions.
A computer analysis of the marks obtained on the
probability questions produced the data which is set out
in Tables 5.5a, 5.5b, 5.5c. Tests on the differences between
the means yielded the results presented in Table 5.6.
Year
	 Paper Question N t Significance level
(One-tailed test)
1978
	
2 19 946 1.96 0.05
3B, 3C 4 743 1.90 0.05
1979
	
2 5 931 2.60 0.001
3B, 3C 1 766 4.25 0.001
1980	 2 13 1021 -1.52 n.s.
3B 1 248 0.53 n.s.
3C 9 379 0.97 n.s.
Table 5.6 Results of applying t-tests to the differences 
between means of boys' and girls' scores on CSE 
probability questions, 1978 to 1980.
It is by no means easy to interpret these findings.
There is a general tendency for the boys to outperform the
girls, although 1980 Paper 2 (Question 13) seems to be an
exception. It is clear that the individual probability
question scores (Table 5.6) very much reflect the overall
mathematics scores (Table 5.5). There is of course some
overlap since the probability scores are subsumed in the
mathematical scores but this effect must be slight. It does
not appear at first that 1980 Paper 2 Qu. 13 was in itself
unusual:
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1980 Paper 2 Question 13 
"Eight cards are marked, 2, 4, 2, 16, 6, 2, 4, and 12
respectively. One card is chosen at random. Find
the probability (a) that it shows 6,
(b) that it shows an odd number,
(c) that it shows a prime number".
However, comparison with the corresponding questions
for the previous two years does suggest differences:
1978 Paper 2 Question 19 
"There are seven tomatoes in a bag, four of them green
and the rest red.
(i) A tomato is picked out of the bag at random.
What is the probability that it is red?
(a) -2 (b) -1	
7
(c) -	 (d) -2 (d) None of these.
7	 2 	 4
(ii) A red tomato is picked out and kept out.
Then another tomato is picked out of the bag;
what is the probability that it is also red?
1	 1(a) -	 24- (b)	 (c)	 (d)	 (e) None of these.
(iii) If a green tomato was picked out first time,
and kept out, what is now the probability that the
second tomato selected will be red?
1(a)	 (b) -2 (c) -2 (d) 1 (e) None of these."
7	 3
1979 Paper 2 Question 5 
(a) The probability that Jane will be selected for
7the school netball team is -178 . What is the
probability that she will not be selected?
(b) The probability that her friend Alice will
be selected is 1. Explain in words what this means."
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It can be discerned that the involvement of any concept
of probability in the 1980 question is quite minimal. The
question is much more concerned with simple counting and
concepts of odd number and prime number. No manipulation
of fractions is needed either. It would be unwise to lean
too heavily on this analysis but nevertheless it does suggest
that this question is not really representative of probability
questions in general.
With this particular question somewhat discredited the
balance falls much more towards rejection of Hypothesis 5.3,
although caution may dictate a suspension of judgement on this
matter.
As with the analysis of GCE 0 level performance the
superior performance of the boys on probability questions may
be attributable to their general mathematical superiority.
Is the girls' performance on probability worse or better than
this predictor would indicate?
HYPOTHESIS 5.4 Probability items do not exaggerate differences 
in mathematical ability between the sexes 
No details are available for candidates' performance on
other questions, as obtaining it would have been much too-
time-consuming (collection of the general data and script
analysis of the probability questions for 1000 candidates for
one year took ten days). The only relevant source of information
is the percentage marks gained, included in Tables 5.4a, 5.4b,
5.4c, and 5.5a, 5.5b, 5.5c. The relevant details have been
extracted and are re-presented in Table 5.7. It can be readily
seen that in general no exaggeration of differences on the
probability questions compared with the overall mathematics
paper is evident.
Hypothesis 5.4 therefore is not refuted.
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Year Paper Question Facility Difference 	 Difference	 Differen4
on question	 on paper	 between
(Doys 7.-Girls %)(Boys %-Girls %) question
and pape:
1978	 2 19 .25 4- 4.1 + 1.9 + 2.2
1978 3B,3C 4 .46 + 3,7 + 1.1 + 2.6
1979	 2 5 .66 + 6.3 + 7.7 - 1.4
1979 3B,3C 1 .51 + 6.5 + 3.1 + 3.4
1980	 2 13 .51 - 3.3 + 1.4 - 5.7
1980	 3B 1 .43 + 1.9 + 0.1 + 1.8
1980	 3C 9 .37 + 2.7 + 2.8 - 0.1
Table 5.7 Comparison of Boys and Girls' performances on ENREB 
CSE Mathematics as a whole and on probability questions.
5.8 Summary of results of this chapter, relating to the EMREB 
CSE Mathematics Mode 1 examination 
1) Boys achieve superior grades to girls.
2) Boys achieve superior scores to girls on the Syllabus 1
(options B and C) examination.
3) There is some evidence that boys are superior to girls
on the Syllabus 1 probability questions.
4) Probability items do not exaggerate differences in
mathematical ability between the sexes.
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CHAPTER 6 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBABILITY CONCEPTS TEST 
6.1	 Introduction 
Test development proved to be a long and involved process.
A survey of research and of school textbooks was followed
by preparation and testing of six pilot versions of the test
(Marks 1 to 6) before the definitive 'Main Test' was produced.
The whole process took approximately two years. The trial
testing programme is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
It can be seen that most of the original trial questions (Mark 1)
were eventually abandoned, only twelve being incorporated in
the final version (the 'Main Test'), and none surviving without
modification. There were several contributory reasons for
this. Language difficulties led to modifications and occasionally
to abandonment of an idea which defied simple explanation.
New questions meant that room had to be found for them and
ultimate reduction to a manageable length led to deletion of
some questions. A growing awareness of pupils' lack of verbal
ability resulted in wording simplifications and also in the
eventual incorporation of questions specifically designed to
test knowledge and understanding of terms frequently used in
Probability teaching. Although there was extensive testing
undertaken at Mark 6 the time factor became critical and the
Mark 6 results were not fully analysed before the Main Test
had to be sent to the printers. Data for Mark 6 therefore is
incomplete.
In view cf the considerable test development programme
it would be an extremely lengthy process to chart its progress
in every detail and so this will not be attempted. The
development of the twenty-six final version questions (comprising
58 variables) will be described,and questions which were
ultimately discarded will only be discussed where pertinent
to this thesis. Facilities and response patterns are reported
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A small round counter is red on one side and green on the other side.
It is held with the red face up and tossed high in the air. It spins
and then lands. Which side is more likely to be face up, or is there
no difference?
Answer
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in Tables only in cases where they throw light on later
findings of the Main Test or on other published research.
6.2 QUESTION 1 
The purpose of this item was to provide a simple
introductory question equivalent to the simplest probability
situation - the tossing of a single coin. The reason for
avoiding the coin situation per se was to eliminate the
rote-learnt response "there is no difference" which might
not reflect the true feelings of the subject.
Thus in Mark 1 we had:
A small round counter is red on one side and green on
the other side. The counter is tossed in the air. Which
side (red or green) is more likely to be face up when the
counter lands? (Explain)
This item proved unsatisfactory in that subjects said
that it depended which side was up when it was tossed. Also
it did not offer a 'neutral' alternative, which led some to
merely choose a colour 'at random'. By Mark 3 the definitive
wording had been achieved:
In order to speed up completion of the test, particularly
for those subjects who find writing difficult, a multiple
choice format was adopted in later Marks wherever possible,
including for this item, and in Mark 4 the following
alternatives were offered:
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Tick the correct answer:
(A) The Red side is more likely
(B) The Green side is more likely
(C) There is no difference
1
1-1
and in Mark 5 was added:
(D) Don't know
to complete the question in its final form (see Appendix 5
for the final versions of all questions).
6.3 QUESTION 2 
The purpose of this item was to provide a simple
situation wherein there was a lack of symmetry, but for
which a straightforward comparison of numbers would suffice.
Subjects who tend to endorse "they are the same" type answers
would possibly fail on this item, unlike for question 1.
Thus in Mark 4 was introduced the following:
A mathematics class has 13 boys and 16 girls in it. Each pupil's
name is written on a slip of paper. All the slips are put in a
hat. The teacher picks out one slip without looking. Tick the
correct sentence.
(A) The name is more likely to be a Boy than a Girl
(B) The name is more likely to be a Girl than a Boy
(C) It is just as likely to be a Girl as a Boy
(1)
	 Which is more likely
(a) getting 'Heads, Heads' when tossing two coins
	
or
(b) getting a 2 when spinning this pointer:
Choose the correct sentence:
(1) 'Heads, Heads' is more likely
(2) 2 is more likely
(3) they are equally likely
Answer
Which is more likely
(a) getting 'Tails, Tails' when tossing two coins 	 Or
Choose the correct sentence:
(1) 'Tails, Tails' is more likely
(2) 3 is more likely
(3) they are equally likely
(d) getting a 3 when spinning this pointer:
Answer
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Much to our surprise of the 14 pupils aged 11-14
years (low ability) whom we tested, 11 endorsed option C
and it was clear that this item was not a trivial one, and
so was worthy of retention. With the addition at Mark 5
of the logically necessary (D) Don't know the item reached
its final form.
6.4 QUESTION 3 
The need was felt for a very simple comparison of odds,
such as 1/3 compared to 1/4, and a visual presentation seemed
appropriate. Initially two items were introduced (in Mark 3):
Facility levels for these questions were certainly
interesting and are presented in Table 6.1. The notation
used to indicate ability level is exemplified by "6/9"
meaning "Set 6 out of 9 sets ordered in decreasing ability".
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Year Set N Item (i) Item(ii)
1 5/9 18 67% 56%
1 6/9 20 45% 55%
2 419 22 73% 27%
2 5/9 9 89% 44%
2 6/9 12 67% 42%
3 1/8 15 87% 80%
3 4/8 13 54% 317.
3 5/8 12 58% 17%
3 8/8 10 70% 40%
3 8/10 18 56% 44%
4 5/10 20 80% 35%
4 9/10 10 70% 30%
4 10/10 10 40% 50%
Overall 189 66% 43%
Table 6.1 Facilities on two probability comparison items 
from Mark 3 Test, fOr Question 3. 
The subjects tested came from two schools. Those for
years 1,2 and 3 were from a school operating a two band
system with four sets in the upper band and five in the
lower band in the first two years and with four sets in
each band in year 3. Inevitably there must be some doubt
about whether year 2 set 4 upper band (designated 4/9) is
better than year 2 set 1 lower band (designated 5/9),and
similarly for year 3. Apart from these possible anomalies
the relatively high percentage correct from very low sets
(years 2 and 3) for item (i) suggested that guessing might be
a major factor. The maxim "when in doubt say they are equally
likely" seemed to be operating. The item (ii) responses were
equally puzzling, suggesting blind guessing. The considerably
reduced facility level for item (ii) - for which "they are
equally likely" was incorrect - was further evidence that
all was not well.
Here are pictures of two discs which have spinners which are spun
and Point to a number. With which disc is it easier to get a 3?
Tick the correct ensver:
BLUE
(A) It is easier to get 3 on the Red disc
(B) It is easier to get 3 on the Blue disc
(C) The two discs give the same chance
RED
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These items were also unsatisfactory inasmuch as they
each involved two quite separate conceptual elements -
evaluation of the likelihood of 'Heads, Heads' or 'Tails,
Tails' and judging the likelihood of a pointer landing in
a given sector (or equivalently judging the fraction of the
whole represented by a sector). Individual interviews at
Mark 4 confirmed that most pupils were unsure of what was
really meant by 'Heads, Heads' thus rendering the questions
meaningless. The outcomes for tossing two coins was
represented elsewhere in the Concepts Test so the two items
were fused and a 'comparison of sectors' introduced at Mark 4:
This proved a much more satisfactory question, and with minor
wording modifications and redrawing the definitive form was
realised for inclusion in the Main Test.
6.5 QUESTION 4 
The common usage of dice in children's games and in
introducing probability suggested that the chances of getting
a six should be investigated. Although two Mark 1 questions
involved dice it was only at Mark 2 that this idea was
incorporated, withthe following question:
Put a ring round your favourite number from: 1 2 3 4 5 6
If you have no one favourite say inone1-	
Some children have a large bag of sweets to share out. They each choose a
number from 1 to 6 and then a dice is thrown. Each time a person's
number comes up he or she wins a sweet. Which number would you choose
to give you the best chance of winning most sweets? Are all the
numbers the same? Is it best to avoid some numbers?
Which number would you choose? 	
Why? 	
Which number do you think is best'
Which number do you think is worst?
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When an ordinary 6 sided die is thrown which number or numbers is
it hardest to throw, or are they all the same? 
	
It was very soon apparent that pupils did not know what
'die t meant, so the word was quickly changed to "dice",
and this became the final form, with no subsequent
emendation. However, several other ideas were tried out
(although ultimately abandoned). In Mark 3 for example
these two items were incorporated:
The facilities obtained are supplied in Tables 6.2 to 6.4.
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Response 
Year	 N	 Set	 'None' 1 2 3 4 5
	 6
1	 11	 519	 2	 0 3 1 2 1	 2
1	 7	 6/9	 2	 1 1 0 0 2
	 1
2	 21	 419	 8	 1 2 1 4 3 2
2	 3	 5/9	 3	 0 0 0 0 0 0
3	 15	 1/8
	 4	 3 1 5 1 0
	 1
3	 10	 4/8	 2	 0 1 5 1 1 0
3	 9	 5/8	 5	 0 1 1 1 1
	 0
3	 6	 8/8	 0	 0 2 2 1 0 1
3	 18	 8/10	 6	 0 2 4 1 2
	 3
4	 21	 5/10	 7	 1 1 3 2 4	 3
4	 10	 9/10	 3	 1 1 0 2 1	 2
4	 8	 10/10 4
	
0 0 2 2 0 0
Overall 139
	 46	 7 15 24 17 15 15
Table 6.2 Pupil preference among numbers 1 to 6, in 
response to a direct question on favourite 
number Mark 2, Question 4 (ii).
Response
Year	 N Set 'Any' 1 2 3 4 5 6
1	 8 5/9 2 0 0 2 2 1 1
1	 6 - 6/9 0 1 1 1 1 0 2
2	 21 4/9 9 1 2 2 4 1 2
3	 15 1/8 6 1 0 6 1 0 1
3	 9 4/8 2 1 0 2 3 0 1
3	 7 5/8 0 0 2 2 1 2 0
3	 5 8/8 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
3	 18 8/10 2 1 4 4 3 2 2
4	 20 5/10 9 0 1 5 4 1 0
4	 8 9/10 1 1 2 0 2 1 1
4	 7 10/10 0 0 0 3 4 0 0
Overall 124 32 6 13 28 26 8 11
Table 6.3 Pupil preference among numbers on a die, in order 
to win a prize (hypothetical), Nark 2 Question 4 (iii)(a)
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Year N Set
'Best Number'
'None'	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 N
'Worst Number'.
'None' 1	 2	 3	 4	 5 6
1 85/9 3 0 0 0 3 2 0 8 3 2 0 0 0 0 3
1 56/9 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 5 0 2 0 1 0 0 2
2 17419 8 1 2 1 2 0 3 18 8 1 0 2 0 1 6
3 131/8 10 0 0 2 0 0 1 14 10 0 0 1 1 0 2
3 84/8 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 9 3 3 0 1 0 0 2
3 75/8 1 0 1 3 1 1 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 1 2
3 48/8 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
3 178/10 1 1 2 3 2 2 6 16 1 6 0 1 1 2 5
4 19 5/10 14 0 0 3 2 0 0 19 13 0 0 0 0 1 5
4 109/10 4 1 2 0 2 0 1 10 3 2 0 0 0 0 5
4 8 10/10 0 2 0 3 1 1 1 8 0 3 0 0 0 0 5
Overall 116 -	 44 6 8 19 16 6 17 115 44 20 0 6 2 5 38
Table 6.4 Pupil opinion on 'best' and 'worst' numbers on a die 
when trying to win a prize, Mark 2, Question 4 (iii) 
(b) and (c) 
It had been conjectured that there would be a bias away from 6
although this might not manifest itself in item (ii), where a
standard "no difference" answer could be given. It was thought
that the deep-felt prejudice against 6 would show itself in
items (iii) (a) and (iii) (c). The results in Table 6.2 show
no bias against 6 per se but Table 6.3 indicates that 3 and 4
are certainly highly favoured when throwing a die, although 6
is not the least favoured. These results are further confirmed
in Table 6.4 where, perhaps surprisingly, the 'worst' number is
most definitely 6 with 1 the second 'worst' by a large margin.
•-1.29-
It is clear from Tables 6.3 and 6.4 by-and-large only the
more able pupils are prepared to state that no particular
number is 'best' or 'worst'. Having obtained this interesting
information, but deeming it not really germane to the overall
study, the decision was taken to exclude it after Mark 4.
The clear implication remains, however, that pupils do not
necessarily choose a particular number because they consider
it logically best but for personal idiosyncratic (i.e.
psychological) reasons.
6.6 QUESTION 5.
An item investigating recency phenomena was required,
and in Mark 1 two were tried out:
(i) An ordinary lp coin is tossed five times and each time 'Heads' appears. The
coin is tossed once more. Pick the correct statement below.
(a) The coin is more likely to turn up 'Heads' than 'Tails'
(b) The coin is more likely to turn up 'Tails' than 'Heads'.
(c) 'Heads' and 'Tails' are equally likely
Explain:
( ii )An ordinary 6 sided die marked 1,2,3,4,5,6 is thrown twelve times, and a 6
does not appear once. It is thrown again. Which number is most likely to turn
up this time?
Explain
Item (i) was expected to test equally for negative
recency (i.e. Tails more likely next, following the five
Heads) and for positive recency (Heads more likely again). Item
(ii) was so worded that only negative recency was tested for
and was omitted from future versions of the test since it
appeared to make no useful contribution. Item (i) was retained
in substantially the same form throughout, with some modification
to the wording.
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6.7 QUESTION 6 
The inclusion of items involving comparison of
probabilities based on counting rather than figural assessment
(as in question 3) was of course essential. Items similar to
those used by Fischbein, Pampu and Minzat (1970) were
investigated. In Mark 1 four items were included:
(a)	 Two bags have each got some black balls and some white balls in them.
Al
Bag A has:	 1 White and 2 black	 l0 0 0)
Bag B has:	 5 white and 2 black	
a 66_1120
John has to choose a bag and pick out one ball without looking. 	 If he picks
a white	 ball he will win a prize.	 Should John choose Bag A or Bag B - which
bag gives him a better chance of picking a white ball?
(b)	 Two other bags also have black and white balls: 	 .
Bag C has:
	
2 white and 2 black
Bag D has:	 4 white and 4 black
Which bag gives a better chance of picking a white ball?
Why?
(c)	 Two other bags also have black and white balls:
Bag E has:	 3 white and 1 black
Bag F has:	 3 white and 2 black
Which bag gives a better chance of picking a white ball?
Why?
,
(d)	 Two other bags have black and white balls:
Bag G has:	 12 white and 4 black
Bag H has:	 20 white and 10 black
Which bag gives a better chance of getting a white ball?
Why?
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The facility levels obtained were (a) 88% (b) 44% (c) 94%
(d) 81%. The high levels for (a) and (c) were expected but
that for (d) was surprising, especially in view of the low
value for (b) which seemed much simpler. It was quite clear
that items such as these were important, and all were retained
in Mark 2. Data relating to Mark 2 results are displayed in
Table 6.5, being the result of testing carried out in March
1979.
Question 6
Year N Ability (a) (b) (c) (d)
Level
1 27 mixed 100 41 85 67
2 17 low ability 94 29 88 65
4 25 CSE 84 52 96 72
4 22 GCE 100 82 95 77
5 21 CSE 100 52 86 81
5 21 GCE 95 91 100 86
Table 6.5 Facility levels at Mark 2 for Question 6 
It is seen that the Mark 1 results were confirmed, with item
(b) difficult for all but the oldest and ablest pupils. At
the Mark 3 stage question 6 was completely rewritten as
follows:
B lo•oo.000 
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(a) Two bags have each got some black balls and some white balls in them.
BAG A:
	
5 white and 2 black
BAG B:	 5 white and 3 black
John has to choose a bag and pick out one ball without looking. If
he picks a white ball he will win a prize. Should John choose Bag A
or Bag B? Which bag (A or B) gives him a better chance of picking a
white ball or are they the same?
Answer
(b) Two other bags also have black and white balls:
BAG C:	 2 white and 2 black
BAG D:	 4 white and 4 black
Which bag (C or D) gives a better chance of picking a white ball or
are they the same?
Answer
(c) Two other bags have black and white balls:
BAG E:	 12 white and 4 black
BAG F:	 20 white and 10 black
Which bag (E or F) gives a better chance of picking a white ball or
are they the same?
Answer
The possibility that very low scoring on the 2/2 vs 4/4 item
and very high scoring on the 12/4 vs 20/10 item was due to
the omission of "or are they all_the same?" was eliminated,
the easiest item dropped, and the 3/1 vs 3/2 item replaced
by 5/2 vs 513, to increase discrimination. These three items
were then retained throughout and so will not be further
discussed here.
At Mark 4 an additional item was introduced:
RD
GREEN'
If you have to pick a black counter
to win a prize and you must not look
in the bag, which bag should you
choose to nick from? Choose the
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A red bag has got in it 3 black counters and 1 white counter. A
green bag has got in it 2 black counters and 1 white counter.
(See diagram).
correct answer:
(A) The red bag gives a better chance to get black
(B) The green bag gives a better chance to get black
	 ii
(C) Both bags give the same chance
This utilised multiple-choice format, and with minor
changes was retained throughout. At Nark 5 an extra item
was introduced (see below) to further explore the puzzlingly
low facility for the equal proportion item and this completed
the set of five items on this topic for the Main Test.
(e) Two other bags have black and white balls:
Bag J : 3 black and 1 white
Bag K : 6 black and 2 white
Which bag (J or K) gives a better chance 	 (A) Same chance
of picking a black ball or do they give the	 (B) Bag J
same chance?	 (C) Bag K
(D) Don't know
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6.8 QUESTION 7 
It was quite late in the pilot study that the poor verbal
ability of some pupils gave cause for concern. On being asked
if it were very likely that she would be run over by a bus on
the way home from school one low ability third year replied "Yes".
For her "very likely" seemed to mean "possible". It was decided
to explore this matter and so several verbal items were added
at Mark 5:
Here are five phrases which describe how usual or unusual it is for
something to happen.
I. Cannot happen
2. Does not happen very often
3. Happens nearly every time
4. Happens often
5. Always happens
Below are four other phrases.
In each box put in the number of the phrase 1 to 5 which gives the
same meaning. Not all the numbers 1 to 5 will be used, and some may
be used more than once if you wish.
A. Very likely
B. Unlikely
	 71
C. Likely
D. Not very likely
Give a word or words, which mean the same as the following:
(i) Very probable 	
(ii) Impossible 	
(iii) Possible
	
(iv) Even chance 	
(v) Little chance 	
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Item (a) was an attempt to clarify where along the 'impossibility-
certainty'continuum pupils considered "likely" and related
phrases to lie. This was too ambitious in terms of verbal
understanding, as was soon apparent from the puzzled looks it
provoked and the explanation it required! The data from Mark
5 testing in May 1980 are presented in Table 6.6. Item (b),
being much simpler to comprehend, was more satisfactory.
Year N Set
Item (a) Item (b)
A B C D (i) (ii) (iii)	 (iv) (v)
1 21 219 38 43 43 76 24 57 62 19 81
1 12 9/9 33 33 67 50 17 58 50 17 42
2 28 119 39 82 54 79 43 79 54 36 90
2 25 5/9 16 44 28 28 36 52 28 32 40
3 28 1/9 67 81 85 89 81 89 67 56 81
3 25 6/9 40 40 40 60 28 52 60 44 32
Overall 139 40 57 52 65 41 66 54 36 59
Table 6.6 Facilities at Mark 5 for Question 7 
Part of the reason for the low facility for item (a) part A
(i.e. "very likely") was the inclusion of "Happens Often" as
well as the deemed correct response "Happens nearly every time".
However examination of the Year 3 Set 1 data shows that 19%
chose "Always happens", and just 7% chose "Happens often". Again,
at the other extreme, Year I Set 9, 42% chose "Always happens"
and 0% opted for "Happens often". It was quite clear that all
was not well with either the item or the pupil's verbal ability
(or both)! In order to simplify item (a) a complete re-organisation
was made at Mark 6:
1. Cannot happen
2. Does not happen very often
3. Happens quite often
4. Happens nearly every time
5. Always happens
A
6.
C.
1
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(a) Which of these five phrases mean the same as these four phrases?
A. Very likely
B. Unlikely
C. Likely
D. Not very likely
In each box put in the number of the phrase 1 to 5 which gives the same
meaning. Not all the numbers 1 to 5 will be used, and some may be used more
than once if you wish. Only put one number in each box. For example, if you
think 'cannot happen' means the same as'very 	 likely', put a 1 in box A.
Two small problems with item(b) were also attended to at
this juncture. The expression "word or words" led some
pupils to think that several synonyms were required. It
proved difficult to find a suitable alternative without
inducing pupils to write long sentences. Ultimately the
expression "word or phrase" was chosen. Although in normal
circumstances phrase would not be at all suitable, in the
context of this question it was reasonable, and inched helpful.
The term had already been introduced in (a) and for those
without much initiative it provided a hint that the phrases
1 to 5 would be appropriate to answer (b). Despite reservations
about "phrase", no pupil tested has queried it.
It was clear that most omissions on 7(b) were for "very probable",
which came first, so it was placed last and an easy part
promoted in its place (Although "even chance" was very difficult
for pupils to get correct all happily attempted it).
Item 7(a) was still unsatisfactory, being too difficult for
lower ability pupils to understand, so it was again reformulated
for the Main Test.
6.9 QUESTION 8 
This item was devised in order to survey the incidence of
'representativeness' as described by Kahneman and Tversky (1972).
The Mark 1 version was:
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12 coins are tossed together. Which of the following results is most likely
to occur?
(a) 2 heads and 10 tails
(b) 6 heads and 6 tails
(c) 5 heads and 7 tails
Although 6-6 is the correct response that is perhaps'too
symmetrical' and so not representative in the subjects mind,
and 5-7 may be preferred, being close but not 'too perfect'.
Not much evidence for the phenomenon arose at this point:
Ca) 2, (b) 8, (c) 3, 'equal' 1, being the 14 responses obtained.
It was retained in this form for Marks 2,3 and 4. Test results
are presented in Table 6.7.
Year	 N	 Set/Ability
Level
'2-10' '6-6' '5-7' other/omit
1	 18	 519 - 3 9 1
1	 20	 6/9 1 7 10 2
1	 27	 mixed - 11 14 2
2	 22	 4/9 - 4 13 5
2	 9	 519 1 4 3 1
2	 12	 619 1 7 3 1
2	 17	 low - 8 7 2
3	 15	 1/8 1 10 2 2
3	 13	 4/8 - 4 7 2
3	 12	 518 1 7 4
3	 10	 8/8 - 4 6 ^
3	 18	 low 2 7 8 1
4	 22	 GCE - 18 4
4	 45	 CSE _ 24 15 6
4	 10	 low 1 4 4 1
4	 10	 bottom 1 4 4 1
5	 21	 GCE - 17 3 1
5	 21	 CSE - 17 3
1-314	 low _ 7 7
Overall 336	 - 9 172 126 29
(3%) (51%) (37%) (9%)
Table 6.7 Responses recorded at Marks 2/3/4 for Question 8
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Certainly these results suggest that the representativeness
phenomenon may be operating, a matter discussed in more detail
later in the thesis. At Mark 5 a fourth alternative "All the
same" was added, and the introduction extended (quite possibly
these were unfortunate changes, which persisted into the Main
Test).
In an experiment 12 coins are all tossed up in the air together, and
land on a table. If the experiment is repeated a lot of times which one
of the following results will happen most often?
(A) 2 heads and 10 tails
(B) 5heads and 7tails
(C) 6heads and 6tails
(D) 7 heads and 5 tails
(E) All have the same chance
This produced no marked alteration to facility, the Mark 5
results being 52%, testing across years 1,2,3. At Mark 6
the alternative '7 heads and 5 tails' was added, giving the
final form for this item.
6.10 QUESTION 9 
An item testing the concept of expectation, or evaluation
of a fair stake, was devised for Mark 1:
Mark and Steven play a dice game. Mark rolls a die. 	 If it comes up 1 or 2
or 3 or 4 or 5tilu1wins lp from Steven. If it comes up 6 Mark has to pay
Steven some money. How much money should he pay Steven if it is to be a
fair game?
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As can be seen this was a relatively straightforward
example requiring a counting of elements in the sample space.
For Mark 2 the question was rewritten:
Mark and Steven play a dice game. 	 A dice is rolled. If it comes
up 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 Mark wins lp. 	 If it comes up 6 Steven
wins some money. How much money should Steven win when he throws
a 6 if it is to be a fair game?
This form was retained in Marks 3 and 4 and the test results
are shown in.Table 6.8.
Year	 N Set/Ability Level I5pf, '6p', other omit
1	 18 5/9 9 3 6
1	 20 6/9 7 3 10
1	 27 mixed 7 6 9 5
2	 22 4/9 11 5 5 1
2	 9 519 7 - 2 -
2	 12 6/9 6 3 1 2
2	 17 low 1 4 10 2
3	 15 1/8 13 2 - -
3	 13 4/8 4 5 4
3	 12 5/8 8 2 2 -
3	 10 8/8 4 5 1 _
3	 18 low 4 6 8 -
4	 22 GCE 17 4 1
-
4	 45 CSE 23 8 10 4
4	 10 low 1 3 5 1
4	 10 bottom 2 2 6 -
5	 21 GCE 18 1 2 -
5	 21 CSE 10 6 5
1-314 low 3 5 6
Overall 336 155 73 93 15
(46%) (22%) (28%) (4%)
Table 6.8 Responses recorded at Marks 2/3/4 for Question 9 
lop
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Most of the 'other' answer were lp. The high incidence
of 6p was a cause for concern. It seemed quite likely that
this answer was given because Steven wins if he throws a 6.
It was therefore decided to modify the question to Steven
winning only on throwing a 1 and this reduced the percentage
choosing 6p to under 10% (N = 138 , sets as for Table 6.6),
with overall facility raised to 64%. Whether or not this
really constituted an improvement was impossible to establish
but this basic formulation was adopted for Mark 6 and the
Main Test, with minor wording improvements.
6.11 QUESTION 10 
The common occurrence of multiple coin problems in
introductory probability courses prompted the inclusion at
Mark 1 of four such items:
(a) A 2p coin and a lOp coin are both tossed together. Write
down in the columns the possible results, putting H for
'Heads' and T for 'Tails'.
(b) Two lp coins are tossed together. The number of 'Heads' and 'Tails' which show
is noted down. If this experiment is done 100 times, about how many times would
you expect to get the following results?
(a) 2 Heads and no Tails
(b) 1 Head and 1 Tail'
(c) 0 Heads and 2 Tails
(c) A 2p coin, a 5p coin and 10p coin are all tossed together.
1 List all the possible results in this table provided:
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(d)	 Three lp coins are tossed together. The number of 'Heads'
and 'Tails' which show is noted down. If this is done 100
times about how many times would you expect to get the following
results?
(a)	 3	 Heads and no Tails
(b) 2 Heads add 1 Tail
(c) 1 Head	 and 2 Tails
(d)	 no Heads and 3 Tails
2p 10p5p
(a) A 2p coin and a 10p coin are tossed together.
One possible result, Heads on the 2p coin
and Tails on the 10p coin has already been
put in the table, writing H for Heads and
T for Tails.	 Write in all the other
possible results.
2p coin 10p coin
H T
(b) A 2p coin, a 5p coin and lOp coin are all
tossed together.	 List all the possible
results in this table:
(c) In an experiment two lp coins are tossed together. 	 The number of
'heads' which show can be none, one, or two.	 If the experiment is
done 60 times about how many times will no heads, one head and two
heads turn up?	 Fill in the lines below:
	
'no heads' will occur about 	 	 times out of 60 tries.
	
'1 head' will occur about 
	
 times out of 60 tries.
	
'2 heads' will occur about 
	  times out of 60 tries.
Individual interviewing indicated that pupils found
it difficult to understand what was required of them, and
only (a) was well done, the facilities (N=16) being (a) 69%
(6) 31% (c) 25% (d) 13%. Consequently all items were revised
for Mark 2:
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(d) Three lp coins are tossed together.
	
The number of 'heads' which
show can be none, one, two or three.	 If this is done 100 times
about how many times would you expect to get the following? Fill
in the lines below:
no heads'
	
times out of 100 tries.
'1 head'
	
times out of 100 tries.
'2 heads'
	
times out of 100 tries.
'3 heads'
	
times out of 100 tries.
Items (a) and (b) were retained for Marks 3 and 4 but items
(c) and (d) were dropped, being of low facility and
exceedingly difficult to mark! Data for these two items
are presented in Table 6.9.
Year N	 Ability level 10(c)
correct 'equal'
10(d)
correct 'equal'
1 27 mixed 1 4 0 3
2 17 low 0 1 0 0
4 22 GCE 6 12 1 12
4 25 CSE 1 6 0 8
5 21 GCE 11 6 4 7
5 21 CSE 0 9 0 9
Overall 133 - 19 38 5 39
(14%) (29%) (4%) (29%)
Table 6.9 Responses at Mark 2 for Question 10(c) and 10(d) 
Item (b) did not remain in the test after Mark 4 whereas
item (a) was used essentially in that form in the Main Test.
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Data for (a) and (b) are shown in Table 6.10. Whereas the
2 coin problem was moderately easy (61%) the 3 coin problem
defeated all but the brightest,or oldest who had been
specifically instructed (22%1. It should be noted that the
numbers coming close to finding all eight triplets was high,
indicating understanding of the item itself but lack of a
systematic plan of attack, this finding being in accord with
Piaget's view.
Year
	 N	 Set/Ability Level 10(a)
Correct
10(b)
Correct
1	 18 5/9 7 1
1	 20 6/9 8 0
1	 27 mixed 18 5
2	 22 4/9 9 0
2	 9 5/9 6 1
2	 12 6/9 3 0
2	 17 low 9 2
3	 15 1/8 14 12
3	 13 4/8 7 1
3	 12 5/8 7 3
3	 10 8/8 6 0
3	 18 low	 . 7 0
4	 22 GCE 21 11
4	 45 CSE 40 14
4	 10 low 5 0
4	 10 bottom 3 0
5	 21 GCE 21 16
5	 21 CSE 15 7
1314 low 0 0
Overall 336 206 73
(61%) (22%).
Table 6.10 Responses at Marks 2/3/4 for Question 10(a) and 10(b) 
x	 lxx x	 1 x	 1 x Vx X
1><,1 x
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6.12 QUESTIONS 11 and 12 
An area of concern in probability at the very furthest
extreme from combinatorics is the concept of randomness.
Piaget and Inhelder (1951) considered raindrops falling as
a means whereby to investigate children's understanding of
randomness. A similar line of enquiry was pursued here.
Initially two items were tried but the second was not explored
at all extensively.
(a) The roof of a small garden shed has 16 square tiles
as in the picture. It begins to snow. After a little
while a total of 16 snowflakes have fluttered down onto
the roof. Put a cross X for each snowflake to show
where you think they would land on the roof.
Explain your answer
(b) It is just beginning to rain and raindrops start falling onto a garden path.
For each drop of rain already fallen onto the path we have put a cross X on
the picture below.
Where will the next drop of rain fall? Explain
The flat roof of a gardLn shed has 16 square tiles.	 It begins to
snow.	 After a little while a total of 16 snowflakes have fluttered
down onto the roof.	 In the three pictures below each * shows where
one snowflake has landed. 	 Which picture do you think shows best
the kind of pattern you would get?
*
* *
*
* *
*
*
*
* * *
* * * *
(1)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
*
*
*
*
*
(2)
* * * *
*
*
*
*
* *
*
*
*
*
* *
(3)
Answer
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Having established the kinds of patterns which pupils
drew in (a) a multiple choice format was devised for Mark 2:
The results obtained at this juncture came as a great surprise,
with First Year pupils selecting the correct alternative (3)
more frequently than older pupils. Some preliminary findings
were discussed by Green (1979). Results for Marks 2 and 3
testing are to be found in Table 6.11 where it can be seen that
46% of Year 1 pupils got it right but only 28% of Year 5 pupils
did, the years being roughly comparable for ability it would
appear.
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Year N Set/Ability Level (1) (2)	 (3)
(random)
Omit
1 18 519 5 4 8 1
1 20 6/9 12 3 5 -
1 27 mixed 9 - 17 1
2 22 4/9 10 6 6 -
2 9 5/9 7 - 2 -
2 12 6/9 6 - 5 1
2 17 low 10 1 4 2
3 15 1/8 1 10 2 2
3 13 4/8 - 4 7 2
3 12 5/8 1 7 4 -
3 10 8/8 - 4 6 -
3 18 low 11 3 4 -
4 22 GCE 19 - 3 -
4 45 CSE 26 2 16 1
4 10 low 6 1 3 -
4 10 bottom 5 2 3 -
5 21 GCE 12 - 8 1
5 21 CSE 11 3 6 1
Overall 322 151 50 109 12
(45%) (16%) (34%) (4%)
Table 6.11 Responses at Marks 2/3 for Question 11 
These intriguing results for the snowflakes item demanded
further investigation. Consequently an entirely new formulation
was tried, emphasising the dynamic nature of the problem i.e.
the building up of the snowflakes, and two questions were prepared.
Question 11 is shown in Figure 6. 2. Question 12 was similar,
but had 4 flakes then 16 flakes then 64 flakes (i.e. three
configurations) for each set. Despite the alterations the
superiority of younger pupils still seemed to persist, as the
data in Table 6.12 demonstrates, although not so convincingly
as before.
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A B C*
Year N.	 Set (uniform) Onid-way) (.random) 'equal' other/omit
1 21	 219 2 5 7 7 -
1 129/9 2 3 5 2 -
2 28119 1 9 15 3 -
2 255/9 1 11 9 4 -
3 27	 119 5 8 8 6 -
3 256/9 3 5 8 7 2
Overall 138 14 41 52 29 2
(10%) (30%) (38%) (21%) (1%)
Table 6.12 Responses at Mark 5 for Question 11 
For the Main Test version the 'Don't know' option was
deleted and a new option added, allowing either of the two
random or semi-random configurations (i.e. 'B or C' in Figure
6.2).
This was in response to some pupils' inability to differentiate
between the two patterns, but probably it was a mistake to
insert this option,being likely to cloud the issue rather than
clarify matters.
X x
fl
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11.
SETA
The
snow.
have
Below
of
flat roof of a
At first just
landed, and later
are three sets
snowflakes building
garden
a few
still
of three
up
shed has 16 square
snowflakes fall,
quite a lot are
pictures.	 Each
- first 4,	 then
then
lying
set
16,	 then
sections. It begins
after a while more
on the	 roof.
shows the pattern
64	 flakes.
to
X x X x
x X
X X
x X
XXx
XX 
x X
X xX x x
xx
x x XX
x x xx
xx x XX	 X
xX X
X
X X	 XX
X XiXX
XX XXXxXXX
X X X/C?< - xX
SET B x
X
X X
xx )CX
X X xxx
x x
xx
xx
xxx
xX x
XXx
X X
xx
X X
xx xx
X X
4XX
Xx
Xx
X X
XX
X * x X
X
SET C X x
XX
x x
xx xx
xX
xx
X X X x X X x xx
X X X X X X X
x x X x XX xX
X X X X X X xX
XXXxXxXX
X X XX XX X X
QUESTION Which of these sets best shows the kind of pattern you would expect
to see as the snowflakes fall:
Set A
Set B
Set C
Each set of-patterns has the same chance
Don't know
Why did you choose this answer?
Fig. 6.2 Mark 5 version of Question 11 
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6.13 QUESTIONS 13 and 14
As was described in relation to question 7, the need was
felt to test understanding of 'probability words'. At Mark
5 the following two items were inserted:
Ca)	
Write a sentence which begins "It is very likely that"
using your own words to finish it.
It is very likely that 	
(b)	 Write a sentence which begins "It is unlikely that"
using your own words to finish it.
It is unlikely that 	
Although laudable enough in themselves these failed to
produce what was hoped for, because so many pupils wrote
perfectly sensible but utterly unmarkable sentences - for
example "It is very likely that my Dad will be late home
tonight". Not knowing the individual circumstances, no
information about the pupil's understanding of the phrase
'very likely' was provided by this item. After some
considerable thought two new versions were.. written for Mark
6, with reference made to the Queen ("It is very likely that
the Queen
	 ") and this form used in the Main Test.
6.14 QUESTION 15 
An investigation of what pupils understood by 'chance'
was initiated at Mark 1 with:
(a) Give an example of something happening by chance
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(b) when we say that something happens by chance what do we mean?
(c) Give an example of something which happens which is NOT by chance.
This question was also included in Marks 3 and 4 and the numbers
of judged correct answers indicated in Table 6.13. Although
about half those tested were able to give a correct example
of a chance happening (itself a surprisingly low figure to
the adult mind) only a quarter could explain what chance
means or give a counter-example. (However in these results
able pupils are under-represented). For the Main Test version
a sentence-completion formulation was devised of (a) only.
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Year N	 Set/Ability level
Question 15
(a) (b) (c)
1 10 5/9 2 0 2
1 10 6/9 0 0 1
2 4 4/9 2 2 0
3 15 1/8 10 6 8
3 11 4/8 8 2 1
3 9 5/8 4 0 0
3 6 8/8 4 1 1
3 18 low 9 4 5
4 21 CSE 14 9 11
4 6 low 4 1 2
4 4 bottom 2 0 0
Overall 114 59 25 31
(52%)
	 (22%)
	
(27%)
'Table 6.13 Responses at Marks 314 for Question 15 
6.15 QUESTION 16 
The commonly used phrase "50-50 chance" seemed worth
investigating and at Mark 5 a question was set:
Write a sentence which ends "has a 50-50 chance of happening",
using your own words to start it-
	has a 50-50 chance of happening.
Two six-sided spinners are marked with '1's
and '2's, as in the diagram.
	
Which spinner
gives you a better chance of landing on a '2'
when it spins?
Why?
Red
Yell ow
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Whereas the two previous sentence-completion questions
(13 and 14) had facilities of around 60% for the sample
indicated in Table 6.13, that for the "50-50 chance" problem
was much lower at 25%, which came as quite a surprise. A
six part multiple choice equivalent question was written
and used in the Main Test.
6.16 QUESTION 17 
A good indication of whether a pupil has a developed
appreciation of chance is provided by the following item,
which was in Marks 1 and 2.
With_ the inclusion of the possibility of equality (Mark 3)
and conversion to multiple choice format (Mark 4) this
became the Main Test version.
6.17 QUESTION 18 
The importance of conditional probability, and the
concomitant necessity to correctly delineate the sample
space, led to two items at Mark 1:
(a)3 red marbles, 2 blue marbles and 1 green marble are put into a bag which is then
shaken. Three marbles are picked out - 2 red ones and 1 blue one.
Then one more marble is picked out. Which colour is it most likely to be?
Why?
(a) 4 red marbles, 4 blue marbles and 2 green marbles are put into a bag
which is then shaken. 	 Three marbles are picked out - 2 red ones
and 1 blue one.
Then one more marble is picked out.	 Which colour is it most
likely to be?
Why?
(b) A bag contains 10 counters: 7 counters are black and 3 counters
are white.
	 Three of the black counters have a cross X marked on
them.	 One of the white counters has a cross X on it.
Without looking, Tracy picks out a counter with a cross on it.
The chances that Tracy has picked out a black counter are:
Cl) 3 chances out of 7
(2) 7 chances out of 10
(3) 1 chance out of 3
(4) 3 chances out of 4
(5) 4 chances out of 10	 Which is right?
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(b)5 red marbles, 2 blue.marbles and 2 green marbles are put into a bag which is then
shaken. Three marbles are picked out - 2 red ones and 1 blue one.
Then one more marble is picked out. Which colour is it most likely to be?
Why?
Neither (a) nor (b) was entirely satisfactory and
at Mark 2 a new single item was used which lacked the
equality (unlike(a))and for which the correct colour
was not the uniquely largest set (unlike (b)). An entirely
different example was also included.
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Item (a) was retained throughout being converted to
multiple choice format at Marks 4 and 5, and included in
the Main Test. However, item (b) was not continued with
since the results (See Table 6.14) showed that the correct
option (4) was in fact the least popular and the response
pattern was essentially random. Almost no pupils understood
the question,not even Year 5 0 level students.
Year N Set/Ability Level (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) other
1 14 mixed 2 3 2 2 2 3
2 10 low 2 4 2 0 1 1
4 12 GCE 3 2 4 2 1 0
4 4 CSE 1 2 0 0 1 0
5 9 GCE 0 3 2 2 2 0
5 8 CSE 2 2 1 1 1 1
Overall 57 10 16 11 7 8 5
C1 8%)(2 8%) (19%) (12%) (14%) (9%)
Table 6.14 Responses at Mark 2 for Question 18 (b) 
6.18 QUESTION 19 
It seemed quite possible that pupils might give correct
answers to questions 3 and 17 (concerning discs and spinners)
without really understanding that it was relative area rather
than numbers of compartments which determined the correct
probabilities. Thus items to investigate this were developed,
the first appearing at Mark 3:
Brown Orange
Answer
(A) Brown is better for getting a 1
(B) Orange is better for getting a 1
(C) Both spinners give the same chance
(D) No-one can say
I	 1
IeuLoid GREEN
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Two discs, one orange and one brown are marked with numbers (see
(a) pictures) Each disc has a pointer which spins round and stops
pointing at a number. If you want to get a 1 which disc gives you
the best chance, or are they the same?
This item was retained throughout, being modified to multiple
choice format at Marks 4 and 5. The latter version having:
A second item was added, which was included in Marks 4 and 5
only. Comparative data for these two items are presented in
Table 6.15. The mark 5 variant is shown below:
(b)Here are pictures of two more discs. With which disc is it easier
to get a 2?
(A) It is easier to get 2 on the Yellow disc
(B) It is easier to get . 2 on the Green disc
. (C) The two discs give the same chance of getting
(D) Don't know
1
a 2 Li
LI
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Year	 N Set/Ability level 19(a)
Correct
19(b)
Correct
11213	 14 low 7 6
1	 21 219 14 11
1	 12 9/9 5 4
2	 28 1/9 23 18
2	 25 5/9 16 9
3	 27 1/9 24 17
3	 25 6/9 11 15
Overall 152 100 80
(66%) (53%)
Table 6.15 Responses at Marks 415 for Question 19 
It can be seen that the two items were similar with (b)
slightly more difficult. Discrimination was greatest for
very bright pupils, who found (a) particularly easy. However,
since the counting/area dichotomy was more explicit in (a)
that was the preferred item for the Main Test.
6.19 QUESTION 20 
This item which sought to test pupils awareness of
randomness was based on the work of Halmos reported in Rade
(1975, p.168). It was unusual in not requiring any real
amendment between its introduction at Mark 3 and its ultimate
inclusion in the Main Test, and so will not be discussed here.
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A teacher asked Clare and Susan each to toss a coin a large number of
times and to record every time whether the coin landed Heads or Tails.
For each 'Heads' a 1 is recorded and for each 'Tails' a 0 is recorded.
Here are the two sets of results:
CLARE: 010110011001010110110100011100011011010101100100011
010100110001101011001011001011001001011101100110111
110100101100101011000100110101100111011101011000100
SUSAN: 10011101111010011100100111001000111011111101010101
11100000010001010010000010001100010100000000011001
00000001111100001101010010010011111101001100011000
Now one girl did it properly, by tossing the coin. The other girl
cheated and just made it up.
Which girl cheated?
	
Answer 	
How.can you tell? 	 Answer 	
6.20 QUESTION 21 
The study of pupils understanding of behaviour of
marbles rolled down wooden channels owes something to
Piaget and Inhelder's work (1951) but more to Fischbein,
Pampu and Minzat (1967). Therefore it was natural to
make use of their configurations in Mark 1:
(i) A marble rolls down a channel and comes to a junction.
It then goes left or right, and drops down to 1 or 2 (see
picture)
(a) If I drop a marble down will it go to 1 or to 2?
(B) If I drop a marble down a lot of times what will
happen?
(f)(e) (g)
12.1 3 4
1	 2	 3
A marble rolls down a channel and comes to a
junction.	 It then goes left or right.	 (See
picture.)
(a) If you drop one marble down where will it go?
(b) If you drop another, where will it go?
Left R ht
(c) If you drop a third marble, where will
it go?
(d) If you drop 100 marbles down about how many will go down each
side? LEFT 	 	 RIGHT 	
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(ii) For each of the sets of channels drawn below if a lot of marbles are
dropped down them say how many will finish up in each place
(d)(c)
):/ (A\ 41\
I	 H
12 34 56 78 ii
1
	
23	 4
The configuration for (ii) were used in Mark 2
in multiple choice format whereas for (i) the item was
rewritten entirely. The revised versions for (i) and (ii)(e)
are shown below. Those for (ii)(a) to (ii)(d) are essentially
those in the Main Test.
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Suppose 100 marbles are dropped down this
set of channels.	 Pick the correct
sentence:
(1) About equal numbers will go down 1, 2
3 and 4
(2) About equal numbers down 1, 2 and 3
and none down 4
(3) About 25 down 1, 25 down 2, 50 down 3	 2.	 3	 4-
and none down 4
(4) About 20 down 1, 20 down 2, 40 down 3 and 20 down 4
(5) None of these
Answer
Facilities are shown in Table 6.16.
Item	 20(i)
	
20(ii)
Part
	 (d)
	
(a)	 (b)	 Cc)
	
(d)	 (e)
Facility 71%
	
67%	 60%	 20%
	
38%	 55%
Table 6.16 Facilities for Mark 2 version of Question 20
Item (i) was along the lines of Piaget's (1951) research
but did not go well in class testing, being more suitable for
the individual interview situation, and was not continued
with further. Item (ii)(e) presupposed a knowledge or
awareness of the fact that marbles could not get into '4'
without defying gravity. However this research was not
concerned with scientific concepts and in any case the question
could not be worded clearly enough to justify its inclusion
in later versions, so it was abandoned.
6.21 QUESTION 22 
Although it was not possible to test explicitly the
ability to use a tree diagram, as this is not known to most
pupils, the basic principle could be appreciated. Essentially
this is examining the concept of multiplication of probabilities.
At Mark 1 a trial item was therefore included:
ge-rko KIT°
The roads out are labelled A, B, 	 I,
0	 On which road, or roads, is the strangermost likely to finish up? Or are all roads
equally likely?
A rat is put into a maze, which it begins to explore. At each junction
the rat is as likely to go down any one path as any other (except it
does not go back the way it came). There are nine traps at the ends of
the nine paths (see picture). In which trap or traps is the rat most
likely to finish up, or are all traps equally likely?
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A stranger drives into a town. At each roundabout he is just as likely to pick
any one road as any other, except that he makes sure he doesn't go back the
way he came. The map below shows the roads.
At Mark 3 this was modified, although remaining essentially
the same logically:
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This version was repeated in Mark 4, and the combined
results are presented in Table 6.17. Since this item
was near the end of the test many did not attempt it so
the omits category is unreliable. The extremely low
facility, even for CSE pupils who had actually met tree
diagrams, came as a shock. Nearly all pupils tested were
of middle or low ability, and none from Year 5 so the idea
was not abandoned, but a new version prepared at Mark 5,
which became the definitive version for the Main Test.
Year N	 Set/ability level '1 and 2' 'l'or'2'	 'equal'	 other omit
1 18 5/9 - 2 4 12
1 20 6/9 - 1 3 16
2 22 4/9 2 11 9 -
3 15 1/8 1 - 6 7 1
3 13 4/8
- 4 6 3
3 12 5/8 - 2 3 7
3 10 8/8
- - 2 8
3 18 low
- 6 12 -
4 20 CSE 2 10 8 -
4 10 low - 5 5 -
4 10 bottom 1 3 5 1
112/3 14 low - 11 3 -
Overall 182 1 5 65 67 48
(%) (21%) (36%) (37%) (26%)
Table 6.17 Responses at Marks 3/4 for Question 22 
6.22 QUESTION 23 
A probability item for which no theoretical model was
available, and so only empirical evidence could be used to
estimate the probability, was considered important.
A packet of 100 drawing pins was emptied out onto a table by a teacher.
Some drawing pins landed 'UP' .6 and some landed 'DOWN' f
.. 
. The result
was UP: 32	 DOWN: 68.
Then the teacher asked two children to repeat the experiment. 	 Choose
from the list below the result you think the children got:
(1)	 UP	 80 DOWN	 20
(2)	 UP	 64 DOWN	 36
(3)	 UP	 37 DOWN	 63
(4)	 UP	 49 DOWN	 51
(5)	 UP	 50 DOWN	 50
Answer
Year N level (3)*Set/Ability (1)	 (2) (4)	 (5) other/omit
1	 18	 519	 1	 -	 2	 1	 3	 11
1	 20	 6/9	 1	 -	 -	 1	 1	 17
2	 22	 4/9	 1	 2	 12	 1	 3	 3
3	 15	 1/8	 1	 4	 8	 1	 -	 1
3	 13	 418	 -	 -	 7	 2	 -	 4
3	 12	 5/8	 -	 1	 2	 1	 1	 7
3	 10	 8/8	 2	 1	 1	 -	 1	 5
3	 18	 low	 -	 5	 8	 2	 2	 1
4	 20	 CSE	 -	 1	 12	 4	 2	 1
4	 10	 low	 2	 -	 2	 2	 1	 3
4	 10	 bottom	 1	 1	 5	 1	 1	 1
1/2/3 14	 low	 1	 3	 6	 4	 -	 -
Overall 182	 10	 18	 65	 20	 15	 54
(5%)	 (10%)	 (36%)(11%)	 (8%)	 (30%)
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This was introduced at Mark 3 and used again at Mark 4;
Logically the correct answer is (3) being closest to the
single empirical result known. Since this item was modified
later it is useful to record the responses for this rather
subtly different version, and these are available in Table 6.18.
Table 6.18 Responses at Marks 3/4 for Question 23 
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Most responses in the'other/omit' category were because
the item was not reached in the trial test, so the true
facility was probably near to 50%.
One issue of concern was the small number of quite
intelligent pupils who opted for the 64-36 split saying that
in their experience this was more probable and the isolated
32-68 split was not truly representative. (The writer
conducted some trials and confirmed their hypothesis!)
Whether or not to penalise such 'thinkers' was difficult
to resolve but in the end the item was rewritten for Mark 5
to make the empirical evidence more plausible:
A packet of 100 drawing pins was emptied out onto a table by a
teacher. Some drawing pins landed 'UP' 41,and some landed
'DOWN'	 . The result was UP: 68	 DOWN:	 32
Then the teacher asked two children to repeat the experiment.
• Choose from the list below the result you think the children got.
(1) UP 9 0 DOWN 80
(2) UP 36 DOWN 64
(3) UP 63 DOWN 37
(4) UP 51 DOWN 49
(5) UP 84 DOWN 16
Quite possibly this was the best formulation but it was not
that finally adopted, which included the option "all have
the same chance" which was to mislead many. The Mark 5
results are therefore worth recording for comparison and
appear in Table 6.19.
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Year N	 Set/Ability level	 (1)	 (2)	 (3)*	 (4)	 (5) omit
1	 21	 2/9	 -	 1	 3	 7	 5	 5
1	 12	 9/9	 1	 5	 2	 1	 3	 -
2	 28	 1/9	 -	 2	 12	 13	 1	 -
3	 27	 1/9	 -	 1	 11	 14	 -	 1
Overall 88	 1	 9	 28	 35	 9	 6
(1%)	 (10%) (32%) (40%) 	 (10%)(7%)
Table 6.19 Responses at Mark 5 for Question 23 
It is seen that option (1) was not at all attractive and
was removed for the Main Test version. The preference for a
result close to 50-50 was again strong (option 4), as it had
been in the Marks 3 and 4 version (options (4) and (5)).
That pupils do not generally know what result to expect
is proved by the results from a related item used at Mark 2
only. The item was as follows:
A packet of 100 drawing pins is emptied out onto a table by a
teacher.	 Some drawing pins land pointing up and some land pointing
down:
UP	 DOWN
How many 'up' and how many 'down'
would you expect out of the 100?	 UP- 	 	 DOWN.
The results (Table 6.20) show the preference for 50150 and
the symmetry of responses. It must be inferred that most
pupils lack relevant practical experience, and so resort to
"sitting on the fence" or in fact believe that 50:50 is the
logically correct answer. These findings will be helpful in
the interpretation of the Main Test results in Chapter 10.
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6.23 QUESTION 24 
The stability of frequencies is quite fundamental to
statistical work and is arguably a well established intuition
in adults. Certainly it deserved investigation although
finding a suitable example was difficult, and not successfully
accomplished.
At the Mark 1 stage an item was used based on the research
of Piaget and Inhelder (1951), but it was not easily
comprehended by the very few on whom it was tried out.
In a storm drops of rain fall onto the glass panes of a greenhouse. Two of
the panes of glass are next to each other, as in the
picture. Perhaps more raindrops could fall onto one
pane than on the other pane.
PArle PT	 PAN:::
(a) When the rain starts do you think that you might get 2 drops on one pane
and only 1 drop on the other pane?
How likely to happen is that?
(b) Do you think you might get 20 drops on one pane and 10 drops on the other
pane?
How likely to happen is that?
(c) Do you think you might get 200 drops on one pane and 100 drops on the
other pane?
How likely to happen is that?
(d) Which would be more likely
EITHER (i)
	
10 drops on A and 2 drops on B
OR	 (ii) 20 drops on A and 4 drops on B?
Choose one of these answers:
(1) Result (i) is more likely
(2) Result (ii) is more likely
(3) Both results are equally likely
(4) .	No one can say.
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At Mark 3 a new approach was tried, with four new
items as shown below. Their overall facilities were
(a) 19% (b) 25% (c) 11% (d) 21%, for the sets indicated
earlier in Table 6.1. Similar items were tried in Mark 4
and again a variant in Mark 5. However, it was clear
that pupils often were unsure of the intended meaning.
(a) which of the following results is more likely, or are they equally
likely?
(a)	 Getting 56 or more Heads out of 100 coin tosses
(b)	 Getting 560	 or more Heads out of 1000 coin tosses
Answer	 	
(b)	 Which of the following results is more likely, or are they equally
likely?
(a)	 Getting 56 or more Heads out of 100 coin tosses
(b)	 Getting 506 or more Heads out of 1000 coin tosses
Answer	 	
(C) Which of the following results is more likely, or	 are they equally
likely?
(1)	 Getting 7 to 10 Heads when tossing 10 coins together 	 Or
-
(2)	 Getting between 70 and 100 Heads when tossing 100 coins together.
Answer	 	
CO Which of the following results is more likely, or are they equally
likely?
(1)	 Getting between 40 and 60 Tails when tossing a fair coin
100 times
(2)	 Getting between 450 and 550 Tails when tossing a fair coin
1000 times
Answer	 	
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The Mark 5 question was as below, and had a facility of
only 8% when tried with young mostly bright pupils. Details
are provided in Table 6.20.
Which of the following results is more likely?
(1) Getting 7 or more Heads out of 10 coin tosses
(2) Getting 70 or more Heads out of 100 coin tosses
(A) They are equally likely
(B) 7 or more out of 10 is more likely
(C) 70 or more out of 100 is more likely
(D) No-one can say
Year
	 N Set (A) (B)* (C) (D)
1	 21 2/9 7 1 3 10
1	 12 9/9 7 2 0 3
3	 27 1/9 16 2 3 6
Overall 60 30 5 6 19
(50%) (8%) (10%) (32%)
Table 6.20 Responses at Mark 5 for Question 24 
Disappointed by the apparent lack of understanding of
the question itself (and unwilling to admit defeat!) a more
'realistic' version was devised at Mark 6 and subsequently
incorporated in the Main Test.
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6.24 QUESTION 25 
Inference is a major concept in Statistics and so
merited serious attention. At Marks 1 and 2 a trial item
was included:
A class have a new teacher. 	 He walks in and puts a cloth bag
on the table.	 He tells the class that hidden inside it are 50
mall black balls and 50 small white balls.	 He shakes the bag.
Then he asks twenty children each to take out one ball, without
looking.
	 All the children pick out white balls.
	 A boy in the
class says that there can't have been fifty of each colour to start
with because it would be nearly impossible to get 20 white balls in
a row like that.	 What do you think?
The results are presented in Table 6.21. The contast
between 'GCE' and 'CSE' stream pupils is quite marked.
Year N Set/Ability level 'Very unlikely'* 'Not surprising'
1 24 mixed 12 10
2 16 low 7 5
4 14 GCE 11 2
4 11 CSE 3 5
5 15 GCE 11 3
5 8 CSE 1 7
Overall 88 45 32
(51%) (36%)
Table 6.21 Responses at Mark 2 for Question 25.
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At Mark 3 the question was made into multiple choice
format, yielding a similar facility level (45%) and again
at Mark 5 (53%). It was at this point that a quite different
item was tried for the first time. This had extremely low
facility (5%) and so stood a chance of discriminating at the
highest level.
A bag has in it some white balls and some black balls.
A boy picks out a ball, notes its colour, and puts it back.
He then shakes the bag. He does this four times. He picks
a black ball e.y.iT:y time.
He then picks out one more ball. What colour do you think
he is likely to get?
Tick the correct sentence:
(A) Black is more likely again
(B) Black and white are equally likely
(C) White is more likely this time
This item was then adopted for the final test and the earlier
one discarded. With hindsight, it is a pity that both were
not included but constraints on the test were considerable.
6.25 QUESTION 26 
Several combinatoric questions were tried out during the
pilot studies - on arrangements, permutations and combinations -
but were finally excluded mainly because of shortage of time
on the final test (combinatoric questions require considerable
time for pupils to attempt them properly). What remained
finally was question 10, essentially an arrangement problem,
and question 26, a permutation problem.
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The investigation of permutation, considered so
important by Piaget began at Mark 1 with the following:
art of a competition for housewives shows a picture of a new make of refrigera-
nd lists five good things about it
(a) Cheap to buj
(b) • Holds a lot of food
(c) Guaranteed not to go wrong for 4 years
(d) Easy to clean
(e) Nice to look at
he housewife has to list the five things (a) to (e) in order of merit putting
ust one letter in each of the five boxes:
2	 3	 4 
	1.	 1	 I r/
stimate how many ways there a=fe to fill in the boxes.
The answers of the 7 pupils tested ranged from 10 to 25
(mean 19, mode 20, median 20) whereas the actual number is
120, This result matches quite closely that reported by
Fischbein, Pampu and Minzat (1970) which gave a mean.of 16
1
21 43 5 6
A
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for pupils aged 14:0 to 15:2. Leskow and Smock (1970) also
report very similar findings: a mean of 15 at age 12, rising
to 16 at ages 15 and 18.
For Marks 2 and 3 a new six-objects version was used:
Part of a competition for housewives shows a picture of a new make of
refrigerator and lists six good things about it
,(A) Cheap to buy
(B) Holds a lot of food
(C) Guaranteed not to go wrong for 4 years
(D) Easy to clean
(E) Nice to look at
(F) Doesn't need much floor space.
The housewife has to list the six things (A) to (F) in order of merit
putting just one letter in each of six boxes. Here is one possible
choice:
Estimate how many different ways there are to fill in the boxes:
Answer
-173—
The results showed little improvement with age.
Overall the arithmetic mean was 26, the mode 36, and the
median 36, based on 112 pupils from all five years. This
compares with the correct number of 720, the highest
estimate being 150.
At Mark 5 the above item was discarded. A new question
was devised which actually led pupils to construct the permutation
set for 3 objects and then consider those for 4 and 5 objects.
This was included in the Main Test.
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CHAPTER 7
A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF SUPPORTING TESTS USED:
C.S.M.S. AND AH2 
7.1 The Concepts in Secondary Mathematics and Science Project,
an Overview.
The CSMS project (1974-1979) considered both mathematics
and science concepts, with two separate teams of researchers,
although it was the intention that they would work closely
together and follow similar lines, based on the Piagetian
school. In practice however the research of the two teams
developed along disparate paths with the Science team's
work following Piagetian lines much more closely than the
Mathematics team found possible. Only the CSMS (Mathematics)
report (Hart, 1980) will be discussed here, and for brevity
the term 'CSMS' will be used to refer solely to the Mathematics
research.
The stated primary aims of the research were:
"(i) to identify order of difficulty throughout the treatment
of individual topics in currently developed courses
in science and mathematics; and to formulate and test
hypotheses concerning the difficulties;
(ii) to develop a concept 'map' of secondary level mathematics
and science and to indicate probable outcomes of different
partially-ordered teaching sequences within its framework;
(iii)to provide evaluatory procedures designed to help teachers
to identify the stages reached in their pupils' thinking
and which would also stand up to external scrutiny". (13.1)
The methodology adopted comprised the following steps:-
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1) Analysis of a selected mathematics topic as it appeared
in commonly used mathematics tests of the period (i.e.
mid 1970's).
2) Review of relevant reseerch, particularly with a
view to finding useful questions to incorporate in
a group test for pupils.
3) Production of a set of problems to test pupils' under-
standing.
4) Interviews with about 30 school children aged 11-16 using
the questions as a basis. The purpose of this was twofold
(a) to test the suitability of the questions (b) to
highlight areas of difficulty and indicate other areas
to include.
5) Re-writing of the questions to produce a Pilot Test.
6) Administration of the Pilot Test to classes in London
Secondary Schools (about 200 pupils).
7) Modification of the questions to produce the final
version of the Test.
8) Attempt to match items in the Test with Piagetian levels,
particularly with items derived from Piaget's work.
9) Large scale testing (number varying from 257 to 3131
depending on the test, see Table 7.1 )
10) Marking of tests and codifying the responses.
11) Analysis of the results in conjunction with those from
tests covering other aspects of the mathematics curriculum.
12) Development of a hierarchy of concepts.
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There is little point in describing in great detail
the methodology adopted, which is reported in Hart (1980).
(It should be mentioned in passing that that research monograph
does not readily yield up its secrets!) 	 Some comments will be
made concerning specific points which appear important. Details
of the testing undertaken by the CSMS team are given in Table
In total about 10000 most of sat7.1. pupils were sampled, whom
two tests.
Test Topics
School Year
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 Pupils
Total
Measurement
	
169	 444	 373	 -	 -	 986
(5)	 (8)	 (8)
Place value and decimals	 170	 294	 247	 239	 -	 950
(5)	 (8)	 (7)	 (7)
Ratio and proportion	 -	 1096	 1024	 880	 -	 3000
(14)	 (10)	 (12)
Vectors	 -	 120	 .1388	 1623	 -	 3131
(2)	 (11)	 (16)
Matrices M(multiplication
included)	 -	 -	 170	 365	 _	 535
(3)	 (4)
Matrices A (no multiplication)- 	 -	 135	 122	 -	 257
(3)	 (3)
Algebra	 -	 1420	 1207	 933	 103	 2923
(14)	 (11)	 (12)	 (12)
Positive & negative numbers	 -	 334	 302	 182	 -	 818
(8)	 (8)	 (5)
Graphs	 -	 539	 766	 584	 -	 1889
(11)	 (11)	 (8)
Rotation and reflection 	 -	 293	 449	 284	 -	 1026
(9)	 (8)	 (6)
Fractions 1 and 2	 246	 309	 -	 -	 -	 555
(6)	 (9)
Fractions 3 and 4	 -	 -	 308	 215	
-	 523
(6)	 (6)
Number operations	 247	 130	
-	 -	
-	 377
(4)	 (2)
Table 7.1 Numbers of Secondary Schools and pupils taking each CSMS 
Test (1975 - 1977) 
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7.2 CSMS Sampling procedure 
For their main testing the CSMS team were initially
dependent on teachers,who were attending in-service courses,
volunteering their schools to participate.
Later recruits came from teachers writing to the Project.
Quite possibly this introduced a bias but this may never be
known. Obviously, with any research of this nature, one is
inevitably dependent upon teachers' good will, but even so
those attending in-service courses and those interested enough
to write in may be from a non-representative subgroup of schools.
It is in the attempt to demonstrate the representativeness of
the sample for each CSMS test that more substantial criticism
may be appropriate.
7.3 CSMS testing of reasoning ability 
The CSMS team were in some difficulty in not being able
to find a suitable group test of general ability appropriate for
ages 11 to 15 years. (However the AH213 test which is suitable
was published by the NFER in 1974). They turned to the Calvert
Test.
The NFER Non-Verbal Test DH was constructed in 1951 by
Mrs. B. Calvert while studying at the University of London.
She was assisted in test preparation and subsequent publication
by the NFER. Since first appearing, the test has been re-
standardised over the age range 10:06 to 12:00, for both short
version (64 questions, 35 minutes) and full version(96 questions
55 minutes). Using results for the full version 14 and 15 years
(14:02 to 15:00) by interpolation (or extrapolation) a complete
set of norms was produced and published in 1958. Numbers of
subjects used in standardization tests were 3415 for the full
version (10:06 to 12:00) and 3179 for the short version (10:08
to 11:07). Correlation between a pupil's score for the two
versions (q=126, age 11 years) was found to be 0.983. It is
thus clear that that short version was only truly standardized
for pupils aged 10:08 to 11:07, or in the light of the high
correlation with the full version scores, from 10:06 to 12:00.
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This makes the short version of the test most appropriate for
the Final Year of English Junior School and First Year
Secondary School (first term). Unfortunately the full version
of the Calvert test was too lengthy to fit into many schools'
lessons and so the CSMS team decided to use the short version,
and to administer it to all Second Year classes in each school
from which they wished to draw their sample.
7.4 CSMS sample 
Provided that in the teachers opinion the Second Year was
typical of other years in the school, CSMS testing of those
other Years proceeded as required. If teachers considered that
the Second Year were not representative then CSMS tests were
only given to those Second Year pupils for whom Calvert IQ scores
were known. Initially a whole School Year was used in the CSMS
tests (with a few exceptions). Working on the premise that the
Calvert IQ scores are normally distributed in the British child
population a comparative test of the sample's IQ score distribution
was made (Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test), and where
necessary further selective CSMS testing was carried out to ensure
the sample's representativeness. The 1980 research monograph
(Chapter 4) is very unclear as to precisely which pupils were
given the Calvert IQ test. Certainly in 1976 at least some pupils
in years other than the Second were also tested. However the
official position is that just Second years in each school were
tested for IQ. Doubt must remain as to how representative the
samples were in respect of general ability especially in Years
1, 3, 4. Furthermore it is well established that boys and girls
differ in their mathematical ability in various ways. No attempt
was made to check that the two sexes were appropriately represented.
With possible differential absentee rates and differential remedial
extraction this might be important. The only statistics published
by CSMS on the distribution of Calvert IQ scores, which relate
to the 1976 Ratio Test sample, show under-representation of the
highest IQ group (128+) for all three years (2nd, 3rd, 4th)
suggesting that this might be the case more generally. Since,
however, this corresponds only to the top 3.34% of the population,
it is unlikely to have influenced the general conclusions.
Possibly the use of weighting would have been prudent to iron
Out the inevitable irregularities. Such a facility is readily
available with the SPSS programs (Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences, Nie, 1970) used for the CSMS data analysis.
7.5 CSMS research into concept hierarchies 
It was through analysis of the coded responses to the
test questions that new insight into the developmental hierarchy
of mathematical concepts was sought. Firstly attempts were
made to form a hierarchy within each topic area, and secondly
links between topic hierarchies were sought.
Test items were considered possible candidates for a
'group' provided that they satisfied both the following
criteria:
(i) the items to be of approximately the same facility
(within 10% to 15% usually)
(ii)the items to be normally all correctly solved by
the same children (i.e. children could either
do them all or could do none.)
Basically criterion (i) was simple to apply, although in
cases of doubt other factors were taken into account e.g.
nature of items, patterns of pupil's errors. However, criterion
(ii) caused some difficulties because although many different
statistical tests were applied none proved totally satisfactory.
For example, initially crosstabulation of items was performed
on Ratio Test data, yielding just three Ratio groups. Secondly
a factor analysis was effected, using the varimax rotated
factor matrix, and six Ratio groups were discerned only one
of which exactly matched one of the crosstabulation groups,
with a second showing some commonality. Thirdly an analysis
of pupil's answers confirmed Karplus's (1970) findings that a
substantial number of pupils apply additive strategies to ratio
problems. By taking cognizance of this additive factor an
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piternative formation was devised comprising seven Ratio
groups. Fourthly, analysis of facility pattern by school
year yielded yet another configuration comprising seven Ratio
groups. Hart (1980) reports that "Each method produced a
different formation... and none... provided sufficient information
on the link between hard and easy items on the same string of
groups". Thus there was no shortage of ways to form groups
and the consideration of how such groups might be linked to form
a hierarchy clearly was to be decisive in differentiating between
them. A fresh attempt was made, simply grouping together items
from the Ratio Test with close facilities, which produced six
groups, the items in a group varying in number from 2 to 7. An
attempt was then made to test the discrimination of each group.
A passmark of roughly two thirds correct was assigned, depending
on the number of items in the group. For each group it was
determined whether a particular pupil had passed or not, and
also the total test score of that pupil was noted. If the group
discriminated well the graph of 'Number of pupils passing the
group' against 'Total score on test' would appear as in Fig.
7.1, i.e. monotonic increasing with a steep and narrow step phase.
10
% passing
groups
Total test score
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Figure 7.1 Ideal discrimination graph.
Most of the six groups showed reasonably good discrimination,
so in order to see whether they could be considered to form a
hierarchical group Guttman Scalogram analysis was carried out
(see Nie, 1970_ for details). This tests whether passing a
harder group entails passing all easier groups. Unfortunately
this analysis was not favourable, with 1414 'error types'
occurring out of the 2257 pupils.
A further attempt to establish a suitable set of groups
of items was made following a method attributed to MacReady
and Merwin (1973). This led to two parallel 'strands' rather
than one. For each 'strand' of groups the coefficients of
reproducibility and scalability for Guttman Scalogram analysis
were found to be high, indicating two viable hierarchies.
Despite this promising result Hart reports that "This method
was not pursued since it was impossible to provide criteria for
a comparison between the two strands i.e. whether level 2 strand
A was equivalent to level 2 strand B" Basically what Hart is
saying (it seems) is that to accept the MacReady and Merwin
result would be tantamount to admitting that the Ratio Test
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really consisted by and large of two distinct sub-tests no
more related to each other than either was to say 'algebra'.
The previous method (MacReady and Merwin) makes use of an
index of homogeneity li t (Loevinger, 1947). Other similar indices
which the CSMS team considered were 0 (Guilford, 1965) H..
(Loevinger, 1947) and Q (Yule, 1912). In one way or another
each of these indices shows the extent to which two items or
groups are homogeneous or heterogeneous.
If two items are homogeneous then there should be no
pupils passing the harder item but failing the easier item.
If one item has facility 0% or 100% then no information
concerning homogeneity (or lack of it) is available. Indices
H.. and Q measure evidence against homogeneity whereas 0 measures
evidence for homogeneity. The normal range of possible values
is 0 to 1 for all three indices but 0 can only achieve 1
(perfect homogeneity) if the two items have equal facilities,
and it is diminished in proportion to the difference in facilities.
This led the CSMS team to prefer c to H.. or Q, since to form a
group items of similar facility were wanted. (Details of these
indices are provided in Appendix 1).
The method finally adopted by the CRIS team was to cluster
items by facility and test for homogeneity using 0 (and H..)
3.]
rejecting unsatisfactory items and grouping the others, and
then to test for scalability by Guttman Scalogram analysis.
Having established viable groups these were designated 'Levels'
and deemed to represent a hierarchy of levels of understanding.
A pupil would be allocated to a given Level if he or she passed
all lower Levels and the given Level. The passmark was generally
taken to be in the range 60%-80%, depending on the number of
items in a Level.
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7.6 Criteria adopted by CSMS in forming a hierarchy
It is worth summarising the criteria and methodology
adopted in determining the hierarchy.
Items had to satisfy the following to constitute a Level
(a) The items should be of similar facility level (usually
10% to 15% maximum difference, occasionally up to 25%)
(b) The (1) coefficient item/item should be high (> 0.35 usually)
(c) The items should be linked with items in other Levels
(tested by (I) if close in facility or H.. if widely
13
separated, no criteria disclosed)
(d) The items should be mathematically coherent
(e) There should be at least three items in a Level.
(f) The Levels should be scalable i.e. success on a Level
entailing success on all lower Levels. The success
criterion was around 2/3. A maximum error rate in
scalability was fixed at 7% of pupils in any one test.
(g) Analysing the school years one by one and all four
years together should produce reasonably consistent
results(no criterion disclosed).
Having established the separate hierarchies for the
twelve separate CSMS Tests an attempt was then made to link
across the hierarchies. This was inevitably a difficult task
because the various hierarchies had differing numbers of Levels
(from 3 to 7) and the facility ranges within Levels were not
equivalent either. Nevertheless there were four pieces of
information whereby to attempt to form a meaningful total
map: item facilities, performances of pupils on two different
tests, mathematical content, solution strategies.
Although far less successful in their efforts to construct
a definitive mathematical concepts map than they must have
hoped to be, the CSMS team did identify some commonality between
hierarchies.
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Four 'Stages' have been designated which comprise Levels of
the individual CSNS tests. These are discussed in Chapter
12.
7.7 The value of the CSMS work
In his foreword to the book reporting the CSMS findings
(Hart, 1981) Professor Geoffrey Matthews boldly states that
"The results reported here will have a shattering, but entirely
beneficial, effect on the teaching of mathematics". Such
hyperbole may be forgiven and even necessary, but the truth
is that the direct effect of the CSMS research is likely to be
quite small and slow to be felt. The project has nevertheless
been of use. Firstly, it has more closely than ever before
shown just what is difficult in the school mathematics syllabus,
and has in some measure delineated hierarchies of concepts.
It is thus possible to see that a topic which follows on quite
logically from some more fundamental topic may be much more
difficult to grasp, and so it would be unwise to seek to teach
the higher topic at once, much consolidation of the lower topic
being necessary. This kind of information is presented in Hart
(1981) but probably will not be read (or digested and acted upon)
by most teachers. The influence on curriculum planners may be
a more fruitful outcome of the CSMS research in affecting the
way mathematics is taught. Secondly, with some links having been
established between topic areas, the teacher now has more
information to guide him in progressing from one topic to another.
Thirdly, development of the CSMS Tests for publication by the
NFER could be quite influential. They provide. an .objective tool
whereby to measure progress (or weakness). There is an often
felt need to monitor pupil performance ("Man Must Measure" being
an appropriate epithet, with apologies to Lancelot Hogben) and
the CSMS Tbsts may be seen to meet that need more effectively
than the rather different Mathematics Tests currently in vogue.
Fourthly, further research will undoubtedly be undertaken as a
result of the impetus given by the CSMS work.
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It is likely then that this is just the beginning, rather
than the end which Matthews is suggesting. When we ask "What
has CSMS told us about how children think in mathematics?"
there is little in the way of answer. It can be argued that
CSMS concentrated too much on written class tests and that
extensive individual interviewing should have been undertaken
as a major component. Then perhaps more insight into the
working of the pupil's mind could have been attained. Possibly
an analytical tool similar to SCAN (Systematic Classroom Analysis
Notatiod- could have been evolved to qualify and quantify the
mathematical conceptual content of the intercourse between
interviewer and pupil. However such shortcomings were inevitable
when so vast a field was being tackled for essentially the first
time.
7.8 CSMS Mathematical Concepts Tests Used 
At the inception of the Chance and Probability Concepts
Project it was hoped to test the subjects in the Main Sample
on (a) Probability Concepts (b) General Intelligence (c) CSMS
Piagetian test. Although the first two of these were accomplished
- and indeed a lot more useful data became available (by
using the AH2 test) than had been envisaged - the third objective
could not be achieved. The reasons for this were three-fold.
Firstly, the CSMS team had abandoned their Piagetian Test
because the results obtained appeared meaningless. Pupils
performed so inconsistently that it was quite impossible to
allocate many of them to a clearly defined Piagetian stage.
Secondly, even if the CSMS Piagetian test had been considered
worthwhile, it must be seriously doubted whether sufficient
schools would have been prepared to allow their pupils to
undertake testing on three separate occasions. Thirdly,
administrative effort would have been very great.
Nevertheless, once the Probability Concepts Test and the
A112 test administration had been finally completed (March 1981)
some twenty schools were contacted and invited to undertake
further testing (to be administered by themselves).The tests
i'Beeby, Burkhardt and Fraser (1979).
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suggested were the CSMS Fractions Tests (Years 1/2, Years 3/4)
and the CSMS Ratio and Proportion Test Clear 2/3/4).
Additionally, revised versions of six questions from the
Probability Concepts Test were prepared, to produce a 'Short
Test', lasting about 10 minutes, and these same schools were
invited to administer that (This test is fully discussed in
Chapter 11).
The details of schools responding favourably are
presented in Table 7.2 .Only those pupils who had completed
both earlier tests were included in this Retest Sample.
Schools Classes Pupils
'Short Test'(Probability) 9 23 468
CSMS Fractions 1/2 4 8 187
CSMS Fractions 3/4 3 4 99
CSNS Ratio 2/3/4 5 7 169
Table 7.2 Retest Sample: Classes undergoing further testing 
The main purpose of obtaining the Retest data was to
enable cross-reference between the CSMS research and the
Probability Concepts research. Also, since a measure of
general reasoning ability (or intelligence) would be available
for every pupil in this sample, unlike for the CSMS study in
general, the possibility of further relevant information coming
to light was an attraction.
The reason for selecting the 'Fractions' and 'Ratio and
Proportion' tests in particular was their clear mathematical
link with aspects of probability. Copies of the CSMS tests
are presented in Appendix 7, and a copy of the Short Test is
to be found in Appendix 12. The detailed findings from this
CSMS testing are presented in Chapter 12.
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7.9 Assessment of General Reasoning Ability
It was decided from the outset that some external
criterion whereby to test the normality or representativeness
of the main sample would be essential. The Calvert IQ test,
used by the CRIS project, was unsatisfactory, as has been
indicated. It was fortunate for this research that the NFER
had recently published a pair of group tests of general
reasoning ability, named AH2 and AH3. These are parallel tests,
developed by Alice Heim et alia (1974, 1978). It was decided,
for simplicity and economy, to only use AH2.
7.10 The AH2 Test
The A1-12 test consists of three sets of 40 multiple-choice
questions: verbal (V), numerical (N), perceptual (P). The
latter is mainly non-verbal involving equally diagrammatic and
pictorial items. The verbal section, which comes first, is
made up of four types of questions: analogies, problems, sames/
opposites, common features. The numerical section, which comes
second, comprises: series, problems, analogies, basic arithmetic.
The perceptual section which, being the most enjoyable is placed
last, comprises: common features, analogies, series. It would
not be proper to include the AH2 test as an appendix here since
the material is confidential. However, the published manual
(A. H. Heim et al, 1978) contains examples which are presented
in Appendix 6.
The AH2 test is intended for an unusually wide range of
subjects: children aged 10+ through to a cross-section of the
adult population. This range has been achieved by incorporating
a steep gradient of difficulty and by specifying two time-limits.
It is recommended that the longer time-limit be used for subjects
up to age 16 years although norms for both short and long time-
limits are provided for all age groups and moreover regression
equations are provided to enable conversion of scores, between
time-limits if necessary.
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The AR2 test provides a three-point profile i.e. separate
scores for V, N, P as well as a total AH2 score, and norms are
provided for all four scores based on comprehensive school
pupils in English and Scottish schools.
7.11 AH2 Testing Procedure 
Each of the three sections of the A112 test is preceded
by eight introductory examples which the subjects attempt and
then have explained, as necessary. The time-limits for the
actual test sections themselves are:
Section
	 Long Version	 Short Version
V	 15	 10
15	 10
12	 8
42 minutes	 28 minutes
Administering the test usually takes another 20 minutes
or so. Most schools operate a timetable where double lessons
are available for mathematics, of length from 65 minutes to
80 minutes, which proved very suitable. In a few instances
only 50 to 60 minutes were available in which case the short
time-limit was used.
The AH213 manual lays much emphasis on the importance of
precise adherence to the introductory protocols and to accurate
test timing. In order to ensure this stopwatches were used to
time the tests and the research assistants involved were trained
by observing an experienced person administering the test and
undertaking supervised trial runs before being allowed to work
alone.
7.12 AH2 marking procedure 
The answers, which consist of selected letters (A to F)
or numbers (1 - 6 ) are entered by the subjects onto printed
sheets, an example of which is included in Appendix 6. The
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scoring is a relatively simple matter, as templates are
available indicating the correct answers and a whole test
can be marked and totalled up in about two minutes.
Reported correlations between short and long time scores
are very high-0.97 to 0.98, depending on age, which justifies
using either version as convenient and then converting the
scores. The regression equations based on the mean scores at
each age level are given as:
5V : long score — (short score) + 0.5
4
7 rN : long score =	 (shortu  score) + 0.6
6
8P : long score — (short score) + 1.9
7
Total:long score 7
 (short score) + 3.0
6
The norms are provided by age of subject and not by school
year which implies that a class always had in it pupils in
two different norm groups. The norms are categorized in grade
form as follows:
Grade	 Description
A	 Top 10% of population
Next 20% of population
Middle 40% of population
Next 20% of population
Bottom 10% of population
It is worth noting that Heim et al. did not find it necessary
to provide separate norms for the different sexes.
By using the regression equations short scores were
converted to long scores. However this was not done blindly
because the equations were based on mean scores and it might
be questioned whether they are applicable to low scoring or
high scoring subjects. Private correspondence with Dr. Heim
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(14 January 1981) suggested that the procedure was reasonable
and this was independently confirmed by Kathleen Watts who
had helped to develop the AH2/3 tests, being responsible for
the statistical work, and was still working at the Psychological
Laboratory, Cambridge (28 January 1981) from which Alice Heim
had retired. It was clearly important that a pupil graded C
on the short test should not be regraded D on the converted
long score and to guard against this a conversion tables for
each separate section (V, N, P, Total) for each age level
(11 to 16 years) were prepared and all figures, initially
produced by using the regression equations, were checked and
where necessary adjustments were made (generally very minor).
7.13 The AH2 normative sample 
Another question which arises is "How representative are
the AH2/3 norms?. In view of the numbers in their sample, which
Age Number in Sample
11 629
12 577
13 508
14 576
15 383
16* 110*
* data provided privately by-Kathleen-Watts--
Table 7.3 Sample sizes used to establish AH2/3 norms 
are comparable to those in our Probability Test sample a doubt
arose as to their usefulness (See Table 7.3).
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Some questions were therefore put to K. Watts who kindly
responded:
(i) Was creaming taken in account? Yes - Education
Officers were consulted before arranging the test
programme, and appropriate measures were taken.
(ii)Were absentees tested later, to avoid bias? No.
(iii)Were remedials/non-readers included? There was
no general policy to exclude them but the few true
non-readers were excluded, usually subjects aged
9 - 10 years.
In view of these replies, and bearing in mind that pupils
were tested in a wide range of areas - Greater London,
Merseyside, East Anglia, Stirlingshire, Clackmannanshire - it
is reasonable to conclude that the norms are of value to the
present study. The exclusion of absentees might be considered
an advantage since it thereby more accurately reflects pupils
actually at school, which are the ones in fact tested in the
Chance and Probability Concepts project!
7.14 AH2 and verbal bias 
The one real criticism which the writer has of the AH2
test is the unnecessary verbal bias in the numerical section.
An indication of this is the introductory Example 8 which is
identical in form to the hypothetical example in Fig. 7.2.
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5
	
2	 4
Multiply the two smallest figures together and add the
result to the figure printed immediately before the smallest
figure.
22	 14	 13	 11	 20	 none of these
A
Figure 7.2 Hypothetical example of Numerical section question 
in AH2 Test 
Quite a large number of questions approaching this level
of verbal difficulty are included, although Alice Heim and
Kathleen Watts defend the inclusion of a question like this
Cit has been preceded by the Example 8 9t ). However, it is hard
to see why such a long involved sentence is necessary. The
criticism is not of the conceptual content of such questions
but merely of the wording used. It must therefore be expected
that the N score will depend to a marked extent on the V score.
Inevitably the perceptual section also requires verbal ability
in order to read what is required, but this is much less demanding.
These facts are reflected in the inter-section correlations which,
for all age levels are: Highest: V with N, Lowest N with P.
However it should be pointed out that the differences are not
great for the age range 11 to 15 years.
3 with N : 0.70 to 0.79
3 with P : 0.66 to 0.74
N with P : 0.64 to 0.70
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'7.15 Administration of the AH2 Test to the Main Test Sample 
The A112 Test was administered to all classes who had
taken the Probability Concepts Tests and only those pupils
who had completed both tests were included in the Main Sample.
A check was made on the AH2 grades obtained by those who were
present for only the A112 test, to see if there was the
absentee bias at the lower intelligence end reported by K. Hart
(1981, page 181). The data presented in Table 7.4 were found.
It can be readily discerned that the First Year pupils
show no downward bias from the expected 30% - 40% - 30%
distribution but that bias is evident for other years. Also
it is more noticeable with the boys. For the overall totals
the bias is highly significant (x 2 = 16.0) and this is
attributable to the boys (x 2 = 16.4), whereas the bias in the
girls' distribution, being much less marked is not statistically
significant (x2 = 4.3). When it is noted that our original
sample was over-represented by pupils in the A, B, C grades
it can be inferred that the actual bias is even greater.
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Year Grade Boys Girls Total Percentage
1 A/B 6 10 16 27
14 12 26 44
DIE 10 7 17 29
2 A/B 9 9 18 24
11 19 30 39
D/E 16 12 28 37
3 A/B 6 10 16 23
9 16 25 36
D/E 17 12 29 41
4 A/B 10 6 16 23
6 13 19 28
D/E 18 16 34 49
5 A/B 6 3 9 19
9 9 18 38
D/E 9 11 20 43
Overall A/B 37 38 75 23
49 69 118 37
DIE 70 58 128 40
Table 7.4 Absenteeism from Probability Concepts Test, by General 
Ability (AH2 grade)
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CHAPTER 8 
ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS AND SAMPLE DETAILS 
8.1 Description of group testing undertaken
In June of 1980 all State Secondary and Middle mixed
comprehensive schools within approximately a 50 mile radius
of Loughborough were written to, and invited to assist with
the project by allowing some of their pupils to be tested.
The letters were addressed to the Head of Mathematics
Department	 (A copy is provided in Appendix 9). Some
statements in the letter proved to be inaccurate: first, the
original aim to test 2000 pupils was later raised to 3000
plus; second, the Intelligence Test then envisaged was AH4
and so only 45 minutes were specified as adequate, third, it
was subsequently decided to include all remedial pupils and
not exclude them. This postal contact with schools, and the
subsequent dealing with replies was largely the responsibility
of the 'permanent' part—time research assistant.
Of the 370 schools initially contacted 100 replied offering
their assistance and 12 replied declining. On receipt of an
affirmative reply a second letter was sent, together with two
sheets providing further details of the tests and sample being
sought (Appendix 9). A form was also sent, for completion by
the school and return to the project, indicating suitable
classes awl dates (Appendix 9). No difficulties were experienced
with this stage of the project and adequate volunteer schools
were forthcoming.
'The Summer months were then devoted to preparation of
the final version of the Probability Concepts Test (Mark 7)
and arranging its printing as a 16 page booklet, and to
organising the visiting schedule for the Autumn Term. A copy
of the booklet is included as Appendix 5. The first testing
took place early September 1980, conducted by the author and
the research assistant, first together and then working separately.
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Four additional temporary part-time-research assistants were
then appointed and trained, and the great bulk of the testing
Carried out from September to December 1980. Wherever possible
the AH2 Test was given one week after the Probability Concepts
Test.
Organisationally the testing phase was quite a difficult
operation, The research assistants were all part-time and
although some flexibility was possible there were certain
times when one or more were not available. Also one of the
assistants could not drive and a second had only part usage
of a car. In order to complete the bulk of the testing
programme in the one term (Autumn 1980) two or three visits
to different schools in one locality were arranged on the
same day wherever feasible. With lesson times being unique
to each school this in itself required very careful planning
and coordination. With some schools requiring two or three
(and in one instance five) classes to be simultaneously tested
an extra dimension was added to the complexity of the planning.
Also only 150 copies of the A1-12 Booklets were purchased (for
economy) which really was only sufficient for four separate sets
Thus a close check had to be kept of who had the Booklets and
arrangements made to get them passed on as necessary. Somewhat
surprisingly the system only broke down once, when two people
each thought that the other had brought the booklets! On three
occasions car trouble prevented the testers reaching the allotted
school, necessitating later rescheduling.
The marking of the AH2 tests was done by the author, the
research assistants and a dozen undergraduate mathematics students,
and completed in early January 1981. It was then clear that the
D and E grade pupils (i.e. the lowest 30% of the population)
were under-represented in the sample. As a consequence further
testing was undertaken in the Spring Term, in an attempt to
remedy this, and this was completed in March 1981. This
additional testing was mainly carried out by the author and
the permanent research assistant.
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In the meantime a considerable amount of marking of
the Probability Concepts Test had been completed, based on
a marking scheme devised by the author, and implemented by
the author and the research assistants. Some of the more
difficult questions to code (i.e. 3, 6, 7, 13-16, 20) were
marked separately by the author or just one assistant to
ensure uniformity.
Criticism of certain of the questions by outsiders and
personal dissatification induced the author to prepare revised
versions of six of the Probability questions and a 'Short Test',
lasting 10 minutes, was prepared. In March 1981 some 20
schools in the sample were contacted again to ask if they would
be prepared to administer this Short Test to pupils previously
tested, and possibly also give CSMS Tests on Fractions and/or
Ratio & Proportion. Eleven schools agreed to this request, and
the relevant tests were quickly distributed, for the schools
themselves to adminster. Some schools did the re-testing in the
Spring Term and others in the Summer Term. Unfortunately three
of the eleven schools subsequently failed to do the CSMS testing
after the considerable expense of getting the tests for them.
Also two schools mistakenly tested classes who had not previously
taken the AH2 and Probability Concepts Test, which made the
scripts of no use.
8.2 Administration of the Probability Concepts Test 
In order to minimise possible reading difficulties and
to ensure that pupils attended properly to each of the 26
questions of the test, and to provide comparable conditions to
all classes tested, it was decided that:
	
(i)	 The test would be administred by members of
the project team in all cases.
All testing would be preceded by a prepared
introduction explaining its nature and purpose.
(iii) The test would be read out to all 1st, 2nd, and
3rd year pupils.
(iv) The reading out would be so controlled as to give
the same amount of time to a question for all pupils.
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(v)	 The test would be read out to any 4th and 5th
year classes for which this was deemed advisable
by the class teacher.
The reading out was controlled by preparing cassette
tapes on which were recorded bleeps at appropriate times.
Each bleep was immediately followed by a voice naming the
question (e.g. "Question SIX part A"). The times allowed for
each question, or part, had been estimated in previous pilot
test runs, working with low ability pupils. The intention was
to allow a generous amount of time, sufficient for all but
the very slowest writers. Only in very few instances was
it necessary to "stop the tape" in order to allow pupils to
complete a question. The timing details are given in Appendix
4. The bleeps were produced by using a continuity tester
powered by a battery. Five copies of the tape were made,
and used whenever the test was to be read out. Guidance as
to what precisely was to be read out, and what asides to
make, was given by providing each tester with an annotated
copy of the Probability Test.
Reading out the test was undoubtedly a very important
factor, to aid concentration and provide emphasis of the
essential features of the test questions. It also kept the
class together (in almost all cases) and instilled a discipline
which encouraged a serious approach to the test. By treating
all pupils in a year in the same way the difficulty of deciding
to which classes the test should be read out was avoided, and
so a possible spurious variable was eliminated in those years
where it might have been significant.
The decision to not normally read out the test to 4th
and 5th years was taken as it was really unnecessary and likely
to annoy the older pupils whose reading ability was sound.
The few classes of this age to whom the test was read did not
appear too resentful, perhaps because it was tactfully explained
that this was the standard procedure applied across many schools.
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The taped version of the test lasted exactly 48 minutes
and so with an introduction and filling in of personal details
taking about 10 minutes the whole procedure was accomplished
in about 1 hour. For the older pupils who worked by themselves
no rigid timing was imposed but normally about 1 hour was
taken, and this was more than adequate. The last question was
deliberately placed there to act as a buffer — being a time-
consuming question —although most pupils seemed disinclined
to tackle it with much perseverance.
8.3 Collection of data related to the Probability Concepts 
Tests (the 'Main Test').
The personal details solicited were: School, Test Date,
Sex, Age in complete years, Date of Birth, Class or Set, Name.
Of the approximately 3000 pupils who completed both tests
about 40 failed to state their date of birth, or gave a date
Incompatible with their expected or stated age. In all such
cases the school secretaries were telephoned and the correct
data obtained. (The dates and ages were checked by a preliminary
computer run).
Each mathematics teacher was given a Teaching Style
Questionnaire which sought information about the textbooks used,
topics taught and style adopted. Only one teacher refused to
provide this information. A further piece of information sought,
usually from the Head of Mathematics Department and class
teacher jointly, was the estimated 'Mathematical Ability' of
each pupil tested, on a 10-point scale (i.e. decile categorisation).
Detailed guidance was provided by the project member as to
what range of grades was appropriate for the particular.class
(or set) in question. Copies of these two documents are included
in Appendix 9.
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Example 1 
First year fully comprehensive intake, 5 mixed ability
classes of 28 pupils per class, plus 10 remedials extracted.
Total number: 150.
This would suggest 15 pupils in each of the ten grades
from 1 (best) to 10 (worst). Thus with five equal sets each
should have approximately: 
3 at grade 1
3 at grade 2
• •
•
• •
3 at grade 9
1 at grade 10
Total 28
Example 2 
Fully
each band,
upper band
the 10 remedial would all be grade 10.
comprehensive 3rd year in two bands setted within
but some overlap between bands, so that the bottom
set is equal to the top lower band set.
Upper band Class Number
Ill 31
U2 30
U3 28
U4 30 (Total 119)
Lower band Li 30
L2 27
L3 24
L4 22
L5 14 (Total 117)
Total number of pupils:	 236, suggesting 23 or 24 per grade.
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The grade distribution should therefore be approximately:
Upper Band
Lower Band
Class 
la 24 at 1, 7 at 2
1J2	 16 at 2, 14 at 3
U3 10 at 3, 18 at 4
U4	 3 at 4, 12 at 5, 11 at 6, 4 at 7
Li	 2 at 4, 12 at 5, 12 at 6, 4 at 7
L2	 16 at 7, 11 at 8
L3	 12 at 8, 12 at 9
L4	 12 at 9, 10 at 10
L5	 14 at 10,
In all cases the teaching staff were told that the suggested
numbers in each category were to be a guide which could be
departed from slightly. No attempt was made to assess the
standing to the particular school and thereby moderate the grading.
This information was entered onto a specially prepared sheet on
which the names of pupils in the class were recorded and an
appropriate number from 1 to 10 ringed (Appendix 9). Further
columns were provided on the sheet for later addition of test
results for future transmission to the school, and to aid
preparation of punch cards. This data was successfully collected
for all pupils, although some schools had to be contacted
several times (and one even had to be visited again!).
8.4 Distribution of Mathematical Ability Levels in the 
Main Test Sample.
The distribution of teacher-assessed mathematics abilities
of the Main Test Sample is shown in Table 8.1. Although this
is significantly different from the expected rectangular
distribution (X 2 = 28.9, d.f. = 9, p < 0.001) little can be
deduced from this, as the measure is so subjective. All levels
are quite well represented in fact.
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Year
1 2 3 4 5
Ability Levels
6	 7	 8 9 10 Combined
Grades
1 59 54 61 58 51 49 70 78 85 75 640
2 68 66 62 50 58 63 73 85 78 67 670
3 77 77 71 67 56 53 48 61 69 91 670
4 97 71 54 48 53 52 54 35 50 26 540
5 42 57 43 29 51 47 37 37 48 19 410
Com-
bined 343 325 291 252 269 264 282 296 330 278 2930
Table 8.1 Numbers of Main Sample pupils in each Mathematical 
Ability level, as assessed by their mathematics teachers 
8.5 Administration of the A112 test of general ability 
Very precise instructions are provided in the AH2/3 Manual
(Heim et alia, 1978) for administering the AH2/3 tests, and
these proved to be entirely workable. Although provision of
assistance in promoting the understanding of the introductory
examples for each section is positively encouraged, all
assistance during the actual test is proscribed. Accurate timing
of the sections was ensured by use of stopwatches.
Normally the long time-limits for the test were used
throughout. In some cases, where lesson time was obviously
inadequate for this, the short time-limits were used throughout.
On one or two occasions, with weak groups who took a long time
to understand the examples, the original intention to use long
time-limits throughout the test had to be abandoned during the
test. Thus the V section was performed with long time-limits
but N and P sections with short time-limits. In all cases
conversion of scores to the long time-limit equivalents were
carried out, using the conversion table described in Chapter 7.
This project only used the AH2 test and not the parallel
AR) test. The decision to do this was for economy, and to
make organisation and marking easier, and also to ensure that
all subjects undertook precisely the same test.
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Although the means of V, N, P and Total for AH2 and those
for AH3 do not differ significantly at any age level, they
are not quite identical, as judged by data presented by Heim
et al. (1974). (When the different age levels were composited,
it was discovered by them that the standard deviations for
AH2 and those for AH3 differed significantly for N, P and Total
scores although numerically the differences were not great).
The disadvantage of using the same test (i.e. AH2) with all
pupils was that the possibility of copying/collusion could not
be entirely ruled out. Had A112 and AH3 both been used, pupils
sitting adjacent could have been given different tests. (The
introductory examples are common to both tests). In cases where
collusion was suspected a note was made and the subjects
omitted from the sample. This occurred only about four times.
8.6 Details of Main Sample 
In Table 8.2 are shown data relating to the Main Sample.
It should be noted that the numbers refer to pupils remaining
in the sample after exclusions for the reasons given overleaf.
County
	
No. of Schools	 No. of Classes No. of Pupils 
Derbyshire	 4	 14	 252
Leicestershire	 23	 102	 1770
Northamptonshire	 6	 14	 316
Nottinghamshire	 10	 28	 551
Staffordshire	 1	 2	 41
Total	 44	 160	 2930
Table 8.2 Number of Schools and Classes and Pupils in Main 
Sample by County 
School Year Derbys Leics Northants Notts Staffs TOTAL 
1 - 468 73 99 - 640
2 86 287 94 178 25 670
3 23 474 45 112 16 670
4 120 283 43 94 - 540
5 23 258 61 68 - 410
School Year	 Grade
A B C D E
1 64 128 256 128 64
2 67 134 268 134 67
3 67 134 268 134 67
4 54 108 216 108 54
5 41 82 164 82 41
TOTAL 293 586 1172 586 293
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Reasons for pupil exclusion from the Main Sample were:
(a) Pupil not completing both papers due to absence
from all or part of one test.
(b) Pupil copying or collusion.
(c) Pupil in an ability level over-represented.
(d) Pupil refusing to complete test, or failing to
work seriously.
A list of participating schools is provided in Appendix 8 and
Fig. 8.1 is a map showing their geographical distribution.
A more detailed breakdown, by school year, is presented in
Table 8.3 to give an indication of the spread of institutions
represented.
Table 8.3 Number of pupils by year and by county in the 
Main Sample 
It was considered important to ensure a spread of abilities
within each year and this was achieved by calculating the AH2
grade for each pupil tested and selecting from these a sample
to ensure the supposed correct proportions, A:10%, B:20%, C:40%,
D:20%, E:10%. The relevant breakdowns by year are presented
in Table 8.4:
Table 8.4 Pupil numbers by AH2 grade by school year 
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A further matter of concern was whether the sexes were
equally represented in each general ability level for each
school year. This might be important if sex differences
exist in the performance on the Probability Concepts Test.
Initial analysis showed some imbalances and these were reduced.
The relevant data, indicating a good balance, is presented in
Table 8.5. Since only mixed schools were used from which to
draw the sample it was inferred that any sex differences due
to teaching or background variations could be ruled out. Also
no attempt was made, nor none necessary, to ensure a balance
of numbers between sexes in each school year. The evenness
of the frequencies can be assessed by studying Table 8.5.
The found distribution of grades was quite balanced for the
sexes for grades A, B, C enabling correct proportion to be
achieved quite closely with limited selection except for Year
5 grade A where boys predominate. However for grade D to
some extent and for grade E quite markedly the boys far
outnumbered the girls making an even balance impossible without
reducing the overall samples significantly. It was decided
therefore to redress the balance as much as possible but to
allow some imbalance to remain. With samples of the size used
here it may legitimately be argued that this reflects the true
distribution. The discrepancy between these results and
those found by Heim et al. (1974) 	 when publishing the AH2/3
tests is puzzling. With Heim's sample sizes being similar to
those for this research some doubt as to where the truth lies
must remain.
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School Year
A B C
Grade
E TOTALSD
1 Boys 29 64 128 68 40 329
Girls 35 64 128 60 24 311
2 Boys 34 67 134 68 40 343
Girls 33 67 134 66 27 327
2 Boys 34 67 134 84 43 362
Girls 33 67 134 50 24 308
4 Boys 27 54 100 54 38 273
Girls 27 54 116 54 16 267
5 Boys 26 41 82 33 21 203
Girls 15 41 82 49 20 207
Totals Boys 150 293 578 307 182 1510
Girls 143 293 594 279 111 1420
Table 8.5 Pupil numbers by sex by AH2 grade by School Year 
As it was intended to make studies between years it was
necessary to ensure that the varying dates on which the different
classes had been given the Probability Concepts Test and on the
A112 test (which is age-dependent) did not favour certain years.
For example, taking a very extreme case, if all Year 1 pupils
were tested in July 1980 and all Year 2 pupils were tested
in September 1980 there would probably be very little difference
in their mean performances because the Year.2 sample would by
no means be on average one year older (only 2 months in fact).
Thus a good test of any timing bias is to examine the mean
age for each year group. The relevant information is shown
in Table 8.6, which clearly shows that no such bias exists.
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Mean age on	 Mean age on
	
Mean difference
taking AH2	 taking Concepts between AH2 and
School Year test (years) 	 Test (years)	 Concepts testing
date (days)
1 11.725 11.696 11
2 12.682 12.636 17
3 13.727 13.694 12
4 14.745 14.700 16
5 15.667 15.625 15
Table 8.6 Mean age of Main Sample, by school year, at time 
of testing, and mean time lag between tests.
In all schools but one all pupils sat the Probability
Concepts Test first. The mean time lag is therefore closely
represented by the differences between mean ages on taking the
two tests. It can be seen from Table 8.6 that this was on average
about two weeks.
With the detailed attention paid to ensuring that the AH2
grade distribution was representative by year and by sex it
was considered unnecessary and indeed unwise to manipulate the
concomitant distributions of grades for the separate Verbal,
Numerical and Perceptual sections, especially as it is reported
that schoolboys perform better on N and schoolgirls perform
better on V and P. The relevant N,V,P grade data are set out
in Tables 8.7 to 8.9.
In each case the expected distribution percentages were
10%- 20%-40%- 20%-10%. All three distributions are significantly
different from the expected (p <0.001), although not in the
same direction. It is unclear whether these interesting findings
reflect more on the Main Sample or on Heim et al's original
normative sample! It certainly is not simple to explain why
Grade
Year A
1 9 23 40 18 10
2 12 22 41 18 7
3 11 26 37 18 8
4 12 20 41 21 7
5 10 17 46 18 9
Combined 11 22 41 19 8
(Numbers) (322) (642) (1191) (543) (232)
Table 8.7 AH2 Verbal Grade Percentages for Main Sample
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the Numerical grade A should be so under-represented.
Grade
Year A
1 8 22 44 19 7
2 7 21 46 19 7
3 7 23 45 17 8
4 8 17 46 18 11
5 6 23 41 21 9
Combined 7 21 45 19 8
(Numbers) (216) (616) (1315) (544) (239)
Table 8.8 AH2 Numerical Grade Percentages for Main Sample 
Year A
Grade
1 12 19 39 23 8
2 11 25 31 22 12
3 12 19 38 20 12
4 10 23 36 21 10
5 11 19 39 23 8
Combined 11 21 36 21 10
(Numbers) (327) (613) (1062) (629) (299)
Table 8.9 AH2 Perceptual Grade Percentages for Main Sample 
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More significantly, the Verbal, Numerical, Perceptual
and Total scores all increase with age, as reported by Heim
et al. (1974), which is demonstrated in Table 8.10. Also
the order of difficulty, P easiest, V second, N hardest, is
consistent for each school year.
Year Verbal Numerical Perceptual Total
1 15.04 11.41 19.18 45.63
2 17.65 13.87 20.71 52.22
3 19.81 16.73 22.90 59.44
4 21.79 18.98 24.82 65.60
5 23.70 20.93 26.10 70.73
Table 8.10 AH2 mean scores for Main Sample 
Year V with N N with P V with P
1 .71 .63 .65
2 .78 .71 .75
3 .76 .75 .72
4 .76 .76 .72
5 .72 .72 .67
Table 8.11 Inter-correlations between scores for parts of 
AH2 Test for Main Sample.
The subtest score inter-correlations are presented in
Table 8.11. The correlations are generally very similar to
those reported by Heim et al. Although the 'N with P' values
are a little higher for our results. The 'V with N' is
consistently highest but unlike for Heim et al. 'N with P'
is not always lowest. The subtest score correlations with the
total score are uniformly high at around 0.90, again very
much in line with the reported values of Heim et al.
A breakdown of the mean A112 scores by age and by sex was
made. Comparison with Heim et al's results is shown in Table
8.12, and a close match is generally found. The age 16 results
were based on only 70 pupils.
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The five grade system for AH2 scores is fairly crude,
particularly for Grade C which covers 40% of the whole
ability range in normal schools: It is therefore useful to
compare in finer detail the distribution of scores obtained
for our Main Sample and that which Heim et al. found.
Unfortunately no data exists for their sample other than
the inevitably imprecise frequency polygon in Heim et al.
(1978, Appendix XVIII). Working from this an approximate
frequency table was created for comparison with the Years 1
to 4 Main Sample results, and the data are shown in Table 8.13.
Applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2-sample Test (2-tailed test)
for this data leads to the conclusion that the differences
between the two distributions could well have arisen by chance
(the largest observed value of D is 0.029 whereas the 5%
critical value is 0.042). Repeating the above test with
weighting applied to even out the varying numbers between
years also proved not significant (D = 0.036).
It would seem that the Main Sample has slightly less
spread than Heim et al's sample. (See Figure 8.2)
Age Sex Main Sample Heim et al's Sample
Mean Score N	 Mean Score
11 Boy 258 44.0 318 44.2
Girl 242 47.1 312 44.3
12 Boy 349 49.6 284 48.9
Girl 333 51.1 293 53.1
13 Boy 343 56.7 261 57.5
Girl 305 59.6 248 56.8
14 Boy 295 63.4 286 62.0
Girl 257 64.7 289 64.3
15 Boy 232 70.5 203 71.5
Girl 246 69.7 232 72.5
16 Boy 33 68.6
Girl 37 71.2
Table 8.12 AH2 mean scores for Main Sample and A112/3 mean 
scores for Heim et al's sample 
Frequency
11
10'
8 _
7 -
6
5 _
4 -
3 -
2 -
0
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.e Interval
Frequency
Heim's Sample(Years 1 to 4) Main Sample (Tears 1 to 4)
Cumulative
Step Function
Difference
(li = 1634)
Cumulative	 Cumulative
Frequency	 Step Function
-(N • 2520)
Frequency Cumulative
Frequency
D
, - 6 6 6 0.004 1 1 0.000 0.004
' -12 13 19 0.012 15 16 0.006 0.006
1-18 32 51 0.031 42 58 0.017 0.014
I -24 68 119 0.073 88 146 0.058 0.015
i -30 95 214 0.131 131 277 0.110 0.021
. -36 140 354 0.217 205 482 0.191 0.026
' -42 158 512 0.313 249 731 0.290 0.023
1 -48 165 677 0.414 264 995 0.395 0.019
I -54 168 845 0.517 236 1231 0.488 0.029
i -60 146 991 0.606 245 1476 0.586 0.020
. --66 154 1145 0.701 262 1738 0.690 0.011
I -72 148 1293 0.791 256 1994 0.791 -
S-78 119 1412 0.864 192 2186 0.867 -0.003
1 -84 77 1489 0.911 152 2338 0.928 -0.017
i -90 58 1547 0.947 96 2434 0.966 -0.019
: -96 47 1594 0.976 45 2479 0.984 -0.008
r-102 23 1617 0.990 24 2503 0.993 -0.003
5-108 14 1631 0.998 14 2517 0.999 -0.001
1-114 3 1634 1.000 3 2520 1.000 -
i-120 0 1634 1.000 0 2520 1.000 -
Table 8.13 Comparison of Heim's sample and Hain Sample AH2 scores 
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CHAPTER 9
THE VALIDITY, RELIABILITY AND READABILITY 
OF THE PROBABILITY CONCEPTS 
TEST
9.1 Validity 
One consideration of prime importance in developing any
test is validity. Does the test actually measure what it
purports to measure? With tests like the Probability Concepts
Test there is no straightforward way to establish validity
since there are no other recognised tests with which to compare
it either by analysis or by performance. In large measure
then the Probability Concepts Test must stand alone, and its
relevance will be argued in detail question by question later
in the thesis.
9.2 Reliability 
Traditionally there have been three fundamental types of
approach to the estimation of a test's reliability (Guilford,
1954, p.373), namely 'split-halves', 'alternate-form' and
'test-retest'. For this Concepts Test it would be very
difficult if not impossible to construct a satisfactory split-halves
formulation,with items varying so much and in many instances
being quite unique. This suggests a rather low internal
consistency. Although an 'alternate-form' test could be
constructed - and indeed the revised Short Test described in
Chapter 11 might be construed as a beginning - this would be
a lengthy approach and more likely to raise queries rather than
provide answers. Thus a very limited attempt at the test-retest
form was undertaken ('Study I'), but as a secondary objective
of a process of interviewing individually a representative
sample (44 pupils) who had some time earlier undergone the AH2
tests, 31 of whom had also previously completed the Probability
Concepts test.
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Details of those 31 pupils (in years 1 to 4) who figure in
this Test-Retest analysis are provided in Table 9.1.
Grade
Year Sex A B C D E Total
1 Boy 1 1 2 1 1 6
Girl 1 1 1 1 1 5
2 Boy 2 1 1 - - 4
Girl 1 1 1 _ _ 3
3 Boy 1 1 1 - _ 3
Girl 1 1 - - - 2
4 Boy 1 1 2 - - 4
Girl 1 1 1 1 - 4
Totals
Boy 5 4 6 1 1 17
Girl 4 4 3 2 1 14
Combined 9 8 9 3 2 31
Table 9.1 AH2 Grades of pupils in Test-Retest reliability Study I
Each pupil was individually interviewed by the author
for about 40 minutes, and the entire discourse tape-recorded.
Usually about 16 questions were covered. For each item the
pupil was asked to state which answer he considered correct.
Then he (or she) was interrogated to determine why he chose
that and to see if he would change his mind if pressed.
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For the Test-Retest analysis the first stated answer
(or revised answer if not prompted by the interviewer) was
Compared with the answer recorded previously by the pupil in
the class-based test. All answers, including reasons given
where appropriate to both test and retest procedures, were
judged correct (1) or incorrect (0). Two total scores were
then calculated for each pupil for questions common to the
test and the retest. Also the answers for each pupil were
individually compared to adjudge the percentages for
(i) change from incorrect to correct ('Improved')
(ii) no change ('Same')
(iii) change from correct to incorrect ('Declined')
A summary of these results for Years 1 to 4 is presented
in Table 9.2. It is seen that 76% of items were answered
the same both times which is a good indicator of a satisfactory
test-retest reliability. The changes in answers were slightly
more for improvement (15%) than for decline (9%) which may
be attributable to several factors of course. By chance a
small class of low ability Fifth year pupils were included in
the Main Sample who had previously completed the Mark 6 pilot
test about 6 months earlier. As most of the questions were
identical on the two versions this enabled a small further
test-retest study to be undertaken ('Study II'). Details of
those pupils and the analysis of results are presented in Table
9.3.
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Pupil Year	 AH2 grade	 M.A. Improved (%) 'Same (%) Declined (%) Final Score (%) Change (%)
B1 1 A 1 22 69 9 75 +13
G1 1 A 1 9 82 9 71 -
B2 1 B 1 12 70 18 55 -6
G2 1 B 1 41 56 4 74 +37
B3 1 c 9 4 88 8 46 -4
B4 1 c 1 26 71 3 76 +23
G3 1 C 9 6 82 12 29 -6
B5 1 D 9 24 65 12 56 +12
G4 1 D 9 19 58 23 31 -4
86 1 E 9 24 71 6 50 +18
G5 1 E 9 26 65 9 41 +18
87 2 A 1 6 85 9 65 -3
G6 2 A 1 12 88 o 68 +12
B8 2 A 7 12 85 3 65 +9
B9 2 B 4 12 79 9 68 +3
G7 2 B 4 18 74 9 47 +9
B10 2 c 8 48 44 8 72 +40
G8 2 c 8 28 56 16 64 +12
Bll 3 A 1 12 88 0 97 +12
G9 3 A 1 9 84 6 63 +3
812 3 B 5 9 74 18 68 - 9
G10 3 B 5 12 79 9 56 +3
813 3 C 5 3 88 9 47 -6
B14 4 A 4 3 73 23 57 -20
Gil 4 A 3 12 88 0 84 +12
B15 4 B 5 12 76 12 53 -
G12 4 B 7 15 74 12 47 + 3
816 4 c 6 7 86 7 63 -
G13 4 c 6 18 82 0 62 +18
B17 4 c 6 6 88 6 68 -
G14 4 D 8 7 76 17 59 -10
Mean 15 76 9 60 + 6
Table 9.2 Analysis of results of Test-Retest reliability Study I 
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The general picture is very similar to that for Study I.
The number of items answered the same on both occasions was
73%, the 'improved' were 19% and the 'declined' 8%. It
would therefore seem that the two studies complement one
another, being for different years and predominantly different
ability levels. Perusal of the individual results in Tables
9.2 and 9.3 suggests that the 75% figure which the 'same'
categories combine to give, is stable, and the Study II result
being so similar (73%) provides further confirmation.
Pupil Year AH2 grade M.A. Improved % Same % Declined% Final Change
Score %	 %
G15 5 C 9 17 68 15 44 + 3
B18 5 D 9 20 73 7 51 +12
B19 5 D 9 22 73 5 49 +17
G16 5 D 9 20 80 0 59 +20
B20 5 E 9 20 73 7 46 +12
B21 5 E 9 15 68 17 29 - 3
Table 9.3 Analysis of results of Test-Retest Study II 
The change in final score was positive in 23 instances
and negative in only 10, a statistically significant result,
and in the expected direction.
No standard reliability test can be applied to these
data as not all pupils attempted all the same items. However
the 75% 'no change' value is high enough to instil some confidence
that test-retest reliability is satisfactory.
Further evidence concerning the reliability of the Probability
Concepts Test is provided later in the thesis, in Chapter 14.
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9.3 Readability of the test 
There is another aspect of reliability and validity
considerations which is of vital importance. Are the
questions as printed the ones which the pupils are actually
answering? Do the pupils understand the wording? A major
factor is thus the readability of the test. Austin and Howson
(1979) point out that readability, which they define as the
matching of reader with material, must take into account the
reader's comprehension, fluency and interest, and these will
be influenced by vocabulary, sentence length and construction,
content, style, format, organisation, illustrations, humour
etc.
As Rothery et al (1980) point out "Readability tests
designed for narrative prose are, of course, standard classroom
tools, but there are none specifically designed for mathematics"
(p.8). Kane (1968, 1970) has raised objections to the use of
readability tests designed for ordinary English prose (OE) on
mathematical English (ME), and concluded that they should only
be used on non-symbolic passages. Also the large technical
vocabulary and specialised phrasing in mathematics make
conventional word lists of little use as a means of assessing
word familiarity. It is fortunate that the Probability
Concepts Test as printed is almost entirely free from mathematical
symbols and technical words. However it does have several
diagrams. These two facts suggest that the standard readability
tests if applied to the Probability Concepts Test will yield
useful information but not provide completely conclusive
evidence of intelligibility, especially in respect to those
questions which have diagrams as important elements. Working
on the principle that some information is better than none,
so long as it is recognised as being less than the whole truth,
standard readability tests have been applied to the Test, as
described below.
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9.4 A Survey of Readability Tests 
J. Gilliland (1972, p.83) suggests that there are five
methods of assessment of readability generally employed:
(i) subjective assessment
(ii) objective question and answer techniques
(iii) formulae
(iv) tables and charts
(v) sentence completion and cloze procedure
These will now be considered in turn.
9.5 Subjective assessment 
The method of subjective assessment has in a sense
already been made implicit in the preparation of the
Probability Concepts Test. The author believes that
the test is readable by nearly all 11-16 year-olds,
(or at least understood when read out to them).
Comments from school teachers and others during the
development phase, together with pilot testing, led
to simplifications of the language. The basic
principles adopted were
(a) use of short sentences
(b) only limited use of clauses
(c) avoidance of long words wherever possible
(d) avoidance of uncommon words wherever possible
(e) avoidance of uncommon tenses and moods
(f) personalisation or concretisation of content
It can be reported that queries from pupils concerning
the wording of the questions were quite uncommon. This
does not imply that all pupils understood what was
required of them in all cases - Questions 10 and 24 often
left pupils puzzled, as did Question 8 to some extent,
but none of the others seemed to cause bewilderment.
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The limitations of the subjective approach are well-
known - for example Chall (1958) has demonstrated
that even an 'expert' judge may be inconsistent and
unreliable. Similarly Harrison (1979, pp.73-74) has
shown that teachers may widely vary in their
assessment of text difficulty-however their averaged 
assessment tends to be very satisfactory.
9.6 Objective question and answer technique 
It can be argued that the administration of the Probability
Concepts Test itself constitutes such an approach and its
results will be a measure of the comprehension of the question.
This clearly demonstrates the essential circularity of argument
here - in order to test the Test we need to know precisely how
the pupils are thinking, to distinguish linguistic and conceptual
difficulties, but any testing instrument will involve both in
an unknown interaction. Thus there is no value in pursuing this
form of assessment in this instance.
9.7 Formulae 
A very considerable number of 'formulae' have been derived,
and even two decades ago there were thirty-one which Klare (1963)
considered well-established. Of those discussed by Gilliland
(1972) two have been selected and applied to the Probability
Concepts Test.
Dale -Chall Formula 
This test of readability is based on assessment of the
vocabulary and the average sentence length of a passage. The
criterion for simplicity of vocabulary is inclusion in Dale's
list of 3000 Familiar Words. As this readability test was
devised by E Dale and J.S. Chall (1948) over thirty years ago
there may be some question of its applicability today, but in
the writer's view this is not a serious criticism since common
words in usage do not disappear over such a short time-span,
as study of Dale's list will demonstrate. This formula was
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considered by the noted authority George Klare (1963) to be
"the most accurate formula".
The Dale score is interpreted as follows:
Score
	
Grade Level	 Age
4.9 and below	 4th and below	 9 years and below
5.0 to 5.9
	
5th - 6th
	
10 - 11 years
6.0 to 6.9
	
7th - 8th
	
12 - 13 years
7.0 to 7.9
	
9th - 10th
	
14 - 15 years
Powers, Sumner and Kearl (1958) have produced an updated
version and a direct reading grade formula appropriate for
grades 3 to 8:
Reading grade = 0.0596SL
+ 0.1155 x (percentage of words outside
Dale's 3000 word list)
+ 3.2672
where SL = average number of words per sentence (SENTENCE LENGTH)
Reading Ease Formula by R. Flesch 
It is widely recognised that long words and long sentences
are causes of difficulty in reading. This led Rudolf Flesch
(1948) to devise his Reading Ease (R.E.) formula as follows:
RE = 206.835 - 0.846 WL - 1015 SL
where WL = number of syllables per 100 words (WORD LENGTH)
SL = average number of words per sentence(SENTENCE LENGTH)
Although this formula takes no apparent note of the
particular words in the passage the syllable count is an indirect
variable highly correlated to word difficulty. Words with
several syllables are nearly always harder to read and less
readily comprehended. This is succintly encapsulated in Zipf's
principle' - higher frequency words are shorter. This formula
was reported by Klare (1963) to be "the most popular formula...
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and the one on which most research data are available".
An updated version was devised by Powers, Sumner and Kearl
(1958), which produces a 'reading grade' appropriate for
grades 3 to 8, as follows:
Reading Grade = 0.0778SL + 0.0455 WL - 2.2029
9.8 Tables and Charts 
This category is closely related to 'Formulae' and
arises mainly to ease computational effort rather than
introduce new methods.
Fry's Readability Graph 
This makes use of essentially the same two difficulty
measures as Flesch's formula but avoids the necessity for
performing calculations by providing a graph from which to
read off the Reading Age for the text being tested:
x axis : average number of syllables per 100 words
y axis : average number of sentences per 100 words
Although originally devised for use in Uganda "in about
1961" by Edward Fry and published in a British journal in 1964
it has undergone modifications and improvements (Fry, 1968,
1969, 1977) and has been widely used, particularly in the USA.
This method has been applied to the Probability Concepts
Test, utilising the graph in Appendix 10. It can be argued
that this is more appropriate than either Dale-Chall or Flesch,
being devised specifically for children rather than adults.
9.9 Discussion of Results of applying Standard Readability Tests 
The Dale-Chall Formula, Flesch's Reading Ease Formula and
Fry's Readability Graph were all applied to the Probability
Concepts Test, and the results are presented in Table 9.4.
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These results refer to analysis of the question wording
but not the multiple choice answer wording. In all but one
case if the multiple choice part is included the calculated
Fry Reading Age falls or remains unchanged. The exception is
Question 7 (b) which when analysed overall has such a high
syllable count and such a low number of words per sentence
as to be off the graph, and the questionable technique of
extrapolation suggests a Reading Age possibly around 11.
However since 7(b) is manifestly designed to test verbal 
ability no criticism of the question can really be applied.
Some anomalies in the Dale-Chall scores are readily explained
when a careful inspection of the Dale-Chall list is made.
Quite a number of words in the list (i.e. designated familiar)
indicate the American origin - e.g. automobile, billboard,
downtown, gasoline, sidewalk. However, no words unfamiliar
to British pupils but familiar to American pupils actually
occur in the Concepts Test, so that causes no underestimation 
of difficulty of reading the Concepts Test. Again, the fact
that the list was compiled in 1947 does not seem to mean that
it includes words which have fallen out of usage (except
perhaps bedbug!) The time lag in fact may have worked to make
the list more relevant to British pupils as exposure to American
culture via television and comics is now greater (e.g. 'chipmunk'
is probably much more familiar here today than it was in 1947).
It is when we examine the words in the Concept Test which are
missing from the Dale-Chall list that we can decide whether the
difficulty of reading has been overestimated (See Fig. 9.1).
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QUESTION	 WORD
	
COMMENT
(2) 'Mathematics'
(3)(19)	 'disc(s)'
(3)(19)	 'pointer(s)'
(3) 'spun'
(4)(5)
	
'ordinary'
(4)(9)
	
'dice'
(6a)(17)	 'diagram(s)'
(7a)(7b)(16)'phrase(s)'
(7a) 'unlikely'
(7b) 'probable'
(8)(23) 'experiment'
(8)(10)(20) 'result(s)1
(23)(24)
(11)	 'sections'
(11)(12)	 'pattern'
(14)(16)	 'unlikely'
(17)
	
'spinners'
(20) 'whether'
(21) 'channel(s)'
(22) 'robot'
'maze'
'explore'
'junction'
(23) 'packet'
(26)
	
'headmaster'
'punishment'
'example'
'altogether'
A much more familiar term now than
in 1947 when arithmetic (which is in
list) ruled the day
a very common word now
a diagram is provided to help
irregular past tense of spin and unlikely
to cause any trouble
probably fairly well known. Interestingly
had we used the correct word 'die' it
would be in the list but very few pupils
would know it!
probably fairly well known.
certainly unfamiliar but really introduced
by example and just used as a name tag.
quite commonly used, but not necessarily
well understood.
since the meaning is being tested in this
question no criticism of the word being
used can apply. It indicates that part
(v) should have lowest facility.
probably more common these days
not uncommon
a diagram is provided to help
commonly met in mathematics lessons now.
since here we are testing the usage of
this word this does not reflect adversely
on the question.
probably familiar nowadays
this could have been avoided, by using 'if'.
aided by diagram
common now
reasonably common now
quite familiar
not easily avoided in the context, aided
by diagram.
quite common
very well known to British pupils and
so not counted as unfamiliar.
probably familiar
much used in school mathematics
quite common
Figure 9.1 Incidence of Words in Probability Concepts Test 
but outside the Dale-Chall list of 3000 Familiar Words 
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It can be concluded that the Dale-Chall method has led
to some degree of overestimation of reading difficulty.
In particular questions which are really easy but falsely
appear more difficult are: 3, 4, 5,17, 19. Also the parts of
21 are really of equal difficulty but do not appear so.
Questions which are testing reading or understanding of words,
and so to which criticism is less relevant are: 7(a), 7(b),
13, 14, 15, 16.
In 1958 Powers, Sumner and Kearl (1958) produced a
recalculated formula for the Dale-Chall method, based on updated
norms, appropriate for grades 3 to 8 (i.e. ages 8 to 13).
This formula has also been applied, yielding similar scores
(see the last column of Table 9.4) and implying that the hardest
questions have a reading age of 10i years rather than 12 years.
It should be noted that the CSMS Fractions tests require greater
reading ability than this test - for example Questions 9
(Years 1,2) has a Fry reading age of 13, and the question 26
(Years 3, 4) is off the graph (age 17+):
9.10 Conclusion concerning readability of the Probability
Concepts Test.
It is true that many 11 year olds do not have a reading
age of 11 years. Probably the poorest school which was used
in our Test, an inner city school in a 'deprived' area,made
available the measured reading ages of their First Year pupils
on entry, and the data are presented in Table 9.5.
Reading Age
(Years)
Number of students in each tutor group with the
given reading age.
Class 1	 Class 2	 Class 3	 Totals	 Percentage
10+ 11 11 5 27 37
9 to 10 3 3 8 14 19
8 to 9 4 7 6 17 24
7 to 8 3 6 5 14 19
Totals 21 27 24 72
Table 9.5 Reading Ages of First Year Pupils entering an Inner City 
•Secondary School, fed by primary schools designated SPA 
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In view of the readability test results obtained, and
remembering that the questions without the multiple choice 
responses were analysed, which increased the apparent difficulty,
and that all questions were read out by trained assistants to
all pupils aged 11-14 years, and to the 15-16 year olds who
were poor at reading, there is good evidence that readability
of the test was at an acceptable level.
9.11 The Cloze Method 
One essential limitation of the three methods already used
is that all of them concentrate exclusively on the text itself
and do not involve any subjects actually reading the text.
An ingenious method proposed by W. L. Taylor (1953) overcomes
this weakness by transforming the given text into a sentence
completion task, itself a long established technique for testing
readability. This is done by the simple device of omitting
"a number of words randomly determined or at fixed intervals"
(Gilliland, 1972, p.102). The subjects are then asked to fill
in the missing words and the percentage correct is determined
for each subject. For subjects aged about 11 years around 1
word in 7 should be omitted. A proportion of correct completions
in excess of about 55% is required in order to have confidence
that the text can be read as a source of information (Rothery
et al, 1980, pp.19-21). It can be seen that the redundancy in
a passage and its meaningfulness, which are so important in aiding
readability, are major factors tested by the Cloze method and
indeed not tested at all by the methods previously described.
This indicates that the Cloze method stands a better chance of
taking account of the. 'higher order' skills rather than.just
the 'primary' and 'intermediate' skills involved in reading
(Merritt, 1969, 1972). In defence of Flesch's and Fry's methods
it must be recorded that their apparently simplistic formulae
do seem to encapsulate the essence of the higher skills.
Bormuth (1966) showed that the correlation between sentence length
(i.e. words per sentence) and Yngve's'word depth' analysis -
an extremely sophisticated syntactic variable - was as high as
0.99! Indeed Flesch developed his test by multiple regression
analysis of many linguistic variables and found sentence length
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and syllables per word to be the two dominant factors.
Nevertheless these methods do not match subject against text,
and the Cloze method has much in its favour.
Despite its apparent arbitrariness the Cloze method has
been widely researched and the necessary parameters well
established, and it is considered a useful tool (see for
example Gilliland (1972), p.105). The Cloze method has
been applied to specifically mathematical text, as reviewed
by M. A. Hater and R. B. Kane (1975), who concluded that
"the Cloze tests adapted for mathematical English passages
are valid predictors of reading comprehensibility" although
their research was with slightly older subjects (Grades 7 to
10). Harrison (1977) has however sounded a warning note:
"unless the testing is on a fairly extensive scale the result
may be unreliable or at best difficult to interpret" and
Bormuth's (1967, 1968) suggested figures of 38% and 44%
correct Cloze items as a criterion for comprehension were based
on the mean scores of one hundred subjects in each case.
His 1968 study indicated that a standard deviation of 17% was
associated with the figure of 44%" (p.75). The research of
the Schools Council Project 'The Effective Use of Reading'
found means of easiest and hardest passages to be 57% and 25%
and associated standard deviations of around 10% (Harrison,
1977, p.75) This very large degree of uncertainty in an
individual's true score can be a serious drawback.
It can be concluded then that the Cloze procedure is a
valid instrument for testing text but of dubious value for
testing an individual's reading ability.
9.12 The Cloze Tests based on the Probability Concepts Test 
A Nottinghamshire school, who had not previously participated
in the project in any way, agreed that we could test all their
First Year pupils (aged 11-12 years). There were 142 pupils
present in five mixed ability classes, with no extractions.
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All classes were tested simultaneously in 'Humanities'
lesson time. With five parallel classes involved it was
possible to have five variants of the procedure. Three
cloze versions were prepared as follows and in each type
240 words were deleted:
TYPE A 1 word in 7 deleted with all gaps of
uniform size (seven dots)
TYPE B 1 word in 7 deleted - same words as
for TYPE A-with gaps of variable length
indicating the approximate length of the
deleted word.
TYPE C 1 word in 7 deleted - all different words
from TYPES A and B - with gaps of
variable length.
Two research assistants and the author visited the school
to organise the testing procedure which was as in Table 9.6.
CLASS TEST TYPE MODE	 TEACHER PRESENT RESEARCHER PRESENT
1 A Silent	 YES NO
2 B Silent	 YES NO
3 A Read out	 YES YES
4 B Read out	 YES YES
5 C Read out	 YES YES
Table 9.6 Mode of Cloze testing adopted for-five parallel 
First Year classes 
As far as possible conditions were identical for the five
classes - the same introductory example and verbal instructions
were given (as far as appropriate). Below is the example used:
"The Queen went 
	
 her coach to the Houses 	  Parliament
where she met 	  Thatcher who said that the 	  was in
a bad 	 11
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For the three classes (3,4,5) who had the text read to
them, this was done by members of the project's research team
who had considerable experience in administering the Test
in its normal form. For each missing word "BLANK" was verbally
substituted. The reading out was generally a sentence at a
time, but slightly varied from this to aid comprehension where
this seemed preferable. Cloze Test Type A is included in Appendix
11.
9.13 Marking procedure for Cloze Tests 
Because of the considerable difficulty of marking a lengthy
doze test, if synonyms are marked correct, the normal procedure
is to mark on a verbatim basis, i.e. a word is scored as correct
only if it is exactly the one in the original passage (misspellings
disregarded). A number of independent studies have demonstrated
that a scoring system which accepts synonyms as correct produces
only a minimal increase in correlations with passage difficulty
(Bormuth, 1968, Harrison, 1979).
Although this procedure is appropriate to most of the 240
words deleted from the Probability Concepts Test there were
instances where this does seem misleading - for example "in
and "into" or "begin" and "start" are equivalent words which
might have been used in the Concepts Test. The initial rules
adopted in marking were therefore to predetermine acceptable
alternatives where necessary. Only a word of equal or greater
difficulty than the deleted word would ever be permitted - for
example if the deleted word was 'properly' then 'right' would
not be accepted, but 'correctly' would be accepted.
All five Cloze Test sets were marked on this basis and
then the first ten questions remarked accepting only verbatim
responses, as a comparison.
Three pupils achieved appreciably lower marks than all
the others. At first it was thought that their scripts should
be removed from the analysis so as not to depress the mean marks
for the particular classes which they were in. However, any
such (subjective) extractions might overcompensate and it was
deemed prudent generally to use the non-parametric statistic,
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the median, (instead of the mean). This enabled classes to
be kept intact without abnormal individual scores affecting
the outcome.
Class 4 began the Test a little late and so Question 26
was not attempted. Therefore this Question was dropped from
the analysis, and by the 'whole test' is meant Questions 1 to 25.
It was found that in the classes where the test had been
done silently, on the whole fewer questions had been attempted,
so analysis of the scores obtained was carried out in three
main ways:
(a) Overall test, questions 1 to 25 inclusive.
(b) First ten questions only.
(c) Overall test, just those questions attempted by
the subject.
9.14 Conjectures and hypotheses 
It was conjectured that in order of increasing difficulty
the five procedures were:
easiest
	 1 Type C variable gap, Read out
	 (i.e. Class 5)
1 Type B variable gap, Read out
	 (i.e. Class 4)
3 Type A uniform gap, Read out
	 (i.e. Class 3)
4 Type B variable gap, Silent working(i.e. Class 2)
hardest 5 Type A uniform gap, Silent working (i.e. Class 1)
The three hypotheses on which this ordering was based were:
(1) Varying the set of words deleted does not
materially affect the Cloze Test score.
(2) Reading out makes the Cloze Test easier.
(3) Variable length gaps, corresponding
approximately to the lengths of the
deleted words, makes the Cloze Test easier
than uniform gaps.
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9.15 Overall Cloze Test Results 
On the first 10 questions, the maximum possible score
was 100, and on the complete test the maximum was 240.
The data for the five individual classes are presented
in Table 9.7.
Class 1 2 3 4 5
A, silent B, silent A read B read C read
Number in the Class 27 26 29 29 31
(a) Questions 1 to 10
(verbatim)
(b) Questions 1 to 10
(synonymic)
(c) Questions 1 to 25
(synonymic)
68
71
100
66
701
1211
72
76
155
69
74
150
75
82
1651
Tables 9.7 Median scores for Cloze Tests of five First Year classes 
9.16 Synonymic versus verbatim scoring 
Before proceeding to test the three hypotheses it is useful
to determine whether it makes any difference if synonyms are
permitted or not. Taylor's own original research (1953) led him
to believe that it made no difference to the discrimination of
cloze tests whether synonyms were marked correct or not, although
Bormuth (1965) showed that synonymic scoring was slightly inferior.
McKenna (1976) found that the correlation between synonymic and
verbatim scoring was 0.95 and concluded that better readers
do slightly better, relatively, if synonyms are permitted. The
generally accepted procedure today is to opt for the verbatim
scoring.
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In order to investigate this issue for the data being
discussed here, correlations were computed for verbatim versus
synonymic scoring for each of the five classes of pupils. The
results are presented in Table 9.8.
CLASS	 1 2 3 4 5
CORRELATION	 0.998 0.998 0.985 0.992 0.983
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Table 9.8 Spearman Correlation Coefficients for Synonymic versus 
Verbatim Scoring for Questions 1 to 10 
The very high correlations between the two scoring systems
carry the clear implication that they are equivalent, and support
the general conclusions of previous published research.
9.17 Hypothesis 1 Varying the set of words deleted does not 
materially affect the Cloze Test score.
In order to investigate this a comparison between Type C
(variable gap, read out) and Type B (variable gap, read out)
was made. The joint median score for classes 4 and 5 was 158
for the whole test. The relevant contingency table is presented
in Table 9.9.
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Type B (Class 4) Type C (Class 5) TOTAL
Number exceeding
the median
score of 158 12 18 30
Number not
exceeding the
median score of 158 17 13 30
TOTAL 29 31 60
x2 = 1.07, not significant
Table 9.9 Contingency table for Median Test on Questions 1 to 25 
for Classes 4 and 5.
It is therefore concluded that despite apparent superiority
of Type C this is not of any statistical significance. Treating
A and B as one group and C as another produces a similar result.
On this evidence there is no reason to think that the set of words
chosen is of any importance in the context of this analysis.
We can therefore proceed to further analysis based on Types A
and B with little fear that they will be unrepresentative. The
results for Type C will not be further used.
9.18 Hypothesis 2 Reading out does not make the Cloze test easier 
For this we compare 'A and B read' with 'A and B silent',
looking for a significant superiority in the read out versions.
Initially the comparison is made for Questions 1 to 25 and the
contingency table presented in Table 9.10.
The joint median score for classes 1, 2, 3, 4 was 137 for
the complete test.
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.
A and B read out A and B silent
(Classes 3 & 4)	 (Classes 1 & 2) TOTAL
Numbers exceeding
median 137 37 18 55
Numbers not
exceeding median
of 137 21 35 56
TOTAL 58 53 111
x2 = 8.7, significant at p = 0.01
Table 9.10 Contingency table for Median Test on Questions 1 to 25 
for classes 1 to 4 
Thus it is seen that there is a highly significant superiority
in the performance of the subjects to whom the Cloze Test was
read over that of those who worked silently. It is interesting
to pursue this further. Could this superiority be due to the
time factor? It might be that reading out produced better
concentration which resulted in speedier working or more rapid
comprehension, rather than superior comprehension per se.
To test this an analysis was made of Questions 1 to 10 (verbatim
and synonomic scoring yield identical contingency tables) and the
results are presented in Table 9.11.
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The joint median score for classes 1, 2, 3, 4 for
the first 10 questions only was 71.
A and B read
(Classes 3 & 4)
A and B silent
(Classes 1 & 2)
TOTAL
Numbers exceeding
median of 71 31 24 55
Numbers not
exceeding median
of 71 27 29 56
TOTAL 58 53 111
2
X = 0.45, not significant
Table 9.11 Contingency table for Median Test on Questions 1 to 10 
for Classes 1 to 4 
It can be seen from the contingency table itself that there
is little variation and this is confirmed by the very /ow value
of x2 (which lies at the 50% level).
It is quite clear that the importance of reading out the
questions lies not in aiding comprehension but rather in aiding
speedy comprehension. It may legitimately be concluded that this
enabled the Probability Concepts Testing to cover far more
questions thoroughly than would otherwise have been possible.
It also suggests that the Concepts Test was inherently comprehensible.
9.19 Hypothesis 3 Using variable gaps corresponding to the lengths 
of the deleted words do not make the Cloze Test 
easier.
For this we again use the four Type A and B versions but this
time compare 'Type A' with 'Type B'. The outcome of analysing
this data is shown in Table 9.12.
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A
(Classes 1 & 3)
B
(Classes 2 & 4) TOTAL
Numbers exceeding
median of 137
Numbers not
29 26 55
exceeding median
of 137 27 29 56
TOTALS 56 55 111
2
X = 0.08, not significant
Table 9.12 Contingency table for Median Test on Questions 1 to 
25 for Classes 1 to 4 
It is quite apparent that there is no observable difference
between the uniform gap results (Type A) and the variable gap
results (Type B).
A small amount of research has been done by others on the
variable gap versus uniform gap' issue but without complete
agreement, which makes these findings of some interest. Anderson
(1970) found no difference but this was not in accord with
Culhane's evidence (1970). Thus Robinson (1981), writing in
the NFER's termly journal, concluded "In view of the lack of agreement,
it would appear advisable to maintain the practice of uniform
length". However, one further piece of research evidence, admittedly
not too well controlled, by Spooncer (1974), based on Fourth Year
Juniors in an English Primary School, also found no significant
difference.
In view of our additional evidence it can be suggested that
it is not necessary to insist on uniform gap size - which makes
an enormous saving of typing effort since deletions from an
original document can then be easily effected.
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9.20 Comparability of the five classes tested 
A fundamental assumption in this investigation was that
the five classes were of equal ability. No general index of
ability was available but at the end of the school year
(i.e. July 1981) the whole First Year's mathematics examination
results were obtained. Although English scores or general ability
scores would clearly have been preferable , in their absence
it was considered that since a class index rather an individual
pupil index was required, then the mathematics scores would be
valid indicators. All pupils sat the same two papers. Results
for all those pupils who actually took the Cloze Tests were
extracted and the median scores determined, and are shown in
Table 9.13.
Class: 1
A, Silent
2
B,Silent
3
A,read	 B
4
read
5
C, read TOTALTest procedure:
N: 27 26 29 29 31 142
Median: 63 561 60 46 55 55
Table 9.13 Median scores for Cloze Test classes on school mathematics
examinations.
It can be seen that there is some variation. Applying the
Extended Median Test produces the contingency table indicated in
Table 9.14.
1 2 3 4 5 TOTAL
Number > median
score of 55
14 15 17 9 16 71
Number < median
score of 55
13 11 12 20 15 71
TOTAL 27 26 29 29 31 142
2
X = 5.72, not significant
Table 9.14 Contingency table for Extended Median Test on school 
mathematics results for Classes I to 5
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The differences are not statistically significant (x 2 > 5.72
has p = 0.22). However this does not of itself mean that the
differences apparent in Table 9.13 can be dismissed without
further thought. Could the biases indicated have contributed
to the conclusions? Hypothesis I stated that varying the set
of words deleted did not materially effect the score, and this
was upheld. Table 9.9 showed that Class 5 did slightly better
than Class 4, but not significantly so. The mathematics test
results suggest that Class 4 was, if anything, weaker than
Class 5. Thus no evidence exists to suggest an erroneous
conclusion. Hypothesis 2 asserted that reading out the Cloze
Test did not make it easier, and this was rejected (p < 0.01).
A study of Table 9.13 shows quite clearly that the silently
working classes (1,2) were more able than their respective
read-to counterparts(3,4). This lends further weight to
the rejection of Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 3 asserted that
using variable length gaps did not make the Cloze Test easier,
and this was upheld. Table 9.12 showed that the uniform gap
classes (1,3) did slightly better than the variable gap classes
(2,4). This is possibly explicable in that they were more able.
Thus no evidence exists to suggest an erroneous deduction.
It is reasonable to conclude that the variations in class
ability levels was not a contributory factor to the obtained
conclusions.
9.20 Evidence of readability from Cloze Testing 
An analysis of pupils' scores, question by question, was
made, first with omits being included when calculating the mean
scores for each class,and then with omits excluded. The results
are presented in Table 9.15. It should be noted that very few
pupils in the two silently working classes anywhere near completed
the test and so the means of later questions are based on much
fewer numbers. Correlation coefficients have been computed for
the variables featuring in Table 9.15 and those of interest are
presented in Tables 9.16 and 9.17.
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When it is recalled that Bormuth (1967) has concluded
that a cloze score of 43% or more is an adequate criterion
for instructional use of a passage (corresponding to 75%
correct score on multiple choice test) and a score of 52%
or more is adequate for unsupervised study (90% correct on
multiple choice) the evidence of Table 9.15 implies that the
Probability Concepts Test is eminently readable by First Year
Secondary pupils. (It is interesting to note that Bormuth
demonstrated that a 57% cloze score corresponded to 100% on
the equivalent multiple choice comprehension testing of a
given passage).
9.21 Correlation studies 
Class 1
	 Class 2	 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5
(A, silent)	 (B, silent)	 (A,read)(B,read)(C;read)
Flesch
RE
Score
Question Order -0.87*** -0.60*** -0.10 -0.02	 -0.40* 0.13
Class 1 - 0.86*** 0.42* 0.43*	 0.36* -0.09
Class 2 - - 0.62*** 0.68*** 0.38* -0.03
Class 3 - - - 0.90*** 0.18 0.24
Class 4 - - - -	 -0.02 0.16
Class 5 - - - -	 - 0.25
*** significant at p = 0.001
** significant at p = 0.01
* significant at p = 0.05
Table 9.16 Spearman correlation coefficients for Cloze Test 
variables for five classes (OMITS INCLUDED) 
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Class 1
(k,S)
Class 2
(B,S)
Class 3
(A,R)
Class 4
(B,R)
Class 5
(C,R)
Flesch
RE
Score
Question Order
-0.22 -0.30 -0.10 -0.02 -0.40* 0.13
Class 1 0.73*** 0.70*** 0.72 0.27 0.16
Class 2 - 0.79*** 0.84*** 0.31 0.10
Class 3 - - 0.90*** 0.18 0.24
Class 4 - - - -0.02 0.16
Class 5 - - - - 0.25
*** significant at p = 0.001
** significant at p = 0.01
* significant at p = 0.05
Table 9.17 Spearman correlations coefficients for Cloze Test 
variables for five classes (OMITS EXCLUDED) 
By eliminating the questions omitted by a subject when
calculating the subject's score the slowness of many Class 1 and
2 pupils can be removed as a factor. The recomputed correlations
are presented in Table 9.17. It can be seen that much lower
(negative) correlations between Question Order and scores for
Classes 1 and 2 now obtain. Personal affective factors (e.g.
boredom , fatigue, inattentiveness) presumably account for the
residual correlations in evidence across all five classes. The
highest correlation remains that between Classes 3 and 4 indicating
that gap size is of no consequence. The very low correlation of
Class 5 with the others shows that individual question scores
are very sensitive to choice of words deleted - although of
course for the overall test this is not the case. This is not kb
all surprising since very few deletions per question were made.
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CHAPTER 10 
PROBABILITY CONCEPTS TEST RESULTS AND 
ITEM ANALYSES
10.1 Introduction 
In this chapter are presented the results for each item
of the Main Test, with response frequencies indicated
separately for each Year. The correct response (or responses
occasionally) is indicated by an asterisk(*). For some items
the response patterns are given only in condensed form.
Discussion is restricted to the results as presented (i.e.
analysis by responses facilities and age levels) and their
relevance to the previous research of others. The additional
factors of sex, intelligence and mathematical ability are
dealt with separately in Chapter 14.
10.2 Question 1 
A small round counter is red on one side and green on the other side.
It is held with the red face up and tossed high in. the air. It spins
and then lands. Which side is more likely to be. face up, or is there
no difference? Tick the correct answer:
(A) The red side is more likely
(B) The green side is more likely
(C) There is no difference
(D) Don't know
Year A C* D Omits Errors
1 18 28 45 9 0 0
2 15 24 55 6 0 0
3 11 20 66 2 0 0
4 12 13 71 4 0 0
5 11 12 74 4 0 0
Combined 14 20. 61 5 0 0
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The facility levels for this apparently trivial question
indicate that many children aged 11-16 have a very wayward
probability intuition. Only 45% of Year 1 pupils realised
that red is as likely as green, and even 26% of those in their
last compulsory year of education were unable to answer
correctly. There is some evidence of the phenomenon of
'Negative Recency' operating. 	 It was hypothesised that
by emphasising that the counter was red face up a majority
would think green more likely next time than would opt for
red. This has been clearly shown for Years 1, 2,3. The
phenomenon virtually disappears in the transition from Year
3 to Year 4, a surprising result in itself.
10.3 Question 2 
A mathematics class has 13 boys and 16 girls in it. Each pupil's
name is written on a slip of paper. All the slips are put in a hat.
The teacher picks out one slip without looking. Tick the correct
sentence:
(A) The name is more likely to be a boy than a girl
(B) The name is more likely to be a girl than a boy
(C) It is just as likely to be a girl as a boy
(D) Don't know
Year A B* Omits Errors
1 5 38 53 4 0 0
2 4 43 51 2 0 0
3 4 61 35 0 0 0
4 2 60 37 1 0 0
5 4 71 25 0 0 0
Combined 4 53 42 2 0 0
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This item again shows the limitations of young pupils.
Years 1 and 2 show similar response patterns, with over 50%
thinking that it makes no difference that there are (a few)
more girls. Individual interviews revealed that had it been
3 boys and 16 girls "well in that case it would be (C)".
This rough-and-ready attitude displayed may account for many
failings in the precise world of mathematics: Years 3 and 4
are distinctly better and very similar with some further
improvement at Year 5. Nevertheless 71% facility is remarkably
low after 11 years 'education'.
10.4 Question 3 
Here are pictures of two discs which have pointers which are spun and
point to a number. With which disc is it easier to get a 3?
Tick the correct answer:
RED
	
BLUE
(A) It is easier to get 3 on the Red disc
(B) It is easier to get 3 on the Blue disc
(C) The two discs give the same chance of getting a 3
(D) Don't know
Why did you choose this answer? 	
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(a)
Year A B* C D Omits Errors
1 4 71 22 3 0 0
2 4 76 16 3 0 U
3 2 87 11 1 0 0
4 3 87 9 1 0 0
5 3 92 5 0 0 0
Combined 3 82 13 2 0 0
It is intriguing that this item should prove so much
easier than the previous two. It may be attributable to
the diagrammatic presentation rather than the uneLerlying
conceptual demand. (It would make an interesting study to
investigate this by making items 1 and 2 diagrammatic or
'practical' and item 3 purely verbal). Improvement with
age is evident in this item (as nearly all.) Responses of
Years 3 and 4 are indistinguishable. Further light is shown
by examining the reasons preferred:
(b)
Year Area	 Counting 'Same' Ratio Probability Position Other Omits
Concept Concept
	 Concept or speed
1	 28 28 5 2 0 13 14 10
2	 33 34 3 2 0 9 13 8
3	 39 33 1 6 1 7 7 7
4	 39 30 3 7 0 3 4 12
5	 39 28 1 9 3 5 2 13
Com-
bined 35 31 3 4 1 8 9 10
It is of course inappropriate to consider 'counting' incorrect
in this instance. Nevertheless the large percentage for whom
this concept is dominant is significant, remaining fairly constant
for all five Years. Growth of area and ratio concepts reasoning
is quite small across the years.
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10.5 Question 4 
When an ordinary 6 sided dice is thrown which number
or numbers is it hardest to throw, or are they all
the same?
ANSWER 	
Year Omit 1 2 3 4 5 6 'Same' 6 + other other omit
1 5 1 0 0 0 0 23 67 2 1 5
• 2 3 2 0 0 0 0 22 69 2 1 3
3 2 1 0 0 0 0 13 79 4 1 2
4 0 2 0 0 0 0 14 79 3 1 0
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 86 2 1 I
Combined 1 0 0 0 0 17 75 3 1 2
Some encouragement can be taken from the large percentage
of pupils whO realise that all faces of a (normal) die are
equally likely to show. The remainder, as expected, almost
all consider 6 to be harder — a clearly psychological judgement,
neatly encapsulated by one subject who answered that the
hardest was"the one you want to get". The . improvement with
age could be due to several factors: maturation, experience,
education (again, a promision area for further research).
10.6 Question 5 
An ordinary coin is tossed five times and 'Heads' appears every time.
Tick the correct sentence below:
(A) Next time the coin is more likely to turn up 'Heads' again
(B) Next time the coin is more likely to turn up 'Tails'
(C) Next time 'Heads' is as likely as 'Tails'
(D) Don't know
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Question 5 
•	 A B C* D omit errors
1	 14 14 67 5 0 0
2	 10 14 73 3 0 0
3	 11 10 78 1 0 0
4	 10 10 78 1 0 0
5	 10 9 80 1 0 0
Corn-
	 11
bined
12 75 2 0 0
This item attempted to establish the incidence of the
phenomenon of "negative recency" which has been observed by
researchers in probability learning experiments (Craig and
Myers 1963, Weir, 196 where the repeated occurrence of one
outcome leads the subject to assign a higher likelihood for
the alternative outcome. This is also known as the "gamblers
fallacy" - "it's been red on the last five spins so it must
be black this time". This should lead to endorsing option (B).
An alternative strategy, for which there is in fact more
logical grounds, is "positive recency" where the subject
considers the current trend more likely to continue. If the
pupils decided that the coin were biased this should show
itself by pupils endorsing option (A).
The results, if they can be interpreted at face value,
are encouragingly good - most pupils realising that the previous
history is irrelevant. Also it seems that negative recency
and positive recency are equally balanced. The downward trend
with increasing age is only slight - Craig and Myer's (1963)
research findings in fact indicated that negative recency effects
are less marked in children than adults. Although this is not
shown here possibly other age-related factor are at work (e.g.
comprehension of the question, learnt rote response, relevant
education).
within-bag ratio
between - bag ratio 
Positional
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10.7 Strategies employed in comparison of odds •
problems in Question 6.
Comparison of odds is a fascinating topic which alone
is worthy of a thesis, as many researchers have shown. A
number of strategies for deciding between two bags containing
Black and White balls have been deduced to be utilised. The
main ones which are relevant to the items of question 6 are
outlined below. They have been inferred from examination of
pupils' scripts, from interviewing, and from logical considerations.
Strategies 
Level I 
Si Choose the bag with more Black counters
S2 Choose the bag with less White counters
S3 Choose the bag with more counters
S4 Choose the bag with less counters
$5 Choose the bag with larger difference
Black-White
S6 Compare the two bags separately for black
and for white and choose the bag which has
a surplus of black (or a deficit of white)
Black superiority
White inferiority
Complexity
Simplicity
within
bag difference 
inter-bag difference
S7 Compute ratios Black:White and choose the bag
with higher ratio
S8 Compute ratios Black:Black and White:White
and choose the bag with a surplus of black
or a deficit of white
S9 Choose the bag with the more favourable
physical arrangement
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Level II 
Sa When the Level I comparison strategy fails (through
equality) choose "same chance"
Sa
I
 Choose the bag with more counters
Sa2
 choose the bag with more black counters
Syl choose the bag with less counters
Sy2
 choose the bag with less black counters
equality
maximum
minimum
It should be noted that Strategies S5 and S6 are both
used but always yield the same response (B 1-W1 >
B 1-B 2 > W1-W2). Similarly S7 and S8 are both used but are
indistinguishable, except from verbal explanation of the
reason for the chosen response (B 1 /141 > B 2 /W2 <1 > B 1 /8 2 >
W
12). Strategy S9 is the only psychological rather than
logical strategy, and in fact may embody different criteria
depending on what is considered the likely human behaviour in
selecting a. ball. It can be argued that a purely guessing
strategy (guided or random) should be included. However it is
hoped that the 'Don't Know' option would have eliminated most
of these. Inevitably some 'errors' will remain, thOugh
guessing, misunderstanding, linguistic weakness, and carelessness.
Of the five items which comprise Question 6 none has less
Black in the bag which contains more counters. Consequently
strategies Sa 1 and Sa2 are indistinguishable, as are Sy 1 and
Sy2 .
10.8 Question 6(a)
Bag A has got in it 3 black counters and 1 white counter.
Bag B has got in it 2 black counters and 1 white counter.
(See the diagram)
If you have to pick a black counter to win
a prize and you must not look in the bag,
which bag should you choose to pick from?
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Tick the correct answer.
(A) Bag A gives a better chance to get black
(B) Bag B gives a better chance to get black
(C) Both bags give the same chance
(D) Don't know
Why?
Year A* B C D omits errors
1 88 4 6 2 0 0
2 87 6 6 0 0 0
3 88 5 7 0 0 0
4 90. 4 5 0 0 0
5 90 5 5 0 0 0
Combined 88 5 6 1 0 0
Of the numerous strategies which subjects might (and do)
use to answer comparison of odds questions such as this, nearly
all lead to selecting (A), which accounts for the high facility
at Year 1. This item therefore shows no significant response
change with age. Strategies leading to (B) and (C) are
respectively S4" choose the one with less because its easier"
and S2/Sa "each has just one white to avoid". It would seem
that these incorrect strategies may be impervious to erosion
or replacement with maturation. (A matter for longitudinal
study).
Bag C: 5 black and 2 white
Bag D: 5 black and 3 white
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10.9 Question 6(h)
Two other bags have each got some black counters and some white counters
in them.
Which bag (C or D) gives a better
chance of picking a black counter or
do they give the same chance?	 (A)	 Bag C
(B) Bag D
(C) Same chance
aq Don't know n
Why?
Year A* . omits errors
1 55 9 33 2 0 0
2 60 9 31 1 0 0
3 71 5 23 1 0 0
4 75 4 21 0 0 0
5 81 3 15 1 0 0
Com-
bined 67 6 25 1 ' 0 0
As expected, this item is harder than 6(a), for two
main reasons. Firstly the obvious Level I strategy, Si, fails
and if the normal Level II strategy sa is then applied it
leads to option (C). Secondly, the numbers are higher making
comparison less straightforward, particularly visually.
• 10.10 Question 6(c)
Two other bags also have black and white counters:
Bag E: 2 black and 2 white
Bag F: 4 black and 4 white
lo 0 • 
lo *ello••ooi
Which bag gives .a better chance
	 (A)	 Bag E
of picking a black counter?	 (B)	 Bag F
(C) Same chance
(D) Don't know
Why")
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Additionally, some subjects use S9 as they consider:..."
the particular configurations important - for example "D
has two B on top and C only one B, so its easier in D".
Year A C* omits errors
1 11 44 43 3 0 0
2 12 36 51 1 0 0
3 9 26 64 1	 . 0 0
•	 4	 . 8 18 73 1 0 0
•
	 5 5 14 80 0 0 0
Corn.-
bined
9 29 60 1 0 0
10.11 Question 6(d)
Two other bags have black and white counters:
Bag G: 12 black and 4 white
Bag H: 20 black and 10 white
Which bag gives a better chance
of picking a black counter?
Why'
(A) Same chance
(B) Bag G
(C) Bag H
(D) Don't know
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Most commonly employed strategies fail on this item.
Si and S3 lead to (B), S2 and S4 lead to (A). S6, S7 and S8
are successful only if followed by Sc * . It is therefore
to be expected that this item will have lower facility
than either 6(a) or 6(b). The stronger attraction of bag F
over bag E is apparent throughout all five years, and (B) is
in fact the favourite response for Year 1. This item
discriminates well between the Years.
Year A B* omits errors
1 8 38 51 2 0 0
2 6 50 41 4 0 0
3 6 62 31 1 0 0
4 5 68 26 0 ' 0 0
5 4 74 20 2 0 0
Com.-
bined
6 57 35 2 0 0
This item was deliberately invented to 'catch out' those
using a difference strategy (S5, S6). It also fails with the
most naive strategy (S1). Unfortunately it is logically
impossible to invent an example which fails for both Si and S2!
10.12 Question 6(e) 
Two other bags have black and white counters
Bag J: 3 black and 1 white
Bag K: 6 black and 2 white
Which bag gives a better chance
of picking a black counter?
Why?
(A) Same chance
(B) Bag J
(C) Bag K
(D) Don't know
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The bag containing more of the required colour is chosen (wrongly)
by over half the Year 1 pupils which shows how misleading the
high facility for item 6(a) is.
Year A* omits errors
1 20 14 61 2 3 0
2 21 16 58 3 .2 0
3 35 16 46 2 1 0
4 42 13 44 1 0 0
5 56 9 33 1 0. 0
Combined 33 14 50 2 1 0
This is by far the hardest part of Question .6 although
.why this should be so is not easy to explain. Most observers
might expect 6(d) to be at least as difficult. The dominant
failing strategies adopted are apparently Si, S3 and s7/s a.
The lack of intuitive awareness of the concept of ratio is
made quite apparent by this item for the younger Years.
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Discussion of possible behavioural models for this set
of items will be included in Chapter 13.
10.13 Question 7(a)
Here are five phrases:
1 Cannot happen
2 Does not happen very often
3 Happens quite often
4 Happens nearly every time
5 Always happens
For this question you must put one number in each of the four
boxes below. You can use the same number more than once if you wish.
(i)Which of these phrases means the same as "Very likely"?
(ii)Which of these phrases means the same as "Unlikely"?
(iii)Which of these phrases means the same as "Likely"?
(iv)Which of these phrases means the same as "Not very likely"?
(i) Very likely 
Year 1 2 3 4* 5 omit error
1 3 16 23 40 16 0 1
2 4 6 20 44 22 1 2
3 3 7 13 57 18 1 1
4 1 6 14 57 21 0 2
5 0 4 11 68 15 0 1
Combined 3 8 17 52 19 1 1
If a strict line is taken and only (4) is deemed correct
then improvement with maturation is quite marked — and the
facility level is remarkable low for years 1 and 2.
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Quite clearly "very likely" has a meaning which is refined
with increasing age for some secondary school pupils.
With a more generous interpretation allowing (3) to be
marked correct the facilities rise appreciably. The high
level of endorsement of (5) 'always happens' persists to a
degree both surprising and disturbing.
(ii) Unlikely
Year 1 2* 3 4 5 omit error
1 38 50 6 4 1 0 1
2 31 60 3 3 1 1 0
3 30 63 3 2 1 1 0
4 31 65 2 1 1 0 1
5 25 72 1 0 0 0 0
Corn-
blued
32	 • 61 3 2 1 1 1
The inability of pupils to distinguish between 'unlikely'
and'cannot happen' is even more pronounced with.-257, of Year 5
pupils showing this. How teachers of mathematics are to
put across the basic concepts of probability in the face of such
linguistic weaknesses in many pupils obviously requires careful
thought. Arguably the lack of such teaching contributes to
the poor response on this item rather than indicating an inherent
stumbling block.
'(iil.) Likely 
Year 1 2 3* 4* 5 omit error
1 2 5 38 33 20 0 1
2 2 5 45 28 18 1 1
3 1 2 53 27 15 1 1
4 0 2 53 31 13 0 1
5 0 2 60 25 11 0 0
Corn .-
bined
1 3 49 29 16 1 1
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This is the easiest of the four items with about 80%
giving a correct answer. Nevertheless equating 'likely'
with 'certainty' is still in evidence throughout.
(iv) Not very likely 
Year 1 2* 3 4 5 omit error
1 27 55 6 6 4 0 1
2 29 57 4 3 3 2 1
3 25 66 5 2 1 1 1
4 25 70 2 1 1 0 1
5 22 73 2 1 0 0 0
Com-
bined
26 63 4 3 2 1 1
This item shows a persistent tendency to equate a low
probability with impossibility.
10.14	 Question 7(b) 
Give a word or phrase which means the same as the following:
(i) Impossible 	
(ii) Possible 	
(iii) Even chance 
	
(iv) Little chance 
	
(v) Very probable 
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(i) Impossible 
Correct Unlikely Possible Other Omit
1	 84 6 1 5 3
2	 84 5 1 2 6
3	 89 4 0 3 4
4	 89 7 0 1 3
5	 91 6 0 1 2
Corn-	 87
bined
6 1 3 4
(ii) Possible 
Correct Impossible Unlikely Very Likely Certain Other omit
1	 73 3 4 7 4 3 7
2	 76 2 4 7 4 1 6
3	 80 1 3 5 4 1 4
4	 85 1 3 5 3 0 3
5	 91 0 1 4 2 0 2
Corn-8°
bined
2 3 6 4 1 5
(iii) Even chance
.
Correct Impossible Unlikely Might or	 Very . Certain Other Omit
might not likely
1	 18 1 4 34 20 1 8 15
2	 25 0 3 37 19 0 5 11
3	 34 0 1 35 • 16 1 5 9
438 1 3 33 15 0 4 7
5	 44 0 1 32 11 1 3 8
Corn- 30
bined
1 2 34 17 0 5 10
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(iv) Little chance 
Correct Impossible Likely Certain Other Omit 
1	 65	 6	 6	 1	 11	 12
2	 69	 7	 4	 0	 9	 10
3	 78	 4	 3	 0	 7	 8
4	 83	 2	 4	 0	 4	 7
5	 84	 4	 1	 0	 5	 6
Corn-	 75	 5	 4	 0	 8	 9
bined
(v) Very probable 
Correct Impossible
	 Unlikely Possible Certain Other Omit 
1	 23	 3	 5	 23	 18	 3	 24
2	 27	 2	 5	 29	 16	 3	 19
3	 37	 1	 4	 28	 13	 2	 15
4	 43 .	 2	 5	 25	 10	 1	 15
5	 51	 1	 2	 25	 12	 1	 8
Corn-
	 35	 2	 4	 26	 14	 2	 17
bined
Generally the responses to 7(b) are as expected. The
exception is (iii) where only 30% could correctly explain
'even chance'. There is inevitably some imprecision in marking
such items as the English language is not entirely 'watertight'.
For example 'possible' can be equated with 'can do' (correct)
and if one can do something it can 'certainly' be done (wrong).
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The conclusion to be drawn from 7(a) and 7(b) is that
the very precise usage made of English words by the mathematics
teacher when discussing probability does not necessarily convey
the meaning which the teacher assumes.
10.15 Question 8 
In an experiment 12 coins are all tossed up in the air together, and
land on a table. If the experiment is repeated a lot of times which
one of the following results will happen most often?
(A) 2 heads and 10 tails
(B) 5 heads and 7 tails
(C) 6 heads and 6 tails
(D) 7 heads and 5 tails
(E) All have the same chance
Year A B C* D E omits errors
1 4 4 11 8 73 0 .0
2 4 4 11 6 74 0 0
3 1 4 16 6 73 0 0
4 2 4 12 5 77 0 0
'	 5 0 3 21 6 69 0 0
•	 Com-
bined
3 4 14 7 73 0 0
Of 32 pupils individually interviewed about question 8
only 4 (12.5%) gave the correct answer, of which 3 (9%)
supported this with correct reasoning. However of the 28
who initially said "same chance" no less than 20 did in fact
think more central results were more likely.
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Pupils clearly did not equate "all have the same chance"
with,"all are equally likely". In fact for many "same chance"
merely meant "some chance". A typical interview was the
following with a very able 12 year old.
David:	 "Same"
Int:	 "What does that mean?"
David:	 "Can vary a lot"
"Will any occur more often than others?"Int:
David:	 "Yes 5-7, 6-6, 7-5 more than 2-10"
Int:	 "Which one most?"
David:	 "Those about the same"
"And 8-4"Int:
David:	 "About the same"
And 9-3?"Int:
David:	 "A bit less"
Int:	 "And 12-0?"
David:	 "Very unlikely!"
"Which box would you tick, then?"Int:
David:	 'Same chance"
It can be concluded that about 50% of pupils have some
concept of a central distribution and a further 10% a fuller
understanding.
10.16 Question 9 
Mark and Steven play a dice game.
Mark wins 1 penny if the dice comes up 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6.
If it comes up 1 Steven wins some money. How much should Steven win
when he throws a 1 if the game is to be fair?
ANSWER 	
2p coin 10p coin
10.17 Question 10 
A 2p coin and a 10p coin are tossed together.
One possible result, Heads on the 2p coin
and Tails on the 10p coin,has already been
put in the table. H for heads and T for
tails. Write in all the other possible
results.
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Year 1 2 3 4 5* 6 other omit
1 19 6 5 3 46 8 9 3
2 17 5 2 2 51 11 8 2
3 13 4 3 1 62 9 7 2
4 9 2 1 1 68 11 6 2
5 9 2 2 1 70 11 4 1
Corn-
bined
14 4 3 2 58 10 7 2
This item was designed to test the ideas of a sample
space and expectation. The facility levels are therefore quite
high for what must be a non-standard question.
• Year Correct Repeats Incomplete Omit
1 42 7 42 8
2 51 7 34 9
3 64 5 25 6
4 69 3 25 3
5 81 2 13 3
Combined 59 5 30 6
XX
X
X XX X
X
XX X
XX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
SET B n411.•
SET C
X
X-11•n
•
X
Xx
X 
x
X
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x
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This item is essentially a combinatoric 'arrangements'
problem. The jump in facility between Years 2 and 3 is
unexpected but that between Years 4 and 5 is explicable
in terms of school mathematics syllabus.
10.18 Questions 11 and 12 
11
	 The flat roof of a garden shed has 16 square sections. It begins to
snow. At first just a few snowflakes fall, then after a while =ore
have landed. Below are three sets of two pictures. Each set shows
the pattern of snowflakes building up - first 4 flakes, then 16 flakes.
SETA
x
-•••••
X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
QUESTION: Which of these sets best shows the kind of pattern you 
would expect to see as the snowflakes land?
Set A
Set B
Set C
Sets 3 and C
Each kind of pattern n
is as likely
12	 Below are three sets of three pictures. Each set shows the pattern of
snowflakes building up - first 4 flakes, then 16 flakes, then 64 flakes.
SETA
ERE
XXXX
XXXX
TEM
EREENI
XX xX XX XX
XX XX xx xx
SET C
XX XX XX XX
xx xx xx xx
11.
X X
X X
X X
SET B
-
xx
X
X X X X
›txx
XXx
xx
Xxx
!Xx
Xx
X Xxxx
xxx xxx
XX
Xx xx xx
QUESTION: Which of these sets best shows the kind of pattern you 
would expect to see as the snowflakes build up?
Set A
Set 13
Set C
Sets A and B
Each kind of pattern=
is as likely
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(11)
Year A B C* B and C equal omits errors
1 11 12 26 23 27 0 1
2 13 12 26 20 29 0 1
3 13 14 24 25 24 0 0
4 13 16 16 21 33 0 0
5 12 15 18 21 34 0 0
.Combined 12 14 23 22 29 0 0
(12)
Year A B* C A and B equal omits errors
1 14 31 15 19 21 0 0
2 14 30 13 19 23 1 0
3 15 29 13 25 18 1 0
4 18 24 14 19 25 0 0
5 14 23 12 23 26 0 1
Combined 15 28 14 21 22 0 0
The astonishing thing about this pair . of items is
that performance declines with age, and this is still the
case if liberal marking is adopted allowing the response
which includes two sets. As is indicated in Chapter 11
reformulating the questions does not seem to make any difference,
and these results only confirm what had been found in Pilot
testing as reported in Chapter 6 and in Green (1979). It
can be hypothesised that we see at work here two opposing
tendencies — maturation/experience on the one hand and
• dominance of matheiaatical/scientific deductivism on the other
which stifles the appreciation of randomness in seeking to
codify and explain everything. Quite clearly this is another
fruitful area for intensive research.
10.20 Question 14 
Write a sentence which begins "It is unlikely that the
Queen
	 " using your own words to finish it.
It is unlikely that the Queen 	
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10.19 Question 13 
Write a sentence which begins "It is very likely that
the Queen 	 " using your own words to finish it.
It is very likely that the Queen 	
Year Correct Undecidable Impossible Possible Certain Other Omit 
1	 29	 14	 3	 9	 22	 19	 3
2	 40	 7	 4	 11	 26	 10	 3
3	 40	 6	 1	 12	 25	 12	 2
4	 50	 8	 0	 11	 19	 9	 3
5	 48	 11	 2	 7	 21	 8	 2
Corn- 41	 9	 2	 10	 23	 12	 3
bined
It must be surprising to a degree that so many pupils do
not adequately delineate 'very likely' from 'moderately likely'
and from 'certain'.
Year Correct	 Undecidable Impossible Likely Certain Other Omit 
1	 37	 10	 28	 0	 2	 19	 4
2	 43	 6	 36	 1	 1	 8	 4
3	 42	 5	 41	 2.	 1	 .7	 3
4	 46	 6	 38	 1	 0	 6	 3
I
5	 44	 8	 39	 2	 0	 5	 2
	
Corn-42	 7	 36	 1	 1	 9	 3
bined
10.21 Question 15 
Write a sentence which ends "is something that happens
by chance" using your own words to start it.
is something that happens
by chance.
Year basically
correct
basically
undecidable wrong
completely
wrong
other omit
1 41	 . 1 12 15 11 20
2 55 2 12 7 7 18
3 62 2 13 6 4 12
4 74 2 10 3 2 10
5 73 1 13 4.. 5 5
Corn—
bined
60 2 12 7 6 14
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Once again it is observed that for very many pupils
an 'unlikely' event is equated with an 'impossible', event
(e.g. "the Queen is 10 years old") or with virtually
impossible events (e.g. "the Queen is a man").
In view of the previous verbal items the facility levels
here are surprisingly high. It is still salutary to remember
that everyday each individual encounters or experiences hundreds
of chance events. Clearly education does little to point these
out to the pupil in any explicit way. 	 •
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10.22 Question 16 
For the following phrales tick all those which you think mean exactly 
the same as "has a 50-50 chance of happening".
(A) It may happen or it may not
(B) It has an even chance of happening
(C) It will happen 50 times out of 50
(D) It can happen sometimes
(E) It has an equal chance of happening or not happening
(F) It is very unlikely to happen
Year (A)
Correct
(B)
Correct
(C)	 (D)
Correct Correct
(E)
Correct
(F)
Correct
1 35 68 62 75 75 91
2 34 73 69 82 79 92
3 26 81 72 87 86 95
4 26 81 Wo 87 89 97
5 25 87 78 94 93 99
Combined 30 77 71 84 84 94
Results for this question are generally as expected,
with the notable exception of (A). Items (B) and (E) clearly
are phrases well understood as equivalent to "50-50" chance
and (F) is overwhelmingly rejected. The high endorsement of
(C) - never down to 20% - is a little surprising. In view of
the high facility for (D), which increases with age, it is
astounding that (A) proves so misleading to pupils. Their
inability to see that any event whose probability lies between
10.23 Question 17 
Two six-sided spinners are marked with 'l's and '2's, as in the diagrams.
Yellow	 Red
Which spinner gives you a better chance of landing on a '2' when it
spins or do they give the same chance?
(A) Yellow is better for getting a 2
(B) Red is better for getting a 2
(C) Both spinners give the same chance
(D) Don't know
Why?
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o and 1 "may happen or may not" is apparent rather than
real. Explanation must lie with the wording of the question -
but that to some extent was its raison d'être!
Year A B C* D omits errors
1 17 29 49 4 0 0
2 . 22 26 49 3 0 0
3 20 26 53 1 0 0
4 26 22 50 1 1 0
5 21 18 59 2 0 0
Coin-
bined
21 25 52 3 0 0
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To the educated adult this question must (3) seem
quite trivial but evidently this is not really the case.
The facility level is only around 507 for 11 year olds
and rises to only around 60% for 16 year olds. The marked
preference for the Red spinner with its contiguous'2' sectors
persists for Years 1 to 3 only, but preference for red or
yellow changes but little with increasing age.
Reason
Year Area	 Counting
Concept Concept
Contiguity
Ratio
Concept
Probability Other OmitEqual Close	 Spread
better better
1 1	 . 35 1 21 14 0 0 17 10
2 3 34 2 21 18 0 1 16 7
3 3 35 3 21 17 1 2 12 6
4 4 31 3 19 22 1 1 8 11
5 5 38 3 14 19 1 4 7 8
Corn-
bined
3 35 2 20 18 1 1 12 8
Examination of the reasons proffered shows the even balance
of counting and contiguity concepts with little change with
increasing age.
10.24 Question 18 
4 red marbles, 4 blue marbles and 2 green marbles are put into a bag
which is then shaken. Three marbles are picked out - 2 red and 1 blue.
Then one more marble is picked out. Which colour is it most likely to
be?
(A) Red has the best chance
(B) Blue has the best chance
(C) Green has the best chance
(D) All colours have the same chance
(E) Don't know
OrangeBrown
Year A B*
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C	 D E omits errors
1 7 40 12 38 3 0 0
2 6 45 9 38 3 0 0
3 3 61 5 30 0 0 1
4 4 65 3 25 2 1 0
5 2 70 3 22 2 0 1
Com-
bined
5 55 7 31 2 0 0
This question attempted to test the idea of conditional
probability. It would appear that the ability to handle
such a concept improves steadily with age (or experience).
The relatively high endorsement of (D) may be the naive
intuition that all colours are represented so all have a
(the same) chance. (The equating of 'a chance' and 'same
chance' was noted in the discussion of question 8).
10.25 Question 19
(a) Two discs, one orange and one brown, are marked with numbers.
Each disc has a pointer which spins round. If you want to get a 1,
is one of the discs better than the other, or do they both give the
same chance?
(A) Brown is better for getting a 1
(B) Orange is better for getting a 1
(C) Both discs give the same chance
. (D) NO one can say
(b) Why did you choose this answer?
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Year	 A	 B*	 C	 D omits errors
1	 32 43	 17	 7	 0	 0
2	 27	 49	 18	 6	 0	 0
3	 19	 61	 16	 4	 0	 0
4	 18	 63	 16	 3	 0	 0
5	 14 69	 14	 3	 0	 0
Corn-	 23 56	 16	 5	 0	 0
bined
Reason
Year Area
	 Counting 'Equal' Ratio
	
Contiguity Position Other Omit
Concept Concept 	 Concept	 or speed 
1	 41	 27	 7	 1	 7	 1	 10	 6
2	 51	 24	 5	 0	 3	 2	 8	 5
3	 62	 15	 4	 1	 5	 2	 6	 6
4	 67	 14	 4	 0	 4	 1	 5	 4
5	 69	 13	 2	 2	 4	 0	 3	 6
Corn-
	 57	 19	 4	 1	 5	 1	 7	 5
bined
It is surprising that this question displays such a
different facility pattern to that of question 17. The naïve
counting strategy, which leads to (A), evidently diminishes with
age which largely explains the increase in facility.
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10.26 Question 20 
A teacher asked Clare and Susan each to toss a coin a large number of
times and to record every time whether the coin landed Heads or Tails.
• For each 'Heads' a 1 is recorded and for each 'Tails' an 0 is recorded.
Here are the two sets of results:
CLARE: 01011001100101011011010001110001101101010110010001
01010011100110101100101100101100100101110110011011
01010010110010101100010011010110011101110101100011
SUSAN: 10011101111010011100100111001000111011111101010101
11100000010001010010000010001100010100000000011001
000000011111000011010100/001001/111101001100011000
Now one girl did it properly, by tossing the coin. The other girl
cheated and just made it up.
(a) Which girl cheated? 	 ANSWER 
	
(b) How can you tell?
ANSWER 	
This question was modelled on a sugge .sted by IA. Ealmos
in Rade (1975). It essentially tests whether the subject
believes in the erroneous "law of small numbers' which demands
that even small samples must closely represent the statistical
nature of the phenomenon under study. This item is quite
different from those previously discussed and has the idea
of randomness at its heart. Before introducing .the results a
• discussion of possible ways to discriminate between the girls'
results will be undertaken.
Testing for number of runs 
The appropriate test to apply for this is the aptly named
runs test see Appendix 1 for details
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Clare r = 96 N = 150 H = 78 T = 72 = 3.302 highly significant
(p < 0.001)
Susan r = 68 N = 150 H = 67 T = 83 a = 1.185 not significant
(p> 0.1)
Clare has far too many runs i.e. too many alteiations
between 0 and 1. Thus number of runs is a valid way to
determine that Clare cheated.
Testing for length of runs
The assumption that p = i for 0 and 1 on each toss leads to
the following distribution for run length:
Length Probability
1
2 1/4
3 1/8
4 1/16
5 or more 1/16
The actual and expected frequencies for Clare and Susan
are presented in Table 10.1. Testing by Chi-square shows that
Clare's results differ significantly from the expected
but Susan's do not. Thus length of runs is a valid way to
conclude that Clare cheated.
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Run Length_
Clare
Expected
Susan
Observed Observed	 Expected
1 52 48 32 34
2 34 24 16 17
3 10 12 10 8.5
4 0 6 3 4.25
5+ 0 6 7 4.25
Total 96 96 68 68
Table 10.1Contingency table for Run Length in Question 20 
Testing for number of Os 
The appropriate test to apply is the Binomial Test which
yields the following:
Clare: N=150 NP=75 NPQ=37.5 n=72	 = 0.41 not significant (pi > 0.3)
Susan: N=150 NP=75 NPQ=37.5 n=83 E = 1.22 not significant (p > 0.1)
Thus there are no grounds for differentiating between sets
of results based on the numbers of Os and ls.
Testing for patterns 
The obvious patterns to test for are pairs the same (or
alternating), triples etc. Results of applying Chi-square Tests
to the data are given below.
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Pairs
	
Triples,
2
x	 d.f. sig.level 2 d.f. sig. level
Clare 10.6 3 0.05 25.5 7 0.001
Susan 4.9 3 n.s. 6.07 7 n.s.
Thus an examination of the distribution of pair or triple
arrangements is a valid way to discriminate between the two
sets of results. In fact Clare has far too many alternations
'01' and '010' and too few pairs and triples consisting of just
one symbol.
Results for question 20
(a)	 Year 0 Clare* Susan Cannot tell
1 7 38 53 1
2 7 34 56 2
3	 . 7 30 59 4
4 9 40 46 3
5 9 35 49 5
Combined 8 35 53 3
There is no improvement with age, and for all Years more
pupils incorrectly conclude that Susan cheated rather than
Clare.
Analysis of the reasons given for the choice made is
also interesting:
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(b)
Year
	 Facility
1	 2
Pattern
Regularity
C	 S
3	 4	 5	 6	 78
Inequality Equality Run
of 0,1.	 of 0,1	 Lengths Other Omits
C	 SCSCS
1 21 20 2 8 21 2 1 1 15 17 13
2 21 17 3 7 21 1 0 4 18 13 14
3 23 21 4 4 17 3 0 2 21 14 14
4 28 26 3 3 14 4 0 2 20 16 11
5 28 24 6 1 16 4 0 4 19 12 12
Corn-
bined
24 21 3 5 18 3 1 3 18 14 13
The reasons were generally of the following types,
corresponding to the above abbreviated headings:
1) Clare too regular pattern (21%)
2) Susan to irregular pattern (3%)
3) Clare too many is (or Os)/
Clare too far from 50-50 proportion (5%)
4) Susan too many Os (or 1s)/
Susan too far from 50-50 proportion (18%)
5) Clare too close to 50-50 proportion (3%)
6) Susan too close to 50-50 proportion (1%)
7) Clare too short runs (3%)
8) Susan too long runs (18%)
Others + omits (28%)
Only (1) and (7) are valid reasons. Thus the true
-facility of this item is about 24%, and shows only slight
improvement with age. Very few pupils thought Susan's pattern
too irregular (3%) but their concern is shown in stating that
her run lengths are too long (18%). If (1) and (7) are combined
(24%) and (2) and (8) combined (21%) it can be seen that
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consideration of runs in some form is made by 45% of pupils
and the decision reached is well balanced between the two
alternatives. The lack of improvement with age implies
that maturation by itself is not a significant contributory
factor.
10.27 Question 21 
(a) Suppose a lot of marbles are dropped down the set of channels drawn
below.
Tick the sentence which best describes where you expect the marbles
to go.
(A) Each channel will get about the same number of marbles
(B) 1 and 8 will get the most marbles
(C) 3, 4, 5 and 6 will get the most marbles
(D) 1, 3, 5 and 7 will get the most marbles
(E) None of these
Year A*BCDEomits errors
1 48 21 12 8 11 0 0
2 52 22 11 7 7 0 1
3 57 18 10 6 8 1 0
4 57 20 8 3 10 0 0
5 65 14 5 3 11 0 0
Can -
bined
55 19 10 6 9 0 0
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This item proved to be a fairly easy one for pupils,
although a facility level of 65% for 15 and 16 year olds
is hardly satisfactory from the mathematical educator's
viewpoint. As expected the most popular distractor was
(B). Pupils seem to prefer the outside channels because
the marbles "carry on going in the same direction".
Experience with (biased!) slot machines may also be a factor.
(b) Now do the same for this set of channels
Jr
(A) Each channel will get about the same number of marbles
(B) 1 and 2 will get the most
(C) 3 and 4 will get the most
(D) 1 and 4 will get the most
(E) None of these
Year	 A* B C D E omits errors
1	 34 17 23 17 8 0 0
2	 37 16 17 22 8 1 0
3	 44 13 13 20 9 1 0
4	 46 11 12 17 12 0 0
5	 53 11 11 13 12 0 0
Com- 42
bined
14 16 18 10 1 0
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The apparent lack of symmetry for this item despite
its simplicity compared to (a) has led to a drop in facility
of between 11% to 15%.
(c) Now do the same for this set of channels
1	 2	 3
(A) Each channel will get about the same number of marbles
(B) 2 will get the most marbles
(C) 3 will get the most marbles
(D) 1 and 2 will get a lot of marbles and 3 will get a few
(E) None of these .
Year	 A B C* D E omits errors
1	 13 3 61 18 4 1 1
2	 12 3 69 11 3 1 0
3	 12 1 68 12 5 0 0
4	 10 2 67 14 7 0
5	 12 0 71 10 6 0 0
Com-	 12
bined
2 67 13 5 1
This item proved to be the easiest of the four in this
question with only Year 1 pupils performing significantly
worse than other Years.
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(d) Now do the same for this set of channels
1
	 2	 3
(1) Each channel will get about the same number of marbles
(B) 2 will get about twice as many marbles as 1 or 3
(C) About half will go down 1 and about half down 3
(D) A few will go down 1, nearly all down 2 and a few down 3
(E) None of these
Year	 A B* C D E omits errors
1	 29 36 10 18 6 1 0
2	 24 37 11 21 5 2 1
3	 22 41 7 24 5 1 0
4	 18 42 5 29 5 1 0.
5	 17 50 5 22 5 0 0
Com — 23
bined
40 8 23 5 1 0
As expected this was the hardest of the four items. If
also option (D) is deemed correct the percentagds are quite
• respectable: 54, 58, 65, 71, 72. It thus seems that most
pupils realize that 2 will be favoured but to what extent
is less well discerned.
Individual interviews with pupils indicated that some
who initially endorsed (A) or (D) could quite easily be led
to the correct answer by questioning.
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Asking pupils to consider a specific case of 100 marbles
dropped, and estimating how many would go each way at each 
unction, often proved successful. This suggests that with
teaching such items could be tackled well, and the implication
is that the basic intuition is already well established (or
readily instilled)
Table 10.2 sets out a comparison of our results with
those obtained by Fischbein, Pampu and Minzat (1967) using
practical apparatus of identical layout to these four diagrams.
1
Fischbein et al	 1 Main Test
i
Age: 11:3-12:10 13:5-14:5:11:1-12:0 12:1-13:0 13:1-14:0 14:1-15:0
r
(a) 94 88	 I	 48
i
52 57 57
(b) 80 64	 I	 34
r
37 44 46
(c) 88 92	 I	 61
I
69 68 67
(d) 68 82	 !	 36
1
37 41 42
Table 10.2 Comparison of Main Test results with those obtained 
by Fischbein et al. (1967) for channels problem
The relative difficulties are roughly comparable for the
two sets but Fischbein's facility levels are considerably higher.
The decrease in facility with age for (a) and (b) which Fischbein
found is not reflected in our results.
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10.28 Question 22 
22	 A robot is put into a maze, which it begins to explore. At each
junction the robot is as likely to go down any one path as any
other (except it does not go back the way it came). There are eight
traps at the ends of the eight paths (see picture). In which trap
or traps is the robot most likely to finish up, or are all traps
equally likely?
Year '1 and 2'* '1 or 2' 5/617/8 'Same' other omits
1 5 7 22 57 6 3
2 4 5 20 62 6 2
3 7 3 19 62 7 3
4 9 7 16 59 7 3
5 13 4 15 59 5 3
Combined 7 5 19 60 6 3
This item, it was believed, would prove difficult for
Years 1 to 3 (or 4) but would be considerably less difficult
for Year 5 pupils who had met tree diagrams and multiplication
of probabilities.
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Also its juxtaposition to the channels question (no.21)
was designed to assist pupils. However, in the event the
item was extremely difficult for all years. The percentage
considering all traps equally likely remained virtually fixed
at around 60% at each age level. Even when treating correct
a choice of either Trap 1 or Trap 2 by itself the facility
does not exceed 177.. Interviews with pupils showed that know-
ledge of tree diagrams did not seem tohelp. Pupils who
opted for "all are equally likely" often agreed that "all
have a chance" and "no one can say which" implied that
equality was necessarily correct.
The abysmal failure of all Years on this item is in marked
contrast with Fischbein et al's (1967) results in an
equivalent but practical setting (see Chapter 5). Table
10.3 sets out a comparison of results.
Fischbein et al Main Test
Age Correct Correct/ Age Correct Correct/
Partly Partly
Correct Correct
11:3-12:10 58 65 11:1-12:0 5 12
12:1-13.0 4 9
13:5-14:5 69 69 13:1-14.0 7 10
14:1-15:0 9 16
Table 10.3 Comparison of Main Test results with those of 
Fischbein et al (1967) for Tree Diagrams type problem
10.29 Question 23 
A packet of 100 drawing pins was emptied out onto a table by a teacher.
Some drawing pins landed 'UP' 41161, and some landed 'DOWN'
The result was UP: 68, DOWN: 32.
Then the teacher asks a girl to repeat the experiment.
'Choose from the list below the result you think the girl will get.
(A) UP 36 DOWN 64
(B) UP 63 DOWN 37
(C) UP 51 DOWN 49
(D) UP 84 DOWN 16
(E) All these result; have
the same chance
Year A B* C D E omits errors
1 9 15 8 9 58 0 0
2 8 16 9 6 60 0 0
3 5 15 8 6 65 0 - 0	 :	 ..
4 4 18 8 4 65 1 0
5 3 20 7 4 66 0 0
Corn-	 6	 17	 8 6	 62	 0	 0
bined
This is another item dominated by the incorrect option
"all have the same chance", endorsed by nearly two-thirds
of pupils. Almost no improvement with age is apparent.
Of 38 pupils individually questioned about item 23
ten (26%) answered correctly, six (16%) with good reason.
However, further investigation showed that six pupils out
of the 17 who answered "all the same" actually thought
extremes less likely to occur. Of 32 asked if the result
the teacher obtained could help to decide which to select
ten (31%) answered affirmatively. It can be concluded that
about 16% of pupils have an elementary understanding of
the sampling concept involved here, and approximately a
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further 16% have a fuller understanding.
10.31 Question 24 
Which of the following results is more likely?
(1) Getting 7 or more boys out of the first 10 babies born in a new
hospital
(2) Getting 70 or more boys out of the first 100 babies born in a
new hospital
(A) They are equally likely
(3) 7 or more out of 10 is more likely
(C) 70 or more out of 100 is more likely
(D) No one can say
Year A B* C D omits errors
1 187 8 660 0
2 16 9 5 69 2 0
3 25 7 4 63 0 1
4 33 8 3 54 1 1
5 41 6 3 49 0 1
Com-
bined
25 8 5 61 1 1
This item undoubtedly suffered from its verbal and
conceptual complexity. However it is still surprising that
no improvement with age occurs. The only movement is from
"no one can say" to "they are equally likely".
It was thought that the wording of question 24 was
responsible for the low facility. However individual interviews
with 37 pupils do not fully bear this out. Only five (14%)
correctly answered this item, offering supporting explanation.
A further six (16%) said the results were the same but in
fact believed increasing numbers should lead to a percentage
less extreme, but perhaps not until 1000 babies was considered.
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Of 28 pupils explicitly asked about how many births were
usually male and female 18 (64%) said '50-50',six
(21%) opted for considerable predominance of one sex
and four (14%) didn't know.
This evidence suggests that perhaps 15% of pupils
have a partial concept of the stability of frequencies and
a further 10% have a much fuller understanding.
10.32 Question 25 
A bag has in it some white balls and some black balls. A boy picks
out a ball, notes its colour, and puts it back. He then shakes the
bag. He does this four times. He picks a black ball every time.
He then picks out one more ball. What colour do you think he is
likely to get?
Tick the correct sentence:
(A) Black is more likely again .
(B) Black and white are equally likely n
(C) White is more likely this time
1
•
Year A* B C 'depends' omits errors
1 13 63 24 0 0 0
2 13 68 17 0 2 0
3 13 73 13 0 0 0
4 18 68 12 0 2 0
5 25 63 10 1 1 0
Com-
bined 16 67 16 0 1 0
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With this item it would be interesting to know whether
emphasising that the numbers of white and black balls is
unknown would influence the responses. Certainly many pupils
individually interviewed chose to ignore this and proceeded
by assuming equality of numbers. The conclusions to be
drawn from this item are therefore speculative. Of 36
interviewed just six (17%) gave the correct answer, only
three of which (8%) had a reason to offer. However a further
nine (25%) changed their initial incorrect answer to the
correct one when further prompted to consider the probable
relative numbers of black and white balls. Of 30 pupils
specifically asked if the fact that getting four successive
black balls helped to decide the proportions (and what was
therefore more likely next) 11 said "yes" and acted on it (37%)
a further 7 said "Yes" but ignored it (23%) and 12 said "No"
(4N).
This suggests that about 25% of pupils have an uncertain
notion of sampling inference and a further 35% a fuller
understanding.
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10.33 Question 26 
Three boys are sent to the headmaster for stealing. They have to line
up in a row outside the head's room and wait for their punishment.
No one wants to be first of course!
(a) Suppose the boys are called Andy, Barry and Christopher (A, B, C for short)
We want to write down all the possible orders in which they could line up.
	For example A	 B	 C we write ABC as shown below:
	
1	 1	 1
1st	 2nd
	 3rd
ANSWER:	 ABC 
Now write down all the other different orders.
(b). How many different ways are there altogether? ANSWER
	 	
Now do the rest of the question:
(c) If four boys (A, B, C, D) have to be lined up, how many different mays
are there?	 ANSWER 	
(d) And if there are five boys how many ways?
(Don't try to write them all down!) 	 ANSWER 	
(a)	 /O	 Omit	 (c) 24	 Omit	 (d) 120 Omit
	
5	 17	 1	 21
	
9	 16	 2	 21
	
15	 8	 2	 13
	
19	 9	 9	 15
	
25	 9	 9	 13
14	 12
	
4	 17
The very high success rate for (a) was unexpected,
but performance on (c) and (d) was much as expected. The
tremendous gap in facility between (a) and (c) demonstrates
the weakness in ability to generalize, a quality so essential
in the mathematician, and which Piaget would predict appearing
at the level of formal operations at 14-16 years.
10.34 Summary
Nearly all items tested show an increase in facility
with age. Often Years 1 and 2 display quite similar response
patterns with substantial increases in the next three Years.
Items which merely require the counting concept are well
done by all Years but those for which the ratio concept is
essential are poorly done by those below Year 4. Items
involving concepts of randomness and stability of frequencies
and sampling are very poorly done with little improvement
with age evident. Pupils' verbal ability is often inadequate
for accurately describing probabilistic situations.
1 64 4
2 68 3
3 81 1
4 80 2
5 87 4
Com-	 •blned
75 3
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CHAPTER 11 
RESULTS OF RETESTING WITH MODIFIED MAIN 
TEST ITEMS 
11.1 The Short Test 
As a result of helpful criticism from various quarters,
and in response to observed reactions from subjects under
test, it was realised that some questions could be worded
differently which might significantly alter the response
patterns. In order to investigate the criticism and also
to obtain additional information a 'Short Test' was prepared,
comprising modified forms of questions 1, 2, 20, 22, 23, 24.
These were administered in the Summer Term 1981, to selected
classes who had previously undertaken the Main Test in the
Autumn Term 1980 or in the Spring Term 1981. No attempt was
made to ensure the representativeness of the Short Test Sample
since simply finding schools willing to cooperate was paramount.
In all 9 schools cooperated, yielding 23 classes and 468 pupils,
as detailed in Table 11.1. Also representativness was not considered
particularly important since each pupil was acting as his own
control (except for a possible maturational factor). The
obtained results will now be presented and commented upon.
Year Boys Girls
Mean age on
taking test
Difference
(years)
AH2 Grade
Short Main ABCDE
1 60 65 12.17 11.61 0.56 15 33 52 16 9
2 58 54 13.09 12.61 0.48 9 30 53 19 1
'3 97 63 14.20 13.69 0.51 23 27 78 28 4
4 20 22 15.09 14.78 0.31 11 21 9 1 0
5 19 10 16.22 15.60 0.62 14 8 5 1 1
Com-
bined 254 214 72 119 197 65 15
15% 25% 42% 14% 3%
Table 11.1 Sample details for Short Test 
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11.3 Modified Question 1 
A small round counter is red on one side and brown on the other side.
It is held with the red face up and tossed high in the air. It spins
many times and then lands. Which side is more likely to be face up
when it lands l or is there no difference? Tick the correct answer:
(A) The red side is more likely
	 El
(B) The brown side is more likely
(C) Red and brown are equally likely 1---1
(D) I don't know .	 El
(E) No one can say . .
A	 B	 C*
YearNSMSMSM
	 s M	 S
1 125 10 16 10 23 57 46 0 14 22
2 112 4 20 5 21 79 56 0 4 11
3 160 2 6 3 14 83 80 1 1 11
4 42 10 19 7 14 79 62 0 5 5
5 29 3 3 0 7 97 90 0 0 0
Note: 'S' and 'M' columns in the table contain respectively the
SHORT TEST AND MAIN TEST responses for the SHORT TEST sample pupils.
The essential changes incorporated in this item were
(i) stating that the counter spins  many times 
(ii) changing green to brown 
(iii) adding: '(E) No one can say'
It is interesting to note that on retesting (E) was
very popular for the younger pupils and (D) almost entirely
eschewed.
The increase in facility is quite marked, suggesting that
amendment (i) has had an effect. Correlation between versions
was 0.33 (p < 0.001).
(A) It is just as likely to be a girl as a boy
(B) I don't know
(C) No one can say	 .
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11.4 Modified Question 2 
A mathematics class has 13 boys and 16 girls in it. Each pupil's
name is written on a slip of paper. All the slips are put in a hat
and mixed up a lot. The teacher picks out one slip without looking.
Tick the correct sentence:
(A) The name is more likely to be a 12c2, than a girl 1---1
(B) The name is more likely to be a girl than a boy 1--1
Year A
S M S
B*
M S M
1 1 6 50 45 35 46 1 3 11
2 1 4 48 32 46 62 0 3 4
3 3 4 66 60 24 36 0 1 7
4 2 0 83 79 14 21 0 0 0
5 0 0 97 93 3 7 0 0 0
The essential changes here were:
(i) the slips being mixed up a lot 
(ii) adding '(E) No one can say'
Some improvement has occurred here but not enough to suggest
that these changes have made any difference. The percentage
here (and in Question 1) selecting (E) shows that for the
Year 1 to 3 pupils 'No one can say' is quite distinct from
'I don't know'. It is probably fortunate that this option
was not included in the Main Test, thereby forcing pupils
to choose the best available answer rather than essentially
opting out. Correlation between versions was 0.52 (p < 0.001),
which was higher than for any other Short Test item.
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11.5 Modified Question 20
A teacher asked Jane and Tracey each to toss a coin a large number of
times and to record every time whether the coin landed Heads or Tails
For each 'Heads' a 1 is recorded and for each 'Tails' a 0 is recorded.
Here are the two sets of results:
JANE: 01011001100101011011010001110001101101010110010001
00101010100110101100101100101100100101010110011010
01010010110010101100010011010110010101100101100010
TRACEY:10011001111010011000100111001000111000011101010101
11110000110001010011000010001100010111111000011001
01000001111101010010101010010011111101001100011000
Now one girl did it properly, by tossing a coin. The other girl
cheated and just made it up.
(a) Which girl cheated?	 ANSWER 
(b) How can you tell?
ANSWER 	
The revised version of this question differs in some
minor but subtle ways.
(i) In the original version each of Clare's three rows
begins '0101' and ends '1'. This pattern has been
destroyed as it misled a few subjects.
(ii) The numbers of Os and is was adjusted to make them
identical for both girls in each separate row and
close to the 50-50 split, to eliminate any defensible
argument about numbers of Os and is.
(iii)The number of runs for Clare (renamed Jane!) was
increased to make it even more extreme.
(iv) The distribution for Susan (renamed Tracey!) was
made to more closely match the theoretical pattern,
mainly by reducing some of the long runs. The
significance levels obtained from the various tests are
presented in Table 11.2.
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Apart from Year 1, there is some improvement, particularly
for Years 2,3,4, and judging from the reasons given the
excessive regularity of Jane (Clare) is made more apparent to
the pupils. Correlation between versions was 0.23 (p<0.001)
for selecting the correct girl and 0.26 (p<0.001) for offering
a correct reason.
11.6 Modified Question 22 
A robot is put into a maze. When it reaches a junction the robot
has an equal chance of going down any one path as any other
(except it does not go back the way it came). There are eight
traps at the end of the eight paths. In which trap or traps is
the robot most likely to finish up, or are all traps equally
likely?
ANSWER: 
	
HY? 
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Year 1 1 ,and'2"1' or '2'
S	 M	 S	 MSMSMSMSMReasc
5/6/7/t	 'Same' Other Omits Com
1 10 7 14 4 16 27 50 54 4 6 5 2 9
2 12 4 2 5 16 15 59 68 8 6 4 1 4
320 9 1 2 10 9 59 73 8 6 2 2 12
4 29 10 7 2 5 10 45 74 14 5 0 0 29
5 52 31 0 0 7 10 31 52 7 7 3 0 48
Two essential alterations were made here:
'as likely to go down... ? is replaced by 'has an equal chance 
of going down...'
(ii) The maze is redrawn completely, with 1 and 2 much further away
Despite (ii) there has been a clear increase in facility at
all ages. However the incidence of correct reason being given
and the facility levels are so low for all years except Year 5 that
it is doubtful whether this increase is of significance. Correlation
between versions was 0.23 (p< 0.001).
11.7 Modified Question 23 
A packet of 100 drawing pins was emptied out onto a table by a teacher.
Some drawing pins landed 'UP' .1, and some landed 'DOWN' At
The result was UP: 68, DOWN: 32.
Then the teacher asks a girl to repeat the experiment.
Choose from the list below the result the girl is most likely to get:
(A) UP 32 DOWN 68
(B) UP 63 DOWN 37 .
(C) UP 50 DOWN 50 .
(D) UP 84 DOWN 16 .
(E) All these results have
the same chance •
(F) I don't know
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A	 B*	 C	 D	 E 	 F
S	 M	 S	 M	 S	 M	 S	 M	 S	 M	 S
Year 32-68 36-64 63-37 63-37 50-50 51-49 84-16 84-16 'Same"Same Don't
know
1 4 14 28 18 3 10 4 7 57 50 4
2 2 5 20 15 2 12 1 4 71 63 4
3 3 2 18 14 10 6 1 5 63 73 4
4 2 5 31 31 5 10 2 0 60 55 0
5 0 3 31 17 17 7 0 7 45 66 3
Changes here included amendment of the options, as indicated
in the headings in the above table, and the addition of (F) which
attracted only a very small percentage. No clear pattern of
response shift has emerged suggesting that the question was not
sensitive to the wording used. Correlation between versions was
0.26 (p<0.001).
11.8 Modified Question 24 
Which of the following results is more likely?
(1) Getting 7 or more 'Heads' out of 10 tosses of a coin
(2) Getting 70 or more 'Heads' out of 100 tosses of a coin
(A) They are equally likely .
(B) 7 or more out of 10 is more likely
(C) 70 or more out of 100 is more likely
(D) No one can say .
(E) I don't know
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Year
A B*
S
1 28 18 21 12 18 5 30 62 3
2 54 13 14 11 6 4 24 72 2
3 58 23 14 9 10 5 17 63 1
4 48 40 31 14 17 2 5 43 0
5 48 52 31 7 14 0 3 41 0
The alterations made here were
(i) changing the context from births to coin tosses 
(ii) the addition of '(E) I don't know'
Clearly the latter was not of importance but the former
appears to have assisted the older (more intelligent?) pupils
particularly. Option (D) endorsements have been considerably
reduced for all years.
This item recorded the lowest correlation between versions,
at only 0.12 (p<0.01).
11.9 Discussion of Results 
This retesting programme has provided some information
but nevertheless is disappointing. By altering more than one
variable at a time the changes observed (which were not
anticipated by and large) become difficult to explain unequivocally.
The situation is reminiscent of the research of Bruner, Goodnow and
Austin (1956) which describes the strategy 'focus gambling' -fine
if it pays off but bewildering if it fails! Table 11-3 presents
test-retest correlations for individual years, showing the wide
variations.
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Qu.	 Year	 / 2 3 4 5 Combined
(N = 125)(N = 112) (N=160) (N=42)	 (N=29) (4=468)
1 .26** .31*** .30*** .31* -.06ns .33***
2 .54*** .41*** .43*** . 55*** .69*** .52***
20A .15* .15ns .29*** .36** .45** .23***
20b .21
** .18* .34*** .19ns .44** .26***
22 .03ns -.03ns .49*** .19ns .20ns .23***
23 -.01ns .10ns .36*** .78*** .48** .26
***
24 .05ns .27** .04ns .17ns .11ns .12**
Key ns not significant
p <0.05
** p <0.01
*** p <0.001
Table 11.3 Correlations between correct responses for Short 
Test items and for corresponding Main Test items 
The conclusions to be drawn are that there is evidence of a
learning factor with improvement in performance, more than can
be attributed to maturation. Also, for some items question wording
seems to be important (1, 20,24). The low correlations 4....uiply
that for any individual the answer given has some considerable doubt
about it but this is less important for global testing purposes.
The facility levels do not wildly differ in absolute magnitude
and changes are predominantly in the expected direction.
Mean age (years)	 A112 Grade
Year Boys Girls Short Main Difference ABCDE
1
3
5
30
26
19
31
19
10
12.205
14.218
16.223
11.544
13.844
15.604
0.661
0.373
0.619 •
7
14
19	 24
-	 20
8	 5
8 3
21 4
1	 1
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11.10 Further test modifications 
In addition to the Short Test programme already discussed
two schools agreed to ask their pupils to do revised versions
of Questions 11 and 12, as detailed in Table 11.4.
The changes embodied were:
(i) reducing the size of the object on which the snowflakes
were landing (which might make the likelihood of some
squares being missed more apparent - and maybe physically
so also).
(ii) removing the option embracing the two more 'random' patterns
together and so force the choice between them.
(iii)including 'I don't know' and so eliminate the need for
guessing.
Table 11.4 Sample details for Re-testing of Questions 11 and 12 
XX
X
X
X
X
X
X
SETA
*.X
X
SET B
X
X
SET C
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11.	 A garden bird-table is made up from a flat piece of wood suoported on
a pole. the surface is marked into 16 small square sections,
1
like this:	 It begins to snow. At first just a few snowflakes
fall, then after a while more have landed.
Below are three sets of two pictures. Each set shows the pattern of
snowflakes landing on the bird-table - first 4 flakes, then 16 flakes.
X
-
X
-
XX
X X XX
X X XX
X XX X
x
x
_
x
x
x x x
x
X X
x
x
x
x x
x
QUESTION: Which of these sets best shows the kind of pattern you would 
get as the snowflakes land?
Set A
Set B
Set C
Each kind of pattern
is as likely
I don't know
AM.
X
SETA
;ET B
;ETC
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12	 Below are three sets of three pictures. Each set shows the pattern of
snowflakes building up on the bird-table - first 4 flakes, then 16 flakes,
then 64 flakes.
-Ow
x
x x x
X X x
X
X X X
,
X X X X
X x
X
X
,
X X
X
X 
X
X
X
X
Xx
X
X
,
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
xx
XX
X X
X
X
X
X x
x
xX
X
X
xxx
X
* 'C
xX
x x
x X
X xl
xx
X
X	 X X X
XX
X X
X
Xy
x^
XX
X X
X x
XXX
'C 'C X
)(X
X X
XK
AC	 X
X
X X
x
x-X
Xx
X
X x
X x
X
x Xx
xXx
XX x X
xx
X
XX
XX
X X
_X X
XX
Xx
Xx
XX
XX
XX
X
X X X
'C X
X X
X X
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X x
X X
XX
x X
XX
X X
XX
XX
xX
XX
XX
XX
Xx
XX
XX
XX
XX
QUESTION: Which of these sets best shows the kind of 'pattern you 
would get as the snowflakes build up?
Set A
Set B
Set C
Each kind of pattern
is as likely
I don't know
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It can be seen that endorsement of the very symmetrical
pattern (11:A; 12:C) has been almost extinguished. The
increase in facilities for Years 1 and 5 has not been matched
by Year 3. There remains evidence still that younger pupils
outperform the rest, when the high AH2 gradeprofile for the
Year 5 sample is taken into account. Quite clearly the
omission of the 'I don't know' alternative from the Main
Test version can have had little effect. The correlations
are astonishingly low for Year 1, suggesting that much more
detailed research would be needed to really discover what it
is about these items which causes these atypical facility trends.
Question 11
'equal' 'don't know' 'B & C' Correlation 	 SignificanceA	 C* between S
Year	 N	 S	 M	 S	 MSMS	 N	 S	 M	 and M
1	 61	 5	 18	 26	 13	 43	 31	 26 . 25	 o	 13	 .02	 ns
3	 45	 2	 7	 22	 9	 44	 47	 31	 29	 o	 9	 .36	 pc .01
5	 29	 3	 10	 34	 21	 38	 21	 21	 21	 o	 28	 .55	 pc .001
Question 12 
A	 B*	 C 	 'equal' 	 'don't know' 'A & B' Correlation 	 Significance
between SYear N	 S	 M	 S	 MSMS	 M	 S	 M and M
1	 61	 18	 10	 57	 31	 3	 20	 21	 25	 0	 15	 .16	 ns
3	 45	 16	 9	 49	 47	 r.,	 11	 27	 22	 0	 9	 .51	 p<.001
5	 29	 34	 10	 52	 24	 0	 10	 10	 17	 0	 38	 .63	 p<.001
KEY:	 S : Short test facilities
M: Main test facilities
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CHAPTER 12
DEVELOPMENT OF A PROBABILITY CONCEPTS HIERARCHY 
12.1 Introduction 
The main thrust of this aspect of the research follows
closely the pioneering effort of the CSMS (mathematics) project,
as outlined in Chapter 7. Our Main Test comprises 58 variables,
as labelled in the copy of the test booklet found in Appendix
5. The coded responses for all these variables had previously
been stored on computer file for the item analysis described
in Chapter 10. Using the SPSS package available at Nottingham
University the investigation of a hierarchy of concepts was then
undertaken. As a preliminary all 58 variables were recoded
to take the values 1 for 'correct' and 0 for 'incorrect or
omit'. Then the investigation programme as now described was
initiated.
12.2 Step 1 
All 4 correlations between pairs of variables were calculated.
The 1653 correlations .were entered onto a large matrix by hand.
Then all 1653 corresponding Loevinger H.. correlations were
ii
individually computed using an online computer terminal,
from crosstabulation tables generated by an SPSS procedure, and
entered onto the same matrix. The 0 coefficient indicates the
relationship between two variables of similar facility whereas
H.. (.0/0 ) is more appropriate when considering a pair ofij	 max
variables of markedly differing facilities.
12.3 Step 2 
Variables were rejected if they did not have a 0 correlation
of at least + 0.30 with at least one other variable. This had the
effect of eliminating variables 17 to 20 (i.e. Question 7(a)),
variable 23 (Qn. 7(b) (iii)), variable 26 (Qn. 8), variables
31, 33 (Qns.13, 14), variables 38 to 43 (Qn. 16) and variables
53 to 58 (Qns.21(c), 21(d) 22 to 25). It is worth a little
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time to examine these briefly before proceeding to the next
step. The main casualties here were the verbal questions.
Tt is perhaps encouraging that the chosen selection procedure
should eliminate most of these. It does suggest that verbal
aspects do not dominate the majority of test questions.
However it is surprising that the verbal items do not correlate
very much with each other. It is not unexpected that Questions
8 and 24 should go as shortcomings have already been discussed,
and the same applies to a lesser extent to Questions 22, 23 and
25. The real surprise however is the failure of Question 21
(the channels problems). Although parts (a) and (b) just
survive, by virtue of their intercorrelation (0.54), parts
(c) and (d) hardly relate at all to each other or to the
earlier parts.
12.4 Step 3 
Having discarded those variables which did not relate to
any others of similar facility Step 3 sought to remove from
the remainder those variables which did not relate well to at
least one variable of markedly different facility. This was
initially tested for by examining the H.. coefficients, eliminating
variables for which there was no H.. > 0.60 with another variable
13
of facility differing by 20% or more. This procedure removed
the following variables: 4, 7, 8, 21, 22, 29, 30, 35, 44, 45,
47, 49, 50, 51, 52. Strictly speaking variable 1 also should
have gone but it came close (H.. = 0.52 with three others) and
ij
linked (4) > 0.30) with other high facility items. This step
eliminated two duplications: Questions 3 and 19 were each
originally represented by both response code and reason code
and one each of these was removed (variables 4 and 47). Also
some more verbal items went (variables 21, 22, 35). Somewhat
surprisingly, the first part of the comparison of odds question
i.e. 6(a) (Variable 7, 8) did not relate well to the other parts
and so went, as did several other pairs of variables which
only related well ta each other: Questions 11, 12 (variables
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29, 30), Question 17 (variables 44, 45), Question 20 (variables
49, 50), Question 21(a) and (b) (variables 51, 52).
It is worth noting that four variables were negatively 
correlated with most of the others, namely 29, 30, 38, 57. This
illuminates the earlier discussion of Questions 11, 12, 16 and
24, in Chapter 10.
12,5 Step 4 
A close look was taken at the remaining 24 variables, which
showed that the only surviving verbal items (variables 24, 25)
had but a tenuous hold, linking only with each other (4) = 0.37,
H.. = 0.51) and one of them with variable 28 (4) = 0.32) and theij
other with variable 62 ( H.. = 0.66). In view of the doubt13
felt about the value of these variables they were eliminated.
12.6 Step 5 
A 'concept chart' was drawn up at this stage showing the
remaining 22 variables recorded by facility, and indicating the
links between them. Fig.12.1 shows the 4) correlations, at two
strengths.
Tentative 'Levels' were assign, based on facility, as
indicated in Table 12.1:
Level Facility range Variables
1
2
3
4
70% +
50%-67%
20% - 35%
0%	 - 15%
(1),	 3,	 5,	 6,	 59,
2,	 9,	 10,	 11,	 12,
28,	 46,	 47,	 48,
14,	 15,	 16
61, 62
60
13, 27,
Table 12.1 Allocation of variables to 'Levels' (Scale 1)
Fig. 12.1 4 Coefficients for Scale 1 
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%
	
Key Red lines:
	 0 > 0.40
90	 Black lines  :0.39>0 > 0.30
3
e
80
6	 59	 60
•
70
60
50
40
30
20 14
661
10
62
0
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%
100
Key Red Lines:	 Hi.	 80
J
Black lines: 0.70 4 Hi.. 0.79
J
90
3
80
o
Fig.12.2 HI ; coefficients for Scale 1 
".I
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It should be noted that strictly speaking variable 1 (facility
N.%) belonged in Level 2. However its elementary nature and
its linkage with variables 5 and 6 suggested a Level 1 placement
to be more appropriate, at least initially. Variable 9 clearly
belonged in Level 2. It can be seen that Level 1 is something
of a 'pot pourri' with weak 0 linkage. This is much as for the
CSMS Ratio Level 1 as reported by Hart (1980). The need for
a basic level in the concept nap overrode the doubts about the
coherence of the Level 1 items. At the other extreme Level 4
was included despite two considerable weaknesses (a) its only
having two items (strongly related of course) (b) its consisting
of combinatoric rather than probabilistic items. The reason
for continued inclusion at this juncture was that there were
strong H.. correlations with many other variables particularly
for variables 62. From a consideration of probability concepts
content it might be more legitimate to treat Level 3 as the
highest level represented. Fig. 12.2 shows only the strongest
H.. relationship - to include those between 0.60 and 0.69 would
3.3
greatly complicate the diagram (adding a further 20 lines).
12.7 Step 6: Guttman Scalogram Analysis 
The remaining crucial step was to test the speculated
Levels for scalability by Guttman Scalogram Analysis. Three
statistics of importance are generated by the appropriate SPSS
program, as follows:
(i) Errors
This indicates how many subjects are 'non-scale
cases' (In fact each case adds two to the error
total). For such subjects passing a harder level
does not entail passing all lower Levels. What
constitutes an upper limit for this is a matter
for debate. Hart (1980, p.102) reports that a 7%
figure was the CSMS upper limit. It is not quite
clear whether this figure refers to the number of
errors or of subjects.
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(ii) Coefficient of Reproducibility	 This shows
the extent to which the scale score (in our case
Level achieved) reflects (predicts) the subjects
response pattern. The coefficient ranges from 0
to 1. Whereas Hart (1980) reports that a value in
excess of 0.75 is normally required for a valid scale
the SPSS manual (Nie, 1975) recommends a criterion
of 0.90.
(iii) Coefficient of Scalability
This indicates the extent to which a truly
undimensional and cumulative scale has been achieved.
It varies from 0 to 1 and should be "well above
0.60" (Nie, 1975) for a valid scale.
Having already determined those 22 variables to be included
to constitute 'Scale l' the only decision to be made at this
step was the determination of the cut-offs for each Level i.e.
what was to constitute l passing' a Level? CSNS chose the arbitrary
2/3 fraction as a guide, and this seems sensible as an initial
trial criterion. Table 12.2 shows the resultant Guttman statistics
produced for various cut-offs, for the Scale 1 allocation of
variables to Levels (as summarised in Table 12.1) Values for all
4 Levels and also just for 3 Levels (i.e. variables 61, 62
excluded) are presented.
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Cut-offs for Levels
1	 2	 3	 4
Errors Coefficient of
Reproducibility
Coefficient of
Scalability
3 7 2 2 322 .97 .88
4 7 2 2 532 .95 .83
3 8 2 2 414 .96 .83
4 8 2 2 568 .95 .80
3 7 3 2 248 .98 .90*
4 7 3 2 456 .96 .83
3 8 3 2 252 .98 .88
4 8 3 2 404 .97 .84
3 9 3 2 284 .98 .85
4 9 3 2 384 .97 .83
3 7 2 248 .97 .91
4 7 2 456 .95 .85
3 8 2 340 .96 .86
4 8 2 492 .94 .82
5 8 2 768 .91 .76
3 9 2 478 .95 .77
4 9 2 578 .93 .77
4 10 9 578 .93 .74
5 10 2 738 .92 .73
3 7 3 118 .99 •95*
4 7 3 326 .96 .88
3 8 3 122 .99 .94
4 a 3 274 .97 .89
3 9 3 154 .98 .92
4 9 3 254 .97 .88
Table 12.2 Guttman Scalogram Analysis Statistics for Scale 1 
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It became clear from repeated runs, only some of which
are represented in Table 12.2, that the best possible cut-offs
were Level 1: 3/6, Level 2: 7/11, Level 3: 3/3 and if a fourth
level were included Level 4: 2/2. The coefficients of
reproducibility and scalability were at least 0.90 in both cases.
It was therefore apparent that a meaningful scale could be
constructed. However there remained one matter meriting further
consideration, namely the true Level for variable 1. In order
to investigate this alternative scales were constructed with
variable I placed in Level 2 ('Scale 2'), and then with it
eliminated altogether ('Scale 3'). The relevant optimal data
are presented in Table 12.3, together with those for Scale 1,
Scale
Cut-offs for Levels
1	 2	 3	 4
Errors Coefficient of	 Coefficient of
Reproducibility Scalability
1 3 7 3 2 248 .98 .90
2 3 9 3 2 258 .98 .88
3 2 7 3 2 200 .98 .91
1 3 7 3 - 118 .99 .95
2 3 9 3 - 128 .99 .94
3 2 7 3 - 70 .99 .97
Key: Scale 1: Variable 1 in Level 1
Scale 2: Variable 1 in Level 2
Scale 3: Variable 1 excluded
Table 12.3 Optimal Guttman Scalogram Analysis Statistics for 
Scales 1,2,3 
It can be seen that it is slightly better to retain variable
1 in Level 1 rather than to allocate it to Level 2. However, it
is clear from the Scale 3 data that eliminating variable 1 altogether
improves the Scale.
Level I Pass criterion: 2/5
Variables:	 3, 5, 6, 59, 60
Level 2  Pass criterion: 7/11
Variables: 2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 27, 28, 46, 47, 48
Level 3 Pass criterion: 3/3
Variables: 14, 15, 16
Coefficient of Reproducibility: 0.99
Coefficient of Scalability: 	 0.97
Non-scale cases (Errors/2): 	 35 (1.2%)
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The data in Table 12.3 also throws light on whether it
is advisable to use variables 61 and 62 to form Level 4. To
do so in fact adds a further 130 'errors', whichever scale is
chosen, which is more than doubling the error total. This
strengthens the suggestion that Level 4 should be considered
as representing a separate factor rather than comprising part
of the main scale.
The conclusion reached is that the most suitable of the
three scales to utilise in determining probability concept
level from responses to the items in the Main Test is that detailed
in Table 12.4.
Table 12.4 Details of Scale 3 for 3 Levels 
An examination of the questions to which these 19 variables
relate shows that all seem satisfactory with the single exception
of the pair 59 and 60 (permutations, Question 26 (a) (b)) It
would be surprising if cLe of these could not be eliminated
since they are essentially two ways of marking the very same
item, and correlate highly with each other (4) = 0.85) Therefore
two further Guttman Scalogram Analyses were undertaken using the
variables indicated in Table 12.4 except that either variable
59 (Scale 4) or variable 60 (scale 5) was excluded.
Level	 Variables	 Facility Range	 Pass Criterion
0	
-	
-	
failure to attain
or surpass Level 1
1	 3,5,6,59
	 75% - 85%	 2/4
2	 2,9,10,11,
12,13,27,28
46,47,48	 50% - 70%	 7/11
3	 14,15,16
	 20% - 35%	 3/3
Coefficient of Reproducibility: 	 0.99
Coefficient of Scalability: 	 0.96
Non-scale cases (Errors/2): 	 38 (1.3%)
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The results for each scale were identical, and the optimum
configuration for Scale 5 is presented in Table 12.5.
Level I  Pass criterion: 1/4
Variables:	 3, 5, 6, 59
Level 2 Pass criterion: 7/11
Variables:	 2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 27, 28, 47, 48, 49
Level 3 Pass criterion: 3/3
Variables:	 14, 15, 16
Coefficient of Reproducibility: 0.998
Coefficient of Scalability: 	 0.990
Non-scale cases (Errors/2)
	
8 (0.3%)
Table 12.5 Details of Scale 5 
The coefficients are remarkably high, as is the very
low percentage of error cases. However a drawback is the
low threshold for Level 1 (1 out of 4) with the consequence
that only 60 pupils (of 2930) are at Level 0. It is prudent
to insist that at least two items must be passed in order to
satisfy the criterion for a Level. Therefore the scale finally
adopted, and designated the 'Concept Scale', was that detailed
in Table 12.6. Corresponding graphs showing the higher 0 1 Hij
coefficients are presented in Figs. 12.3 and 12.4.
Table 12.6 Details of finally adopted Probability Concepts Scale
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Fig. 12.4 R-i.  coefficients for Probability Concepts Scale t
Probability Concept Level 
Year 0 1 2 3 Non-scale Total
1 103 348 163 15 11 640
2 78 330 218 39 5 670
3 36 240 290 93 11 670
4 33 154 222 120 11 540
5 12 87 192 119 0 410
Combined 262 1159 1085 386 38 2930
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12.8 Distribution of Probability Concepts Levels in Main Samples 
Details of the distribution of Main Sample pupils' Levels
of concept attainment are presented in Tables 12.7 to 12.9.
Table 12.7 Numbers of pupils at each Probability Concept Level
by Year
Probability Concept Level
Year 0 1 2 3 Non-scale Mean Concept Level
1 16 54 25 2 2 1.14
2 12 49 33 6 1 1.33
3 5 36 43 14 2 1.67
4 6 29 41 22 2 1.81
5 3 21 47 29 0 2.02
Combined 9 40 37 13 1
Table 12.8 Percentages of pupils at each Probability Concept
Level, by Year 
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Probability Concept Level 
Year Sex 0 1 2 3 Mean Level
.1 Boy 15 51 31 3 1.21
Girl 18 60 21 2 1.07
2 Boy 12 44 38 6 1.37
Girl 11 55 27 6 1.28
3 Boy 5 31 48 16 1.75
Girl 6 43 40 12 1.57
4 Boy 6 25 44 25 1.87
Girl 6 34 40 20 1.74
5 Boy 2 16 50 32 2.11
Girl 3 27 44 26 1.93
Table 12.9 Percentages of Main Sample pupils in each Concept
Level by sex 
A steady progression with increasing age is apparent, and
confirmed by the concept level means for the five years. Boys
show superiority to girls consistently, but the gap between them,
as judged by the mean Concept Level does not widen between the
ages of 11-16 years. It would appear that the difference ia
either innate or, more plausible,inculcated in the early formative
years. Further analysis by intelligence level and mathematical
ability level throws further light on the nature of the differences
found. The relevant breakdowns are presented in Tables 12.10 and
12.11. The general trend is that whereas the more able pupils
gain about 1 level during the five year period, the least able,
starting 1 level behind t fall even further behind during the same
period, only gaining about 1 a level. The average pupil enters
secondary school (aged 11) just at Level 1 and leaves (aged 16)
at Level 2.
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AH2 Grade 
Year A
1 1.84 1.52 1.08 0.80 0.62
2 2.15 1.77 1.30 0.85 0.67
3 2.54 2.12 1.65 1.29 0.67
4 2.67 2.27 1.89 1.25 0.77
5 2.83 2.44 2.10 1.50 1.10
Combined 2.36 1.98 1.55 1.10 0.74
Table 12.10 Mean Probability Concept Levels by Year and
by General Intelligence (AH2) 
Mathematical Ability 
Year 1/2 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/10
1 1.72 1.38 1.11 0.99 0.72
2 1.96 1.64 1.34 1.03 0.80
3 2.33 1.86 1.62 1.47 1.03
4 2.40 1.95 1.79 1.29 0.95
5 2.68 2.36 1.94 1.57 1.30
Combined 2.22 1.79 1.56 1.21 0.91
Table 12.11 Mean Probability Concepts Levels by Year and
by Mathematical Ability 
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12.9 Summary description of the Concept Scale 
It is not a simple matter to identify unequivocally
the defining characteristics of the Levels. However the idea
is worth pursuing, before cross-reference to CSMS Levels is
undertaken.
Level 1 This has three items requiring elementary intuitive
understanding of probability:
Variable 3: interpretation and comparison of areas
Variable 5: awareness that 6 is no harder to get on
a die (equality)
Variable 6: awareness that past history has no effect
on a coin tossing outcome.
The fourth item is somewhat different;
Variable 59: an elementary (concretely achieved)
arrangement of three objects in all possible permutations
Level 2 Several themes are apparent here:
Variable 2: comparison of numbers (1 ratio, 1 variable)
- surprisingly not a Level I item.
Variables 9-10: comparison of odds (2 ratios, 2 variables)
- however the nature of the two ratios(2:2 and 4:4) is
such as to reduce it really to a 1 variable problem.
Variable 13: comparison of unequal odds (2 ratios, 2 variables)
- the one item which one would predict to be in Level 3
but which is in level 2, although providing a reason is a
Level 3 item.
Variables 47-48: Problem:diagrammatic comparison of odds
(2 ratios, 1 variable) - this might be considered a 2
variable problem but in fact having assessed the area for
'1', say, that for '2' is determined. Thus variable '2'
can be ignored.
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Variables 27, 46: sample space delineation in conditional
situation
Variable 28: arrangement of two objects (repetition required)
Level 3 
Variables 14-16: comparison of odds (2 ratios, 2 variables)
It is significant that variable 14 (reason for 6(d))is at
this higher level — to explain why the answer is correct
is much more demanding than recognising it or guessing it.
The above brief description should indicate the broad features
of the Levels, which may be summarised as follows:
Level 1  Elementary understanding of probability intuition,
and simple permutation. (Comparison of odds where
only favourable cases vary).
Level 2
	 Simpler problems involving two ratios — ability to
select correct response and supply reason. Conditional
sample space delineation. Simple arrangement with
repetition.
Level 3	 Harder problems involving two ratios — recognition of
equivalence of ratios. Ability to supply reason for
response in such cases.
12.10 Crosstabulation of Probability Concept Level and CSMS Levels 
In order to match up the Probability Levels with the overall
CSMS 'Stages', crosstabulations were . effected on data derived
from the extra testing of Main Sample pupils as described in
Chapter 7.
Pupils were tested on one or two of the following CSMS Tests:
Fractions 1/2, Fractions 3/4, Ratio & Proportion. The tests were
marked by the author and a research assistant, and the results
transcribed to punched card form. The cards were matched up with
those for the Probability Concepts Test and combined together for
analysis using the SPSS program at Nottingham University. The
results obtained are shown in Figs. 12.5 to 12.7, from which it
56
21
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Probability
Concept
Level
Fractions 1/2 Concept Level
0 1 2 3 4
0
xxxxx
x
xxxxx
xxxxx
xx
xxxx x
1
XXXXXXXXX
liAAAA.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX
2
XX XXXXX KXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
xxxxx
xx
3
x xxx xxxx
Total
23
82
64
8
Total 
	
17	 48	 26	 52
	
34
	
177
Number of 'non-scale' cases: 10
Kruskal's Gamma: Year 1:0.79, Year 2: 0.61, Years 1 & 2: 0.68
Figure 12.5 Crosstabulation Chart for Probability and Fractions 
1/2 Concept Levels (Years 1,2)
Fractions 3/4 Concept Level
Probability
Concept
Level
0 1 2 3 4
0
1
xxx xxxxx
x
xxx
2
xxxx xxxx xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxx
3
xxx xxxxx
xxxx
xxxxx
xxxx
Total
0
17
Total
	
7	 10	 33	 32	 12
	
94
Number of 'non-scale' cases: 5
Kruskal's Gamma: 0.72
Figure 12.6 Crosstabulation Chart for Probability and Fractions 3/4 
Concepts Level (Year 3) 
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Probability
Concept
Level
Ratio and Proportion Concept Level
0 1 2 3 4
0
xx xxxxx
x
xx
1
XXXXX X XXMC
XXXXX
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxx
XXXXX
XXXXX
xxxxx
XXXXX
2
xxxxx
xxxxx
XXXXX
XXXXX
x
xxxxx
xxxxx
XXXXX
XXXXX
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx
XXXX
xxxxx
xxxx
3
XX
AAA
XXXXX
X
XXXXX
X
XXXXX
xxxx
Total
8
49
82
23
Total
	
7	 53	 59	 23	 18
	
162
Number of 'non-scale' cases:8
Kruskal's Gamma:Year 2: 0.67,Year 3: 0.59,Years 2 and 3: 0.67
Figure 12.7 Crosstabulation Chart for Probability and Ratio 
and Proportion Concept Levels (Years 2,3)
is clear that Probability Level is positively associated with
CSMS Concept Level in each case.
The Probability Test - CSMS Test measure of association
values (Kruskal's Gamma), being 0.68, 0.72 and 0.67, are very
much in line with the high inter-test values obtained by the
CSMS team, which ranged from 0.591 to 0.853 (Hart, 1980, p.402),
with mean 0.736. As a further check the cross-tabulations of
the Ratio & Proportion Test with the Fractions Tests was carried
out for our sample. The values of Kruskal's Gamma were as follows:
Kruskal's Gamma 
CSMS Project
	
Probability Concept
Project
Fractions 1/2 with Ratio &
Proportion
	
0.84	 0.67
Fractions 3/4 with Ratio &
Proportion	 0.85
	
0.76
Associated CSMS Levelfor given Test
1/2 3/4 &Fractions RatioProbability	 Fractions
Level	 Proportion	 CSMS 'Stage'
Corresponding
0	 1	 -	 1
1	 2	 1	 1	 1
2	 3	 2	 2	 2
3	 3/4
	 3	 3/4	 3/4
4	 4	 4	 4	 4
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The Probability Concepts RetesE sample was not fully
representative of the complete intelligence range, of course,
and with that in mind the figures are quite satisfactory and
support the contention that the Probability Concepts Scale is
in line with the CSMS Scales for other mathematical topics.
An approximate match between CSMS Test Levels and Probability
Concept Levels can be deduced from Table 12.7 by considering
the median CSMS level for each Probability Level. The results
appear in Table 12.12.
Table 12.12 Match between Concept Levels in Probability Concepts
Test and in CSMS Tests 
Also indicated is the CSMS 'Stage' in which it is most
appropriate to locate each Probability Concept Level. Very few
true-scale pupils were at Level 4 for Probability (1 for
Fractions 1/2, 4 for Fractions 3/4, 5 for Ratio & Proportion).
For the CSMS,Ratio Levels 3 and 4 are fairly close to each other
and Probability Level 3 has items which match across this boundary.
This is illustrated by referring to Figs. 12.8 to 12.11 which
show the CSMS scales for all topics just for the Third Year,
with the Probability scale added. More detailed study of the
CSMS descriptions of the Stages and Test Levels confirm that
Probability Level 3 does correspond to Stages 3 and 4. It would
be a simple matter to add further comparison of odds items
both easier and harder, and so split Probability Level 3 into
two Levels (3 and 4), and so more readily fit into the CSMS
4-stage hierarchy.
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Facility
Level 2
Lev 1 3
Leve1 5
Lev]. 4
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vel 4
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Fig. 12.10 Stage 3 Levels (3rd Year Sample)
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Set 1 consists of B1 black counters and W1 white counters
Set 2 consists of B2 black counters and W2 white counters
Which set is better for getting a BLACK counter?
B1	 W1 B2 W2
SET 1 SET 2
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CHAPTER 13 
'  PUPILS' STRATEGIES FOR SOLVING COMPARISON OF ODDS PROBLEMS 
13.1 Introduction 
In view of the central importance to the Probability Concepts
Scale described in Chapter 12 of the items on comparison of odds
(taken from Question 6) it is appropriate to probe a little more
deeply into pupils' attempts at those items.
In Chapter 10 was presented a discussion of the responses
to the five items which comprise Question 6, together with a
description of strategies used to solve those problems, as
inferred from pupils' written and oral explanations. (A quick
referral back to that section (10.7) might be helpful before
proceeding).
13.2 Young's Models 
In his doctoral thesis presented to Warwick University
Young (1974) describes a developmental sequence of strategies
for solving comparison of odds problems. Formulated in terms
of the Probability Concepts Test Question 6, two sets of counters
are to be compared as illustrated in Fig. 13.1:
Fig. 13.1 Structure of Comparison of Odds items (Question 6)
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Young's proposed strategies form a developmental sequence
of 'models', of increasing sophistication. He took as his main
Criterion 'developmental tractability' as advocated by Klahr
and Wallace (1970). This describes the ease with which a model
can be interpreted as both a predecessor and successor of other
models in the sequence. The best model at a stage is the one
most amenable to transformation into the model for the next
stage, and most readily envisaged as a transformation of the
previous stage's model.
Young's Model 1 is unsystematic guessing, or subjective
choice. In Model 2, which is illustrated in Fig. 13.2 the
numbers of black counters only are compared, the white counters
being completely ignored. This is extended to Model 3 which
utilises a differencing strategy (see Fig. 13.3). A true
proportional model is Model 4 which utilises ratios(see Fig.13.4).
It will be noticed that these models do not allow for
equality. Although Young does suggest (as an aside) variants,
Model 2 (a) if equal then randomly guess and Model 2 (b) if
equal then compare White, he does not suggest the much more
obvious 'if equal then say "equal".
Young has reported that his research - based on individual
interviews with 72 children aged 5 - 10 years and 48 children
aged 11-14 years showed the developmental sequence to be:
Model 1-0-Model 2—.Model 3.
(This conclusion was reached by comparing children of differeftt
ages rather than by longitudinal study). He did not find a
significant number of pupils using Model 4 and suggests that
Piaget and Inhelder (1951) wrongly ascribed Model 4 (ie formal
operations) to pupils who were in fact using Model 3," a model
not mentioned by them at all". However this assertion is
quite erroneous and leads one to wonder if Young in fact read
Piaget and Inhelder's book thoroughly. (This may be because only
the French version was available to Young). In the 1975 (English)
version can be found very clear statements.
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1	 Total counters
(more)
2	 Comparing BLACK
(counting)	 2
3	 BLACK-WRITE
(Difference)
	
3
4	 BLACK:WHITE
ABBCC	 41	 1.4
ACBCC221
	 7.5
AABCC
	 92	 3.1
(Ratio)
	
4	 AACBA583	 19.9
_ _ _
5	 Total Counters
(less)	 -	 BAABB	 8	 0.3
_	 _
Underlined responses
are correct	 945	 32.2
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For example:
"Bis sees immediately the equality of 1/2 and 2/4
and 1/3 and 2/6, but for 2/5 and 6/13 he reasons about
the difference... which is one in both cases" (p.156).
Even were such explicit comments not found, it would be
somewhat foolish to entertain the idea that Piaget and Inhelder
could be unaware of a possible differencing strategy.
13.3 Response Patterns to Question 6 strategies 
The response patterns were analysed by computer and matched
to specific strategies described in Chapter 10 as indicated in
Table 13.1.
1
Strategy Strategy	 Nearest	 Question 6	 Frequency %
Number	 Description	 Equivalent Expected Response
Young's	 Pattern
Model	 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Table 13.1 Frequency of perfect pattern responses for various 
theoretical strategies
It is clear that relatively few pupils aged 11-16 years
(32%) consistently apply any one strategy to all problems, at
least as far as their response patterns indicates. By far the
commonest single pattern observed is for the correct proportional
reasoning strategy (20%). This analysis immediately demonstrates
the weakness of Young's 'models' (or indeed anyone else's)-most
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pupils aged 11-16 years simply do not behave in a simplistic
uni-model fashion. Different strategies are invoked depending
on the circumstances. This point was brought out very clearly
in individual interviews - for Question 6(a) the almost unanimous
reason given was simple "because A has more Blacks". Only with
great perseverance could the investigator occasionally evoke a
reason employing the ratio concept, even from pupils who readily
supplied just such a reason for 6(d) or 6(e) where such a concept
is essential.
A more detailed breakdown of the data of Table 13.1 is provided
in Table 13.2, where a Year by Year comparison is made.
Strategy Strategy
	
Pe.riect pattern frequency as 
Number	 Description	 of Year 
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1	 Total counters (more) 2	 2	 1	 0	 0
2	 Comparing BLACK
(Counting)
	 13	 10	 6	 4	 3
3	 B-W (Difference)	 6	 2	 3	 3	 1
4	 B:W (Ratio)	 7	 11	 21	 28	 42
Table 13.2 Incidence of strategy response patterns for question 6 
by Year 
The growth with age of the usage of the ratio concept (4)
and the decline of Counting (1) and Differencing (3) is pronounced.
To a small extent this corroborates Young's broad findings. However,
Differencing would appear to run parallel to Counting rather than
supersede it as the pupils grow older, in defiance of Young's
proposed developmental sequence. The growth of the Ratio strategy
is on a scale much greater than can be attributed to its replacing
Counting and Differencing.
13.4 Patterns for Young's Models 
For Young's Models the predicted response patterns, if
equality is permitted, should progressively be as follows:
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Question 6
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)	 %
Model 1	 random responses
Model 2	 ACBC	 C	 7.5
Model 3	 AABC	 C	 3.1
Model 4	 AACB	 A	 19.9
_
It can be seen that the set of five responses should lead
to a scaled set if Models 2, 3, 4 are applied. I.e. use of a
higher model simply adds more correct responses in the sequence
from (a) to (e). Obviously Model I will disturb this but should
not be applicable to pupils of age 11+.As a measure of the viability
of any set of sequential models a Guttman Scalogram Analysis was made
of the options endorsed, recoded to be '1' if right and '0'
otherwise. The outcome was a coefficient of scalability of
only 0.51 and the number of T errors t was 2288, corresponding to
1144 non-scale pupils, 397. of the sample. It must be concluded
that no single sequence of models has any real chance of accurately
reflecting pupils' responses. With Young's Models 2-4 only
accounting for 30% of the observed patterns it is clear that their
value must be rather limited.
13.5 Common unpredicted response patterns 
Several other response patterns were quite popular, as
indicated in Table 13.3.
Response
Number (a)
Response Pattern
(b)	 (c)	 (d) (e)
Frequency %
(i) A A C
_
B B 82 2.8
(ii) A A C B C 316 10.8
(iii) A A C
_
C A
_
72 2.5
(iv) A A C
_
C C 214 7.3
(v) A A B B C 93 3.2
Underlined responses are correct
Table 13.3 Popular response patterns not corresponding to a designat.
strategy.
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Response patterns (i) and (ii) are correct apart from item (e)
and their relative frequencies show the clear preference for
choosing the bag with more black counters (C instead of B).
Patterns (iii) and (iv) both are in error by wrongly selecting
for item (d) the bag with more black counters, and that is the
flaw manifested in pattern(v) also. Together, these five common
patterns represent about 27% of all cases. The inference is
that many pupils use a mixture of strategies, competently handling
problems where only one colour varies in number, but being less
sure in cases where both colours' numbers vary, and generally
reverting to selecting the bag with more black or greater black/
white difference. This would account for perhaps 50% of the
population aged 11-16 years.
13.6 Relevance of Age and Intelligence to Strategy employed 
Covering such a wide age and intelligence range en bloc
may mask important differences and a more detailed analysis
has therefore been instigated. Firstly a breakdown by Year of
the responses for those 'non-standard' response patterns
featured in Table 13.3 was made. Surprisingly, percentages
were very nearly static across the five years. (No patterns other
than those already given achieved a popularity in excess of 21%
in any Year). The implication from all this seems to be that
strategies do not change appreciably, with the exception of the
development of the correct ratio concept strategy.
Secondly an analysis by AH2 grade (ie general intelligence)
was undertaken. The more significant findings are given in
Table 13.4. It can be seen that use of the Ratio concept
strategy is very much a function of intelligence, more so than
of Year (compare Table 13.2). It is also apparent that applying
any consistent strategy is quite uncommon except for the Ratio
strategy. Further analysis of the incidence of the RaLio strategy
is shown in Table 13.5, which shows that for average ability
pupils (grade C) almost none use the strategy at age 11 but it is
probably available to about half of them by age 16. There are
signs that by the time schooling is ending for the less able
(Year 5, grades D, E) the strategy is becoming available to a
significant number.
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Strategy A
AH2 Grade
1 (Total, more) 0 1 1 2 3
2 (Comparing Black) 1 5 8 12 10
3 (B-W difference) 0 2 3 5 5
4 (B:W ratio) 54 33 16 5 2
1 to 4 combined 55 41 28 24 20
Table 13.4 Percentage of pupils in each Intelligence level 
whose response patterns match a theoretical strategy 
Year A
AH2 Grade
1 31 13 4 1 0
2 36 23 6 1 0
3 64 36 15 5 0
4 70 45 25 7 6
5 83 62 43 17 7
Table 13.5 Percentage of pupils in each Intelligence level 
for each Year whose response patterns correspond 
to the Ratio Strategy (4) 
A plausible inference is that continued education might see
substantial improvements for such pupils in the bottom 30% of
general ability.
13.7 Implications for the 'model builder'
It is disappointing for the educator seeking a unified
model of pupils' behaviour in solving comparison of odds
problems that the foregoing data is so fragmentary.
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Although counting the number of the favoured counters (strategy 2)
and calculating the difference between favoured and unfavoured
counters (strategy 3) are most certainly applied they are not
used consistently. This is probably because they are casually
acquired techniques not explicitly recognised by the pupils
themselves - intuitive rather than conceptual in nature. Also
it must be doubted whether many pupils actually consider all
such comparison of odds problem as essentially similar. Rather
they are likely to treat each 'on its merits' and pursue an ad hoc
policy. Such procedure is likely to frustrate global analysis.
Only a detailed and extensive longitudinal study can be expected to
provide the answers,and that is an optimistic outlook.
13.8 Piaget's Stages 
A study of Piaget and Inhelder (1975) leads to the following
allocation of the five items of Question 6:
Stage lA (4 - 5 years) Failure with all items
Stage 13 (6 - 7 years) Success with items where the numbers of
favourable colour varies - ie item 6(a)
Stage 11A (7 - 10 years) Success with items where the numbers of
favourable colour are constant and the
numbers of unfavourable colour vary.
i.e. item 6(b).
Stage 11B (10 - 11 years)Success on simpler equality cases
i.e. item 6(c)
Stage 111 (11 - 13 years) Success on all equality items, and items
where all numbers vary i.e. items 6(d)
6(e),(with reason)
Several points must be made here. Firstly the ages cited
by Piaget and Inhelder overlap so those shown above are a
subjective simplification. Secondly Piaget would probably rate
6(e) as nearer to 6(c) in difficulty than to 6(d), with Stage 11B
children correctly answering 6(e) sometimes. Thirdly, the
Piaget and Inhelder experiments (see Chapter 3, section 3.1h)
required comparison of the favourable counters to the total 
number of counters, as the medium was not colour but a cross
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or a lack of cross on one side of the counter and the total
set of counters was displayed before the child. Nevertheless
the above interpretation and allocation of Stages seems entirely
justifiable.
The correspondence between Stage and Probability Concept
Levels would appear to be as set out in Table 13.6.
Piagetian Stage Probability Concept Level
lA 0
1B 1
11A 1
11B 2
111 3
Table 13.6 Correspondence between Piagetian Stage and Probability
Concept Level 
With the possible exception of item 6(e) there is very good
agreement between our results and Piaget's in the order of 
difficulty and conceptual development sequence. It is in the
matter of age of acquisition that very serious discrepancy is
evident. Using data from Chapter 10, particularly Tables 12.7
and 12.10, the distribution of Levels in the sample has been
mapped out as in Table 13.7. From an analysis of Question 6
facilities, for different AH2 grades for the five Years, an
estimate has been made of the normal age at which mastery is
achieved. This has been based on a 70% success rate criterion
for the multiple choice responses and a 50% criterion for the
reasons. The relevant data are presented in Table 13.8.
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Year A/B
Intelligence Band
C DIE
.	 1 2 1 0/1
2 2 1 1
3 2/3 1/2 1
4 3 2 1
5 3 2 1
Table 13.7 Most typical Probability Concept Level for each
Year and Intelligence band.
Qu.6	 Intelligence band	 Qu.6	 Intelligence band
(multiple A/B	 C	 D/E	 (reason) A/B	 C	 D/E
choice)
(a) <11	 <11	 <11	 (a)	 <11	 <11	 11
(b) 12	 13	 16	 (b)	 12	 14	 16
(c) 12	 14	 -	 (c)	 12	 14	 -
(d) 13	 15	 -	 (d)	 15	 -	 -
(e) 15	 -	 -	 (e)	 15	 -	 -
Table 13.8 Age when majority of Main Sample register success on
parts of Question 6, for three levels of general
intelligence 
By taking cognizance of these two sources of information
(Tables 13.7 and 13.8) it has been possible to indicate the
ages at which Piagetian Stages are normally achieved. The
results, for three levels of general ability, are shown in
Table 13.9, and are markedly different from Piaget's own suggested
age brackets indicated earlier. It must be concluded that most
English school children do not achieve the level of formal
operations which is Piaget's Stage 111 or the Probability Concept
Level 3, a result in line with findings on Science concepts
reported by Shayer, Kilchemann and Wylam (1976).
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P iagetian
	
Corresponding
Stage	 Question 6
item
Main Sample
Top 30%	 Middle 40% Bottom 30%
	
1B	 (a)	 <11	 <11	 11
	
11A	 (b)	 11	 13	 16
	
11B	 (c)	 12	 14	 -
	
111	 (d)(e)	 14	 -
Table 13.9 Ages at which Piagetian Stages are normally achieved 
for comparison of odds problems, for three levels 
of general intelligence 
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CHAPTER 14 
FACTORS AFFECTING PROBABILITY TEST RESULTS 
14.1 Scoring the Main Test 
As a first step towards further analysis of the responses
to the Main Test, items from each question were allocated to
one of three sub-test categories as follows:
Verbal (VB) 7, 13, 14, 15, 16(a) and (d), 16 (b) and (e)
16 (c) and (f).
Combinatoric (CB)	 9, 10, 26
Probabilistic (PB)	 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19,
20,21,22,23,24,25
Each item attracted a mark of 1 if correct and 0 if incorrect,
yielding three sub-scores (maxima 15, 6, 29) and a total Test
Score (maximum 50). For each pupil these four statistics were
computed and added to the data file. Then breakdowns by Year,
Sex, AH2 grade, and Mathematical Ability were performed as
outlined in the following sections.
14.2 Test Score Analysed by Year and Sex
The results are summarised in Table 14.1. It can be
Year
TEST SCORE% VB SCORE CB SCORE PB SCORE
Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl
1 40.5 38.3 7.22 7.05 2.24 2.21 10.8 9.9
2 44.9 42.3 8.12 7.90 2.44 2.53 11.3 10.7
3 50.9 49.1 8.85 8.92 3.06 3.06 13.6 12.6
4 52.8 51.1 9.44 9.21 3.22 3.27 14.4 13.1
5 57.2 54.9 10.01 9.88 3.64 3.51 16.1 14.1
Table 14.1 Breakdown of Test mean scores by Year and Sex 
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readily seen that there is a definite progression with increasing
age for both sexes throughout the five years. The boys are
consistently ahead of girls on the overall Test Score, by
5 - 10 months assuming such interpolation to be meaningful,(but
see Goldstein and Fogelman (1974) for a cautionary example).
A surprising finding is that boys are also generally superior
on the Verbal subtest (VB). The irregularity for Year 3 is
explained by the relatively large number of E grade boys in
the Sample depressing the mean. The evenness of the Combinatoric
subtest (CB) results are much as expected - it is well known
that girls are better on mechanical arithmetical tasks than
on other aspects of mathematics, as has been reported by Wood
(1976). The Probabilistic subtest (PB) shows the most marked
difference between the sexes, with girls about one year behind
or even more. Of the three subtests scores only PB has a
significant correlation with Sex (0.13, p <.001). The overall
Test score correlates significantly but only slightly with Sex
(0.09, p <.001) and if the factors Year, M.A. and AH2 grade
are controlled for the resultant partial correlation rises
appreciably (0.20, p <.001). This difference is much more
than that found by the Assessment of Performance Unit (Foxman
et al, 1980 b). As far as can be judged the 16 probability
items which comprised the APU test were standard in type
(See Chapter 3, Fig. 3.5), unlike many of those in the
Probability Concepts Test.
14.3 Test Score analysed by Year, Sex and Intelligence 
The results are summarised in Table 14.2, which shows
that boys score more highly than girls at all ages and for all
intellectual ability levels (except Year 2 grade E boys whose
low score is anomalous).
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It is deducible that school Year is less important as a factor
than AH2 grade since the range within a Year is always much
greater than the range within a Grade. (However thiSpartially
attributable to Grades A and E only comprising 10% of the
population each). The PB subtest scores show a very similar
pattern. For the VB subtest boys are again superior, although
by Year 5 the above average girls have overtaken their male
peers.
Grade 1
Year
3 4 5 Combined2
A Boy 58.6 64.8 70.4 71.6 76.2 68.1
Girl 54.1 61.5 64.2 65.8 73.9 62.4
B Boy 49.0 55.6 62.5 65.3 66.9 59.1
Girl 48.9 52.9 59.0 59.9 66.1 56.6
Boy 41.2 46.5 52.3 57.8 59.0 50.4
Girl 36.7 41.8 49.5 51.4 56.5 46.3
D Boy 33.3 33.5 42.4 42.7 50.7 39.3
Girl 28.2 30.5 37.8 40.7 44.5 35.7
E Boy 24.2 24.2 29.6 35.2 40.2 29.6
Girl 20.5 24.6 21.8 29.6 36.6 26.0
Table 14.2 Breakdown of Test mean percentage score by Year
and Sex and AH2 grade 
14.4 Test Score analysed by Year, Sex and Mathematical Ability 
The pattern of results (Table 14.3) is quite consistent,
with boys outscoring girls (Year 5, M.A. 9/10 the sole exception),
and improvement with increasing age (some exceptions in Year 4),
and higher scores associated with higher M.A. The PB subtest
scores have a similar pattern.
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M.A. 1 2 3 4 5 Combined
1/2 Boy 52.5 62.0 65.0 68.3 73.1 64.0
Girl 50.3 58.2 62.0 61.3 67.8 60.1
3/4 Boy 45.4 52.4 58.1 56.8 65.4 55.3
Girl 44.3 47.5 52.5 50.8 60.8 50.1
5/6 Boy 40.7 46.4 50.8 54.0 57.5 49.8
Girl 39.1 39.9 48.5 49.8 52.9 45.8
7/8 Boy 39.7 39.0 46.0 47.9 52.2 43.3
Girl 34.9 36.0 43.4 40.3 48.3 39.5
9/10 Boy 29.7 31.3 37.6 37.9 41.0 34.5
Girl 27.2 30.0 34.5 37.0 42.5 32.7
Table 14.3 Breakdown of Test mean percentage score by 
Year and Sex and M.A.
It is evident that Mathematical Ability is strongly
associated with Test Score, and is apparently responsible for
more average variation than is Year. Pearson correlation
between Test Score and M.A. is .65 but this is largely because
Test Score correlates highly with AH2 Grade (.66) and M.A.
and A112 Grade are strongly associated (.72). When AH2 Grade
is controlled for the partial correlation of Test Score with
M.A. drops to .32. Thus instead of accounting for 42% of the
Test Score it is more appropriate to consider M.A. accounting
for 10%.
14.5 Individual Test Items analysed by Year and Sex 
When a test has about 60 items it is by no means surprising
to find several items showing statistically significant differences
at the 10% or 5% levels even if none really exists. Thus in
order to reduce the likelihood of encountering spurious
differences a rather more stringent criterion is necessary.
It was therefore decided that a minimum criterion of 1% would
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be adopted when first searching for sex differences on Test
items (with all Years together). For those variables showing
an overall difference at the 1% level, a 5% level would be
permitted for reporting individual Year differences. The
results of this analysis are presented in Table 14.4 .
Twelve items of the 58 in the Main Test have higher
facilities for girls than boys.
VB items: 7(a)(iv), 7 (b)(ii), 13, 16(a), 16(d), 16(e)
CB items: 26(a), 26(b)
PB items: 5, 12, 20(a), 20(b)
However, only two of these are significant, as shown in
Table 14.5.
Item	 Boys %	 Girls %	 Significance level
20(a) 32.7 38.1 .0026
20(b) 21.5 27.0 .0006
Table 14.5 Test items displaying superior performance by girls 
In casting around for a plausible explanation of this
anomalous result the comment of Pire (1958) comes to mind:
"Le souci d'une quantification rigoureuse des probabilit6s
est moms marlug
 chez les filles, lesquelles se
contentent plus frequemment de l'intuition qualitative" (p142)
This suggestion has some attraction since for the other
'random pattern' items, namely Questions 11, 12, the girls do
as well as the boys which too is against the general trend. The
stronger desire in boys for quantitative rather than qualitative
assessment blinkers them to the true nature of the situation here.
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It is noteworthy that no CB item shows a significant
differential performance by the sexes (at p = .01) and only
one of the 15 VB items does. It is perhaps all the more
surprising that this particular item (7 (b)(iii) "even chance")
has the second largest x2 value out of the 58 Test items.
It is tempting to try to discern a pattern in these results,
although caution is necessary. Items which discriminate markedly
in favour of boys usually have one or more of the following
characteristics:
(i) a diagram or figure is involved
(ii) an explanation of the answer is demanded
(iii)the item in essence is parallel to a standard
school probability problem.
Items which do not discriminate markedly in favour of the boys
are generally the following:
(i) verbal
(ii) combinatoric
(iii) non-standard difficult stochastic
The picture which emerges, then, is that boys are especially
superior to girls on PB subtest items which in essence resemble
those in standard school work. Rather less marked superiority
arises in items which entail probability concepts outside the
ambit of most school courses. This conclusion is apparently
not in accord with that of the APU (Foxman et al., 1980a,
1980b, 1981) but is supported, at least in part, by Pire (1958)
and Wood and Brown (1976). A possible explanation-of the
perceived discrepancy may be that when a question is put in a
form which is obviously like school work, i.e. the probability
is explicitly asked for, then the differences are smallobut
when the reference to probability remains implicit then boys
perform significantly better.
The overwhelming tendency is for item facility to increase
with age (Year). The most surprising violation of this principle
is seen in Questions 11 and 12, concerning the random distribution
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of snowflakes. The breakdowns by Year and Sex are given
in Table 14.6.
Year
Question 11 Question 12
Boys % Girls % Boys %
	 Girls%
1 26 27 30 31
2 29 23 30 29
3 23 24 27 32
4 19 12 24 23
5 16 13 22 25
Table 14.6 Facilities for Questions 11 and 12, concerning 
the distribution of snowflakes.
It can be seen that there is a downward trend for both sexes
with increasing age, particularly for Years 4 and 5. The
observations made in Chapter 10 (Section 10.18) thus apply
equally to both sexes, namely, the mechanistic determination
of the school curriculum apparently stifles the development
of the understanding of randomness.
14.6 Individual Test Items analysed by Probability Concept 
Level
It would be expected that facility on a Test item should
correlate with Probability Concept Level of the respondents and this
indeed is the case for nearly all 58 items. For those actually
used to establish the Concept Hierarchy such an increase is
almost inevitable of course. Nevertheless 8 items do not have
a consistent upward trend, as evidenced in Table 14.7.
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Probability Concept
Level
Item Question 0 1 2 3 Shape of Curve
26 8 19 10 11 28
29 11 27 27 20 13
30 12 31 33 25 17
49 20(a) 30 35 38 34
55 22 18 9 10 24
56 23 20 14 15 23
57 24 16 7 7 7
58 25 19 13 14 24
Table 14.7 Facilities for items which do not show a consistent 
upward trend with Probability Concept Level 
These 8 items are all difficult and involve 'non-standard'
probabilistic concepts. The general trend in five of these
to
is for the Level 0 pupilscespond more like the Level 3 pupils
with Level 1 and 2 pupils performing much less well, resulting
in a U-shaped curve. Questions 11 and 12 are unique in that
performance is inversely related to Concept Level, a result
which might have been anticipated from previous discussion of
these two perverse (but not inconsequential) items.
14.7 Teaching Style 
As was described earlier in the thesis teachers were
asked to complete a questionnaire about their teaching of the
pupils in the test. These responses were coded along the
informal-formal continuum from 'Total individual work' through
to 'Total teacher dominance', using a 10 point scale. It was
hypothesised that there might be some correlation of 'style'
with 'Test Score' and this did turn out to be the case, the
Pearson r value being 0.11 (p <.001, N = 2326). It should be
noted that 604 pupils were excluded from this analysis as the
data was lacking. This result shows that higher test score
is positively associated with more formal teaching. However
the coanection is spurious insomuch as older pupils tend to be
taught more formally ( r = .17) and, naturally, achieve better
scores (r = .36).
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When the effects of AH2 Total score and Age are partialled
out the correlation reduces to .01 which is quite insignificant.
There is no evidence that mode of teaching affects pupil
performance.
14.8 Analysis of Variance 
An indication of the relative importance to Test score
of Year, Intelligence and Sex is provided by the ANOVA results
presented in Tables 14.8 and 14.9.
Source of Variation F Significance
Main Effects 485 .001
AH2 809 .001
Year 271 .001
Sex 107 .001
2-Way Interactions 1.74 .015
AH2-Year 2.20 .004
A112-Sex 0.83 .504
Year-Sex 0.96 .428
3-Way Interactions
A1-12-Year-Sex 1.02 .433
Table 14.8 Analysis of Variance for Test Score 
The ANOVA table shows that AH2 Grade, Year and Sex are
all highly significant factors. The 2-way interaction between
AH2 Grade and Year is also significant, showing that the effect
of intelligence depends on age ( and vice versa). This is not
unexpected, reflecting the fact that for older pupils differentials
are greater. No interactions with Sex exist.
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GRAND MEAN:
N
48.4
Unadjusted Deviation Adjusted DeviationVariable/Category
AH2 A 293 + 17.5 + 17.5
B 586 + 10.0 + 10.1
C 1172 +	 0.6 +	 0.7
D 586 - 10.1 - 10.2
E 293 - 19.7 - 20.1
ETA = .66 BETA = .67
YEAR 1 640 -	 8.4 -	 8.4
2 670 -	 4.1 -	 4.1
3 670 +	 2.3 +	 2.2
4 540 +	 5.0 +	 5.1
5 410 +	 9.3 +	 9•4
ETA = .38 BETA = .38
SEX Boy 1510 + 1.30 + 1.87
GIRL 1420 - 1.39 - 1.99
ETA = .08 BETA = .12
Table 14.9 Multiple Classification Analysis for Test Score 
The M.C.A. table shows no appreciable change when adjustment
for independents is made, indicating that A112 grade, Sex and
Year are not related in the context of Test score. Squaring the
ETA values reveals the fraction of total variation attributable
to each main effect, as follows:
ETA Explained Variance
AH2 Grade .66 44%
Year .38 14%
Sex .08 0.6%
The dominance of intelligence (AH2 Grade) is clear, its influence
being three times that of Age (Year). As a further check,
ANOVA was performed on A112 Total Score (in 10 categories), Age
(in half-yearly intervals), and Sex. The results were:
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ETA	 Explained variance BETA Explained variam
AH2 Total Score .78 61% .76 58%
Age .38 14% .07 1%
Sex .08 1% .12 11%
It is seen from squaring the BETA values that AH2 score
accounts for 58% of the variance and age makes a virtually no
contribution (1%), since it is largely accounted for in the
AH2 score. The agreement of the total amount of variance
explained in the two analyses is very close.
In subsequent computer runs the three AH2 subtest measures,
V Grade, N Grade, P Grade and also M.A. were similarly analysed.
Results were generally very similar to those in Tables 14.8 and
14.9,and may be summarised as:
ETA Explained Variance
V Grade .60 36%
N Grade .60 36%
P Grade .57 32%
M.A. .63 40%
The P subtest stood out uniquely in one respect, there being
no 2-way interaction between P Grade and Year, a strong feature
of the other variables analysed.
Analysis of Variance was also performed on Probability
Concepts Level for which a M.C.A. summary is provided in Table
14.10. This resembles the equivalent Test Score analysis,
although the variance explained by A1-12 Grade has fallen
appreciably to 30%, showing that the effect of Intelligence
has been reduced.
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GRAND MEAN 1.55 
AH2 GRADE
	
YEAR	 SEX
ETA = .37
	 ETA = .08
A	 +8l
B + .43
.00
D - .45
E 81
ETA	 = .55
Boy + .07
Girl - .07
1 -.41
2 -.22
3 +.12
4 +.26
5 +•47
Reliability Coefficient
Scale	 Cronbach Parallel
Main Test	 .88	 .88
VB subtest	 .70	 .70
CB subtest	 .68	 .68
PB subtest	 .82	 .82
Concept Scale Items 	 .84	 .86
Table 14.10 Multiple Classification Analysis for Probability 
Concept Level. 
14.9 Reliability Analyses 
When the analysis of the Probability Concepts Test had been
almost completed it became possible to use the SPSS Mark 7 procedures
at Manchester (UMRCC, 1981) which include Reliability assessment.
Analyses of the total Test (58 items) and the three subtests
VB (18 items), CB (6 items), PB (24 items) were initially
undertaken. Using the Cronbach's a method and the Parallel
Method the values obtained were as set out in Table 14.11.
Table 14.11 Reliability coefficients for items in the Probability 
Concepts Test 
Mehrens and Lehmann (1973) suggest that a reliability
coefficient of .65 or more is desirable for making decisions
about groups and .85 or more for individuals.
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However it must be borne in mind that if there is no other
source of information available a much lower coefficient may
be acceptable. It is seen that the CB and VB subtests have
reasonable satisfactory coefficients ,-nd the three scales
with most items are all good.
Anastasi (1976) points out that two factors affecting
the reliability coefficient are the homogeneity of the testees
and of the items. Having a wide range of abilities represented
in the testees (as we have here) improves reliability. Having
a very limited range of test items (which we do not) improves
reliability. It is relevant to note that Youngman (1979) warns
that where subtests within a test have low intercorrelations
than the a coefficient will be depressed. That this has not
happened here is presumably because reliability increases with
number of test items which has nullified the depressing tendency.
Bearing these points in mind it can be safely concluded
that the research described in this thesis has been founded
on a satisfactory Test.
In particular, the Concept Hierarchy built from a
set of items with a high coefficient of reliability (error
variance only 14%) is based on a firm foundation.
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CHAPTER 15 
•
	 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
15.1 Introduction 
Jerome Bruner, one of the most influential thinkers in
Education of our day has put forward certain theses which
Heitele (1975) recommends as particularly relevant to the
teaching of 'stochastics'. Embedded in 'The Process of
Education' (Bruner, 1960) can be found the following principles:
(i) The crucial factor in instruction is the
transmission of fundamental ideas.
(ii) A pupil must be exposed to these fundamental
ideas presented in a manner appropriate to the
pupil's cognitive and linguistic level,in a
curriculum spiral.
(iii) Any subject can be taught effectively to any
pupil at any stage of development. The teaching
at any level must form part of a coherent 
developmental sequence in order to facilitate
subsequent movement up the spiral.
Consideration of these principles provides a structure for this
closing chapter.
15.2 The Fundamental Ideas 
Experts might not agree precisely as to what are the
fundamental concepts but the following list would presumably
meet with approval from most; although nomenclature might vary
(see for example P.O.S.E. (1980) pp. 47-49).
(a) Matching subjective degrees of belief to 0,4 ps 1
(b) Matching frequencies to 0 4 p	 1
(c) Sample space - putting the particular event into
its context
(d) Combining probabilities - addition rule
(e) Mutually exclusive events
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(f) Conditional probability
(g) Combining events - multiplication
(h) Independence
(i) Symmetry and the principle of insufficient reason
(j) Tree diagram representation
(k) Expectation
(1)	 Sampling
(m) Stability of frequencies
(n) Unpredictability and randomness
(o) Bias
(P)	 Combinatorics
This list covers a very wide range of concepts. Some
are to do with the real world as we know it to be, others with
our attempts to model reality, and still others with manipulating 
the resulting model itself. The eradication or avoidance of
fallacies lies hidden here - for example the alternating tendency
and negative recency effects are covered by (h) and (n).
Awareness of the different natures of these concepts could
arguably be included in the list itself (But that might lead
to a form of Russell's paradox !). Our research has attempted
to cover as many of these fundamental ideas as feasible, which
perusal of Chapters 6 and 10 will show. Any one could profitably
be further researched in depth, which would most likely mean
detailed individual interviewing, rather than large scale group
testing.
15.3 Pupils' cognitive and linguistic levels 
Our research has pointed out very definite linguistic and
cognitive limitations in pupils aged 11 to 16. Concept levels
have also been delineated as benchmarks for further theoretical
and didactic research. The research findings presented should
provide the curriculum designer and mathematical educator with
a clearer basis on which to plan the progressive teaching of
probability ideas, particularly as some cross-linkage to the
C.S.M.S. 'levels' and 'stages' has been incorporated.
Also attempted has been cross-reference to Piaget's Stages,
and it is apposite here to insert a caveat. Although the concept
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of stage is a useful one it is a mistake to consider it a
rigid static state of mind. It is more appropriate to treat
it as indicating a probable mode of operation. Stage is a
fundamental entity in Piaget's theory and has been defended
in detail by Pinard and Laurendeau (1969) and has also received
qualified support from Lovell (1972). There remain, however,
real difficulties — of the nature of transitional stages, of
the existence of horizontal differentials, and of the importance
of the mode of assessment. In a lengthy and important paper
Flavell (1971) points out that stage items develop gradually
not abruptly and may overlap other stages, so a belief that a
pupil suddenly changes irrevocably from one stage to the next
is naive in the extreme, however convenient logically. In a
topic such as probability which actually embraces a wide
spectrum of concepts the usefulness of a single sequence of
stages must be questioned, and further work in this area is
definitely needed.
Our research has strongly supported those who have
questioned the ages at which Piagetian Stages are achieved.
Indeed we have shown that most pupils in their final year of
compulsory education have not reached the level of formal
operations (Stage 111), and they cannot deal adequately with
many of the items in our Test. The detailed tables presented
in Chapter 10 provide a guide to ages of acquisition of
probability ideas for a wide range of conceptual areas.
As was indicated in Chapter 3, many questions still arise
relating to the detail in Piaget and Inhelder's work. The
understanding of random mixture, centered distribution, uniform
distribution, the understanding of 'chance', and the role of
combinatorics are all areas which merit further study. There
are those who question Piaget's theory as a whole (see for example
Siegel and Brainerd, 1978). It seems likely that probability
is an area that would make a good testing ground but it cannot
reasonably be argued that our research has been concerned with
this issue.
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Although our research has proved beyond doubt that sex
differences in conceptual understanding do exist, these
differences are relatively small for most probability items.
It is clear from the research literature that the cause of sex
differences in mathematics remains a subject for speculation.
There are three popular 'theories': genetic/cognitive;
socialization patterns (child-rearing practices, pre-school
activities, peer groups, advertising and popular culture);
impact of schooling (sex bias in curriculum,teachers and texts).
Attitude to mathematics cannot really be treated as the essence
of a fourth theory (which is how Weiner (1980) sees it), but
it may be a factor in any of the three indicated.
In their comprehensive review Maccoby and Jacklin (1974)
concluded that girls were superior on verbal, clerical and
arithmetic tasks, and boys superior on spatial, visual and
mechanical tasks. In mathematics they concluded that boys begin
to pull ahead of girls at about 12-13 years. Our research has
shown within the area of probability itself that girls hold
their own on combinatoric items (essentially arithmetic), that
rather surprisingly boys are slightly better on verbal items,
until Year 5, but that boys are markedly superior on probabilistic
items. In none of these three variables is there any clear a4m.c.&4
trend with age.	 In terms of Probability Concept Level the
girls lag behind the boys, for the age range 11-16 years, and
show no sign of catching up except at Year 2 i.e. at about
12-13 years. (This is despite the girls in our sample showing
slight intellectual superiority).
As a final point, Weiner (1980) has suggested that if
girls'standards of mathematics can be brought up to those
of boys"this may have profound effects on national mathematical
standards". (p.76). Although it might satisfy the feminist
cause the mathematical educator is likely to hope for something
more than this.
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Pupil age is of course significant, with only three items
(Questions 11, 12 16 (a)) out of 58 showing a decline of
facility with increasing age, and a further two (Questions
20(a), 24) showing no improvement. However the evidence of our
research is that for the more difficult concepts, such as samplings
maturity is not in itself sufficient to ensure mastery. Only
the very brightest pupils attain understanding unaided.
General intellectual ability has been shown to be the
dominant factor, with the highly correlated factor 'Mathematical
Ability' not far behind. Age is considerably less important,
and sex only exerts a very slight influence. The influence of
teaching on pupils' cognitive and linguistic levels in the
realm of probability has not been assessed in this thesis but
clearly it merits close attention. Teaching style, rather
than content, does not appear to be relevant, judging from our
limited enquiry.
The large differences found for pupils of varying levels
of general intellectual ability can be a cause for pessimism
or optimism, depending on one's stance. It is argued that the
educator is more or less powerless to overcome nature but this
does not appear to the writer to be a sound case with regard
to probability concepts. It seems likely that much of
intelligent pupils' knowledge in this area has come from general
social life and not from formal lessons — what might be termed
common sense born of experience. If that is so then appropriate
and extensive education has some chance of bringing such
understanding to the majority. In the end it comes down to a
question of curriculum priorities. Is it more important that
a pupil should be able to multiply matrices or that he should
have an appreciation of the stability of frequences and of sampling?
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15.5 A coherent developmental sequence 
The review of research in Chapter 3 showed that even
very young children have some conscious or subconscious
intuitions of probability, and respond accordingly. There
would therefore appear to be good grounds for making a serious
attempt to put to the test Bruner's contention that the subject
can be taught meaningfully at any age. This is not the place
to undertake this important, difficult and lengthy exercise.
It should be remarked in passing, however, that the work of
Varga and Engel would figure highly in any such plans.
Heitele (1975) provides some interesting examples of what
is needed. Suppose that a child is playing with a pair of dice
and recording the occurrences of total scores of 2 and 7 (say).
This leads to an awareness that 7 is much more frequent than 2 -
and so more likely to occur in the future. The question of why
this should be so arises next. An argument that it is because
7 is bigger than 2 must be considered an 'educated' version of the
animist assertion that 7 is a lucky number, and does not form a
suitable basis on which to build up to a higher level of
understanding at some future date. In a good teaching programme,
then, such assertions must be dealt with (and discredited).
Consideration in broad fashion of the fact that a sum of 7 can be
made up in several ways (not necessarily accurately known)
and a sum of 2 only in one way, is an appropriate procedure.
This can be the end point of a low level treatment. At a
slightly higher level enumerating the three possibilities
1 + 6, 2 + 5, 3 + 4 as opposed to 1 + 1 could be sufficient, with
no awareness of order yet developed. That can eventually come
at a still higher level, when a more general treatment of the
sample space (via a 2 dimensional grid perhaps) would be under-
taken. A more formal treatment could come even later. The
important point with this sequence is that at each stage there
is a refinement of an earlier idea which is in essence both correct 
and extendable.
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15.6 Implications for teaching 
The demonstrated incidence of myths and fallacies in
secondary school pupils (and adults of course) is clear evidence
that basic wayward intuitions are developing (through social
extra-school activities) which need correction and refinement
at an early age if the teaching of probability is to proceed
smoothly to produce an educated citizenry.
The gulf to be bridged can be measured from studying our results.
That these are not atypical is shown by the responses to the
following question from the 1972/73 U.S. National Assessment of
Educational Progress test, as discussed by Reys (1978):
"In three tosses of a fair coin, heads turned up
twice and tails turned up once. What is the
probability that heads will turn up on the fourth
toss?"
Facilities were: Age 17 : 27%, Young Adult: 36%.
tifus
Those who incline tociew that 'probability' is no more
than 'fractions' deny the experience expressed in the history
of mathematics which shows the great gap between the development
and mastery of these two areas. It is not necessary to ascribe
to the biogenetic law "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny"
(Green, 1977) to heed the warning of history that probability
is a much deeper concept than it may appear to the educated
mathematical mind. A fundamental problem is that results are
often 'counter-intuitive' (Green, 1981b & 1981c). Probability
education suffers not only from teachers having to build on
sand rather than solid ground, but also from teachers virtually
ignoring the real world and the modelling aspects, and
concentrating on the abstract mathematics (the model) and so
reducing the work to an 'application' of set theory or an
exercise in fractions.
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Our research into strategies for solving comparison of
odds itemsindicates that pupils' solution methods are often
idiosyncratic, and do not show a coherent developmental
sequence such as that proposed by Young (1974). The mismatch
between the taught method and that practised has been high-
lighted in Hart (1980). It is to be hoped that current
research ('Strategies and Errors in Secondary Mathematics',
Chelsea College) will help to point out how best to narrow
the gap. A longitudinal study in depth seems called for to
trace the development of pupils' strategies, with factors such
as ability and teaching programme carefully monitored.
Much can be gained from the use of practical experiments.
A basic,cheap but nevertheless very useful 'Probability Kit'
has been produced by the DIME project (University of Stirling).
The most remarkable piece of 'apparatus' is in fact the simplest
(see Fig. 15.1) which provides an excellent means of recording
the results of coin-tossing experiments and the like and of
illustrating the stability of frequencies (and bias). Unlike
geometry for which spatial imagery is available naturally,
probability relies on experiment , which has no direct appeal
but need interpretation by the individual. It is therefore
particularly important to develop visual apparatus which can
mediate, the DIME recording sheet being an outstanding example.
It may be that pupils' enthusiasm for such experimentation
quickly wanes, and the main thrust of effort needs to be
directed towards finding interesting real-life situations which
can be modelled in terms of simple experiments and arithmetic
and thereby investigated. The writer takes the view that the
key issue is the production of suitable teaching units rather
than merely finding the applications. Engel's warning that
Hat this stage almost every interesting problem is beyond the
analytical skills of the student", quoted by Holmes (1976, p.16),
must be taken seriously. However, all is not gloom,and
encouragement is given by Freudenthal (1973) who considers
"probability a paragon of applied mathematics..." (p.582), adding
N1'74
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that "once you have mastered fractions you can advance quite
far...". (p583). Sadly, despite the importance of statistical
ideas such as randomness, independence and bias ".. often one
gets the impression that writers and examiners are not really
interested in them as ideas, only as devices to lead to
mathematics"..and "... in our haste to get to the mathematical
models underlying our statistics we can easily forget the source
and inspiration of the problem —.the statistics itself" (Holmes,
1976, p.15).
Investigating the kinds of mathematical experiences necessary
to engender or develop the understanding of these probabilistic
concepts must not be neglected. Material produced for the
Schools Council Project on Statistical Education (P.O.S.E., 1980)
is clearly relevant to this end, and needs evaluating. The
understanding of the stability of frequencies, of the
multiplication law of probability, and of the nature of randomness
and independence need special attention. The role of practical
work and use of diagrams is a largely unexplored field.
It is clear from our research that pupils' verbal ability
is often inadequate for mastery of probability concepts.
Teachers must be made aware that their language may not convey
to pupils the meaning intended, and so a positive programme to
develop verbal skills in this area is necessary.
Probability, statistics and computing have all suffered in
coming under the umbrella of mathematics at school. Whereas
computing seems now to be outgrowing mathematics, a similar
revolution is most unlikely with probability and statistics.
Therefore the way forward must lie in the evolution of the
mathematics curriculum to more adequately embrace these important
areas.
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APPENDIX 1 
Statistical Techniques used in the reported research 
A. Measures of Association 
Kruskal's Gamma
This is a measure of association between two tests.
Two subjects whose scores on two tests are in the same relative
order of magnitude form a concordant pair. If the order is
reversed between the two tests the pair are discordant.
P — Q 
Gamma —
P + Q
where P = number of concordant pairs
Q = number of discordant pairs
Further details are to be found in Goodman & Kruskal (1954).
Spearman's and Pearson's Correlation Coefficients 
Details of these may be found in Guilford (1978) or Hays
(1963).
Phi (4))
This is a measure of association between two test items.
For the crosstabulation table below, where a, b, c, d
represent the numbers in each category
Item 2
Item 1
Pass Fail
Pass
Fail
a
c
b
d
APP
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the formula is:
ad - bc
E.9.4-1))(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)]i
An alternative formula is
0 ' (X 2/N)
whereN=a+b+c+ d
In fact 0 is equivalent to the Pearson product-
moment correlation applied to dichotomous data.
Loevinger's H..1)
This is a measure of association between two test items.
It can be defined as
= ad - bc 
H.. 
iJ	 (a+c)(c+d)
Itcanbeshownthatis equivalent to 0/0	 DetailsHi.	 	 are to.	
max.
be found in Loevinger (1947).
B. Non-parametric Statistical Tests
The following tests were used or referred to in the research:
Binomial Test
Chi-square Test
Kolmogorov - Smirnov Test
Runs Test
Sign Test
Wilcoxon Matched-pairs Signed-ranks Test
Walsh Test
Median Test
APP1
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Details of all these tests may be found in Siegel (1956)
or Conover (1971).
C. Parametric Statistical Tests 
Details of student's t test may be found in Hays (1963)
and Guilford (1978).
D. Special Techniques 
Details of the specialist techniques used in conjunction
with the SPSS procedures (e.g. Guttman Scalogram Analysis,
Regression,ANOVA) may be found in Nie et al. (1970, 1975) or
UMRCC (1981).
E. Delta Statistic
Delta is a nonlinear transformation of the proportion
correct designed to have a mean of 13 and standard deviation
of 4, giving an effective range from 1 (easiest) to 25 (hardest).
Further details are provided in Wood (1977, p241).
APP 2
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SCHOOLS IN LONDON
APPENDIX 2
SAMPLEUNIVERSITY GCE 0 LEVEL
School Area 1977 1978 1980
Bulmershe Reading V V V
Bishopshalt Uxbridge V V V
Sir Bernard Lovell Bath V V V
Monks Park Bristol V V V
Creighton London (N.10) V V V
Pimlico London (SW) V V V
Sheppey Kent V V V
St. Joseph's Swindon V V V
Preston Manor Wembley V V
Redbourn Bedfordshire V V V
France Hill Surrey V V V
Headlands Swindon V
Wanstead London (Ell) V
Hampstead London (WW2) V
Swanley Kent V
Maiden Erleth Reading V
Greenshaw Surrey V
APP3
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SCHOOL
APPENDIX 3
in Sample
CANDIDATES IN ENMEB CSE SAMPLES
1978
School
Numbers
Centre Division	 Boys Girls Total
101 St Thomas More School Derbyshire
North	 6 6 12
102 John Flamstead School Derbyshire
Central	 4 8 12
103 Bennerley School 13 14 27
104 Derby School Derbyshire
105 Henry Cavendish School
Snuth	 76
ft	 ft 61
91
59
167
120
106 Ellis School Leicestershire
North	 30 16 46
107 Countesthorpe College Leicestershire
South
	 26 27 53
108 Lutterworth Upper II	 ft 55 82 137
School
109 South Park High School Lincolnshire
North	 36 41 77
110 Kingswood School Northamptonshire
North	 37 36 73
111 Bramcote Hills Grammar Not
West	 13 28 41
112 Arnold Hill Comprehen- Nottinghamshire
sive School East	 71 83 154
113 Wintringham School Grimsby	 50 55 105
478 546 1024
APP
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1979 Number in Sample
Centre School
	
Division Boys Girls Tota
201 Chapel-en-le-Frith School Derbyshire Nottn 36 39 75
202 Clowne School
	 Derbyshire North 35 56 91
203 Tupton Hall School	 Derbyshire North 1 3 4
204 Long Eaton School	 Derbyshire 11 18 29
Central
205 Derby School	 Derbyshire South 19 20 39
206 Henry Cavendish School	 Derbyshire South 5 11 16
207 Spondon School	 Derbyshire South 64 70 134
208 Soar Valley School	 Leicestershire 36 34 70
North
209 Countesthorpe College	 Leicestershire
South 15 22 37
210 South Park High School 	 Lincolnshire
North 28 47 75
211 Kirton County Secondary 	 Lincolnshire
School	 South 25 23 48
212 Huxlow School	 Northamptonshire
North 1 2 3
213 Bishop Stopford School	 Northamptonshire
214
North
ftBeanfield Comprehensive
5
12
4
14
9
26
School
215 It	 ItKingswood School 3 5 8
216 Mereway Upper School	 Northamptonshire
South 17 18 35
217 Sherwood Hall Upper
	
Nottinghamshire
218
School	 North
ft	 IfDukeries Comprehensive
2
10
3
2
5
12
School
219 Bramcote Hills Comprehen- Nottinghamshire
sive School	 West 5 2 7
220 Arnold Hill Comprehen- Nottinghamshire
221
sive School
	 East
ttToot Hill Comprehensive
76
12
80
9
156
21
School
222 Harry Carlton Comprehen-
sive School 24 35 59
442 517 959
-387-	
AFP 3 
1980
School
Number in Sample
Centre Division	 Boys Girls Total
301 Lady Manners School Derbyshire	 43 46 89
North
302 Hope	 Valley College It 31 44 75
303 The Bolsover School 43 38 81
304 Parkfields School Derbyshire	 18 20 38
South
305 Derby School 18 17 35
306 The Granville School 44 62 106
307 Uppingham Community Leicestershire
College North	 29 36 65
308 Vale of Catmose College It 11 14 25
309 Braunston Community Lincolnshire
College North	 6 19 25
310 South Park High School 44 59 103
311 Henry Gotch School Northamptonshire
North	 9 5 14
312 Sponne School Northamptonshire
South	 43 56 99
313 Hartland School Nottinghamshire
North	 40 47 87
314 The Kimberley Comprehen- Nottinghamshire
sive School- West	 48 65 113
315 Colonel Frank Seeley Nottinghamshire
Comprehensive School East	 8 25 33
316 Arnold Hill Comprehen-
sive School 25 29 54
317 The Havelock School Grimsby	 13 13 26
473 595 1068
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APPENDIX 4
TIMING OF PROBABILITY CONCEPTS TEST
for question
part (seconds)
Duration
Time at which
a 'bleep' sounds Voice
or
_
"Test begins now"
0:00 "Question 1" 50
0:50 "Question 2" 60
1:50 "Question 3" 65
2:55 "Question 4" 35
3:30 "Question 5" 55
4:25 "Question 6 part A" {A} 90
5:55 "Question 6 part B" (81 85
7:20 {C,D,E} 210
10:50 "Question 7 part A" fil 55
11:45 {ii} 30
12:15 (HO 28
12:43 {iv} 27
13:10 "Question 7 part B" 150
15:40 "Question 8" 65
16:45 "Question 9" 60
17:45 "Question 10" 90
19:15 "Question 11" 120
21:15 "Question 12" 70
22:25 "Questions 13 to 15" 230
26:15 "Question 16" 105
28:00 "Question 17" 75
29:15 "Question 18" 75
30:30 "Question 19" 110
32:20 "Question 20" 155
34:55 "Question 21" 180
37:55 "Question 22" 100
39:35 "Question 23" 75
40:50 "Question 24" 70
42:00 "Question 25" 70
43:10 "Question 26" 290
48:00 "End of test" _
APP 5
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APPENDIX 5 
PROBABILITY CONCEPTS TEST
(MAIN TEST)
years
NAME
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WE AND PROBABILITY CONCEPTS PROJECT
MET
)ughborough University of Technology
SCHOOL
TODAY'S DATE
BOY/GIRL 	
AGE 	
DATE OF BIRTH
MATHS SET 	
YEAR 	
D R Green 1980
1. A small round counter is red on one side and green on the other side.
It is held with the red face up and tossed high in the air. It spins
and then lands. Which side is more likely to be face up, or is there
no difference? Tick the correct answer:
(A) The red side is more likely
(B) The green side is more likely	 01
(C) There is no difference
(D)	 Don't know
2. A mathematics class has 13 boys and 16 girls in it. Each pupil's
name is written on a slip of paper. All the slips are put in a hat.
The teacher picks out one sill) without looking. Tick the correct
sentence:
(A) The name is more likely to be a boy than a girl
02_
(B) The name is more likely to be a girl than a boy
(C) It is just as likely to be a girl as a boy
(D) Don't know
-1-
3. Here are pictures of two discs which have pointers which are spun and
point to a number. With which disc is it easier to get a 3?
Tick the correct answer:
RED
	
BLUE
(A) It is easier to get 3 on the Red disc
(B) It is easier to get 3 on the Blue disc 	 03
(C) The two discs give the same chance of getting a 3
(D) Don't know
Why did you chose this answer'?
	
04 
4	 When an ordinary 6 sided dice is thrown which number or numbers is it
hardest to throw, or are they all the same?
0•ANSWER
5	 An ordinary coin is tossed five times and 'Heads' appears every time.
Tick the correct sentence below:
(A) Next time the coin is more likely to turn up 'Heads' again
(B) Next time the coin is more likely to turn up 'Tails'
(C) Next time 'Heads' is as likely as 'Tails'
(D) Don't know
AWhy? OS
Bag C: 5 black and 2 white
Bag D: 5 black and 3 white
-391-
6(a) Bag A has got in it 3 black counters and 1 white counter.
Bag B has got in it 2 black counters and 1 white counter.
(See the diagram)
If you have to pick a black counter to win
a prize and you must not look in the bag,
which bag should you choose to pick from?
Tick the correct answer.
(A) Bag A gives a better chance to get black
	
07
(B) Bag B gives a better chance to get black
(C) Both bags give the same chance
(D) Don't know
-6(b) Two other bags have each got some black counters and some white counters
in them.
Which bag (C or D) gives a better
chance of picking a black counter or
do they give the same chance? (A) Bag C
(B) Bag D
(C) Same chance
(D) Don't know
09
10
Why?
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W Here are five phrases:
1 Cannot happen
2 Does not happen very often
3 Happens quite often
4 Happens nearly every time
5 Always happens
For this question you must put one number in each of the four
boxes below. You can use the same number more than once if you wish.
(i)Which of these phrases means the same as "Very likely"?
	 I	 1
(ii)Which of these phrases means the same as "Unlikely"?
, iii) Which of these phrases means the same as "Likely"?
	 (1
(iv) Which of these phrases means the same as "Not very likely"? 	 2.0
b) Give a word or phrase which means the same as the following:
(i) Impossible 	  2I
(ii) Possible 	  2.2
(iii) Even chance 	  23
(iv) Little chance 	 2.9-
(v) Very probable 	 VC
ANSWER 2-7
8 In an experiment 12 coins are all tossed up in the air together, and
land on a table. If the experiment is repeated a lot of times which
one of the following results will happen most often?
(A) 2 heads and 10 tails
(B) 5 heads and 7 tails
(C) 6 heads and 6 tails
(D) 7 heads and 5 tails
(E)All have the same chance
9	 Mark and Steven play a dice game.
Mark wins 1 penny if the dice comes up 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6.
If it comes up 1 Steven wins some money. How much should Steven win
when he throws a 1 if the game is to be fair?
10	 A 2p coin and a 10p coin are tossed together.
One possible result, Heads on the 2p coin
and Tails on the 10p coin,has already been
put in the table. H for heads and T for
tails. Write in all the other possible
results.
2p coin 10p coin
1$
-6-
XX
X
X
X
X
X
SET C • n•nn
SET B
X
X
X
X
SETA n1111n•
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The flat roof of a garden shed has 16 square sections. It begins to
snow. At first just a few snowflakes fall, then after a while more
have landed. Below are three sets of two pictures. Each set shows
the pattern of snowflakes building up - first 4 flakes, then 16 flakes.
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X XX X
X X X 1x4
X X X X
X X X X
X
X X
X
XXX X •
X x
X
xx
X
X
X
_
X 
x
X
X,
QUESTION: Which of these sets best shows the kind of pattern you 
would expect to see as the snowflakes land?
Set A
Set B
21
Set C
Sets and C
Each kind of pattern
is as likely
-7-
SETA
SET B
SET C -••••-111•
n • n
n...=n110.
12	 Below are three sets of three pictures. Each set shows the pattern of
snowflakes building up - first 4 flakes, then 16 flakes, then 64 flakes.
x
x x x
x x x
x
.
X	 x
x
,
x
.	
-xx x
.
x
X x
X
x
-
x X
X ,
X x
X
X
x
xx
x
X
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
,
X x
XX
X X -
X X
X
XX
x
xX
XX
XxX._x
X
x
xX
XX
x X
.XX
X xXx
x x
xxx,xX
Xx
xx
'
xx-
xx
X X
X X
Xx X
X x
x x
X x
x x
X X
x )s(x x
X X
,ic x
Xx
xx x
X x
X
xxx
xXx
x Xx
xx
X x
XX
x
X
XX
V X
)7x
Xx
x x
X X
..,
Ax
Xx
_ 
x
X X
xxI
X
x x
X X
X X
XX
XX
XX
,XX,XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
X X
X X
XX
XX , XX
X X
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
QUESTION: Which of these sets best shows the kind of pattern you 
would expect to see as the snowflakes build up?
Set A
Set B
Set C
	 30
Sets A and B
Each kind of pattern
is as likely
-8-
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Write a sentence which begins "It is very likely that the Queen 	 I/
using your own words to finish it.
It is very likely that the Queen 	
Write a sentence which begins "It is unlikely that the Queen 	
using your own words to finish it.
It is unlikely that the Queen 	 33 
Write a sentence which ends "is something that happens by chance"
using your own words to start it.
35
	  is something that happens by
chance.
For the following phrases tick all those which you think mean exactly 
the same as "has a 50-50 chance of happening".
(IQ	 It may happen or it may not
	 3'5?
(B) It has an even chance of happening
	 31
(C) It will happen 50 times out of 50
	 4-0
(D) It can happen sometimes
	 4-1
(E) It has an equal chance of happening or not happening
	 4-2-
(F) It is very unlikely to happen
	
4-3
-9-
Why? 45-
17	 Two six-sided spinners are marked with '1's and '2's, as in the diagn
Yellow	 Red
Which spinner gives you a better chance of landing on a '2' when it
spins or do they give the same chance?
(A) Yellow is better for getting a 2
(B) Red is better for getting a 2
	 4+
(C) Both spinners give the same chance
(D) Don't know
18	 4 red marbles, 4 blue marbles and 2 green marbles are put into a bag
which is then shaken. Three marbles are picked out - 2 red and 1 blue
Then one more marble is picked out. Which colour is it most likely tc
be?
(A) Red has the best chance
(B) Blue has the best chance
(C) Green has the best chance
	 4(0
(D) All colours have the same chance
(E) Don't know
OrangeBrown
(a) Two discs, one orange and one brown, are marked with numbers.
Each disc has a pointer which spins round. If you want to get a 1,
is one of the discs better than the other, or do they both give the
same chance?
(A) Brown is better for getting a 1
(B) Orange is better for getting a 1
	 4-7
(0) Both discs give the same chance ri
(D) No one can say
(b) Why did you choose this answer?
4-3
A teacher asked Clare and Susan each to toss a coin a large number of
times and to record every time whether the coin landed Heads or Tails.
For each 'Heads' a 1 is recorded and for each 'Tails' an 0 is recorded.
Here are the two sets of results:
CLARE: 01011001100101011011010001110001101101010110010001
01010011100110101100101100101100100101110110011011
01010010110010101100010011010110011101110101100011
SUSAN: 10011101111010011100100111001000111011111101010101
11100000010001010010000010001100010100000000011001
00000001111100001101010010010011111101001100011000
Now one girl did it properly, by tossing the coin. The other girl
cheated and just made it up.
(a) Which girl cheated?	 ANSWER
	
49 
ao How can you tell?
ANSWER	 50 
NI
51
NI
III
III
a
a
52_III
MI
1	
21(a) Suppose a lot of marbles are dropped down the set of channels drawn
below.	 i
Tick the sentence which best describes where you expect the marbles
to go.
(A) Each channel will get about the same number of marbles
(B) 1 and 8 will get the most marbles
(C) 3, 4, 5 and 6 will get the most marbles
(D) 1, 3, 5 and 7 will get the most marbles
(E) None of these
(b) Now do the same for this set of channels
1
(A) Each channel will get about the same number of marbles
(B) 1 and 2 will get the most
(C) 3 and 4 will get the most
(D) 1 and 4 will get the most
(E) None of these
-12-
c) Now do the same for this set of channels
1	 2	 3
(A) Each channel will get about the same number of marbles
(B) 2 will get the most marbles
(C) 3 will get the most marbles
(D) 1 and 2 will get a lot of marbles and 3 will get a few
(E) None of these
4) Now do the same for this set of channels
1	 2	 3
(A) Each channel will get about the same number of marbles
(B) 2 will get about twice as many marbles as 1 or 3
(C) About half will go down 1 and about half down 3
(D) A few will go down 1, nearly all down 2 and a few down 3
(E) None of these
•
55
22	 A robot is put into a maze, which it begins to explore. At each
'junction the robot is as likely to go down any one path as any
other (except it does not go back the way it came). There are eight
traps at the ends of the eight paths (see picture). In which trap
or traps is the robot most likely to finish up, or are all traps
equally likely?
ANSWER:
23
	 A packet of 100 drawing pins was emptied out onto a table by a teacher.
Some drawing pins landed 'UP' 416 and some landed 'DOWN' 414 .
The result was UP: 68, DOWN: 32.
Then the teacher asks a girl to repeat the experiment.
Choose from the list below the result you think the girl will get.
(A) UP 36 DOWN 64
(B) UP 63 DOWN 37
CC)
(C) UP 51 DOWN 49
(D) UP 84 DOWN 16
(E) All these result; have
the same chance
24	 Which of the following results is more likely?
(1) Getting 7 or more boys out of the first 10 babies born in a new
hospital
(2) Getting 70 or more boys out of the first 100 babies born in a
new hospital
(A) They are equally likely
(B) 7 or more out of 10 is more likely	 57
(C) 70 or more out of 100 is more likely
(D) No one can say
25 A bag has in it some white balls and some black balls. A boy picks
out a ball, notes its colour, and puts it back. He then shakes the
bag. He does this four times. He picks a black ball every time.
He then picks out one more ball. What colour do you think he is
likely to get?
Tick the correct sentence:
(A) Black is more likely again
5g
(B) Black and white are equally likely
(C) White is more likely this time
26
Three boys are sent to the headmaster for stealing. They have to line
up in a row outside the head's room and wait for their punishment.
No one wants to be first of course!
(a) Suppose the boys are called Andy, Barry and Christopher (A, B, C for shoril
We want to write down all the possible orders in which they could line up;
For example A	 B	 C we write ABC as shown below:
I.
1st	 2nd
	 3rd
ANSWER:
	 ABC
	 /
Now write down all the other different orders.
60m How many different ways are there altogether? ANSWER
Now do the rest of the question:
(c) If four boys (A, B, C, D) have to be lined up, how many different ways
are there?	 ANSWER  0 
(d) And if there are five boys how many ways?
(Don't try to write them all down!)	 ANSWER 	
-16-
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APPENDIX 6 
AH2 TEST OF GENERAL REASONING ABILITY 
Example Questions
Answer Sheet
3 3
freezing foggy cold hot cool warm
APP 6 
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Verbal examples	 Please do not write anything on this paper
finger is to hand as toe is to
nailarm	 heel
1	 2
foot	 body	 head
3	 4	 5 6
Ex. 2
	
ant is to insect as sparrow IS to	 Ex. 2
spider	 pigeon
	
wings
1	 2	 3
snail
4
bird	 plant
5	 6
Ex. 3
	
Five of the following words form a series. Which of the words is not contained in	 Ex. 3
the series?
.	 `-	
...	
..,	
.,	 ...
Ex. 4 Which is the shortest of the following times ? 	 Ex. 4
day	 year	 hour	 month	 week	 minute
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
Ex. 5 Which one of the six lower words means either the same or the opposite of the top	 Ex. 5
word ?
mirror
looking-glass	 french-windows	 dressing-table	 armchair
1	 2	 3	 4
tumbler	 cupboard
5	 6
Ex. 6 Which one of the six lower words means either the same or the opposite of the top	 Ex. 6
word ?
easy	 I
timid	 manners	 polite	 difficult	 lessons	 nice
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
I
Ex. 7 Which one of the six lower words is like the top two but unlike the other five?
cherry	 pear
barley	 oats	 apple	 rye	 wheat	 maize
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
Ex. 7
Ex. 8 The two top words are alike in some way. Only one of the six lower words is unlike
the top. two. Which is it?
scarf	 trousers	 a
suit	 stocking	 hat	 coat	 buttercup	 shoe
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
Ex. 8
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO
11 11
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Numerical examples	 Please do not write anything on this paper
Ex. 1 13	 10	 7	 4	 What number comes next ?
3	 1	 o	 5	 —1	 2
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
Ex. 1
Ex 2 2	 4	 8	 16	 What number comes next ?
none of
48	 17	 64	 32	 24	 these
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
Ex. 2
Ex 3 A train travels at 30 miles per hour. How long will it take to go 60 miles ?
none ofl hr	 3 hr	 2 hr	 4 hr	 5 hr	 these
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
Ex. 3
Ex. 4 If I buy two buttons, one costing 3p and one costing 4p, how much change will I have
from 10p?
2p	 4p	 1p	 Op	 5p	 3p
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
Ex. 4
Ex. 5 14 is to 7 as 10 is to
5	 4	 17	 2	 14	 6
A	 B	 c	 D	 E	 F
— 'Ex. 5
Ex. 6 4 is to 12 as	 5 is to
3	 •	 12	 6	 15	 16	 s
A	 B	 c	 D	 E	 F
Ex. 6
Ex. 7 5	 2	 4	 1
Add these four figures together and divide the result by the second figure.
none 
of1	 2	 3	 4	 5
	
se
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
Ex. 7
Ex. 8 4	 2	 3
Multiply the two smallest figures together and add the result to the figure printed
immediately before the smallest figure.
none of
14	 11	 10	 9	 12	 these
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
Ex. 8
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO
20 20
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Please do not write anything on this paper 	 Perceptual examples
Ex. 1 Which one of the six lower figures is like the top two but unlike the other five? Ex. 1
// \--/	 0 ./.II
31	 2 4	 5 6
Ex. 2 Which one of the six lower figures is like the top two but unlike the other five ? Ex. 2
,.--
-..
.0	 %.
•	 ,
.:./A •
. 1'.
1	 3	 5 6
Ex. 3 Ex. 3
1	
1 is to as	 is to
\
& 0
.
/\
2	 3 61 5
Ex. 4 -, \
is to	 as	 is to
Ex. 4
•
004,,	 et '	 CO" 01
'	 -
2	 4	 5
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
APP 6
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21
	 21
Perceptual examples 	 Please do not write anything on this paper
Ex. 5 The two top pictures are alike in some way. Only one of the six lower pictures is unlike
the top two. Which is it?
Ex. 5
r9,	 :TTRF
-	 .....
*P	tig	
1,16
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 ,
Ex. 6 The two top figures are alike in some way. Only one of the six lower figures is unlike	 Ex. 6
the top two. Which is it ? .\ \.
e	 i
1 I
If 1 -,,. N.E.--- n 4
1	 2 6
Ex. 7 Ex. 7
1	 I	 1	 Which one comes next?
_
,(;‘,,,,%	 •	
, i	
t3 tr.,
I	 1
..7	
.1. 4,,,,
•	
•N,VCIV. VS	 ; z
•	 32.	 V
Ex. 8 Ex. 80 000 000
0 0 Which one comes next?
000 000 00 000 000 000 
000 0 000
I 0 o 000 0 0 0
1	 2	 3 4 5 6
DO NOT TURN OVER UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO
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APPENDIX 7 
CSMS TESTS 
(a) Fractions 1/2
(b) Fractions 3/4
(c) Ratio & Proportion
3.
4. Shade in two-thirds of each of these shapes:
a) d)b) c)
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CSMS
FRACTIONS - 1st & 2nd year 
ANE 	  TODAY'S DATE 
	
BOY or GIRL 	 	 CLASS 	
SCHOOL 	
 DATE OF BIRTH ....
day	 month year
1.	 This is a stick of rock.
It is to be shared equally
between 5 children. What
fraction of the rock does
each child get? 	
1	 0 02. John wins — of these marbles.
	 C)3
	
	 C)00 c) 0
C)
0 0
2
Jane wins — of the marbles.3
How many marbles does she win? 
	
Draw a ring round his marbles.
Has this circle been split into 2 halves? 	
Why do you think this? 	
......	 .•
...
5. A piece of ribbon 17cm long has to be cut into 4 equal pieces.	 Tick
the answer you think is most accurate for the length of each piece.
a) 4cm remainder 1 piece
b) 4cm remainder lcm
c) 4cm
4
d) 4 cm
17
a)
111111111
\\I
6. 5 eggs in a box of 12 are found to be cracked.
What fraction of the box of eggs is cracked? 
	
What fraction of the box of eggs is not cracked?
7. Put a tick under each shape in which half has been shaded. The first
one is done for you:
8. What fraction of each of the shapes below is shaded? Write your answer
under the shape.
,
-
r usz
Mb%
9. Two boys have the same amount of pocket money.
1
One decides to save of his pocket money, the other decides to save
45
5	 1
a) more than IT
1	 5b) is more thanib
5	 1
c)— and — are the same.
20	 4
10. Put a ring round the bigger fraction in each of the pairs below. The
first is done for you.
of his pocket money. Tick the answer you think correct.
20
b) 3	 5	 c) 3	 3	 d) 1	 3	 e) 89	 90
	
7 7	 5 4	 5	 10	 90 91
11. Tick the box which has the most shaded
-407-
12. Put these fractions in order of size, starting with the smallest:
1	 1	 1	 1
4	 2	 100	 3
13. Peter and Abdul each have a bar of chocolate of the same size.
Peter breaks his into 8 equal pieces and eats 4 of them. Abdul
breaks his into 4 equal pieces and eats 2 of them.
Who eats the most chocolate? 
	
Why do you think this?
14. Fill in the missing numbers:
a) 1 	 2	 b) 6 . 3	 c) 5 _ _	 d) 2 _ _	 e) 4 _ I
3 -	 8	 1030	 3 - 15	 12-
15. Three bars of chocolate are to be shared equally between five children.
How much should each child get?
16. 2_O _ 10
7 - 14 -
What number goes in 0
What number goes in 1, ?
117. Mary and John both have pocket money. Mary spends — of hers, and4
Is it possible for Mary to have spent more than John?
Why do you think this?
18. How many bicycle spokes 101/2cm long can be cut from a piece of wire
40cm long? 	
What length of wire is left over? 	
1
John spends 2— of his.
3	 219. In a baker's shop — of the flour is used for bread and — of the flour8	 8
is used for cakes. What fraction of the flour has been used?
1Shade in — of the dotted section of the disc.6
What fraction of the whole disc have you
shaded?
22.
20. I am putting tiles on the floor. They are shown shaded. What
fraction of the floor has been tiled?
'/ y4 ,
A
321. John pays — of his wages in tax. What fraction of his wages does he5
have left? 	
1He also pays To of his wages on rent. What fraction of his wages does
he have left after tax and rent have been paid?
1	 323. How many pieces of wood 1—cm long can we get from a piece 8—cm4	 4
long? .
	
Each runner runs one stage.
3How many runners would be required to run a total distance of -1-; Km?
1125. John saves — of his own pay. Paul earns £6 and saves — of it. How4	 3
much must John earn to save as much as Paul?
124. A relay race is run in stages of — Km each.8
CSMS
FRACTIONS - 1st & 2nd year 
NAME 	  TODAY'S DATE 	
BOY OR GIRL 	  CLASS 	
SCHOOL 	
 DATE OF BIRTH ...
day	 month
	
year
Do the following questions.
3:75
4
12.
i	 (0	 Li+ o r-	 What should E be..?3
4_o 1051
12.
18.
9.
	 1 + 3
to	 5
10.	 -2- or if.
13. a X -LS
14. i
	
	 I
--I-3	 L-1-
15. 1"
16. 2. 12.. - Li-
17. 3	
1
2 -'• -1- 5 —3	 I+
Write your answer under the shape.
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CSMS
FRACTIONS - 3rd & 4th year
WANE 	  0 0 t. .6 • 	  .	 	 TODAY'S DATE 	
BOY or GIRL 	 	 CLASS 	
. SCHOOL 	  DATE OF BIRTH ...
day	 month	 year
1
1. John wins — of these marbles.3	 00	 0
C)Draw a ring round his marbles.	 C'
How many marbles does she win?
0 00
2
Jane wins — of the marbles. 	
o
3	 0 0
2.	 Shade in two-thirds of each of these shapes
A l 	 I	 I	 I	 B 1 I 
3.	 A piece of ribbon 17cm long has to be cut into 4 equal pieces.
Tick the answer you think is most accurate for the length of each piece.
a) 4cm, remainder 1 piece
b) 4cm, remainder lcm
1
c) 474-cm
4d) ocm
4.	 5 eggs in a box of 12 are found to be cracked.
What fraction of the box of eggs is cracked? 	
What fraction of the box of eggs is not cracked?
5.	 What fraction of each of the shapes below is shaded.
16. Two boys have equal amounts of pocket money. One decides to save —4
5
of his pocket money, the other decides to 	 save	 of his pocket money.
Tick the answer you think correct.
5	 1
a) is more than —20	 4
1	 5b) -4- is more than
5	 1
c)io and 	 are equal.
7. Put a ring round the bigger fraction in each of the pairs below. The
first has been done for you.
a)	 1-1. 3	 3	 3	 5	 1	 3	 89	 903b)	 c)	 d)4	 7	 7	 5	 10	 e' 90
	 91
8. Put these fractions in order of size, starting with the smallest:
1	 1	 1	 1
4	 2	 100	 3
9. Fill in the missing number in each case:
a) 1 = 2	 b) 6 = 3	 c) 5 =	 d) 2 =	 e) 4 = I
3	 8	 10	 30	 3	 15	 12
10.	 2 = 0	 lo
7	 14
What number goes in 0 	
What number goes in LS ? 	
11. Write down a fraction that comes between 1 and 2
2	 3
112. Mary and John both have pocket money. Mary spends  of hers,
1
and John spends of his.	 Is it possible for Mary to have spent more
than John?
Why do you think this? 	
13. Haw many bicycle spokes 101/2cm long can be cut from a piece of wire
40cm long? 	
What length of wire is left over? 	
1
Shade in — of the dotted section of the disc.6
What fraction of the whole disc have you shaded?
17.
	 / A
Width
>
Area = 10 square centimetres
Width = 	
21.
1
Area = — square centimetre
3
Length -
22.
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3	 214. In a baker's shop — of the flour is used for bread and — of the flour8	 8
is used for cakes. What fraction of the flour has been used?
15. I am putting tiles on the floor; they are shown shaded. What fraction
of the floor has been tiled? /Ammo
,14 anr
3
16. John pays 3 of his wages in tax. What fraction	 wages is left? 	
He also paysi-o of his wages on rent.
What fraction of his total wages does he have left after tax and rent have
been paid? 	
of his
1	 118. How many fractions lie between — and — ?
4	 2
119. A relay race is run in stages of — Km each. Each runner runs one stage.8
3
How many runners would be required to run a total distance of — Km? 	
4
1	 120. John saves 71 of his own pay.	 Paul earns £.6 and saves 	 of it.
How much must John earn to save as much as Paul?
lene-
104
28. a, b, c are positive whole numbers. when 	
23. A man is driving in France. He knows that 1 Km is the same length as
5	 2
mile. His hotel is 3 Km from the petrol station. What is this distance
in miles?
24. What fraction of the square metre is shaded?
	
1	 •2	 5 .
	
25. 
17
	 -5 = 5-4
1
17 . 4Then	 is:• 5
5	 4	 5	 5	 5	 5
a) Twice	 34A	 b) 3 of 5-4	 c)	 of 5-4	 d) Half of .77
Tick which one you think is correct.
26. An Australian in London converts pounds to Australian dollars when he wishes
to buy something. El is equivalent to 12. Australian dollars. 	 If he pays £45.505
for a coat, how much is this in Australian dollars?
Sometimes he wants to convert the currency the other way. He knows a suit in
Australia costs 65 dollars. To change this into pounds which sum would he do?
Tick the one you think is correct.
	
3	 3	 3 .
	
a) 65 x 1 5—	 b) 65 1— 	c) 1— — 65
	
5	 5
a	 a27. a,b,d, are positive whole numbers.. 1.7. is less than — when 	
1	 i.	 129. 3.— -; 2.— s equal to:	 a) (3 + 2) +	 + -})	 b) (3+ 2) + ( +3	 5
•
c) ( 3- 75 2) +	 d) (3 +	 + (- 4. 2—)5	 3 • 5
Tick which one you think is correct.
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CSMS
FRACTIONS - 3rd & 4th year 
NAME 	  TODAY'S DATE 	 .
BOY or GIRL 	 	 CLASS 	
SCHOOL 	  DATE OF BIRTH . 	 ....
day	 month year
Do the following questions.
js 0P co gr -1-4- 0P 0 . What st1ou.101 0 6e_ ?
3 )( lOt
40 
-::
 101i.
S 4_ a
7'6	 ca
-1- oi- 3
G	 1+
11. 33 5
12.Z x 5
3
13. 4.5	 'A.5
14. 03 1- 5
15. + L
3	 1+
3
16. 5	 5
17. 7-1-2-
18.
19.
L2. 12.20.
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CSMS
TEST RATIO 
NAME 	  TODAY'S DATE 	
BOY or GIRL 
	 	
CLASS 	
SCHOOL 	  DATE OF BIRTH ...
day	 month	 year
1. Onion Soup Recipe for 8 persons
8 onions
2 pints water
4 chicken soup cubes
2 dessertspoons butter
1/2 pint cream
a) I am cooking onion soup for 4 people.
How much water do I need?
How many chicken soup cubes do I need?
b) I am cooking onion soup for 6 people.
How much water do I need?
How many chicken soup cubes do I need?
How much cream do I need?
2a). There are 3 eels A, B and C in the tank at the Zoo.
15 cm long	 A
10 cm long
5 cm long
The eels are fed sprats, the number depending on their length.
If C is fed two sprats, how many sprats should B and A be fed to match?
A 	
If B eats 12 sprats, how many sprats should A be fed to match?
A 	
If A gets 9 sprats, how many sprats should B get to match?
2b).	 Three other eels, X, Y and Z are fed with fishfingers, the length
of the fishfinger depending on the length of the eel.
25 cm long 	 Z
15 cm long	 Y
10 cm long	 X
If X has a fishfinger 2 cm long, how long should the fishfinger given
to Z be?	 Z 	
If Y has a fishfinger 9 cm long, how long should the fishfinger given
to Z be?	 Z 	
If Z has a fishfinger 10 cm long, how long should the fishfingers given
to X and Y be?
	
X 	 	 Y 	
3.	 In an office Mr. Adams comes in to work 2 days a week.
Mr. Brown comes in to work 4 days a week.
Mr. Carter somes in 6 days a week.
The bill for lighting the office for these three men is 240p.
How much should each pay for it to be fair?
Mr. Adams 	  Mr. Brown 	
 Mr. Carter 	
4a. i
Finish drawing the diagram below so
that it is the same shape but bigger
than this diagram
1	 1	 A
1
—413—
B
Work out how long the missing line
should be if this diagram ----4
is to be the same shape but bigger
than the one above
Cm.
5.
You can see the height of
Mr. Short measured with
paper clips.
Mr. Short has a friend Mr. Tall. When we measure their heights with matchsticks:
Mr. Short's height is four matchsticks
Mr. Tall's height is six matchsticks
How many paper clips are needed for Mr. Tall's height? 	
VThe curve AB ii 9 units. How long is the curve RS?
6. In a particular metal alloy there are
1 part mercury to 5 parts copper
3 parts tin to 10 parts copper
8 parts zinc to 15 parts copper
You would need how many parts mercury to how many parts tin?
parts mercury to 	
 parts tin.
You would need how many parts zinc to how many parts tin?
parts zinc to 	  parts tin.
7. These 2 letters are the same shape, one is larger than the other.
AC is 8 units.	 RT is 12 units.
The curve UV is 18 units. How long is the curve DE?
8. % means per cent or per 100, so 37. is 3 out of every 100.
a) 4 children out of the hundred on the school trip forgot to
bring their lunch. .
What percentage is this?
b) 67. of children in a school have free dinners. There are
250 children in the school.
How many children have free dinner?
c) The newspaper says that 24 out of 800 Avenger cars have
a faulty engine.
What percentage is this?
The price of a coat is £20, in the sale it is reduced by 57.; how
much does it now cost?
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APPENDIX 8
SCHOOLS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT
APP 8
(A) MAIN TEST SCHOOLS
DERBYSHIRE
Code School	 Location	 Age Roll Sample
Range
10 Derwent School	 Derby	 11-14 400 41
11 Henry Cavendish School 	 Derby	 14-18 670 28
12 Kirk Hallam School 	 Ilkeston	 11-16 680 96
13 St Thomas More R.C. School
	 Derby	 11-18 850 87
LEICESTERSHIRE
20 Beaumont Leys School	 Leicester	 11-18 1600 65
21 Bosworth College	 Desford	 14-18 1400 50
22 Brookvale High School	 Groby	 11-14 670 103
23 Castle Donington Community
	
Castle
College	 Donington
	
10-14 750 58
24 Castle Rock High School 	 Coalville	 11-14 680 39
25 De Lisle R.C.Comprehensive 	 Loughborough 11-18 960 103
School
26 Gartree High School	 Oadby	 11-14 550 69
27 Hind Leys College	 Shep shed
	 14-18 600 96
28 Ibstock High School	 Ibstock	 11-14
and Community College
730 82
29 Ivanhoe High School and 	 Ashby de-la- 11-14 900 67
Community College
	
Zouch
30 John Ferneley High School	 Melton	 11-14 800 242
Mowbray
31 Judgemeadow School and	 Leicester	 11-16 1160 48
Community College
32 Kibworth High School	 Kibworth	 11-14 720 65
33 King Edward VII College	 Coalville	 14-18 1250 61
34 Linwood School	 Leicester	 11-16 590 116
35 Martin High School	 Anstey	 11-14 860 49
36 Newbridge High School 	 Coalville	 11-14 600 96
37 Rawlins School and Community Quorn	 14-18 1170 74
College
38 Roundhill College	 Thurmas ton	 11-14 800 69
39 Rushey Mead Secondary School Leicester 	 11-16 1210 33
40 South Charnwood High School	 Markfield	 10-14 520 88
41 Winstanley High School and	 Braunstone	 11-14 850 51
Community College
42 Groby Community College	 Groby	 14-18 550 46
APP 8 
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NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Location Age	 Roll
Range
SampleCode	 School
50	 Bective Middle School Northampton 9-13	 620 35
51	 Blackthorn Middle School Northampton 9-13	 250 52
52	 Daventry School Daventry 11-18 1070 38
53	 King's Heath Middle School Northampton 9-13	 470 60
54	 Lodge Park Comprehensive Corby 11-18	 980 86
School
55	 Thomas Becket R.C.Upper Northampton 13-18	 680 45
School
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
60	 Arnold Hill Comprehensive Arnold 11-18 1730 34
61	 Brunts Upper School Mansfield 13-18	 800 50
62	 Cardinal Hinsley R.C. Newark 9-13	 140 49
Middle School
63	 Cumberland Middle School Mansfield 9-13	 930 28
64	 Gedling Comprehensive Gedling 11-18 1035 103
School
65	 Harry Carlton Comprehensive East Leake 11-18	 950 130
School
66	 High Oakham Middle School Mansfield 9-13	 580 27
67	 Park Comprehensive School Bees ton 11-18	 800 42
68	 Thomas Magnus School Newark 14-18	 600 44
69	 Windmill Ridge Middle Mansfield 9-13	 420 44
School
STAFFORDSHIRE
71	 Wilnecote High School Tamworth 11-18 1300 41
APP 8
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(B) PILOT SCHOOLS
Arnold Hill Comprehensive School, Arnold,
Notts.	 (11-18)
Burleigh Upper School, Loughborough 	 (14-18)
Garendon High School for Boys,
Loughborough, Leics.	 (2Z-24?
Harry Carlton Comprehensive School,
East Leake, Notts.	 (11-18)
Hind Leys Upper School,Shepshed, Leics 	 (14-18)
Ibstock High School, Ibstock, Leics. 	 (11-14)
Limehurst High School for Girls,
Loughborough, Leics.	 (11-14)
Loughborough Grammar School for Boys,
Loughborough, Leics.
Loughborough High School for Girls,
Loughborough, Leics.
	
(11-18)
Rawlins Upper School, Quorn, Leics. 	 (14-18)
(C) CLOZE TEST SCHOOL
Henry Mellish Comprehensive School
Bulwell, Nottm. 	 (11-18)
APP 9 
APPENDIX 9 
TEST ADMINISTRATION DOCUMENTS
(a) Initial letter to schools
(b) Confirmatory letter to volunteer schools
(c) Details of proposed tests
(d) Details of classes of interest
(e) Reply form to be returned to Project
(f) Teaching Style Questionnaire
(g) Form for recording Mathematical Abilities,
and test results
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	 APP 9 (a)
University of Technology
LOUGHBOROUGH LEICESTERSHIRE LEn 3TU 	 Tel: 0509 63171 Telex 34319 Telegrams technology Loughborough
CAMET
(CENTRE FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MATHEMATICAL EDUCATION IN TECHNOLOGY)
PROFESSOR A. C. BAJPAI
Director
CHANCE & PROBABILITY CONCEPTS PROJECT
June 1980	 Director: D R Green MSc., MEd
Head of Mathematics Department
Dear Sir/Madam
I have a research project in the field of Probability Concepts, which
commenced in 1978. This is sponsored by the Social Science Research
Council for a period of 3 years.
I am writing to seek the assistance of your school with my work, if you
are willing and if your Headteacher/Principal approves.
My aim is to test approximately 2000 secondary school pupils (aged 11 to
16 years) from a wide range of schools in the Midlands. All abilities are
to be included, except the remedial groups. I wish to administer, on a
class basis, two tests:
1) An intelligence test. (Total contact time needed: 45 minutes)
2) A Probability Concepts test (total contact time needed: 65 minutes)
Pilot tests have been tried out in local schools for the past two years and
the final version is now being prepared. The testing is to take place in
the Autumn term 1980 and Spring term 1981. Pupils need have no formal
knowledge of Probability to undertake the test.
At this stage I merely wish to know if you are willing in principle to
cooperate. I shall be happy to answer any questions which you may wish
to ask.
The results of the tests will be transmitted back to you, and confidentiality
is guaranteed. The ultimate aim of the research is to find out just what
concepts pupils possess in this area, so that the mathematics teacher is
better informed and can therefore plan the curriculum appropriately.
I look forward to your reply.
Yours sincerely
IQ 4.,
David R Green
Project Director
APP 9 (b)
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University of Technology
LOUGHBOROUGH LEICESTERSHIRE LEI' 3TU
	 Tel: (3509 63171 Telex 34319 Tclegranu Technology Loughborough
CAMET
(CENTRE FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MATHEMATICAL EDUCATION IN TECHNOLOGY)
PROFESSOR A. C. BAJPAI
Director
•	 Dear
CHANCE & PROBABILITY CONCEPTS PROJECT 
Thank you for your reply to my letter, indicating your willingness to
participate in the Chance and Probability Concepts Project.
I or my assistants would like to visit your school during the Autumn Term
1980, to test two classes, (see separate sheet for details), and I suggest
the following possible dates for our first visit:
The tests are:
(A) Probability Concepts Test - time required 1 hour
(B) Intelligence Test - time required 1 hour
(See separate sheet for fuller details.)
We would like to administer tests A and B as close together as possible, but
not on the same day. To give tests A and B at the same time on consecutive
weeks would be very helpful, but we will be happy to fall in with any
arrangement you wish to make.
Would you please fill in the enclosed slip and return it to me as soon as possible
in the envelope provided? If none of the suggested dates are suitable, perhaps
you could offer alternatives.
Yours sincerely
Mr D R Green
APP 9 (c)
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CHANCE & PROBABILITY CONCEPTS PROJECT
1) Details of the Tests 
Probability Concepts Test
	
Duration: 60 minutes
This comprises 26 questions which seek to establish the level of
understanding of the pupil on random events,permutations, combinations
and arrangements. No knowledge of formal 'probability' is assumed.
Each pupil will be given the 16 page Test Booklet. For all pupils in
years 1,2,3 (i.e. aged 11+, 12+, 13+) the test will be read out. This
is to minimise reading difficulties, to ensure appropriate emphasis of
the important ideas in the questions, and to ensure that each question
receives the same attention from each pupil. Our experience with pilot
versions of the test indicate that 60 minutes is adequate for all
groups. We shall not normally read out the test questions to pupils in
years 4,5 (i.e. aged 14+, 15+) unless the schoolrecommends doing so.
Intelligence Test 	 Duration: Introduction 18 minutes, Test 42 minutes 
The chosen test is called AH2. It is published by the National Foundation
for Educational Research (NFER) and is based on the work of Dr A W Helm and
others at the Cambridge Psychology Laboratory. The test is in three parts:
Part 1	 Verbal	 (15 minutes)
Part 2	 Numerical	 (15 minutes)
Part 3	 Perceptual	 (12 minutes)
Norms are available for secondary school pupils for each separate section
and overall.
We are using this test for two main reasons:
a) to ensure the 'normality' of our sample
b) to investigate the relationship between probability conceptual
level and Verbal, Numerical and Perceptual ability.
Our original intention was to use a similar test (AH4) but AH2 has just
been made available to us and is better for our purposes, outweighing
the inconvenience of its being more lengthy to administer than AH4.
2) Results of the Tests 
If the school wishes we will forward to the school the test results of
individual pupils, although we recommend that they not be divulged to the
pupils themselves.
D R Green 1980
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CHANCE & PROBABILITY CONCEPTS PROJECT
Details of Classes we wish to Test 
Lq2.	 Secondary School Level  Years 1 to 5 inclusive
(age 11 - 16 years)
Ability
	 We are interested in testing right across the
ability range. Wherever possible we would like
to test mixed ability groups.
Probability	 We do not mind whether or not pupils have been
formally taught probability. Our test makes no
reference to the term 'probability'.
Mathematics	 We do not mind if the pupils are in mathematics sets,
tutor groups, streams, general studies groups, etc.
Teacher's Assessment It would be very informative for us if the school could
provide a broad assessment of each pupil's mathematical
ability. How this can be best done will be discussed
when we visit.
Teaching Style 	 We are interested to see if there is any correlation
between teaching style experienced (including b006
used) and understanding of probability concepts. We
hope to obtain that information during our visits.
D R Green 1980
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CHANCE & PROBABILITY CONCEPTS PROJECT
-1.	 It will be possible to administer the tests on the following dates:-
Test A Probability Concepts Test on 
	
 at
	  and at 
	
Test B - Intelligence Test on 	  at
	
 and at 	
2. Years being tested: 	
3. School: 	
4. Person to ask for on arrival: 	
5. Suggested time to arrive: 	
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SCHOOL: CLASS:
NAME• MATHEMATICAL ABILITY GRADE PROB TEST V t4 P AH2
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
,
12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
14 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
16 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
17 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
18 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
19 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
21 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
27 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
29 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 •
32 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
33 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
34 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
35 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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APPENDIX 11 
CLOZE VERSION (TYPE A) OF PROBABILITY CONCEPTS TEST 
DATE OF BIRTH f----1 	
AGE 	 	 bAy YEAR
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cLoze TEsT TYPe A 
SCHOOL Het.IR.Y MELLISH 
suLwELL kiciTTM.
BOY/GIRL
CAMET
Loughborough University of Technology
C L ASS
D R Green 1981 NAME 	
A small round coulter is red 	
 one side and green on
tie 	
 side. It is held with the 
	
 face up and
tcssed high in 	
 air. It spins and then lands.
• • . . sidc is more likely to be 	  up, or is there
no ....	 ? Tick the correct answer:
(A) The red 	
 is more likely
(B) The green side 	  more likely
(C) There is no difference
(D) Don't 	
2.	 A mathematics class has 13 boys 	  16 girls in it. Each
pupil's 	  is written on a slip of 	  All the
slips are put in 	  hat. The teacher picks out one 	
without looking. Tick the correct sentence:
(A) 	  name is more likely to be a 	  than a girl
(B) The name is 	  likely to be a girl 	  a boy
(C) It is just as 	  to be a girl as a 	
(D) Don't know
3.	 Here are pictures of two discs 	  have pointers which are
spun and 	  to a number. With which 	  is it easier
to get a 3? Tick the 	  answer:
RED
	
BLUE
(A) It is easier to 	  a 3 on the Red disc
(B) It is 	
 to get 3 on the blue 	
(C) The two discs give the same 
	
 of getting a 3
(D) Don't know
	
 did you choose this answer?
4. When an ordinary 6 	  dice is thrown which number or 	
is it hardest to throw, or 	
 they all the same?
5. An 	  coin is tossed five times and ' 	  appears
every time. Tick the correct 	  below:
(A) Next time the coin is more 	  to turn up 'Heads' again
(B) Next 	  the coin is more likely to 	  up 'Tails'
(C) Next time 'Heads' is 	  likely as 'Tails'
(D) Don't know
2
B	 •J
A
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6(a) Bag A 	  got in it 3 black 	  and 1 white counter.
Bag 	  has got in it 2 black 	  and I 	  counter.
(See the diagram)
If you 	  to pick a black counter to 	
a prize and you must not 
	  in the bag,
which bag should 
	  choose to pick from?
Tick the 	  answer.
(A) Bag A gives a better 	  to get black
(B) Bag B gives a better 
	
 to get black
(C) Both 	  give the same 	
(D) Don't know
6(b) Two other bags 	  each got some black counters and 	
white counters in them.
Bag C: 5 
	
 and 2 	
Bag D: 
	
 black and 	  white
Which bag (C or D) gives a 	
chance of picking a black counter 	
do they give the 	  chance?	 (A) Bag C
(B) Lag D
(C) same
Di sco I0 0	 • 
(D) Don't know
7 (a) Here are five phrases:
1 Cannot happen
2 	
 not happen very often
3 Happens quite 
	
4 Happens nearly every time
5 Always 	
For this question you must put one 	  in each of the four
	  below. You can use the 	  number more than once
if you
(i) Which of these phrases means the 	  as "Very likely"?
(ii) Which of these 	  means the same as "Unlikely"?
(iii)Which of 	
 phrases means the same as "Likely"?
(iv) 	
 of these phrases, means the same 	
 "Not very likely"?[:=3
3

XX
X
X
X
X
X
X
SET B
X
X
SET C
SETA nn-411n
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11	 The flat roof of a garden 	  has 16 square sections. It
	
 to snow. At first just a 	  snowflakes fall,
then after a while 	
 have landed. Below are three sets
	
 two pictures. Each set shows the 
	  of snowflakes
building up - first 4 
	
, then 16 flakes.
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X x x
x x x x
X x x
,
x
.
X x
x
_
xxx x
X x
X
xx
x
X
X x 
x
.
QUESTION: Which of these 	  best shows the  kind of pattern 
	  would expect to see as the 	
 land?
(i) Set A
(ii) Set B
(iii) Set C
(iv) Sets B and C
(v) Each kind of pattern is as 
	
5
13 Write a sentence which begins "It 
	
 very likely that the
Queen	 using 	  own words to finish it.
14 Write a 	  which begins "It is unlikely that 	  Queen
using your own words to 	  it.
15 Write a sentence which ends "is 	  that happens by chance"
using your 
	
 words to start it.
16 For the following 	
 tick all those which you think 	
exactly, the same as "has a 50-50 
	
 of happening".
(A) It may happen or 	  may not
(B) It has-an even 	  of happening
(C) It will happen 50 	  out of 50
(D) It can 	  sometimes
(E) It has an equal chance 	
 happening or
not happening
(F) It is 	  unlikely to happen
6
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17	 Two six-sided 
	
 are marked with '1's and '2's, as
	
 the diagrams.
Yellow	 Red
Which spinner gives you 	  better chance of landing on a
'2' 	  it spins or do they 
	
 the saw. chance?
(A) Yellow is better 	  getting a 2
(B) Red is 	  for getting a 2
(C) Both spinners 	  the same chance
(D) Don't know
18 4 red marbles, 4 blue 	  and 2 green marbles are put 	
a bag which is then shaken. Three 	  are picked out - 2 red
and 1 blue.	 	  one more marble is picked out. 
	
colour is it most likely to 	
(A) Red has the best chance
(B) Blue 	  the best chance
(C) Green has the 	  chance
(D) All colours have the same 	
(E) Don't know
7
OrangeBrown
19(a) Two discs, one orange 	
 one brown, are marked with numbers.
	  disc has a pointer which spins 
	
 If you want to
get a 1, 	  one of the discs better than 	  other,
or do they 	  give the same chance?
(A) Brown is 	  for getting a 1
(B) Orange is 	  for getting a 1
(C) Both discs 	  the same chance
(D) No one can 	
19(b) Why did you choose this 	 '7
20 A teacher asked Clare and Susan 	  to toss a coin a large
	
 of times and to record every 	  whether the coin
landed Heads or 	  For each 'Heads' a 1 is 	
and for each. 'Tails' an 0 	  recorded.
Here are the two sets 	  results:
CLARE: 01011001100101011011010001110001101101010110010001
01010011100110101100101100101100100101110110011011
01010010110010101100010011010110011101110101100011
SUSAN: 10011101111010011100100111001000111011111101010101
11100000010001010010000010001100010100000000011001
00000001111100001101010010010011111101001100011000
Now one girl did it 	 , by tossing the coin. The other
	
 cheated and just made it up.
(a) 	  girl cheated?
(b) How can you 	
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21(a) Suppose a lot of marbles are 
	
 down 'the set of channels
drawn below.
12345,7.
	  
the sentence which best describes where 	  expect
the marbles to go.
(A) Each 	  will get about the same number 	
marbles.
(B) 1 and 8 will get 	  most marbles
(C) 3, 4, 5 and 6 will get the 	  marbles
(D) 1, 3, 5 and 7 will get the most 	
(E) None of these
(b) Now do the 	  for this set of channels
(A) Each 	  will get about the same 	  of
marbles
(B) 1 and 2 will 	  the most
(C) 3 and 4 will get 	  most
(D) 1 and 4 will get the 	
(E) None of these
9
22 A robot is 	
 into a maze, which it begins 	
 explore.
At each junction the robot 
	
path as any other (except it 	
There are eight traps at the 	
	  which trap or traps is
	
as likely to go down any 	
	
not go back the way it 
	 ).
of the eight paths (see picture)
the 	  most likely to finish
up, or 	  all traps equally 	
23 A packet of 100 drawing 	  was emptied out onto a table
	
 a teacher.Some drawing pins landed 	
•
and some landed 'DOWN'40t . The result 	
 UP: 68,
DOWN: 32.
Then the 	  asks a girl to repeat the 	
Choose from the list below the 
	
 you think the girl will
get.
(A) .. 36 DOWN 64
(8) UP 63 DOWN 37
(C) UP 51 DOWN 49
(D) UP 84 • 	 16
(B) All these results have the
same 	
10
24 Which of the following results is 	  likely?
(1) Getting 7 or more boys 	
 of the first 10 babies born
	
 a new hospital
(2) Getting 70 or 
	
 boys out of the first 100 	
born in a new hospital
(A) They 	
 equally likely
(B) 7 or more out 
	  10 is more likely
(C) 70 or 	
 out of 100 is more 	
(D) 	
 one can say
25 A bag has 
	
 it some white balls and some 
	
 balls. A
boy picks out a 	 , notes its colour, and puts it 
	
He then shakes the bag. He 
	
 this four times. He picks
a black 
	 every time.
He then picks 	
 one more ball. What colour do 
	
 think
he is likely to get?
Tick the 	
 sentence:
(A) Black is more likely again
(B) 	  and white are equally likely
(C) White 	  more likely this time
ANSWER: A3C
26
HE,kb
Three boys 	  sent to the headmaster for stealing.
	  have to line up in a 
	
 outside the head's room
and wait 	  their punishment. No one wants to 	
first of course!
(a) Suppose the boys 
	
 called Andy, Barry and Christopher
(A, B, C for short) 	  want to write down all the 	
orders in which they could line 	 	 For example'
we 	
 ABC as shown below:
1st	 2nd	 3rd
	 / 	 / 	 / 	 / 	 /	 /	 /
Now 	
 down all the other different orders.
(b) 	  many different ways are there altogether?
Now 	  the rest of the question:
(c) If 	  boys (A,B,C,D) have 	  be lined up, how many
	  ways are there?
(d) And if there are five 	  how many ways?
(Don't try to 	 them all down!)
APP 12
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SHORT TEST 
SCHOOL 	
TODAY'S DATE 	
BOY/GIRL . 	
AGE 	
DATE OF BIRTH
MATHS SET 	
SCHOOL YEAR 	
NAME 	
years
DAY	 MONTH YE1
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SHORT TEST
CAMET
Loughborough University of Technology
0 D.R.Green 1981
1.	 A small round counter is red on one side and brown on the other side.
It is held with the red face up and tossed high in the air. It spins
many times and then lands. Which side is more likely to be face up
when it lands,or is there no difference? Tick the correct answer:
(A) The red side is more likely
	 El
(B) The brown side is more likely
(C) Red and brown are equally likely 1--1
145 sec!
(D) I don't know .
(E) No one can say . .
2.	 A mathematics class has 13 boys and 16 girls in it. Each pupil's
name is written on a slip of paper. All the slips are put in a hat
and mixed up a lot. The teacher picks out one slip without looking.
Tick the correct sentence:
(A) The name is more likely to be a box than a girl 1--1
(B) The name is more likely to be a girl than a boy r--1
(0 It is just as likely to be a girl as a boy
(D) I don't know . .
(E) No one can say
155 sec'
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23 A packet of 100 drawing pins was emptied out onto a table by a teacher.
Some drawing pins landed 'UP' MI6 and some landed 'DOWN'	 .
The result was UP: 68, DOWN: 32.
Then the teacher asks a girl to repeat the experiment.
Choose from the list below the result the girl is most likely to get:
(A) UP 32 DOWN 68 .
(B) UP 63 DOWN 37 .
(C) UP 50 DOWN 50 .
(D) UP 84 DOWN 16 .
(E) Al]. these results have
the same chance •
(F) I don't know .
170 sec!
24 Which of the following results is more likely?
(1) Getting 7 or more 'Heads' out of 10 tosses of a coin
(2) Getting 70 or more 'Heads' out of 100 tosses of a coin
(A) They are equally likely .
(B) 7 or more out of 10 is more likely
(C) 70 or more out of 100 is more likely	 1
(D) No one can say 	
(E) I don't know
160 sec'
like this:
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
SETA
X
X
SET B n-I••••
X
X
SET C
Set B
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11.	 A garden bird-table is made up from a flat piece of wood supported on
a pole. The surface is marked into 16 small square sections,
It begins to snow. At first just a few snowflakes
fall, then after a while more have landed.
Below are three sets of two pictures. Each set shows the pattern of
snowflakes landing on the bird-table - first 4 flakes, then 16 flakes.
X X X X
X XX X
X X XX
X X X X
X
x X x
X X X X
X X
x X
,
x
X x
XXx X
X x
X
xx
X
x
x
.
x 
x
X.
x,
QUESTION: Which of these sets best shows the kind of pattern you would 
get as the snowflakes land?
Set A
Set C
Each kind of pattern
is as likely
I don't know
1 100 sec 1
SETA
..
X x
X
X
.
x X
X
XX
X
X
.
X
Xx
X
_	 X
XXX
x
XX x
x•x,
El
40xxxxx
mix:axx
x
x  x'S
Xx
x
nnnnIpi.SET B
-or
SET C
12	 Below are three sets of three pictures. Each set shows the pattern of
snowflakes building up on the bird-table - first 4 flakes, then 16 flakes,
then 64 flakes.
X
X x x
x x x
x
x x
_
x
x
x
x x
Xx
XX
XX
X
X
X
Xx
x
xX
XX
XxX
X
x x
xX
xx
x X
X x
xx
X X
, 
X	 X
'X x
x X
' X X
XX
X
Xx
x
XX
, XX
XXXxxXX
XX,X	 XX4
.
XXXX
-
.
XX XX
.
XXXX
X X X
.	 -
X
XX
X X
X X
X X
XX
X X
XX
XX
X X
x x
X X
x x
X X
x x
XX
x x
X X
X X
x X
X X
X X
X X
XX
xX
X X
XX
X X
XX
X X
XX_XX
XX
QUESTION: Which of these sets best shows the kind of pattern you 
would get as the snowflakes build up?
Set A
•••
Set B
Set C
Each kind of pattern
is as likely
I don't know
50 sec
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APPENDIX 13
COMPUTER PROCEDURES AND DATA FILES 
(A) Computer Programs written specifically for the research 
and run at the Loughborough University of Technology 
Computer Centre.
1. CSEDATACHECKER 1, 2, 3
Three FORTRAN programs used to verify the data punched
on cards relating to the CSE Analysis for years 1977, 1978,
1979.
2. GCEDATACHECKER 1, 2
Two FORTRAN programs used to verify the data punched
on cards relating to the GCE 0 Level Analysis for years
1977, 1978, 1980.
3. PCTDATACHECKER
A FORTRAN program to verify the Probability Concepts Test
data (two cards per subject) and to print the data class by
class.
4. CSEANALYSIS 1, 2, 3
Three FORTRAN programs for CSE data analysis
5. GCEANALYSIS 1, 2
Two FORTRAN programs for GCE 0 Level data analysis
-438-
6. SEXANALYSIS 
	 1, 2
• Two FORTRAN programs which analysed the GCE 0 Level
data to compare performance of boys and girls with identical
mathematics scores on probability items.
7. AGEANALYSIS 
A FORTRAN program which analysed the age structure of the
Probability Concepts Test sample at the times of taking the
Concepts Test and the AH2 Test.
8. LOEVINGER
A BASIC program which computes Loevinger's H.. coefficients13
from crosstabulation tables.
APP 13 
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(B) Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) procedures 
utilised in the research.
Programs run at the Nottingham University Computer Centre 
(SPSS version 5)
CONDESCRIPTIVE
CODEBOOK
MARGINALS
CROSSTABS
FASTABS
BREAKDOWN
PEARSON CORR
NONPAR CORR
PARTIAL CORE
FACTOR
REGRESSION
GUTTMAN
Programs run at the University of Manchester Regional Computer 
Centre (SPSS version 7)
ANOVA
RELIABILITY
T TEST
APP 13
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(C) SPSS Data Files Created 
1. Main Test 
Data relating to the Probability Concepts Test, two cards
per case. Stored as five subfiles one per year (N = 2930).
Two separate versions were created for the Nottingham and
Manchester Systems.
2. Short Test 
Data relating to the Short Test, together with corresponding
Main Test data, three cards per case. Stored as eight subfiles
five for those completing 6 items, three for those completing
8 items	 al = 468).
3. Cloze Test 
Data relating to Cloze Test only, one card per case, stored
as five subfiles, one per class (N = 142).
4. CSMS Fractions 1/2 Test
Data relating to Fractions 1/2 together with corresponding
Main Test data, three cards per case. Stored as two subfiles,
one per year (4 = 187).
5. CSMS Fractions 3/4 Test 
Similar to above (N = 99).
6. CSMS Ratio Test 
Similar to above, three subfiles, one per year (N = 170).
APP 13 
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7. CSMS Combined 1/2 
.	 Data for subjects who took both Fractions 1/2 and Ratio
Tests, together with corresponding Main Test data, four cards
per case. Stored as two subfiles, one per year (N = 74).
8. CSMS Combined 3/4 
Similar to above for those who took Fractions 3/4 and Ratio
Tests (N = 92).
